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Abstract  
 

Reading Matthew with Monks:  

Laying the Foundations for Conversation between Modern Biblical 

Scholarship and Early Medieval Monastic Interpretation 

 
By 

Derek A. Olsen 
 

In this study, I lay the foundations for a conversation between the modern academic 
study of the Bible and early medieval monastic reading strategies. From a cultural perspective, 
I examine the similarities and differences between the modern academic reading culture and 
the culture of early medieval monastics with a particular focus on the English 10th Century 
Benedictine Revival and its chief catechist, Ælfric of Eynsham. Three major points of 
contact—the use of mimetic processes of formation, the literary focus of the communities, 
and the awareness of participating within a critical conversation—are examined from 
primary and secondary sources to uncover both the methods and purposes of each culture‘s 
reading strategies. Assessing these points enables the reading process of the medieval 
monastics to be seen on their own terms rather than from a strictly modern perspective.  
Next, a discussion of the distinctive factor of early medieval monastic culture, the liturgical 
shape of communal life, provides a central context for understanding monastic homilies.  

Once the backgrounds and strategies have been discussed in the abstract, I examine 
the particularities of the reading strategies in relation to four Matthean passages: Matt 4:1-11, 
5:1-12, 8:1-13, and 25:1-13.  I place the work of four major modern scholars, Ulrich Luz, W. 
D. Davies and Dale Allison, M. Eugene Boring, and Douglas Hare, in relation to homilies on 
these passages by Ælfric of Eynsham as considered in their liturgical settings.  
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Chapter 1 
 

CONVERSATIONS AND CRITICISMS 
 
Introduction 

In this study, I lay the foundations for a conversation between the modern academic 

study of the Bible and early medieval monastic reading strategies. After illuminating the 

similarities and differences between these two distinct reading cultures, I place 

interpretations from four modern academic interpreters of Matthew‘s gospel and an early 

medieval monastic abbot together to make initial steps towards what the modern project can 

learn from the early medieval. Since the rise of the scientific study of the Scriptures, 

premodern interpretive methods have been regarded with a certain amount of suspicion by 

the academic community—sometimes justly, sometimes less so. In order to achieve a higher 

level of clarity, I explore both modern academic and early medieval monastic exegesis as 

products of distinct micro-cultures. Coming from this perspective, I hope to avoid 

judgments and preconceptions that prevent the early medieval project from being seen on its 

own terms and will focus on the monastic liturgy as the central locus of this culture‘s 

exegetical efforts.2 Once this foundation has been laid, I place the sermons of Ælfric of 

Eynsham, a 10th/11th century English Benedictine abbot into conversation with the works of 

four major modern Matthean commentaries to assess his suitability as a conversation partner.   

 
 
A Multiplicity of Voices 

In the last forty years Reader-Response and Cultural Criticism, methods once 

considered by many to be on the fringe of academic discourse, have found their way into the 

main body of the scientific study of the New Testament. Manuals devoted to methods  

                                                 
2 While the focus of my work is a 10th century author, and the 10th century is the latest possible point that can 
fall under the category ―early medieval,‖ I use it because the reading methods described here are in continuity 
with earlier practice rather than Scholastic methods of later periods. 
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reveal the shift. The authoritative collection The New Testament and its Modern Interpreters,3 

published in 1989, devotes part 2 to ―Methods of New Testament Scholarship‖ and includes 

major headings for Textual Criticism, Philology, Form and Redaction Criticism, and Recent 

Literary Criticism. Textual criticism receives twice the space allotted for the others.4 The last 

section on Recent Literary Criticism discusses the ―new hermeneutic‖ and the beginnings of 

post-structuralism in biblical studies. But neither reader-response nor cultural methods make 

the cut. A contemporary work from 1987 introducing exegesis to students, Biblical Exegesis: 

A Beginner‟s Handbook,5 likewise moves as far as Structuralist and Canonical Criticism, but 

does not venture into the new territory.  

Twenty years later, the second edition of Hayes and Holladay‘s Biblical Exegesis 

contains a new chapter: ―Exegesis with a Special Focus: Cultural, Economic, Ethnic, Gender, 

and Sexual Perspectives.‖6 The subheadings include Liberation Theology, Feminist 

Interpretation, Postcolonial Interpretation, African and African-American Interpretation, 

and Queer Commentary. Similarly, Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation (1995) 

offers three chapters: ―The Reader in New Testament Interpretation,‖ ―Global Perspectives 

on New Testament Interpretation,‖ and ―Feminist Hermeneutics.‖7 Another popular 

introductory work, To Each Its Own Meaning: Biblical Criticisms and their Applicationsorients 

beginners by grouping methods into three general categories: Traditional Methods of Biblical 

Criticism, Expanding the Tradition, and Overturning the Tradition. 8  The last category 

includes three significant chapters: ―Reader-Response Criticism,‖ ―Reading the Bible 

                                                 
3 Eldon J. Epp and George W. MacRae, S.J. eds., The New Testament and Its Modern Interpreters (Atlanta, GA: 
Scholars Press, 1989). 
4 Part 2 appears from pp. 75-189; textual criticism receives 51 pages, philology 21, form and redaction 25, and 
recent literary criticism 23. 
5 John H. Hayes and Carl R. Holladay, Biblical Exegesis: A Beginner‟s Handbook (Revised ed.; Atlanta, GA: John 
Knox, 1987). 
6 John H. Hayes and Carl R. Holladay, Biblical Exegesis: A Beginner‟s Handbook (2nd ed.; Louisville: Westminster 
John Knox, 2007), 167-177. 
7 Joel B. Green, ed., Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 
1995). 
8 Steven L. McKenzie and Stephen R. Haynes, eds., To Each Its Own Meaning: Biblical Criticisms and their 
Applications (Revised ed.; Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1999). 
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Ideologically: Feminist Criticism,‖ and ―Reading the Bible Ideologically: Socioeconomic 

Criticism.‖  

Reader-response criticism continues the initiative taken by New Criticism within 

biblical studies. While classical historical-critical methods privileged authorial intent, New 

Criticism invested the text with its own authority; the text apart from its author was the locus 

of meaning. Reader-response goes a step farther and suggests that meaning is not simply 

found, rather, it is created through an encounter between text and reader. While a variety of 

theories fall under the rubric of ―reader-response,‖9 Stanley Fish‘s represents a particularly 

useful version, because he highlights the importance of interpretive contexts, locating 

meaning-making preeminently within communities of interpretation: ―meanings are the 

property neither of fixed and stable texts nor of free and independent readers but of 

interpretive communities that are responsible both for the shape of a reader‘s activities and 

for the texts those activities produce.‖10  Individual readings, therefore, are neither produced 

nor evaluated in isolation but in accord with the rules and rubrics of the communities in 

which they are produced. 

From the perspective of Fish‘s work, cultural criticism is the logical and necessary 

next step. It begins by questioning the basic assumption of interpretive objectivity long-held 

by the academy. Rather than the academy being regarded as the exclusive location where 

objective truth is sought and found, it appears as one interpretive community among others. 

A highly informed, highly dedicated community to be sure, but not the sole arbiter of 

authentic readings of the New Testament. There is now a greater appreciation for the 

conviction that, if interpretive contexts and communities are the primary locus for meaning-

                                                 
9 Vanhoozer draws a distinction between conservative and radical reader-response methods, differentiated the 
two groups by the relative weight they assign to the text; his conservative group acknowledges the existence of 
meanings in texts apart from the their readers, while the radicals—exemplified by Richard Rorty—place most if 
not all authority for the meaning-making process into the hands of the reader. (Kevin J. Vanhoozer, ―The 
Reader in New Testament Interpretation,‖ in Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation, edited by Joel 
B. Green, (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1995), 301-328, 306-312. 
10 Stanley E. Fish. Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive Communities, (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1980), 322. 
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making activities, then norms and the meanings produced from the text within these norms 

deserve to be taken seriously even if the norms are not those of the academy. 

In recent decades, then, biblical scholarship has been enriched by a growing plurality 

of voices representing interpretive communities from around the globe. While African, 

African-American, Latino, feminist, womanist, queer, and liberation perspectives have 

challenged the more traditional academic approaches, these challenges and critiques have not 

always taken the form of condemnations. Strong advocates of the new readings insist that 

they neither displace nor replace one another. Brian Blount in the conclusion to his ground-

breaking Cultural Interpretation states: 

The biblical text harbors a vast potential of meaning. A researcher‘s questions codetermine 

his or her final conclusions regarding which segment of that potential meaning to access. It 

is not necessarily the case that a new meaning is placed in the text, but that meaning may be 

interpersonally and therefore contextually extracted from it. For this reason we come to the 

conclusion that the fullest possible meaning can be achieved only by drawing from the 

variety of interpretations, not understanding them as alternatives, but as providing a 

complementary range of meanings. Encouraged by Enrique Dussel, we conclude that an 

analectical engagement that precipitates a recognition and appreciation for the different 

kinds of sociolinguistically determined evaluations can push us beyond the boundaries that 

attempt to place limits on the possibilities for text meaning.11 

The questions that researchers bring to any text inevitably shape what they find in the text. 

Questions, in turn, are both personally and culturally conditioned by interpretive contexts 

and communities. However, personal particularity—perhaps even cultural particularity—may 

be transcended through reflective engagement with complementary readings and the 

meanings they uncover. 

                                                 
11 Brian K. Blount, Cultural Interpretation: Reorienting New Testament Criticism (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 176. 
My later use of the terms ―macro-cultural‖ and ―micro-cultural‖ were inspired by Blount‘s analysis. 
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This conviction expressed by Blount and affirmed by others commends to biblical 

scholars within the academy the benefits of cultivating conversations with readers outside 

their specific cultural context. Seriously engaging complementary meanings derived from 

different root questions can push them beyond the boundaries that their methods place 

upon them, and can enable them to access possibilities for text meaning formerly not 

appreciated. 

If members of the academy do the hard work of engaging in conversation with 

voices from alternate interpretive contexts and communities, are there some conversations 

that will prove more fruitful than others? Are there some conversation partners who may be 

exceptionally suitable for the task at hand? Rather than heading down the tendentious—and 

possibly pernicious—road of identifying less fruitful or unfruitful partners, I propose 

specific criteria for what could create bountiful conversations, where the implications of 

reader-response and cultural criticisms can assist and further the intellectual efforts of the 

modern American academic reading community. 

 

Criteria for Conversations 

The first criterion must be commitment to the text. For New Testament scholarship 

to enter into dialogue about the New Testament with another voice, that other voice must 

itself represent a community that reads the New Testament regularly and with recognizable 

and non-arbitrary interpretive methods.  It must be committed to engaging the New 

Testament even if it does not do so from an academic perspective.  Without such 

commitment on both sides, the conversation will inevitably falter or find only marginal 

application.  

The second criterion is that the voice engaged should be truly other from the voice 

of the modern academy. The academy is itself a micro-culture existing within, yet with 
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quantifiable differences from, the macro-culture within which it exists.12 In the present-day 

American environment, the academy is a micro-culture composed of the educated who have 

dedicated significant time and resources to mastering a body of knowledge including the 

New Testament and the largely white European Protestant moneyed heterosexual male 

paradigms for interpreting it that have defined the field from its emergence in the 

Enlightenment to the present. A voice that is other is a voice that in some significant way 

challenges one or more of the micro-cultural characteristics stated here—or one of the 

myriad others not mentioned 

A third criterion, perhaps paradoxical in light of the second, is that there be distinct 

points of contact between the other voice and the academy. While foreignness is essential 

for the voice to present a true challenge, radical otherness may not produce enough 

common ground to sustain a substantive conversation. Some shared characteristics or 

qualities are necessary for contact. Examples might include sharing the same macro-culture 

or sharing micro-cultural similarities.  

A fourth criterion is breadth of scope. The more information that we have from a 

particular voice, the more valuable it is. Information on New Testament works is essential; 

attention to particular passages is helpful; general reflections on the art of interpretation, a 

desirable bonus. That is, a voice that both articulates its hermeneutical principles and puts 

them into action is easier to engage than one without such broader reflection. 

A fifth criterion—perhaps not necessary but certainly desirable—is an interest in 

cross-cultural communication. Understanding people, thoughts, and concepts within one‘s 

own micro-culture can be difficult enough; understanding an alien perspective is certainly 

helped by being met half-way. An awareness of the difficulties of cross-cultural 

                                                 
12 The terms ―macro-culture‖ and ―micro-culture‖ are sociological terms relating respectively to national, racial 
or ethnic groupings and distinct local or organizational cultures that participate within the larger culture but 
form distinctive groups within it.  
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communication and a commitment to communicating insights from one micro- or macro-

culture to another certainly assists the process. 

One final factor necessary for a genuine conversation to exist has not to do with the 

other voice but with the character of the conversation itself. The inevitable human reaction 

to what is strange is prejudice. Before beginning the conversation, academic interlocutors 

should name the prejudices and assumptions they hold and commit themselves to 

understanding the other as fully as possible on its own terms. The point of a conversation is 

not to embrace the methods or results of the other uncritically (for that is a betrayal of one‘s 

own side of the conversation) but to attempt to understand the other‘s perspective, the 

norms of the other‘s interpretive community, and the questions driving the other‘s reading.  

Much of the fruitful work in conversation with other cultures has occurred across 

ethnic and socioeconomic lines. Primarily, though, the voices heard in such conversations 

have been contemporary ones. In the present project, I lay the foundations for a 

conversation that is historical. I make the preliminary introductions in order to begin a 

conversation between interpreters of the modern American academic micro-culture and an 

interpreter from the early medieval monastic micro-culture.  

 

The Early Medieval Monastic Micro-Culture 

In looking for conversation partners, the early medieval monastic micro-culture 

stands out because of its steadfast dedication to Scripture. The goal of monastic life was to 

conform as perfectly as possible to the life commanded by Scripture. In particular, it 

attempted to exemplify the New Testament command to be formed into the mind of Christ 

through obedience to the commands in the gospels and imitation of the Christ found there. 

For monastics, this quest was not occasional or seasonal, but formed the bedrock of their 

very existence. Monastic life was preeminently the embodiment of the Gospel discipline. 
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To speak of anything ―monastic,‖ however, is to speak with the broadest of strokes. 

Christian monasticism as a movement spans some seventeen centuries, is found on all 

inhabited continents, and takes a wide range of forms under a multitude of rules distributed 

throughout Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox Christianity. Tremendous variation has 

existed throughout these various times and places. Rather than speak in generalities, I focus 

here on one particular monastic author from an identifiable time and place with a sizeable 

and representative corpus of interpretation to draw from: Ælfric of Eynsham, monk, mass-

priest, and sometime abbot of Eynsham, who flourished around the end of the first 

millennium.13 

Since postmodernism has raised academic discussions of objectivity and subjectivity, 

some modern scholars especially those with faith commitments have begun discussing the 

difference between academic reading strategies and ecclesially-shaped readings, readings that 

begin from a premise of faith, are often guided by doctrinal commitments, and are intended 

for communities of faith. There is no question that the monastic readers under discussion 

here are doing ecclesially-shaped readings; however, the ecclesial shape alone is not the most 

significant aspect of these readings. The Benedictine life lived at the end of the early 

medieval period is a distinctive culture in its own right: a religious culture, a literary culture, 

that sought to form itself around Scripture particularly Scripture enacted liturgically in a way 

not seen within Western Christianity before or after. It is ecclesially shaped, but its 

significance extends far beyond this single factor. 

Within the monastic milieu, Ælfric occupies a unique position. He inhabited this 

Benedictine culture thoroughly and, more than that, chronicled its methods and 

hermeneutics to a degree virtually unparalleled. The difference between Ælfric and other 

possible authors—Hrabanus Maurus comes to mind—is Ælfric‘s deep drive to communicate 

                                                 
13 As a result of my historical focus, verbs relating to monastics will be in the past tense. Let the reader not 
forget that for thousands of monastics around the world many of the disciplines and methods described are not 
historical but present practice.  
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his way of life intertwined with his way of reading to the larger world. Hrabanus Maurus‘s 

vast corpus is in Latin; written by a monk, for monks. Ælfric‘s work, with a few exceptions, 

was in Old English; written by a monk, but for the edification of an entire nation.     

After centuries of Viking attacks, ecclesial life in 10th century Anglo-Saxon England 

received a boost from the Benedictine Revival, a cultural movement spearheaded by three 

monastic bishops—Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury; Æthelwold, Bishop of Winchester; 

and Oswald, Bishop of Worcester—who sought to restore national culture through a 

renewal of English monastic houses. Following the Continental reforms of Benedict of 

Aniane, an 8th century Frankish reformer, they championed a strict Benedictine monasticism 

that emphasized fidelity to the Rule of Benedict. The vast majority of Anglo-Saxon materials 

extant are the products of the scriptoria from houses founded by these reformers. 

The greatest figure of the second generation of the Benedictine Revival is Ælfric of 

Eynsham. The scarce biographical data that survives is gleaned from his own writings.14 He 

entered the Old Minster at Winchester under Æthelwold around 970 and was a priest at 

Cernel in 987. He became abbot of the monastery at Eynsham in 1005 and probably died 

around 1010.  

Ælfric‘s particular contribution to the Revival was a vast literary production aimed, 

not at the intellectual giants of the day, but at the literate nobles15 who served as his patrons, 

the semi-literate monastic and secular clergy of the day, and their parishioners. Eschewing 

Latin for all but his most erudite works, Ælfric wrote in the Old English vernacular in a 

rhythmic alliterative prose style, reminiscent of the vernacular poetic tradition.16 He is 

consitently hailed as one of the the greatest vernacular stylist of the Anglo-Saxon period by 

                                                 
14 In particular his preface to his translation of Genesis and the prefaces to the two cycles of Catholic Homilies 
contain limited autobiographical material. 
15 The ealdorman Æthelweard, for instance, could not only read and write his native tongue but also wrote a 
Latin chronicle that has survived to the present. 
16 See D.R. Letson, ―The Poetic Content of the Revival Homily,‖ in The Old English Homily & its Backgrounds 
(ed. Paul E. Szarmach and Bernard F. Huppé; Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1978), 139-56, 
151. 
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modern scholars.17 Indeed, the survival of his corpus is due not to the intellectual novelty of 

his works but rather their stylistic excellence.  

When compared to other figures of his age, the scope of his writings is enormous. 

Angus Cameron, in preparation for the Dictionary of the Old English Corpus,18 identified 203 

discrete pieces written by Ælfric in Old English, ranging from brief notes19 to lengthy 

treatises. Of these, 166 are homilies/sermons,20 homiletical materials,21 or substantive 

additions to sermons. The bulk of these are gathered into two cycles that follow the Church 

Year—the Catholic Homilies, series 1 (CH 1) and series 2 (CH 2)—which contain forty items 

each. Another identifiable corpus is the Lives of the Saints, which also—according to Ælfric‘s 

preface—contains forty items.22 These three collections were written relatively early in 

Ælfric‘s career while he was a simple monk and mass-priest at Cerne Abbey.23 The rest of the 

sermons were written throughout Ælfric‘s career as he re-envisioned his project from a set of 

cycles to a single complete Temporale cycle.24  

                                                 
17 See R. D. Fulk and Christopher M. Cain, A History of Old English Literature (Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 2005), 
80-1; Janet Bately, ―The Nature of Old English Prose,‖ in The Cambridge Companion to Old English Literature (ed. 
Malcolm Godden and Michael Lapidge; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Paul Szarmach, 
―Anglo-Saxon Letters in the Eleventh Century,‖ in The Eleventh Century (ed. Stanley Ferber and Sandro Sticca; 
Acta 1; Binghamton, NY: CEMERS, 1974), 1-14, 6; Peter A.M. Clemoes, ―Late Old English Literature,‖ in 
Tenth Century Studies: Essays in Commemoration of the Millennium of the Council of Winchester and the Regularis 
Concordia (ed. David Parsons; London: Phillimore, 1975), 103-114, 109; Milton McC. Gatch, Preaching and 
Theology in Anglo-Saxon England: Ælfric and Wulfstan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), 12. 
18 For the complete list see Angus Cameron, ―A List of Old English Texts,‖ in A Plan for the Dictionary of Old 
English (ed. Roberta Frank and Angus Cameron; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973), 25-306, 44-88. 
19 For instance, b1.1.16 and b1.2.17 are single sentences appended to the ends of homilies stating the 
inappropriateness of preaching on Good Friday and Holy Saturday. 
20 The distinction between sermons and homilies differs between periods and in the usage of authors, ancient 
and modern. Benjamin Thorpe, the first modern editor and translator [1846-8] of Ælfric‘s Sermones Catholici 
opted to title his work Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church and refers to the two cycles as the Catholic Homilies, 
the name that has been adopted as the norm. While Ælfric seemed to consider his works to be sermons, I shall 
follow the modern convention of referring to these cycles as the Catholic Homilies (CH). 
21 The 34 items contained in the Lives of the Saints are in the form of sermons, but Ælfric clearly intends them 
for devotional reading rather than public proclamation. Nevertheless, the manuscript tradition suggests that 
they were probably used for both purposes. 
22 Displaying a difference between medieval and modern numbering conventions—and the capriciousness of 
scribes in a manuscript culture—Cameron identifies 34 discrete items in the LS apart from the Preface (See 
Cameron, ―A Plan,‖ 70-76). 
23 ÆCHom I (Pref) ll. 44-47. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 176. 
24 This term will be explained later when we discus the monastic liturgical calendar. 
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The 39 non-homiletic materials in Ælfric‘s Old English writings and a small number 

of Latin works not accounted for in Cameron‘s list25 consist of a variety of texts from a 

grammar, to Old Testament translations, to the earliest introduction to the Scriptures in 

English, to treatises on doctrinal topics. Ælfric did not simply write or translate at random. 

He was working toward a particular end. If the monastic bishops attempted to restore 

English culture by promoting rigorous monastic practice, Ælfric sought to restore it by 

giving the clergy, both monastic and secular,26 access to comprehensive catechetical texts in 

their native language in order for them to more perfectly nurture their congregants. In 

addition to being the greatest prose stylist, Ælfric was, without a doubt, the greatest Christian 

educator of his age. He took great pains to present the intellectual and theological treasures 

of the church to both clergy and laity as clearly and directly as possible. He was constantly 

attentive to the risk of heresy27 on one hand and the danger of knowledge without adequate 

formation on the other.28 

 Because of the ecclesial circumstances of the Benedictine Revival and the survival of 

Ælfric‘s corpus, he becomes an ideal object for study on the microhistorical level. Rather 

than speaking in generalities gleaned from various authors separated by centuries and vast 

distances, Ælfric‘s situation allows us to engage him as a discrete author working within an 

identifiable embodied community whose educational and liturgical practices can be 

accurately described even if they are not entirely recoverable.  

 

                                                 
25 The chief Latin items positively identified as genuine include a life of St. Æthelwold, the Letter to the Monks 
at Eynsham (LME)—a monastic customary, and some pastoral letters to other clergy.  
26 While the reformers would have preferred for all clergy to be monks, this was impractical as well as 
impossible. Thus, a distinction is made in the writings of the period between the monastic and secular—non-
monastic—clergy. For a useful discussion of the interaction between monastic establishments, minsters, and 
the secular priesthood, see Karen Jolly‘s sociological study of clerical dynamics, Popular Religion in Late Saxon 
England: Elf Charms in Context (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). 
27 In his preface to CH I Ælfric states that he translates these sermons, ―Because I saw and heard great heresies 
in many English books which unlearned men in their innocence took to be great wisdom‖ (ÆCHom I (Pref) ll. 
50-52; Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 174 ).   
28 Often throughout the homilies, Ælfric will allude to a deeper meaning of a particular text, but states that he 
chooses not to present the interpretation as it would be unedifying to the unlearned. See ÆCHom I, 36 ll.282-
288; ÆCHom II, 34 ll.1-6 See also ÆCHom I, 12 ll.122-126; ÆCHom I, 24 ll.109-113.  
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Applying the Criteria 

Having proposed five criteria to assess a suitable conversation partner, I now apply 

them to Ælfric and the early medieval monastic micro-culture. I draw upon Ælfric‘s own 

works, as well as the main stream of Western monasticism located chiefly in the Rule of 

Benedict and the writings of John Cassian. 

 The first criterion is serious engagement with the New Testament text. Monastic life 

was an attempt to embody the commands of Scripture as completely as possible and this 

emphasis appears through monastic writings. The alphabetical collection of the Apothegmata 

Patrum, records a saying of Antony the Great (†ca. 356)—considered the founder of 

monasticism: 

Someone asked Abba Antony, ―What must one do in order to please God?‖ The old man 

replied, ―Pay attention to what I tell you: whoever you may be, always have God before your 

eyes; whatever you do, do it according to the testimony of the Holy Scriptures; in whatever 

place you live, do not easily leave it. Keep these three precepts and you will be saved.‖29 

Whether this was spoken by Antony or not is immaterial, for this counsel is reiterated 

countless times in countless ways through monastic literature: from the Institutes and 

Conferences of John Cassian, through the eponymous Rule of Benedict of Nursia, through the 

Commentary on the Rule of Benedict and the Diadem of Monks by Smaragdus of Saint-Mihel.  

The Rule of Benedict concludes by directing its readers away from itself and toward 

Scripture and the interpretations of it by the Church Fathers: 

For anyone hastening on to the perfection of monastic life, there are the teachings of the 

holy Fathers, the observance of which will lead him to the very heights of perfection. What 

page, what passage of the books of the Old and New Testaments is not the truest guides for 

                                                 
29 Benedicta Ward, trans., The Sayings of the Desert Fathers: The Alphabetical Collection (Cistercian Studies 59, 
Revised ed., Kalamazoo: Cistercian, 1984), 2. 
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human life? What book of the holy catholic Fathers does not resoundingly summon us along 

the true way to reach the Creator?30 

This general statement is given concrete expression in chapter four, the longest chapter of 

the Rule. Entitled ―The Tools for Good Works,‖ it is a dizzying deployment of scriptural and 

scriptural-based commands that begins with Jesus‘ summary of the Law31 and moves 

through seventy-four commands focusing on behavior and monastic decorum.  

The context in which these seventy-four commands are to be lived out, according to 

Benedict, is balanced between three fundamental activities: liturgical prayer consisting 

primarily of scriptural materials, especially the Psalms; holy reading which consists of reading, 

meditating upon, and memorizing Scripture and the catholic Fathers; and manual labor. The 

first two are explicitly focused upon the Scriptures; monastic sources indicate that the third 

is as well. John Cassian defines the goal of sacred reading as gaining the ability for constant 

mediation on the Scriptures whether reading or not: ―Hence the successive books of Holy 

Scripture must be diligently committed to memory and ceaselessly reviewed.‖32 For the 

monastic who has memorized large swathes of Scripture which is recalled during manual 

labor, the activities of daily work are just as much a potential location for insights into Holy 

Scripture as reading in the monastic cell.     

The second criterion is difference. While Ælfric participates within many of the same 

categories as the majority of interpreters informing the academy—he is a white European 

Christian male—his 10th century Anglo-Saxon macro-culture is entirely different. Ælfric lived 

within a completely different world-view where the incessant Viking raids afflicting England 

                                                 
30 RB 73.3-4. Timothy Fry, ed., et al., RB 1980: The Rule of Saint Benedict in Latin and English with Notes 
(Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Training, 1981), 295, 297. All citations from the Rule will come from this 
edition, henceforth RB 1980.  
31 RB 4.1-2. Fry, RB 1980, 181. 
32 John Cassian, Conf. 14.10.4. Boniface Ramsey, trans., John Cassian: The Conferences (Ancient Christian Writers 
57; Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist, 1997), 514. All citations from the Conferences will come from this edition unless 
otherwise indicated, henceforth Conferences. 
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are considered as the immediate harbinger of the Antichrist.33 His micro-culure was also 

quite different; his interpretive strategies and purposes are not those of the modern academy 

and the dominant historical-critical paradigm. Specific differences will be discussed in detail 

throughout my study. 

The third criterion is points of contact. Despite the many and very real differences 

between Ælfric and modern interpreters, there are a number of significant parallels between 

early medieval monastic culture and modern academic culture which will be ennumerated in 

the course of chapter 2. On the most basic level, however, both Ælfric and the modern 

interpreters choose a reasoned written discourse34 as the primary means for spreading their 

insights into the Scriptures, producing texts that can be analyzed and compared with one 

another. 

The fourth criterion is breadth of scope. In this respect, Ælfric is ideal. While we do 

have collections of materials from various authors in the early medieval period, rarely is there 

such a broad and coherent body of materials as we have from Ælfric. He is the author of the 

first introduction to the Bible in English35 and a number of catechetical treatises36 which give 

us a clear sense of how he conceptualized the Christian faith and the place of the New 

Testament within it. Between the Catholic Homilies and the supplemental homilies Ælfric 

wrote later in life, he wrote exegetical works on over 150 distinct New Testament pericopes, 

the majority being Gospel passages, with occasional Epistle texts included as well. 

Furthermore, he produced a Latin customary, a document that describes precisely how a 

monastic rule will be interpreted and kept within his abbey. It gives important details on how 

                                                 
33 See the Old English preface to CH I. 
34 While Ælfric‘s primary literary form is the sermon and orality is clearly an important aspect of preaching, 
Ælfric consciously wrote and maintained a written body of sermons that could be used by the clergy who could 
not (or possibly should not, in his opinion) produce their own. His Latin prefaces to the Catholic Homilies 
clearly indicate that he hoped his sermons would be copied and circulated to ensure orthodox preaching in 
England.  
35 The Letter to Sigeweard. This text will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2. 
36 In addition to the aforementioned Letter to Sigeweard, the Letter to Wulfgeat, the Hexameron, ÆCHom I, 1, 
ÆHom 12, and ÆLS (Memory of Saints) have a primarily catechetical function.  
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Ælfric expected monastic life to function, and documents the environment he created for 

himself and his fellow monastics.  

The fifth criterion is a cross-cultural approach. Here, Ælfric once again proves ideal. 

While he certainly did not write in order to engage later academics, Ælfric very much 

understood his overall catechetical program in cross-cultural terms. He was attempting to 

transmit the learned knowledge of the early medieval monastic micro-culture to broader 

Anglo-Saxon culture, to those who lacked both the leisure and the capacity to access truth 

from the Latin texts of Scripture and earlier Latin interpretation of Scripture. Indeed, this is 

the stated purpose of his Catholic Homilies: 

Then it came to my mind, I believe through God‘s gift, that I should turn this book from the 

Latin tongue into the English language, not through boldness on account of great learning, 

but because I saw and heard great heresies in many English books that unlearned men 

through their ignorance thought to be great wisdom. And it saddened me that they did not 

have the gospel lore in their writing except only the men who knew Latin and except for the 

books that we have that King Alfred wisely turned from Latin into English.37     

In addition to his homilies, Ælfric‘s catechetical letters and biblical paraphrases, prepared for 

literate nobles, testify to a desire to communicate outside of his micro-culture and to share 

his grasp of Christian doctrine and biblical teaching with the wider culture. This very drive to 

communicate makes Ælfric an ideal ambassador from his culture to ours. 

 
Naming the Prejudices: Biblical Scholarship’s Assessment of the Early Medieval 
Period 

                                                 
37 Þa bearn me on mode ic truwige ðurh godes gife. þæt ic ðas boc of ledenum gereorde to engliscre spræce 
awende. na þurh gebylde micelre lare. ac for ðan ðe ic geseah & gehyrde mycel gedwyld on manegum 
engliscum bocum. ðe ungelærede menn ðurh heora bilewitnysse to micclum wisdome tealdon. & me ofhreow 
þæt hi ne cuðon ne næfdon ða godspellican lare on heora gewritum. buton ðam mannum anum ðe þæt leden 
cuðon. & buton þam bocum ðe ælfred cyning snoterlice awende of ledene on englisc. ða synd to hæbbene. 
ÆCHom I (Pref) ll. 47-57; Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 176. The mention of King Alfred (†899) refers to his 
translation project where Gregory the Great‘s Dialogues and Pastoral Care, the Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius, 
Orosius‘s History of the World, Augustine‘s Soliloquies, and Bede‘s Ecclesastical History of the English People were 
translated into English by the king and his circle. See Fulk and Cain, History of Old English Literature, 48-69. 
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In constructing its self-identity, the academy went through a process of rejecting 

certain forms of dogmatically-driven reading that it saw as limited critical approaches to the 

New Testament text.  Early medieval monastic readings clearly fall into this category; in 

order for the field to advance, these readings and their limitations had to be left behind. The 

process of stripping such limitations, however, has left behind prejudices. The thousand 

years or so of the medieval period between the end of Late Antiquity and the beginning of 

the Renaissance receive only scant treatment in the myths of origins found among critical 

biblical scholars. Even within treatments that mention so-called ―pre-critical interpretation,‖ 

the early medieval monastic milieu is slighted. 

Werner G. Kümmel‘s classic study, The New Testament: The History of the Investigation of 

its Problems,38  largely passes over the medieval period. He ignores it because of the 

boundaries that he places upon his investigation; his project is deliberately framed within an 

historical-critical perspective, so that he is entirely justified in stating, ―it is improper to speak 

of scientific study of the New Testament or of a historical approach to primitive Christianity 

prior to the Enlightenment.‖39 Thus, Kümmel presents the period from the writing of the 

New Testament documents until the Reformation—14 centuries of Christian exegesis—in 

under seven pages.40 He directly names only five authors: Marcion, Origen, Dionysius of 

Alexandria, Eusebius, and Jerome. The entire medieval period merits one paragraph41 and no 

exegetes are mentioned, nor are any of their projects described.  

Most New Testament surveys follow in Kümmel‘s footsteps. Those that do not tend 

to equate ―medieval‖ with ―Scholastic.‖42 For example, Robert Grant devotes a chapter in 

                                                 
38 Werner G. Kümmel, The New Testament: The History of the Investigation of its Problems, translated by S. McLean 
Gilmour and Howard C. Kee (Nashville: Abingdon, 1972). 
39 Kümmel, Problems, 13. 
40 Kümmel, Problems, 13-19. 
41 Kümmel, Problems, 19. 
42 Scholasticism is ―a method of philosophical and theological speculation which aimed at a better 
understanding of revealed truth by intellectual process‖ (Livingstone, Concise Oxford Dictionary of the Christian 
Church, 462). Leclercq identifies the chief difference between monastic and Scholastic procedures in the 
Scholastic drive for clarity over the monastic respect for authority (Leclercq, Love of Learning, 200). Additionally, 
Leclercq cites the non-monastic Peter Comestor without comment: ―there are some who do more praying than 
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his survey to the medieval interpretation of the Bible but focuses entirely on Scholastic 

interpretation. He locates interpretation within the genres of catena and glosses. There is no 

discussion of monastic interpretation as distinct from Scholasticism. Grant‘s brief survey 

transmits a surface impression of an unbroken allegorical commentary tradition located in 

the schools from the patristic period to the Reformation.43  

Aside from such broad (and clearly inadequate) surveys, two major works44 within 

the field of biblical studies focus specifically on medieval exegesis, Beryl Smalley‘s important 

Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages45 and Henri de Lubac‘s Exégèse médiévale.46 Smalley primarily 

focuses on Scholastic interpretation,47 allotting only a partial chapter to post-patristic pre-

Scholastic interpretation.48 Her description of the period following the Carolingian Revival is 

striking: noting a dearth of commentaries for a century and a quarter49 she calls this period ―a 

dramatic pause in the history of Bible studies.‖50 Smalley explains it thus: ―…the real reason 

was a shift of interest. The Cluniac and other tenth-century religious reformers emphasized 

the liturgy at the expense of study. As the offices multiplied, lectio divina moved out of the 

cloister into the choir.‖51 Thus, Smalley interprets the lack of commentaries and the increase 

in liturgies as a sign of a hiatus in ―Bible studies‖ rather than a redirection of exegetical work. 

                                                                                                                                                 
reading: they are the cloister dwellers; there are others who spend all their time reading and rarely pray: they are 
the schoolmen‖ (Leclercq, Love of Learning, 198-9). The heyday of medieval Scholasticism can be dated between 
the work of Anselm of Bec (†1109) to William of Okham (†1347) with Thomas Aquinas (†1274) and Johannes 
Duns Scotus (†1308) regarded as its greatest lights.     
43 Robert M. Grant with David Tracy, A Short History of the Interpretation of the Bible (2d ed.; Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1984) pp. 83-4. 
44 One other work could possibly be included here, the second volume of the Cambridge History of the Bible: The 
West from the Fathers to the Reformation. However, I shall pass over this work as the section on ―The Exposition 
and Exegesis of Scripture: From Gregory the Great to St Bernard‖ (pp. 183-197) is by Jean Leclercq and 
represents a considerable abridgement of his classic Love of Learning and Desire for God that will be discussed in 
detail below. 
45 Beryl Smalley, Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (3d ed.; Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1983). 
46 Henri de Lubac, Exégèse médiévale: Les quatre sens de l‟écriture (2 vols.; Paris: Abier, 1959-1961) ET: Medieval 
Exegesis: The Four Senses of Scripture (trans. Mark Sebanc; 4 vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998-forthcoming). 
47  
48 Section I (The Carolingian Revival) in chapter 2 (Monastic and Cathedral Schools) address the specific period 
and environment under consideration here. 
49 Smalley, Study, 44. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Smalley, Study, 44-45. 
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Ælfric receives only two brief mentions.52  Out of the mass of medieval materials, moreover, 

Smalley has selected one genre—the commentary—as the locus of biblical interpretation. 

While she accurately notes a shift in interest as a result of the Cluniac reforms of Benedictine 

practice, she does not consider that the liturgical productions of these monastic houses 

might be biblical interpretation as well; she labors under the assumption that liturgical 

materials must not involve biblical interpretation and vice-versa. In doing so, she established 

a prejudice inherited by the next several generations of scholars who equally dismissed 

material other than commentaries as something other than biblical interpretation. 

Henri de Lubac‘s work on medieval exegesis is one of the great accomplishments of 

20th century Roman Catholic scholarship. Encyclopedic in character, his study cites the 

majority of extant medieval sources and categorizes their treatments of the Scriptures into 

one of the four dominant senses. His is a massive and erudite work that sketches a grand 

narrative from Origen through the medieval period. His goal is to provide a foundation for a 

theological return to spiritual exegesis, historically located as a challenge to a dogmatic 

Thomism that tended to ignore the very patristic and medieval sources upon whom Thomas 

Aquinas relied. Therefore, de Lubac is interested in establishing the theological validity of 

the multiple senses of Scripture and is focused on them as theologically interpretive 

categories. With such a goal, de Lubac necessarily works programmaticly.  As a result, he 

does not show how specific readers read within specific contexts; he cannot address the 

variety of interpretive contexts within which interpretation occurred; and, he ends up 

glossing over the fundamental distinctions between interpretations located in Scholastic 

debate or monastic homilies.  

Ælfric is mentioned once in de Lubac‘s work. He appears as an example of the 

orators who ―scarcely do more than plagiarize [Gregory the Great].‖53 It is only fair to 

contextualize this remark, however, as part of an encomium to the enduring greatness and 

                                                 
52 Smalley, Study, 147 and 244. 
53 De Lubac, Medieval Exegesis, 2.120. 
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influence of Gregory. Immediately before this quotation, de Lubac correctly identifies the 

often overlooked debt that western homiletics owes to Gregory: ―Through his Regula 

pastoralis, Gregory, along with Augustine and Rabanus Maurus, is the master of the art of 

preaching; through his other works he is the principal source of preaching itself, as well as 

spirituality.‖54 Thus, de Lubac‘s remark (which will be addressed later in this study) casts 

more glory on Gregory than shame on Ælfric.  

 Overall, the interpretive practices of the early medieval monastic micro-culture have 

been ignored by earlier biblical scholarship. First, they have been rejected on paradigmatic 

grounds; they represent the ―old‖ way of doing things that prevent an intellectually rigorous 

study of the New Testament documents. Second, they have been overshadowed by 

interpretive movements both before and after it: by patristic reading on one hand, and 

scholastic reading on the other. Third, they have been dismissed on grounds of genre; if 

biblical interpretation appears exclusively in commentaries and commentaries are lacking 

from the period, substantive interpretive work must not have occurred. Fourth, on the 

occasions when they have been considered, they have primarily been dismissed as plagiaristic 

of patristic readings. As a result, much work remains to be done on what the early medieval 

monastic interpretive practices actually were and whether the modern charges stand up to 

examination.  

However, a shift is taking place. In recent years, a number of calls have been put 

forth to re-examine the promise and potential of exegesis from before the advent of critical 

study in the 18th century. In 1980, David Steinmetz wrote the provocatively titled essay, ―The 

Superiority of Pre-Critical Exegesis‖ 55 where he directly challenged the landmark 1859 

comment of Benjamin Jowett that Scripture has one meaning—that of the human 

historically located author. Rather, Steinmetz argued, the medieval multiplicity of meanings 

and senses should be re-evaluated.  

                                                 
54 Ibid. 
55 David C. Steinmetz, ―The Superiority of Pre-Modern Exegesis,‖ Theology Today 37 (1980): 1, 27-38. 
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More recently, Luke Johnson56 has encouraged biblical scholars to rejoin the long 

conversation that unites religious practices and reading, offering Origen and Augustine of 

examples of interpreters from whom modern scholars have much to learn. Rather than 

engaging in an ―either/or‖ approach that pit Scripture and the Tradition or history of 

interpretation against one another, Johnson counsels a ―both/and‖ approach that 

appreciates the interpretive insights from earlier eras.57  Furthermore, he commends a 

recognition of the difference between scientia and sapientia and a heightened commitment to 

sapientia. While Johnson speaks specifically in reference to revitalizing self-consciously 

Catholic biblical scholarship, his observations have broader application within the modern 

academic project. A symposium on the volume published in the journal Nove et Vetera 

continues the conversation with both Catholic and Protestant scholars joining in the call to 

more holistic reading strategies.58   

Ellen Davis and Richard Hayes (who participated in the Nova et Vetera symposium) 

have also raised the hermeneutical issue from a confessional perspective. Under the auspices 

of the Center of Theological Inquiry in Princeton, these Protestant scholars convened a 

group of academics and pastors ―to overcome the fragmentation of the theological 

disciplines by reading scripture together‖ following the example of great premodern 

interpreters.59 The result of their conversation was nine theses on Scripture interpretation 

and an edited volume, The Art of Reading Scripture.60  

Of the theses stated by Davis and Hayes, several follow along the lines sketched by 

Steinmetz, Johnson, and Kurz including reading the OT and NT as a unity and locating 

                                                 
56 Luke T. Johnson and William S. Kurz, The Future of Catholic Biblical Scholarship: A Constructive Conversation 
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2002). 
57 Johnson and Kurz, Future, 5-34. 
58 Nova et Vetera 4 (Winter 2006): 1, 95-200. 
59 Ellen F. Davis and Richard B. Hayes, ―Learning to Read the Scriptures Again,‖ The Christian Century (April 
20, 2004): 23-24, 23. 
60 Ellen F. Davis and Richard B. Hayes, eds., The Art of Reading Scripture (Grand Rapids, Mich: William B. 
Eerdmans, 2003). 
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mutliple levels of meaning in the text.61 The seventh thesis focuses explicitly on recoving 

early interpretive methods: ―The saints of the church provide guidance in how to interpret 

and perform scripture.‖ The brief explanation of the thesis does not refer to specific 

interpreters, methods, nor periods, but remains a broad and general call. 

The edited volume contains four additional programmatic essays by noted Protestant 

scholars including Steinmetz, Davis, Lutheran theologian Robert Jenson, and Anglican 

biblical scholar Richard Bauckham. A section entitled A Living Tradition contains five essays 

that interact with hitorical methods of interpretation including one on the continued 

usefulness of patristic exegesis.62 Again, there is no sustained focus on the methods of 

medieval exegesis—but doing so would be beyond the scope of volume. 

Thus, there have been calls for renewed attention to premodern exegetical methods, 

but they have been broad and programmatic. The work of engaging and understanding early 

medieval interpretations in their specificity still remains to be done. While biblical scholars 

have not yet conducted this work, valuable contributions to this larger project have been 

made by scholars in other fields. 

 

Positive Assessments of Early Medieval Monastic Reading 

An influential study that addresses this topic from a more positive perspective 

approaches it cultural rather than exegetically. Jean Leclercq‘s The Love of Learning and the 

Desire for God: A Study of Monastic Culture is a masterful work that gathers together a lifetime 

of reflection and study within a monastic milieu. Leclercq succinctly summarizes the results 

of his study thus: 

                                                 
61 Davis and Hayes, ―Learning,‖ 24. 
62 Brian E. Daley, ―Is Patristic Exegesis Still Usable? Some Reflections on Early Christian Interpretation of the 
Psalms,‖ pages 69-88 in The Art of Reading Scripture, Ellen F. Davis and Richard B. Hayes, eds., (Grand Rapids, 
Mich: William B. Eerdmans, 2003). 
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The principal literary sources of monastic culture may be reduced to three: The Holy 

Scripture, the patristic tradition, and classical literature. The liturgy, which will be treated 

later, is the medium through which the Bible and the patristic tradition are received, and it is 

the liturgy that gives unity to all the manifestations of monastic culture.63  

Leclercq‘s success in describing monastic exegesis is rooted in the scope of his study; he is 

not attempting to examine only the methods and literary production of monastic Scriptural 

reading. Instead, he sets it broadly within a study of the overall telos of monastic existence. 

Thus, he discusses the study of grammar as the essential background from which exegesis 

proceeds, he discusses the models for exegesis as represented by the patristic tradition, and 

he discusses the various literary forms that the monastics preferred and ultimately relates all 

of these to the liturgy which is at the heart of monastic practice and experience. 

For Leclercq, the monastic culture is characterized by a tension between the two 

elements found in his title. He writes: 

The content of monastic culture has seemed to be symbolized, synthesized, by these two 

words: grammar and spirituality. On the one hand, learning is necessary if one is to approach 

God and to express what is perceived of Him; on the other hand, literature must be 

continually transcended and elevated in the striving to attain eternal life.64 

Learning gives monastics the keys to begin the search for God in the Scriptures and the 

liturgy, but learning for its own sake is not the monastic goal. Instead, ―the one end of the 

monastic life is the search for God.‖65 Exegesis plays a crucial role because it is therefore 

―entirely oriented toward life, and not toward abstract knowledge.‖66 Leclercq continually 

illustrates and delineates this monastic approach in contrast to the Scholastics: 

                                                 
63 Jean Leclercq, The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of Monastic Culture (trans. Catharine Misrahi, 
New York: Fordham University Press, 1982), 71. 
64 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 53. 
65 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 18. 
66 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 17. 
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The scholastic lectio takes the direction of the quaestio and the disputatio. The reader puts 

questions to the text and then questions himself on the subject matter: quaeri solet. The 

monastic lectio is oriented toward the meditatio and the oratio. The objective of the first is 

science and knowledge; of the second, wisdom and appreciation. In the monastery, the lectio 

divina, which begins with grammar, terminates in compunction, the desire for heaven.67 

Reading creates a theology rooted in experience. ―Monastic speculation is the outgrowth of 

the practice of monastic life, the living of the spiritual life which is the meditation on Holy 

Scripture. It is biblical experience inseparable from liturgical experience.‖68 The purpose of 

monastic reading is to form the community into a lived and experienced Scriptural pattern 

where the desire for God takes the pride of place.  

While the scope of his work enables Leclercq to appropriately situate monastic 

reading within monastic life, it also does not allow him the space within this slim volume to 

demonstrate the processes of which he speaks. He states clearly in his preface that the book 

is ―a series of lectures given to young monks‖69 as ―an introductory work and therefore not 

intended for specialists, for already well-informed scholars.‖70 Rather: 

Its purpose is not to offer a synthesis that would be premature, nor to provide a 

bibliography which can be found elsewhere, but to draw attention to subjects for further 

investigation and to suggest partial and provisional solutions.71 

He does not, in a word, so much demonstrate as assert. Nevertheless, the vision that he 

presents has been found compelling and his seminal work is more often considered to be the 

last word on the subject than a tentative first word.  

                                                 
67 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 72. 
68 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 213. 
69 Leclercq, Love of Learning, vii. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. 
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A few scholars have taken up the call to build on this foundation. As far as exegesis 

is concerned, the only true successor of Leclercq‘s work is William T. Flynn‘s Medieval Music 

as Medieval Exegesis.  Beginning with the synthetic vision of Leclercq,72 Flynn presents a dense 

and close-knit explication of the study of grammar, rhetoric, and ornamented language, the 

application of these arts to the teaching and composition of eleventh-century musical 

forms—especially the emerging chant genres of tropes, prose, and sequences—and Scripture 

interpretation within the liturgy. Ultimately, he examines a single liturgical manuscript, the 

Autun Troper, and demonstrates through a careful analysis of the Christmas and Easter 

Masses how the liturgies of these feasts explicate the biblical texts appointed through 

juxtaposition and exposition in the texts and music of the interpretive musical genres. 

 Flynn validates Leclercq‘s assertations concerning the liturgy as the ultimate locus of 

biblical interpretation and demonstrates how liturgy is interpretive. Leclercq‘s synthesis 

follows an educational trajectory moving from the formative sources of monastic culture, 

Scripture, the Patristic inheritance, and grammar, and ends at its products in theology and 

ultimately liturgy. Flynn takes a similar route and demonstrates how monastic formation is 

formation for the liturgy and how the music portions of the liturgy in turn have a formative, 

mystagogical effect:  

All of the [musical] tropes are ‗tropological‘ not because they explain what the choir should 

do about their faith but because they help them actually do it. For the principal participants, 

the choir, these liturgies could be expected to continue to reveal their riches as the clerics, 

monks, and nuns probed the mysteries of advanced latin grammar and applied this 

knowledge to their daily celebrations. … In short, eleventh-century liturgies engaged the 

participants at their varying levels of expertise, opening the treasury of the sacred page in 

ways that could be appreciated by all.73  

                                                 
72 William T. Flynn, Medieval Music as Medieval Exegesis (Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow, 1999), 1ff. 
73 Flynn, Medieval Music, 245. 
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Music and the liturgy was the practice at the heart of the canons‘ common life. Furthermore, 

the liturgy was therefore a means of teaching exegesis and an exegetical product in its own 

right. 

Flynn‘s work, then, examines the liturgy as both the fruit of exegetical process and as 

a means of formation into the process. His particular area of interest is the new 

compositional genres that appeared in the liturgy shortly before the end of the first 

millennium—the prose, trope, and sequence. He demonstrates their development from 

grammatical study, the study at the heart of monastic biblical exegesis, then demonstrates 

how these liturgical forms continue and enrich biblical understanding within the liturgies. 

The only work which directly addresses Ælfric as an interpreter of Scripture is a brief 

eleven-page essay by Paul Szarmach, one of the great contemporary experts on Old English 

homiletical literature. Szarmach begins by noting the dearth of similar studies:  

…[W]hen there is literary interest in Ælfric, it is in his style. Aside from studies of style and 

Milton McC. Gatch‘s important interpretive study emphasizing Ælfric‘s eschatology, the 

study of Ælfric remains broadly philological, i.e. showing an interest in manuscripts and 

sources, not at all in hermeneutics. In short, the study of Ælfric‘s exegesis is still at a nascent 

stage and often emerges as an adjunct to studies with other objectives in mind. 

Szarmach, in contrast, presents this short study as a first word toward a larger appreciation 

of Ælfric as an exegete. 

Szarmach‘s study opens by examining Ælfric‘s own reflections on the art of biblical 

interpretation. A central simile appears in Ælfric‘s homily on the five loaves and two fishes; 

Ælfric draws a distinction between a man who sees a fair painting and praises it and a man 

who reads fair characters and praises their author having not only appreciated the form of 

the letters but also understood the message they sought to convey.  So it is with the miracle. 

It is not enough to look at it and wonder; profitable engagement requires an understanding 
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of its spiritual significance to give God due praise for what has occurred.74 Szarmach detects 

here a preference for binary understandings, finding terms or concepts like ―words and 

images, ignorance and understanding, understanding and reaction‖ in which Ælfric finds a 

―complementary unity.‖ 75 To return to  Johnson‘s language above, Ælfric identifies dualities, 

then embraces the ―both/and‖ rather than the ―either/or‖. Szarmach continues: 

Ælfric‘s habit of mind is to find such [binary] pairing. When it comes to the important pair 

―understanding and reaction,‖ the grounds change from the text to the audience. This shift 

of focus or emphasis explains how in other expositions the moral sense of scripture is a 

natural development; there is a habit of mind that enables Ælfric to move from analysis of 

text to moral application for the audience. 

The movement from the text to a moral application is a natural mode for Ælfric. 

From this point, Szarmach notes three major factors that help him characterize 

Ælfric‘s exegesis. The first is a recognition of a basic fact about interpretation and meaning 

within Ælfric‘s milieu. Modern interpreters often regard interpretation as a movement to a 

typological or allegorical level. Drawing on the work of Thomas D. Hill,76 Szarmach notes 

that ―all too often Anglo-Saxonists think that exegesis is allegory.‖77 Instead, Szarmach 

demonstrates from both Augustine and Ælfric that ―explanation of what is the literal sense is 

part of a long tradition‖; historical and geographical references have to be explained and 

possible contradictions with other texts must be resolved (typically harmonized) before any 

deeper levels of the text can be sought. When, how, and why the literal sense has to be 

clarified is part of the exgetical task as well.  

                                                 
74 Szarmach does not mention the source of this reflection but Bede is similarly reflective on how 
readers/hearers should find meaning in Christ‘s miracles in his treatment of a similar feeding story in John 6:1-
14 (Bede Hom II.2).  
75 Szarmach, ―Ælfric as Exegete,‖ 239. 
76 Thomas D. Hill, ―Literary History and Old English Poetry: The Case of Christ I, II, III,‖ in Sources of Anglo-
Saxon Culture, ed. Paul E. Szarmach (Studies in Medieval Culture 20; Kalamazoo, Mich.: The Medieval Institute, 
1986), 3-22. 
77 Szarmach, ―Ælfric as Exegete,‖ 240. 
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The second factor to consider concerns what Ælfric learned from the early medieval 

homiliary tradition.78 Szarmach reminds his readers that Ælfric did not just take material 

from the patristic excerpts he found there; he also learned exegetical method from these 

texts. The exegetical methods of Bede, Gregory, and Augustine—though sharing broad 

similarities—are different, and Szarmach suggests that Ælfric‘s facility in adapting and 

assimilating the distinct styles of patristic authors accounts for some of the interest in 

Ælfric‘s style.  

The third factor that Szarmach identifies is ―the narrative impulse.‖79 While Ælfric‘s 

second cycle of Catholic Homilies contains a more narrative character than the first, 

Szarmach points beyond this observation to the notion that Ælfric understands the Bible 

―primarily as story, secondarily as text for analysis.‖80 The sermon for Palm Sunday illustrates 

the point; Ælfric deftly weaves a harmony of the gospels to concisely convey an orthodox 

Passion of his own creation: ―…the effect of the Palm Sunday homily is the effect of a 

narrative, shaped and formed to stand as a sequence of events in time. Ælfric has made 

narrative sense of his varied sources.‖81 When faced with complexities on the literal level, 

Ælfric‘s instinct is to tell the story within the text as clearly as possible 

Szarmach ends his brief study with an cogent appeal to his fellow scholars: 

Anglo-Saxonists must unburden themselves from antecendent scholarship that either 

blatantly or subtly brings with it assumptions that are invalid for the late tenth century. A 

self-concious and proper historicism can help establish a context for discussion. With this 

context, which must take into imaginative account Ælfric‘s use of sources, the development 

of early medieval theology, and the valid meaning of early medieval exegesis, it will be 

possible to assess more accurately Ælfric‘s role as medieval ―father‖ and to move on to 

                                                 
78 I take up the shape and scope of this tradition at the end of chapter 2. 
79 Szarmach, ―Ælfric as Exegete,‖ 241. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Szarmach, ―Ælfric as Exegete,‖ 243. 
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related cultural issues such as Ælfric‘s audience, the problem of rendering the Christian 

message to it (a new form of the translatio question, it would appear), and even perhaps a new 

definition of Christian literature. The new view of Ælfric that will thus result will have to 

account for issues of Chrstian genres and styles as well.82 

Thus, Szarmach‘s study itself is fundamentally another programmatic essay, but one from a 

veteran scholar of Anglo-Saxon literature, especially homiletics. 

Ælfric is a Benedictine Revival-era preacher. Szarmach insists that Ælfric and his 

exegesis be read in terms of his late tenth century setting and the forces that produced it. 

Leclercq and Flynn signal that the fundamental paradigm for early medieval monastic biblical 

interpretation is the liturgy. An early medieval monastic sermon, therefore, should not be 

treated as an independent or acontextual text—a free-standing document in the same way 

that a biblical commentary can be—but is rightly considered when located securely within 

the context of early medieval monastic liturgies and their interpretive practices. 

BUILDING A CONVERSATION 
  
Selecting Texts 

To begin the conversation building process, I consider first what texts might be used 

to focus the conversation. Recalling again a fundamental criterion, the texts selected must be 

engaged by both sets of conversation partners. Since modern commentaries cover every 

verse of the biblical text, Ælfric‘s corpus becomes the limiting factor. His sermons follow 

closely the gospel readings appointed by the early medieval Church calendar. Of the seventy-

five surviving witnesses to gospel lectionaries from the span of the Anglo-Saxon period in 

England, 457 readings are from Matthew, 391 from Luke, 234 from John, and 155 from 

Mark. Looking at Ælfric‘s sermons in the Catholic Homilies, the ratios are similar; of the 80 

items, 28 are from Matthew, 24 from Luke, 23 from John, and 5 from Mark. Based on 

lectionary statistics, Matthew emerges as the favorite gospel. More importantly, however, 

                                                 
82 Szarmach, ―Ælfric as Exegete,‖ 244. 
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Matthew is the gospel most focused on the notion of constructing a community around the 

life, death and resurrection of Jesus. 

For the early and medieval church, Matthew was the First Gospel, both in terms of 

its canonical position83 and its importance to the growth and formation of Christian 

communities. Matthew was the most commented upon and most frequently cited of the 

gospels in the patristic period,84 and the Sermon on the Mount was the most frequently cited 

pericope of Scripture.85 Liturgically, Matthew became the dominant text cited in both 

liturgies and lectionaries of the West.86 Two features of the text in particular enabled 

Matthew to achieve this status: first, the completeness of its account of the life, death, and 

resurrection of Jesus gave Christian communities identity through the birth, deeds, and death 

of their founder;87 second, the ecclesial usefulness of its catechetical collections of dominical 

sayings made it a teaching resource par excellence. 

In addition, the western church took the communal references within the text 

seriously. Under the influence of texts like Acts, Eusebius‘s Ecclesiastical History, and Jerome‘s 

Chronicon, the church assumed direct continuity between the community of the apostles and 

that of their own day. The polity of the western church was mapped onto the Matthean text 

so thoroughly that Peter‘s confession (Matthew 16) became a central text undergirding 

                                                 
83 I will not attempt to speculate on the dynamics of this decision; the process through which Matthew was 
placed first canonically is not historically available to us. Our earliest data on canonical organization 
consistently puts Matthew in first place; while the relative locations of the other gospels fluctuated, Matthew 
always appears first. This placement may be related to assumptions about its date on the basis of its original 
language (thought to be ―Hebrew‖) and its apostolic authorship or may be related to its functionality. My point 
here is that it always remained ―first.‖ See the canonical lists found on Appendix 1 of Carl R. Holladay, A 
Critical Introduction to the New Testament: Interpreting the Message and Meaning of Jesus Christ (Nashville: Abingdon, 
2005). The appendix appears on the cd-rom in the standard edition, or in vol. 2, pp. 871-880 in the Expanded 
edition. 
84 Graham N. Stanton, ―Matthew, Gospel of,‖ in volume 2 of the Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation (ed. John H. 
Hayes, ed.; 2 vols.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1999), 136-141, 136. 
85 W. S. Kissinger, ―Sermon on the Mount,‖ in volume 2 of the Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation (ed. John H. 
Hayes, ed.; 2 vols.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1999), 462-466, 462. Clearly, the accuracy of these claims is based on 
extant materials, recognizing the amount of early Christian material that has not survived. 
86 The Old Latin order of the gospels arranges them in order of their liturgical frequency at that time: Matthew, 
John, Luke, Mark. 
87 Patristic authors often compared it to Mark who came out—in Augustine‘s famous words—as the 
―pedisequus et breviator‖ (De Cons. 1.2[4].). 
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arguments for the primacy of the bishop of Rome. Both the communal and the formational 

aspects of the gospel were embraced to the fullest. Since the early medieval monastic micro-

culture privileged both community and life-long formation into the example of Jesus, an 

examination of how Ælfric read Matthew is a natural choice. 

With twenty-eight available sermons on Matthean texts, we have a sizeable sample 

from which to choose. I have chosen to focus on four texts that represent four major literary 

forms appearing within Matthew: a mythological narrative (Matt 4:1–11), a dominical 

teaching (Matthew 5:1–12), a set of healing miracles (Matt 8:1–13), and a parable (Matt 25:1–

13). Surveying a range of materials will enable us to examine what interpretive strategies are 

used for the literary different forms,  and whether strategies change with the form under 

consideration or are uniform throughout.  

 
Selecting Conversation Partners 

To represent the modern academic micro-culture‘s side of the conversation, I have 

chosen four recent commentaries on Matthew: Ulrich Luz‘s work translated by James 

Crouch for the Hermeneia series,88 W. D. Davies and Dale Allison‘s work for the 

International Critical Commentary series,89 Douglas Hare‘s work for the Interpretation 

series,90 and Eugene Boring‘s portion for the New Interpreter‘s Bible commentary.91 Of the 

central literary genres produced by the modern academy—commentaries, monographs, and 

scholarly articles—the commentary best presents the exegetical perspectives and outlooks of 

representative scholars that will address all four selected pericopes. All of these 

                                                 
88 Ulrich Luz, Matthew 1-7: A Continental Commentary, trans. Wilhelm C. Linss, (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: 
Fortress, 1992).  Ulrich Luz, Matthew 8-20: A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, trans. James E. Crouch, 
(Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001). Ulrich Luz, Matthew 21-28, trans. James E. Crouch, (Hermeneia; 
Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005). 
89 W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to Saint Matthew, 3 
vols. ( International Critical Commentary 26; London/New York: T&T Clark International, 2004). 
90 Douglas Hare, Matthew (Interpretation; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995). 
91 M. Eugene Boring, ―Matthew,‖ in The New Interpreter‟s Bible: Matthew-Mark, ed. Leander E. Keck (vol. 8; 
Nashville: Abingdon, 1995), 87-506. 
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commentaries have been selected from recognized series that represent the main stream of 

modern biblical interpretation.  

The first two are recognized scholarly commentaries that are written specifically for 

the modern academic micro-culture—these are works by the academy for the academy. 

Luz‘s commentary stands squarely within the European commentary tradition. His approach 

is a combination of literary and historical methods that are characterized by his two major 

working hypotheses: first, that ―the Gospel of Matthew tells the story of Jesus‘ activity in 

Israel‖ which is a story of conflict between Jesus and the Jewish leaders, embedded in which 

is the story of Jesus‘ relationship with his disciples;92 second, ―the experiences of the 

Matthean church are reflected in the Matthean Jesus story‖ which is a two-level drama where 

the conflict-story of Jesus is understood as an allegory for the situation of the Matthean 

community.93 Davies and Allison present a textually focused commentary that discusses 

lexical and grammatical issues and particularly focuses upon textual or thematic parallels in 

contemporary Jewish and Greco-Roman literature.   

The last two are, like Ælfric‘s work, cross-cultural. They are intended to mediate the 

findings of the modern academic endeavor to confessionally Christian micro-cultures, 

particularly for the work of teaching and preaching—these are works by the academy for 

broader Christian audiences.94 Hare‘s approach is generally literary. He is not explicit about 

his methods but uses a combination of narrative readings, literary parallels, and clarifications 

of the historical context as the basis of his exegesis. Boring also uses these tools but is more 

explicit in his use of a narrative approach as a framing device. He identifies a chiastic 

structure that is rooted in conflict—similar to Luz—but Boring emphasizes that the central 

conflict is apocalyptic in nature. Thus, while drawing on the same kinds of literary, historical 

                                                 
92 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 11. 
93 Ibid. 
94 While it could be both possible and interesting to look at sermons on Matthew by modern academics, this 
would be at cross-purposes with our project. Due to the faith commitments required and the differing context 
of proclamation, these texts would misrepresent the explicitly non-confessional character of the modern 
academy‘s exegetical project. 
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and rhetorical methods as the rest, he gives a prominent place to Matthew‘s own theological 

perspective in his work.95 

 

The Aim of the Conversation 

The purpose of this conversation is twofold: first, to clarify the primary interpretive 

contexts and methods of the early medieval monastic micro-culture; second, to assess its 

usefulness as a foil for modern academic readings. In other words, through the conversation 

model, I hope to identify interpretive strengths and weaknesses of both conversation 

partners, to assess what areas of potential meaning within the biblical text early medieval 

methods identify more clearly than modern, and to show what early medieval monastic 

methods and results have to offer modern scholarship. At the same time, I acknowledge the 

ways that modern methods represent significant insights on their own terms. Furthermore, I 

explore the fruitfulness of early medieval conversation partners as aids in moving beyond 

modern critical impasses. As outsiders in modern critical debates, Ælfric and his sources may 

provide alternative approaches or perspectives that open interpretive possibilities where 

modern interpreters are locked in disagreement. 

The point is not to judge between the interpretive projects of the two micro-cultures 

and to declare one superior, the other inferior. Rather, coming from the academy on behalf 

of the academy, I hope to show how these older methods may help us access more complete 

interpretive possibilities inherent in the Matthean text and how Matthew has served in the 

past as a catalyst for the formation of intentional Christian communities. 

 
THE SHAPE OF THE CONVERSATION 

Moving forward, chapter two will be an examination of the commonalities between 

the modern academic micro-culture and the early medieval monastic micro-culture. This 

                                                 
95 More attention will be given to these modern commentaries in chapter 2.  
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chapter will explore three fundamental characteristics that are central to both cultures: 

mimesis, literary focus, and critical conversations. 

Chapter three will examine the fundamental differences between the two cultures. 

Because the modern context is much better known, I shall focus here on the primary 

interpretive context of the early medieval monastic micro-culture, the monastic liturgy, and 

the interpretive forces this context exerts upon the discursive interpretation found in 

monastic preaching. 

Once the pertinent features of the two micro-cultures have been investigated, I can 

address the Matthean texts themselves. Chapter four treats Matthew 4:1–11 and Matthew 

5:1–12; chapter five treats Matthew 8:1–13 and Matthew 25:1–13. For each pericope, I 

examine the interpretations of the four modern interpreters, then consider Ælfric‘s text and 

the liturgical context that informs it. Then, I put the modern and medieval into dialogue with 

one another, assessing the areas of strength for the various interpreters and suggesting how 

Ælfric‘s early medieval monastic interpretation may contribute to the modern academic 

interpretive project. 

Chapter six offers be a brief summary of my findings, and presents a concluding 

statement of what Ælfric and other early medieval monastic interpreters might have to offer 

the modern discipline of biblical studies. 
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Chapter 2 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In his classic study of monastic culture, Jean Leclercq summarizes his synthesis in a 

compact paragraph: 

The principl literary sources of monastic culture may be reduced to three: Holy Scripture, the 

patristic tradition, and classical literature. The liturgy. . . is the medium through which the 

Bible and the patristic tradition are received, and it is the liturgy that gives unity to all the 

manifestations of monastic culture.96 

Gathering up these sources and moving beyond the solely literary, monastic culture can be 

characterized as mimetic, literary, and liturgical. Individually these marks are not unique to 

monastic culture—indeed, modern New Testament scholarship is also characterized by the 

first two marks—but the ways it embodies these marks and the ends it pursues by this 

embodiment give this culture its unique character. In order to appreciate both the 

continuities and discontinuities between the two profoundly literary cultures of early 

medieval monasticism and modern New Testament scholarship it is worth examining how 

each has embody mimetic and literary qualities, and how such qualities build upon and 

reinforce one another. Both also operate within a critical conversation—a conversation with 

special rules, resources, and patrons solemnly invoked. The final monastic dimension, the 

liturgical, serves as a point of entry into the key differences between the early medieval 

monastic and modern academic cultures.  

 The three points of similarity—mimetic and literary qualities and the critical 

conversation—are discussed in the present chapter. The liturgical quality of monastic culture 

and the difference that makes is discussed in chapter 3. Within these chapters, more 

emphasis is placed upon the early medieval monastic environment. This is not intend as a 

                                                 
96

 Jean Leclercq, The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of Monastic Culture (trans. Catharine Misrahi, 
New York: Fordham University Press, 1982), 71. 
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slight to modern academic culture, nor should the disparity reflect and attempt to privilege 

the monastic over the academic. Rather, the modern academic culture is assumed to be more 

familiar to my readers. While familiarity does not necessarily lead to greater self-awareness, I 

shall spend more of my time attempting to explain the early medieval monastic culture.    

 

MIMETIC CULTURES  
 
The Scientific Study of the NT 

William Baird‘s introduction to his history of New Testament scholarship makes 

explicit an assumption that governs not only his work but presents a dominant 

understanding of critical scholarship: ―I am convinced that NT research is essentially the 

work of creative individuals who, although in dialogue with their predecessors, peers, and 

pupils, spend long hours in the isolation of their studies.‖97 Baird‘s strategy properly 

foregrounds individual scholars. In the academic study of the New Testament, ideas are 

produced by individuals, for individuals. And yet in this statement, Baird places in the 

background a formative community that molds and influences—to a degree—the individual 

scholars. Scholars are shaped by their ―predecessors, peers, and pupils‖ and, in the modern 

American academy at least, the most intentional part of this formational process is the 

mimetic nature of graduate education.   

Mimesis is not a term commonly applied to the scientific study of the New 

Testament, and yet it is a crucial aspect of the process of forming New Testament scholars. 

Graduate programs shape scholars through a mimetic process that uses literary and human 

models for imitation focusing on Baird‘s ―predecessors.‖ The purpose of this mimetic 

process is the formation of patterns and habits of thought; through studying the epochical 

works in the field and working with departmental mentors, students learn how to think like 

New Testament scholars.  

                                                 
97 William Baird, The History of New Testament Research: Volume One: From Deism to Tübingen (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1992), xx.  
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Literary Mimesis 

Coursework, comprehensive examinations, and the preliminary aspects of 

dissertation research focus graduate students upon a representative portion of the 

discipline‘s corpus, emphasizing certain formative works. This emphasis fulfills two purposes. 

On one hand, it acquaints students with the content of the field, teaching the major theories, 

approaches, and conflicts in the academic study of the New Testament; this is the most 

obvious purpose of the course of study. On the other hand, the major works of New 

Testament scholarship constantly provide models for imitation with particular examples of 

the genre and forms of academic literature, critical method, and acceptable patterns of 

discourse. Through this mimetic process, classic works and forms establish paradigms for 

the academic study of the New Testament. 

 Reading the works of the academic study of the New Testament enculturates 

students into the main forms of scholarly literature: the journal article, the critical 

monograph, and the commentary are the prime literary expressions of scholarly research. 

Reading these works as assignments passively reinforces the active formation through 

mandatory writing assignments. Papers—exegetical, analytical, and critical—train students to 

write journal articles and scholarly essays; the dissertation is the student‘s entrée into the 

world of the critical monograph. In these assignments, imitation and replication of the 

classical forms is encouraged through the instructors‘ grades and comments intended to 

shape both skills and disposition. 

 

Personal 

Mimesis in academic formation is not merely literary, however. In the American 

system, students enter a department where they are expected to work with and model 

themselves after the several professors who form the department. Mandatory stints as 
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teaching assistants help to shape students in their department‘s pedagogical strategies. 

Departmental colloquia display the give and take in the presentation of ideas as preparation 

for later presentations at academic conferences. Although students are encouraged to learn 

from all of their professors, a primary focus is placed on the relationship with the 

dissertation director.  

The principal academic relationship is between students and their Doktorvater. While 

students are expected to learn from and model themselves after all of the professors in their 

program, students primarily model themselves after their dissertation director. In some 

programs, the advisor presents the student with a fully-formed dissertation topic in line with 

the director's research areas. The director‘s model is actively placed upon the student. In 

others, the student may work with one aspect of their director‘s field of research. Either way, 

the student‘s research and scholarship is shaped by their director‘s own work and 

approaches. 

The role of mimesis in graduate education is apparent in practice through academic 

self-presentation. Scholars identify themselves as students of a particular mentor, and as 

graduates of a particular school. Academic lineages shape—often quite directly—the 

particular selection of the Scriptural canon within which the scholar works, the methods the 

scholar employs, and the larger intellectual purposes for which these methods are deployed. 

Pauline scholars form other Pauline scholars; more particularly, Pauline scholars of rhetoric 

form other Pauline scholars of rhetoric. Mimesis lies at the heart of the academic enterprise. 

As important as mimesis is in graduate programs, however, its formal or institutional 

character ends with the attainment of the doctoral degree. Baird‘s ―peers and pupils‖ may 

exhibit an influence upon scholars, and some may cultivate collegial conversation but it is 

nowhere mandated nor enforced. The most practical way in which mimesis continues after 

graduation is through tenure and promotion reviews, during which scholars are evaluated by 

other scholars in temrs of their academic productivity and creativity. Professional guilds like 
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the Society of Biblical Literature gather scholars into fields and sub-fields, placing them in 

productive conversation with one another but for the most part each scholar‘s work is self-

directed, neither mandated by the community nor enforced by it. Indeed, academic freedom 

is essential to the advancement of the field. 

A key word in Baird‘s statement, though, is ―creative.‖ Mimesis and imitation are 

pursued in the formation process but the goal of the process is the production of creative 

independent scholars. Creativity and originality of thought are essential for the academic 

study of the text to move forward; imitation in the sense of rehashing and recycling old ideas 

does not represent progress in the discipline. A formative imitation is cultivated precisely in 

order that formal imitation may end. The imposition of a temporary dependence instills the 

knowledge and skills necessary for independence.  

Thus, the academic study of the New Testament contains a mimetic component. 

Future scholars are formed by reading literary models and imitating them in the assignments 

of formal coursework. Furthermore, personal interaction with professors in coursework, as 

pedagogical models, and engagement in colloquia present human models for imitation. Once 

the process of graduate formation is complete, mimesis becomes only one of many factors 

directing scholarship; creative independent scholarship within the bounds of received literary 

forms is the telos of the mimetic process.  

 

Mimesis in Early Medieval Monastic Culture 

Tucked in the midst of Ælfric‘s Lives of the Saints stands a text for general use. Like 

the others, it bears the marks of a homily—including a brief Scriptural passage—but was 

probably intended more for private reading than for public proclamation. Unlike the others, 

which focus on particular deeds of particular saints or which address particular liturgical 

occasions98 this work is general enough to serve as an introduction to the whole set. In fact, 

                                                 
98 The Lives of the Saints contain works on the feasts of Christmas (ÆLS (Christmas)), the Exaltation of the 
Cross (ÆLS (Exalt of Cross)), the fast of Ash Wednesday (ÆLS (Ash Wed)) and Mid-Lent (ÆLS (Pr Moses)). 
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Godden has suggested that it did originally function in this fashion and that its current 

placement—sixteenth in the collection—is a dislocation from an original initial position.99 

This work, entitled Sermon on the Memory of the Saints,100 contains a survey of sanctity. 

The first half presents examples. It begins by touching upon various heroes of the OT and 

identifying the virtues that made them stand out. Turning to the NT, Ælfric discusses John 

the Baptist, Christ himself, then the apostles and disciples. A discussion of the various kinds 

of post-biblical confessors rounds out this half. An exhortation concerning the evils of the 

present time and immanence of the Antichrist segues into the second half. This half is a 

formal explication of the three theological virtues, the eight chief sins and their remedies, the 

eight chief virtues. A concluding exhortation encourages the cultivation of the virtues as 

primary weapons against the Devil and sin. 

This work communicates the early medieval monastic concept of mimesis. First, it 

presents human exemplars for imitation drawn primarily from the Bible and secondarily 

from the history of the Church. Preeminent among these is Christ himself. Second, it draws 

out—implying induction through juxtaposition—the specific moral lessons that the holy 

histories teach, the specific virtues cultivated by the saints and the corresponding vices they 

overcame. It identifies who is to be modeled and the specific qualities of what is to be 

modeled. Furthermore it also locates the telos—why these are to be modeled. Saints are not 

just examples; they embody the goal. 

The sermon on the Memory of the Saints is clearly not an exegetical work. 

Nevertheless, a passage of Scripture, namely Rev 1:8, stands at the head of the work and 

provides a starting place. Playing off the multiple senses of the words ―beginning‖ and ―end‖ 

Ælfric translates the passage from the Vulgate into Old English, then uses it as a point of 

departure:  

                                                 
99 MS data. 
100 Sermo de Memoria Sanctorum; ÆLS (Memory of Saints). 
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Ego sum Alfa et W. Initium et finis dicit Dominus Deus qui est et qui erat et qui venturus est omnipotens. 

That is in English: I am the beginning and the end says the Lord God who was and who is 

and who is coming, the Almighty (God). There is one Almighty God, ever existing in three 

natures, who shaped all things. Now, we have our beginning through him because he shaped 

us when we were not and afterward redeemed us when we were lost. Now we should be 

careful with great [concern] that our life may be structured so our end might end in God 

who came to us at our beginning.101 

By using ―beginning‖ both as a temporal marker and as a source, Ælfric can make ―end‖ 

serve as a final temporal marker and as a telos. The anagogical use of these temporal terms 

sets up an eternal aim for his audience. The next sentence clarifies how his hearers should 

strive for this goal: ―We may take good examples, first from the holy patriarchs who pleased 

God in their lives and also from the holy ones who followed the Savior.‖102 The exhortation 

that lies at the end of the piece ties the systematic exposition of the virtues into this 

overarching anagogical scheme as Ælfric notes in a concluding line: ―We may, through 

God‘s help, overcome these evil vices through struggle if we fight bravely and [may] have in 

the end the eternal glory forever with God himself if we toil here and now.‖103  

Mimesis for Ælfric, then, is a life-long process through which monastics pattern 

themselves after Christ, his forbearers and saints, and cultivate the virtues through which 

they will attain to the eternal joys of God‘s presence. Imbedded in LS 16 are the monastic 

                                                 
101 Ego sum Alfa et ώ. Initium et finis dicit dominus Deus. qui est et qui erat et qui uenturus est omnipotens. 
Ðæt is on englisc. Ic eom angin. and ende. cwæþ drihten god. seðe is. and seðe was. and seðe towerd is 
ælmihtig god. An ælmihtig god is on þrym hadum æfre wunigende. seþe ealle þincg gesceop. nu habbe we 
anginn þurh hine. forðan þe he us gesceop. þaða we næron and us eft alysde þa þa we for-wyrhte wæron. Nu 
sceole we hogian mid mycelne gymene. þæt ure lif beo swa gelogód. þæt ure geendige on gód. þanon þe ús þæt 
angin com. ÆLS (Memory of Saints), ll. 1-8. William W. Skeat, ed., Aelfric's Lives of saints, being a set of sermons on 
saints' days formerly observed by the English church, Vol. 1, EETS 82 (London: N. Trübner & Co., 1881), 336. All Old 
English translations are my own. 
102 We magon niman gode bysne. ærest be ðam halgum heah-fæderum. hu hi on heora life gode gecwemdon. 
and eac æt þam halgum þe þam hælende folgodon. ÆLS (Memory of Saints), ll. 9-12. Ibid.  
103 We magon þurh godes fylst ða feondlican leahtras mid gecampe ofer-winnan. gif we cwnlice feohtað. and 
habban us on ende þone ecan wurð-mynt. á mid gode sylfum gif we swincað nu hér. ÆLS (Memory of Saints), 
ll. 378-81. Skeat, Aelfric's Lives of saints, 362.  
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values that place a premium upon personal modeling and which spawned a literature of 

example that quickly became foundational for the spread of monasticism and the monastic 

ethos. 

 

Personal Mimesis and the Monastic Community 

The core legislative documents of the Western monastic movement construct a 

community grounded in imitation and mutual correction for the purpose of fulfilling the 

commands of Scripture and thus embodying the virtues of Christ. Legislative documents like 

the works of John Cassian, the Rule of Columban and the Rule of St Benedict should be 

understood less as distinct legislative documents but instead vehicles for the transmission of 

a common body of teaching: 

The various rules were merely so many individual expressions of the tradition. All the 

ancient monks considered their real rule, in the sense of the ultimate determinant of their 

lives, to be not some product of human effort but the Word of God himself as contained in 

the Scriptures. Monasticism was simply a form of the Christian life itself, and hence it drew 

its inspiration from divine revelation.104 

The Rule of St. Benedict became normative in early medieval Europe through its adoption at 

synods in Aachen chaired by St Benedict of Aniane in 816 and 817 and subsequently 

achieved authoritative status throughout the Carolingian empire. Benedict of Aniane‘s 

writings clarify that the Rule's normativity comes not from the inherent superiority of its 

legislation above other competing rules but rather because it most clearly exemplified the 

common tradition.105 Therefore the legislative work of John Cassian, the Institutes (and the 

Conferences to a lesser degree), and the Rule of Benedict are mutual witnesses of a common way 

                                                 
104 Claude Peifer, ―The Rule of St. Benedict,‖ in RB 1980: The Rule of St. Benedict in English and Latin with Notes, 
Ed.Timothy Fry, (Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1980), 65-112, 85. 
105 Claude Peifer, ―The Rule in History,‖ in RB 1980: The Rule of St. Benedict in English and Latin with Notes, 
Ed.Timothy Fry, (Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1980), 113-151, 121-122. 
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of life handed down by monastic communities and bolstered by documents of legislation 

and exhortation. 

John Cassian was, with Evagrius of Pontus, the main figure responsible for the 

transmission of the monastic tradition from the East to the West. Probably a native of the 

Balkans, John and his comrade Germanus journeyed to Bethlehem in the last quarter of the 

fourth century to join a monastery. Itching to see the roots of monasticism for themselves, 

they left the monastery and made two successive journeys to the monastic motherland, 

Egypt. Later ordained a deacon by St John Chrysostom and exiled from the East for 

supporting the controversial patriarch, he settled in Gaul around 410, founding monastic 

communities and writing of his experiences for the benefit of the nascent monastic 

movement there.  

The Institutes, composed between 419 and 426, are the closest that Cassian produced 

to a rule. A monastic rule: 

normally includes, on the one hand, theoretical spiritual teaching and, on the other, practical 

regulations to govern the daily life of the monastery by determining the time and measure of 

food, sleep, and liturgical prayer, relationships with the outside, authority structures, etc. 

These two elements may be combined in quite different proportions. Some rules contain 

chiefly spiritual doctrine, some consist almost exclusively of practical regulations; others 

combine both.106 

Of the twelve books of the Institutes, the first four are chiefly practical, detailing the minutiae 

of Egyptian monastic practice; the later eight are spiritual instruction on the eight chief vices 

and their remedies.107  

                                                 
106 Peifer, ―Rule of St. Benedict,‖ 85.     
107 Book 1: Of the Dress of the Monks; Book 2: Of the Canonical System of the Nocturnal Prayers and Psalms;  
Book 3: Of the Canonical System of the Daily Prayers and Psalms; Book 4: Of the Institutes of the 
Renunciants; Book 5: Of the Spirit of Gluttony; Book 6 Of the Spirit of Fornication; Book 7: Of the Spirit of 
Covetousness; Book 8: Of the Spirit of Anger; Book 9: Of the Spirit of Dejection; Book 10: Of the Spirit of 
Accidie; Book 11: Of the Spirit of Vainglory; Book 12: Of the Spirit of Pride. The items and orders of the vices 
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In both sections, Cassian constantly appeals to the principle of imitation and 

describes its practical application. Men seeking admission to a monastery must first serve a 

year under the elder who oversees the hospitality of guests, learning the basics of humility, 

obedience, and service,108 then are turned over to an elder who oversees ten junior monks109 

to be taught the alphabet of virtues, ―first syllables in the direction of perfection.‖110 The 

junior monks remain under the authority of the elders, ever learning from them the virtues, 

chiefly discretion, obedience, and humility.111 These monks are exhorted to observe all their 

seniors, not just those placed over them, but the community as a whole.  Just a few ought to 

be selected as particular models for imitation while the novice advances:  

In order to attain more easily to [virtue], you should seek out, while you live in the 

community, examples of a perfect life that are worthy of imitation; they will come from a 

few, and indeed from one or two, but not from the many. For, beyond the fact that a life 

that has been scrutinized and refined is found in few, there is a question of utility to be 

considered—that a person is more carefully schooled and formed for the perfection of this 

chosen orientation (namely, the cenobitic life) by the example of one.112 

Once monks have reached a more advanced level, Cassian commends advice 

attributed to St Anthony, the Father of Egyptian—and therefore all—Monasticism: 

For it is an ancient and admirable saying of the blessed Antony to the effect that when a 

monk, after having opted for the cenobium, is striving to the heights of a still loftier 

perfection, has seized upon the consideration of discretion and is already able to rely on his 

own judgment and to come to the pinnacle of the anchorite life, he must not seek all the 

                                                                                                                                                 
are exactly the same as in Ælfric‘s ÆLS (Memory of Saints) and the same virtues are prescribed for combat the 
various vices. Whether or not Ælfric was working directly from the Institutes, he is clearly participating in the 
common tradition. 
108 John Cassian, Inst. 4.7; citations from John Cassian‘s Institutes are from Boniface Ramsey, trans., The Institutes 
(Ancient Christian Writers 58; N.Y., N.Y.: Newman, 2000).  Ramsey, Institutes, 81. 
109 John Cassian, Inst. 4.8; Ramsey, Institutes, 82. 
110 John Cassian, Inst. 4.9; NPNF 2.11.231. 
111 John Cassian, Inst. 4.10; Ramsey, Institutes, 83. 
112 John Cassian, Inst. 4.40; Ramsey, Institutes, 100. 
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kinds of virtue from one person, however outstanding he may be. For there is one adorned 

with the flowers of knowledge, another who is more strongly fortified by the practice of 

discretion, another who is solidly founded in patience, one who excels in the virtue of 

humility and another in that of abstinence, while still another is decked with the grace of 

simplicity, this one surpasses the others by his zeal for magnanimity, that one by mercy, 

another one by vigils, yet another by silence, and still another by toil. Therefore the monk 

who, like a most prudent bee, is desirous of storing up spiritual honey must suck the flower 

of a particular virtue from those who possess it most intimately, and he must lay it up 

carefully in the vessel of his heart. He must not begrudge a person for what he has less of, 

but he must contemplate and eagerly gather up only the virtuousness that he possesses. For 

if we want to obtain all of them from a single individual, either examples will be hard to find, 

or, indeed, there will be none that would be suitable for us to imitate. The reason for this is 

that, although we see that Christ has not yet been made ―all in all‖ (to cite the words of the 

Apostle), we can nonetheless in this fashion find him partly in all. For it is said of him that 

―by God‘s doing he was made for us wisdom, righteousness, holiness, and redemption.‖ 

Inasmuch, therefore, as there is wisdom in one, righteousness in another, holiness in another, 

meekness in another, chastity in another, and humility in another, Christ is now divided 

among each of the holy ones, member by member. But when we are all assembled together 

in the unity of faith and virtue, he appears as ―the perfect man,‖ completing the fullness of 

his body in the joining together and in the characteristics of the individual members.113 

For Cassian, then, the practice of virtue is not fundamentally the cultivation of self-

improvement. Rather, as monastics grow in virtue they grow into the fullness of Christ and 

as constituent members of the Body of Christ, they contribute to the eschatological 

consummation when Christ will be all in all. The quest for virtue is the quest to more fully 

and completely participate in the life and redemptive work of the Risen Lord. 

                                                 
113 John Cassian, Inst. 5.4; Ramsey, Institutes, 118-9. 
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St Benedict in his rule works along the same lines. The three Benedictine vows, 

obedience, stability, and conversion of life,114 are designed to construct an environment in 

which long-term mimesis is made possible. Benedict makes clear in a number of ways that 

the first two are prerequisites for the third, demonstrating this most eloquently in his 

opening chapter. Clearly adapting Conf. 18.4-8, Benedict describes cenobites by describing 

what they are not—neither sarabaites nor gyrovagues. The first kind of monks live without 

an abbot and thus without obedience: ―Their law is what they like to do, whatever strikes 

their fancy. Anything they believe in and choose, they call holy; anything they dislike, they 

consider forbidden.‖115 As a result, ―with no experience to guide them, no rule to try them, as 

gold is tested in a furnace, [they] have a character as soft as lead.‖116  The second kind have 

no stability. Rather they ―spend their entire lives drifting from region to region, staying as 

guests or three of four days in different monasteries. Always on the move, they never settle 

down, and are slaves to their own wills and gross appetites. In every way they are worse than 

sarabaites.‖117 Without these two vows, conversion of life is impossible. Mimesis is a process 

that requires time, discipline and the external controls of a rule and an abbot to curb the 

destructive impulses of self-will. 

Instead, Benedict constructs the abbot as both the head of the community and the 

linchpin of the chain of command that stretches from heaven to earth. On one hand, ―He is 

believed to hold the place of Christ in the monastery since he is addressed by a title of 

Christ.‖118 Being in the place of Christ, his word commands obedience no matter how 

absurd or impossible his orders appear;119 the monastics are bound to ―carry out the 

                                                 
114 RB 58. The more familiar triple vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience are those of the mendicant orders 
that arose in the High Middle Ages (particularly the Franciscans and Dominicans). To be sure, poverty and 
chastity are intrinsic to life under the cenobitic rule as well. 
115 RB 1.8-9. Fry, RB 1980, 171. 
116 RB 1.6. Fry, RB 1980, 169. 
117 RB 1.10-11. Fry, RB 1980, 171. 
118 RB 2.2. Fry, RB 1980, 173. Benedict here connects the word ―abbot‖ with the Aramaic ―abba‖ used in Rom 
8:15. 
119 RB 92; passim. 
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superior‘s order as promptly as if the command came from God himself.‖120 This 

commanded obedience gives no opportunity for tyranny for the abbot himself is also one set 

under authority:  

Therefore the abbot must never teach or decree or command anything that would deviate 

from the Lord‘s instructions. On the contrary, everything he teaches and commands should, 

like the leaven of divine justice, permeate the minds of his disciples. . . . Furthermore, 

anyone who receives the name of abbot is to lead his disciples by a twofold teaching: he 

must point out to them all that is good and holy more by example than by words, but 

demonstrating God‘s instructions to the stubborn and dull by a living example.121 

Standing in the place of Christ means, therefore, that the abbot must provide the preeminent 

example of holiness in both words and works for the community. As Christ, he is 

responsible for the charges put into his trust: ―Let the abbot always remember that at the 

fearful judgment of God, not only his teaching but also his disciples‘ obedience will come 

under scrutiny.‖122 

Monastic legislation puts a premium on human example. At each step of the journey, 

monastics have those above them who model the virtues that will lead them into the mind of 

Christ. Observation of monastic superiors is constantly exhorted throughout the tradition; it 

is the experience of living with good guides that forms the cenobites, making them the 

strongest kind of monk, ultimately giving them the spiritual strength and training in order 

that some may reach the goal of being strong enough to live alone as anchorites. 

 

Literary 

This monastic emphasis on imitation led to particular attention to texts about people 

and their deeds. Scripture was mined for its positive and negative examples, extending an 

                                                 
120 RB 5.4. Fry, RB 1980, 187. 
121 RB 2.4-5, 11-12. Fry, RB 1980, 73 
122 RB 2.6. Ibid. 
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interpretive tradition that has its roots in Scripture itself, exemplified by Sir 44-50 and Heb 

11. An array of Scriptural notables fill the pages of Benedict, Cassian and Ælfric: Abel, 

Enoch, Judas, Gehazi, Elijah, Josiah, Judith, Ananias and Sapphira, functioning as examples 

and counter-examples for monastics striving to grow into the stature of the great exemplar, 

Christ himself. 

The search for exemplars was not the only way that early medieval monastics sought 

to imitate the Scriptures, though. Benedict is clear that the monastic life is an embodiment of 

what Scripture enjoins: ―What page, what passage of the inspired books of the Old and New 

Testaments in not the truest of guides for the human life?‖ The Prologue of the Rule adapts 

the wisdom form of a father‘s exhortation to his son; it is an impressive deployment of 

Scripture that includes a line-by-line run through a portion of Ps 34 and another through the 

beginning of Ps 15.  This Scriptural pastiche is placed as a cry in the mouth of Christ calling  

the prospective monk into his service through the embodiment of the Scriptures. After 

concluding with the parable of the builders on sand and rock from the end of the Sermon on 

the Mount, Benedict summarizes his exhortation: ―With this conclusion, the Lord waits for 

us daily to translate into action, as we should, his holy teachings.‖123 These teachings are 

further enumerated in the fourth chapter, ―Tools for Good Works‖.124  

In addition to Scripture, monasticism was nurtured and spread through the 

developing art form of Christian hagiography. Athanasius‘ Life of St Antony had an 

incalculable effect on the growth of monasticism. In the West, four other lives quickly 

grounded both the shape of monasticism and the conventions of the hagiographical genre; 

Jerome‘s lives of Malchus, Hilaron, and Paul of Thebes, and—especially central to the 

growth of Gaulish monasticism—Sulpicius Severus‘s Life of St Martin. Lives of saints became 

                                                 
123 RB Prol.35. Fry, RB 1980, 163. 
124 This chapter was discussed above in Chapter 1. 
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an enormously popular form of literature. Lapidge reports that ―C. W. Jones once estimated 

that some 600 [saint‘s lives] survive from the period before 900.‖125  

These lives fulfill two important functions in the monastic milieu. First, they present 

examples of virtue and saintliness for imitation. Second, they continually remind their 

readers and hearers of the end result of such imitation—they record the miracles performed 

by God through the saint before and after death. Through their power of efficacious 

intercession on behalf of the living the glorified saints extend divine power into the world of 

the living, participating in and advancing the eschatological consummation in a manner 

different but not ultimately dissimilar from Cassian‘s vision of Christ made complete in his 

Body.  

Some modern readers seeking historical data or the flavor of local medieval life from 

saint‘s lives are sorely disappointed to find generic and stereotyped topoi repeated throughout 

the genre. They impart little data for historical use. In order to accomplish the mimetic and 

theological functions, the genre followed certain prescribed conventions, conventions that 

seem strange to us now. The tradition provides a basic template: 

the saint is born of noble stock; his birth is accompanied by miraculous portents; as a youth 

he excels at learning and reveals that he is destined for saintly activity; he turns from secular 

to holy life (often forsaking his family) and so proceeds through the various ecclesiastical 

grades; he reveals his sanctity while still on earth by performing various miracles; eventually 

he sees his death approaching and, after instructing his disciples or followers, dies calmly; 

after his death many miracles occur at his tomb. Of course any number of variants is 

possible within these basic frameworks; but the framework itself is invariable.126   

                                                 
125 Michael Lapidge, ―The saintly life in Anglo-Saxon England,‖ in The Cambridge Companion to Old English 
Literature, edited by Malcolm Godden and Michael Lapidge (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 
243-263, 253. 
126 Lapidge, ―The saintly life,‖ 253. The outline for a passio or death by martyrdom is equally stereotyped but by 
this point in the life of the Western Church few martyrs were being made, Boniface and other northern 
missionaries being exceptions.  
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As a body of literature, these lives had a specific use in the community; during Chapter,127 

the head of the community would read from the life of the saint on the day before his or her 

veneration that the monks might meditate upon the virtues of the saint throughout the 

coming feast. During the Night Office on the feast, the life—or a different version 

thereof—would be read as the main reading for one of the Nocturns. Thus, the presence of 

a life for any given saint remembered in the community‘s liturgical kalendar128 was not 

optional—they were ecclesially necessary documents. As a result, the framework could be 

utilized even for saints about whom the hagiographer had only the most scant information: 

―[A]n anonymous monk of Whitby wished to honor with a vita the pope responsible for the 

conversion of the English; knowing little about Gregory the Great or miracles associated 

with him, however, he must ask his readers‘ indulgence if he simply praises the saint 

extravagantly, randomly assembling passages from Scripture, references to Gregory‘s 

writings, and some absurd fables.‖129 Thus, working from the basic framework and resorting 

to a handful of stock topoi a saint‘s life could be easily assembled for any one of the some 300 

post-biblical saints venerated in an average Anglo-Saxon institution that would satisfy the 

liturgical and mimetic requirements of the genre while frustrating historians of a later age. 130   

The mention of Scripture in the above life of Gregory the Great is significant. The 

construction of sanctity was an important function of these works and that construction had 

to conform to expectations: ―It was the overall intention of any hagiographer to demonstrate 

that his saintly subject belonged indisputably to the universal community of saints, . . . It is 

not so much a matter of plagiarism as of ensuring that the local saint is seen clearly to 

                                                 
127 See the section on the daily round in Chapter 3. 
128 This is a standard technical term that serves to distinguish a liturgical listing of occasions to be observed 
from the more standard use of the term. As medieval months were reckoned according to the Roman system 
of counting down to the kalends, nones, and ides, most kalendars begin with the word ―Kalends‖ in a large, 
brightly colored, distinctive script indicating the first day (the kalends) of the month of January.  
129 Rachel S. Anderson, ―Saint‘s Legends,‖ in A History of Old English Literature, edited by R. D. Fulk and 
Christopher M. Cain (Maldon, Mass.: Blackwell, 2005), 87-105, 90. The particular life mentioned is found in 
Betram Colgrave, ed. and trans., The Earliest Life of Gregory the Great (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 
1968). 
130 Lapidge, ―The saintly life,‖ 247. Lenker records lectionary entries for 155 sanctoral occasions, many of 
which commemorated multiple saints. 
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possess the attributes of, and to belong undoubtedly to, the universal community of 

saints.‖131 The virtues, trials, and especially miracles are very often drawn directly from 

Scripture. Not only does this create a continuity of sanctity, but it also reinforces that the 

Christian life in general and the monastic life in particular was understood as an ever-

increasing progress in enacting the Scriptures—not only enacting its commandments and 

precepts, but even receiving the same graces that biblical personages enjoyed. The citation 

and appropriation of Scripture in hagiography melded imitation of the saints with imitation 

of the Scriptures, all of it ultimately pointing to the imitation of Christ who is the source and 

pattern of both the saints and the Scriptures. 

 

Summary 

Mimesis plays a role in both early medieval monastic culture and the culture of the 

academic study of the New Testament. In the latter it is a more or less temporary 

arrangement designed to impress upon graduate students the skills and habits of thought 

necessary to become insightful, creative scholars grounded in the scientific interpretive 

tradition. For the former, mimesis is a life-long process intentionally cultivated and built into 

the essential fabric of monastic life. Superiors, equals, and the blessed dead are all candidates 

for imitation but the preeminent models are the figures of Scripture and of those the 

pinnacle is Christ.  

 
 

LITERARY CULTURES 
 

Before a discussion of how the two cultures interact with texts, the stark technical 

differences between these cultures must be addressed.  Modern biblical scholars have 

massive advantages over their medieval counterparts. The printing press was a quantum leap 

forward; not only can books be mass-produced so that individuals can have substantial 

                                                 
131 Lapidge, ―The saintly life,‖ 254. 
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libraries and even small institutions can own thousands of volumes, but the text in each run 

of a book is identical. Mass-produced Bibles of the same version all contain the same text. 

Furthermore, a common system of chapters and verses ensures identical references to any 

biblical passage. Such a system highlights and typically even footnotes minor variations 

where Hebrew or Vulgate verses-numberings differ from the standard scheme. With the 

advent of computer-aided research tools, texts of all kinds can be parsed and searched with 

ease, placing at the fingertips of scholars amazing capabilities for locating cross-references 

and accessing primary and secondary sources. In addition to these textually-centered 

technologies increases in productivity provided by innovations like electric lighting, central 

heat, word processing, and world-wide telephony further separate the two cultures. 

By way of contrast, early medieval monastics had only the texts that could be copied 

by hand on expensive and laboriously prepared materials.132 Too often modern academics 

dismiss as plagiaristic scribal behaviors that functioned contextually as strategies for 

preserving and transmitting texts that would otherwise have been lost.133  Monasteries were 

supposed to have enough books that each monk could have one book for edifying reading 

during Lent134 and for the daily practice of lectio,135 but this still does not imply a large 

number. In discussing the size of Anglo-Saxon monastic libraries, Lapidge writes: 

Aldhelm‘s library at Malmesbury, Alcuin‘s at York, the library at tenth-century Winchester 

used by Lantfred, Wulfstan, and Ælfric, and that at Ramsey used by Abbo and Byrhtferth, 

may have contained more (but probably not substantially more) than 100 volumes each. 

Other libraries whose contents we know from surviving inventories—for example those at 

eleventh-century Worcester and Peterborough—were smaller still. The typical Anglo-Saxon 

                                                 
132 Indeed, medieval marginalia sometimes contains complaints written by the scribes concerning the poor ink, 
lighting, vellum, and the physical pain caused by hours of writing under such conditions. 
133 A further discussion of the ―plagairism‖ charge appears later in this chapter. 
134 See RB 48.15-16. 
135 See RB 48.4-5, 10, 13, 22. 
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monastic library probably owned fewer than fifty volumes, all of which could be housed in a 

simple book-chest.136 

 The primary advantage of monastic readers was the practice of lectio; due to this method of 

slow and meditative reading, monastics would have memorized far more of the biblical, 

patristic, and liturgical texts they read than most modern readers. The sheer volume of 

biblical references and allusions scattered through monastic writings of all types bear witness 

to the degree to which the biblical text was assimilated. 

New Testament scholarship and early medieval monastic culture are both 

fundamentally literary ways of life, yet their purpose in reading the same texts is very 

different. Nowhere is this more plainly seen than in examining the very foundations of their 

interpretive projects: their hermeneutical frameworks and their basic approaches towards the 

New Testament compositions as found in introductions to the New Testament.  Ælfric 

serves us in perfect stead as a voluminous author and teacher who has bequeathed both a 

clearly delineated hermeneutical framework and a text which may be regarded as the first 

introduction to the Bible ever written in an English language. Modern scholarship is ably 

represented by Werner Georg Kümmel, the author of an authoritative history of modern 

New Testament scholarship which details the emergence of the modern hermeneutical 

framework and the editor of a classic scholarly introduction to the New Testament. 

Comparing the works of these two scholars illuminates both the methods and aims of these 

earnest interpreters of the biblical text.  

 

 
The Hermeneutical Framework 
 
The Academic Study of the NT 

Just as Ælfric is an example of one reader among many, Werner G. Kümmel is one 

representative voice among the many voices of modern New Testament scholarship. 

                                                 
136 Michael Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library, (Oxford: Oxford University, 2008). 
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Particularly influential in certain German and American scholarly traditions, Kümmel is a 

fine representative of modern historical criticism and its approach to the New Testament. 

Kümmel‘s The New Testament: The History of the Investigation of its Problems details the steps that 

lead to the achievement of the consistently historical hermeneutic that stands at the heart of 

the modern academic study of the New Testament.  

Several characteristics emerge as streams that on their own make progress towards 

but are not themselves the consistently historical hermeneutic. The three most important 

that interweave with one another are a literal sense of the text, the historical particularity of 

the text‘s creation and the historical particularity of the text‘s reference. Several sub-factors 

like the need for a critical edition, a bracketing of the Old Testament, and reading the text 

apart from ecclesiastical tradition are integral to these three core characteristics. 

Kümmel presents a narrative that wends from ―The Prehistory‖137 and the first 

stirrings towards a scientific hermeneutic beginning in the Reformation to ―The Decisive 

Stimuli‖138 rooted in the challenging of the textus receptus and the jolts given to the Protestant 

dogmatic perspective by the free-thinking Deists. It is not until the achievements of 

Michaelis and Semler that he can discuss ―The Beginnings of the Major Disciplines of New 

Testament Research.‖139 However, at this point the key fields of scientific study begin to take 

shape including the Synoptic problem, biblical theology, the emergence of a truly historical 

consciousness, and, finally, a hermeneutic oriented not towards theological or eternal truth 

but historical truth. The good efforts of Semler and Michaelis are extended by Strauss and 

Baur who usher in a properly scientific hermeneutic described in the section fittingly entitled 

―The Consistently Historical Approach to the New Testament.‖140 

                                                 
137 Kümmel, History, 13-39. 
138 Kümmel, History, 40-61. 
139 Kümmel, History, 62-119. 
140 Kümmel, History, 120-205. 
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While Kümmel communicates the process that unfolds and ultimately achieves the 

consistently historical hermeneutic, he does not express the boundaries of this hermeneutic 

in a succinct formulation within his historical survey. His introduction to the New 

Testament, however, is prefaced by an initial section wherein he describes the genre of the 

enleitung: 

The scientific discipline of ―introduction to the New Testament‖ treats the historical 

questions of the origin of the NT writings, their collection, and the textual tradition of this 

collection. It presupposes the existence of the NT canon, in which the church of the second 

to fourth centuries collected those writings which were supposed to serve as the norm for 

the church‘s preaching and to be read in worship. The science of introduction is, accordingly, 

a strict historical discipline. Through the clarification of the historical circumstances 

connected with the origin of the individual writings, it furnishes to [exegetical] exposition the 

necessary presuppositions for the understanding of the writings in their historical 

individuality. Through the study of the origin and the contents of the collection, it provides 

the secure historical basis for the question about the doctrinal contents of the NT. As a 

historical science, the science of introduction makes use of the methods of historical 

research and for that reason it is a thoroughly justified goal of such research to treat the 

investigation of the circumstances surrounding the origin and of the literary connections of 

the individual writings as the oldest part of a ―history of primitive Christian literature,‖ and 

the elucidation of the origin of the canon as part of church history and of the history of 

dogma.141 

In this assessment, Kümmel alludes to two other parts of the study of the New Testament—

exposition and doctrinal study—and he explicitly limits his topic to the ―science of the 

introduction.‖ Nevertheless, what he presents as introduction seems also to be his 

understanding of the major part of the field overall. The composite picture that emerges 

                                                 
141 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 25. 
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from Kümmel‘s two major works is a fundamental emphasis on the consistently historical 

hermeneutic. 

 This consistently historical hermeneutic restricts itself to the books of the New 

Testament, eschewing the quest for a unified understanding of all of Scripture in favor of 

isolating the temporal and historical factors that created the writings of the New 

Testament.142 The New Testament text contains ideas that illuminate religious thought and 

practice at the end of the first century of the Common Era, enabling the reader to uncover 

what beliefs were held by members of Christian communities and how those ideas 

developed within the span of time contained within the writings. Fundamentally, therefore, 

the academic study of the New Testament is properly placed within the history of ideas. 

Works deserve attention to the degree that they promulgate new ideas or at least significant 

variations on ideas. Therefore the book of Jude is of more intrinsic importance to the 

investigator than Second Peter because the latter text replicates without substantial 

development most of the ideas of the former. The letters of Paul are more useful to the 

investigator seeking a holistic picture than the Catholic Epistles because Paul‘s letters 

represent a larger sample from the hand of a single author revealing at greater length and in 

greater detail the beliefs of the time. 

Because of their contents, compositions are able to communicate valuable data about 

early Christianity. By comparing and contrasting the ideas within the text, different circles or 

schools of thought may be determined. By examining how these circles of thought utilized 

common ideas or religious themes, the relation of these groups to one another can be 

reconstructed, illuminating the history of the early Christian movement and its component 

parts as these circles related to each other and to the Early Imperial world.     

                                                 
142 Rather than grouping the New Testament with the Old Testament, the scientific study of Scripture aligns it 
with the literature of the late second temple period. 
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The final goal, the telos, of the consistently historical hermeneutic as Kümmel 

presents it is precisely the reconstruction of the religious beliefs of the earliest Christians, the 

social factors that influenced them, the inter-relations between the various groups and their 

relationships with religious competitors, particularly the other strands of Second Temple and 

post-Second Temple Judaism as well as the emerging Gnostic movements and Hellenistic 

mystery religions against which early Christians defined themselves. 

Based on such hermeneutical premises, the Introduction to the New Testament that 

Kümmel inherited and bequeathed to subsequent generations of scholars follows this 

understanding of the texts. It begins with an introductory chapter that sets up the foundation 

of modern New Testament studies. He provides bibliography for the major tools for critical 

study: Editions of the Greek NT; Dictionaries, Concordances, Biblical Lexicons; Grammars; 

Hermeneutics; Complete NT Commentaries; and Bibliographies.143 He then gives a short 

introduction that defines the discipline as an historical science,144 and offers a brief history of 

the discipline focused on the development of the critical introduction concluding with a 

bibliography of critical introductions.145 From that point he engages the New Testament 

writings in canonical order from the perspective of the historical science. 

As an example, Kümmel‘s discussion of the Gospel of Matthew falls within the 

general category of ―The Origin of the New Testament Writings.‖ It appears within the first 

division of the section for ―The Narrative Books‖ which contains ―The Synoptic Gospels 

and the Acts of the Apostles.‖ Although the first gospel in the New Testament, Matthew is 

not addressed until the fourth part of this division, behind a definition of the genre, ―Gospel 

and Gospels,‖ an explication of ―The Synoptic Problem,‖ and ―The Gospel of Mark.‖ The 

context displays Kümmel‘s emphasis on literary and historical issues. Thus, the section 

                                                 
143 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 21-25. 
144 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 25-26. 
145 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 26-29. 
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begins with the literary question of genre, moves to the historically conditioned question of 

composition, then to the historically prior gospel—Mark—before arriving at Matthew. 

   Kümmel‘s section on Matthew follows a set pattern paralleled by his sections on 

Mark and Luke. The Matthew portion addresses Contents, Literary Character and 

Theological Purpose, Place and Time of Composition, and Author. By page count, the 

second section on Literary Character and Theological Purpose receives twice as much 

attention as the other sections combined. 

The term ―Matthew‖ can be ambiguous—does it refer to a text or an author? On 

occasion Kümmel uses the term to refer to the literary composition (―The question of the 

organization of Matthew in the purport of the evangelist cannot be answered with 

certainty‖).146 Overwhelmingly, though, he uses the term to refer to the otherwise 

anonymous147 author of the gospel. Throughout Kümmel‘s analysis, Matthew is present as an 

author and editor who takes the Markan framework and ―fundamentally transforms‖ it.  

Matthew is an individual (rather than a text) who has ―fondness,‖148 who ―considerably 

improved Mark‘s Greek,‖ ―abbreviated,‖ ―augmented,‖ ―undertook changes in content,‖ and 

otherwise reworked his Markan material.149 These changes are in service of his ―real 

theological aim‖—an overall editorial purpose.150 The majority of the section on Matthew 

lays out the editorial changes that differentiate the book from its Markan source, incorporate 

the Q material and address the nature of the special M material. Kümmel stays very close to 

the technical details of the text itself. 

While Kümmel speaks of Matthew as an individual—it can‘t be said that the 

evangelist quite rises to the level of a character—Kümmel‘s construction is rooted within his 

                                                 
146 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 75. 
147 In the brief section on ―Author,‖ Kümmel dismisses the traditional identification of the author with the 
apostle as ―completely impossible‖ (Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 85).  The evidence of the gospel allows us 
only to identify him as ―a Greek-speaking Jewish Christian who possibly had rabbinic knowledge‖ (ibid.) 
148 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 75. 
149 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 76. 
150 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 77. 
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historical project. He does not attempt to psychologize or explain Matthew‘s editorial work 

by appeals to personality or temperament. Rather, the few motives and characterizations that 

Kümmel presents proceed from observations about the nature of Matthew‘s editorial activity. 

So, Kümmel will make some biographical and educational suggestions: Matthew had 

rabbinic training because we see evidence of patterns that resemble rabbinic material here 

not found in Mark or Q.151 He also makes a suggestion about the nature of socio-historical 

situation in which Matthew was writing: as ―a Greek-speaking Jewish Christian‖152 writing in 

Antioch or Syria.153 Thus, Kümmel demonstrates a solid historical approach in his discussion 

of the evangelist. He works with an individual, not a text, who functions as an author and 

editor but who can only be known through a careful analysis of the text that he has left and 

the departures that he has made from his sources.  

 

Early Monastic Medieval Culture 

Reading through Ælfric‘s corpus, an attentive reader notices that he continually 

returns to certain themes grounded in an overarching narrative that holds together the 

Scriptures, world history, and the eschatological fulfillment. The numerous bits and pieces 

scattered throughout his writings point towards several texts that lay out a narrative of this 

kind. Virginia Day‘s 1974 article ―The influence of the catechetical narratio on Old English 

and some other medieval literature‖ correctly identified the place of Ælfric‘s core narrative 

within its patristic and early medieval trajectory. 

Day begins by defining the identifying characteristics of what she refers to as the 

―catechetical narratio‖: 

In medieval literature there are a number of examples of a type of writing which provides an 

outline of Christian cosmology and Christian history. These works deal, usually briefly, with 

                                                 
151 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 85. 
152 Ibid. 
153 Kümmel, Introduction to the NT, 84. 
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the following: [1] God and his creative powers, [2] the creation, [3] the fall of the angels, [4] 

the creation and fall of man, [5] biblical history, [6] the redemption, [7] Christ‘s life, [8] the 

crucifixion, [9] the descent into hell, [10] the resurrection, [11] the ascension, [12] the second 

coming and last judgement. The subjects vary somewhat; the fall of man and his redemption 

are of central importance, and some outline versions are reduced to these essentials.154 

Day identifies the originating source of this outline—particularly taking creation as a starting 

point and emphasizing redemption—as Augustine‘s De Catechizandis Rudibus.155 While correct 

in highlighting the importance of this patristic work, she misses a yet more basic source, 

indeed, Augustine‘s own: the creeds.  Of her twelve common elements only three—elements 

3, 4, and 5—are not contained within the Apostles‘ and Nicene Creeds. 

Day helpfully identifies a number of works that implement Augustine‘s catechetical 

pattern: Avitus of Vienne‘s Libelli de Spiritalis Historiae Gestis, Hrabanus Maurus‘s De Fide 

Catholica—a reorganization of the Hiberno-Latin Altus Prosator, Odo of Cluny‘s Occupatio, the 

Old Irish Voyage of Snegdus and MacRiagla, the poem Saltair na Rann, the prose version of the 

same in the Lebar Bec,156 (Ps.-)Boethius‘s De Fide Catholica, and a handful of sermons—both 

freestanding and incorporated into martyrologies.
157

 The two most important early medieval 

adaptations of Augustine‘s work are Martin of Braga‘s De Correctione Rusticorum and Pirmin‘s 

Scarapsus.158  

Turning to the narratio‘s effect on Old English literature, Day mentions Cædmon‘s 

hymn, the Junius Manuscript‘s ―Genesis‖ and ―Christ and Satan‖159 but focuses upon three 

OE sermons: the anonymous Vercelli XIX, Ælfric‘s De Initio Creaturae (ÆCHom I, 1), and 

Wulfstan‘s Bethurum VI—a reworking of Ælfric‘s piece. All three bear the imprint of Martin 

                                                 
154 Virginia Day,  ―The influence of the catechetical narratio on Old English and some other medieval 
literature,‖ ASE 3 (1974): 51-61, 51. The numeration of the elements is my own for ease of reference. 
155 The Latin text is in PL 40.308-348; an English translation is in NPNF1 12.277-314. 
156 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 54. 
157 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 53 
158 Ibid. 
159 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 54-55. 
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of Braga‘s work; the first and last show clear signs of Pirmin‘s as well.  Ælfric‘s, though, is 

more independent from its sources.160 In short, Augustine‘s catechetical suggestions were 

widely influential in early medieval Europe and in Anglo-Saxon England; when compared 

with other catechetical works, Ælfric‘s contributions are largely typically rather than 

exceptional. 

Ælfric presents his version of the narratio in a number of his writings: 

Ælfric produced other versions of the Christian cycle. There is one at the beginning of his 

Letter to Sigeweard161 and another at the beginning of his Letter to Wulfgeat. His Hexameron also 

contains similar material; although its structure is that of the six days‘ work [of creation], it 

closes with a reference to the redemption and eternal life and a passage of exhortation... 

There is also evidence that the Letter to Sigeweard, the Letter to Wulfgeat and the Hexameron all 

lean on the De Initio [CH I.1] in diction and phraseology. The De Initio was Ælfric‘s most 

complete version; it is as if all the latter accounts presuppose the existence of this basic 

one.162 

Day also mention‘s Ælfric‘s works De Creatore et Creatura and De Sex Etatibus huius Seculi.163 

Furthermore, verbal and thematic parallels may be found throughout Ælfric‘s sermons for 

the Annunciation of Mary,164 Christmas,165 and the Memory of the Saints.166 Truly grasping 

this narrative and its contours is essential to apprehending Ælfric‘s program. 

Day touches on the crucial importance of this narratio. Since her intention is to place 

Ælfric‘s appropriation within a larger trajectory, she does not explore further but states: 

                                                 
160 Both Day and Godden—citing Day—emphasize the freedoms that Ælfric takes with his sources. While they 
both acknowledge his significant debt to Augustine and Martin of Braga, close verbal parallels are few and 
tentative. Day, ―catechetical „narratio‟,‖ 57; Malcolm Godden, Aelfric's Catholic Homilies: Introduction, Commentary 
and Glossary (Early English Text Socitey, supplementary series, 18; Oxford: Oxford Univerisyt Press, 2000), 8. 
161 Actually, the letter as a whole is largely structured by this narrative—certainly by the logic of the narrative. 
See the discussion of the letter below. 
162 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 57, 58. 
163 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 57 n.9. 
164 ÆCHom I, 13. 
165 ÆCHom II, 1. 
166 ÆLS (Memory of Saints). 
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The catechetical background explains why he chose the De Initio to open his Catholic 

Homilies: the catechetical sermon is the traditional introduction to Christianity. In the Letter 

to Sigeweard the narratio serves as an introduction to a discussion of the bible and Ælfric‘s 

various translations from it. The Augustinian background makes clear how apt this is. 

Augustine considered that the catechetical narratio should provide the essential narrative and 

message of the scriptures interpreted for the ignorant: the narratio is to lay down the 

guidelines for the understanding of scripture. Accordingly, before allowing his reader to 

proceed to what he conceived of as the dangerous terrain of the bible itself, Ælfric took the 

opportunity to clarify the correct message to be derived from it. In the Letter to Wulfgeat also 

the context of the narratio is clearly ‗catechetical‘: Ælfric prefaces his advice on how to live 

the moral life with a brief outline of the Christian cycle, exactly as Augustine had 

recommended that the narratio be followed by exhortation. In general Ælfric‘s production of 

several versions of the narratio—as well as his use of some similar material in the 

Hexameron—has the aim of providing a framework for the unlettered, of placing each 

particular point of Christian doctrine in relation to the pattern of the whole.
167

 

Day rightly identifies the function of this narratio: to fix the framework of the Christian story 

in the minds of its hearers. Her point may be extended—especially given the verbal 

reminiscences and allusions in Ælfric‘s other writings—that it securely embeds itself within 

the worldview of the preacher and interpreter as well. Indeed, the Letter to Wulfgeat states that 

its summary of the narratio is in fact a remembrance of what Ælfric had expounded on his 

actual visit to Wulfgeat‘s hall, Ylmandune. This framework is the hermeneutical lens through 

which he views the biblical text and thus it deserves sustained attention. 

The heart of the narrative is the story suggested by the creeds. The lead characters 

are briefly introduced before the opening of the narrative proper: The Holy Trinity, one God 

                                                 
167 Day, ―catechetical ‗narratio‘,‖ 59. 
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in three persons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is eternal and pre-existent.168 The Trinity—

primarily through the Father and the Son—created the world, all things seen and unseen.169 

The Holy Spirit holds all things in life and forgives those who truly repent.170  

In the process of creation, God created ten angel hosts.171 The tenth host, led by 

Lucifer, rebelled against God on account of Lucifer‘s pride172 and were cast from heaven.173 

This host exists now as the demonic order.174 In order to replace this host,175 God created 

humanity—first Adam, then Eve—and placed them in the garden,176 presenting the tree in 

the center of the garden as a test of obedience and loyalty—the loyalty that Satan and his 

host lacked.177 Through the devil‘s trickery Eve was deceived178 and humanity disobeyed 

God‘s command,179 receiving dismissal from the garden and death as a consequence.180  

                                                 
168 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 6-9, 17-21. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,178, 179; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 30-44. Crawford, 
OE Heptateuch, 17; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 8-19. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 1-2; ÆHex ll. 64-95, Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 38-41; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll.1. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 336. 
169 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 9-13, 21. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,178, 179; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.28-34. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 17; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 23-25. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 2.; ÆHex ll. 34-57. Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 36-7; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll.2-4. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 336. 
170 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 40-44. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 17; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 20-22. Assman, 
Angelsächsische Homilien, 2; ÆHex ll. 57-63. Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 38. 
171 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 22-26. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 179; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 51-54. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 18; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 26-33. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 2; ÆHex ll. 96-106. Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 41-2. 
172 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 29-43. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 179-180; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 67-101. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 18-20; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 34-38. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 2; ÆHex ll. 306-316. Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 56-7. 
173 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 43-45. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,180; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 101-5. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 20; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 39-45. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 2; ÆHex ll. 299-305, 317-318, 320-
322. Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 55-7. 
174 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 26-27, 34-39, 57-62. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,1-179-80; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 105-7. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 20; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 46-49. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 2-3; ÆHex ll. 319. 
Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 57. 
175 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 62-64. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,180-1; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 113-6. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 20; ÆHex ll. 324-328. Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 57-8. 
176 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 64-73, 86-94. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,180-1; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 108-13. Crawford, 
OE Heptateuch, 20; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 54-55. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 348-357, 427-433. 
Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 59-60, 65-66. 
177 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 74-83. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,181; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 116-7. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 20; ÆHex ll. 434-435. Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 66. 
178 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 125-39. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,183; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 117-8. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 20-1; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 56. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 449-452. Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 67. 
179 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 139-42. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,183; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 118-9. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 21; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 57. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 453-455. Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 67. 
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From Adam came Noah who had three sons;181 after God led them through the 

flood,182 the eldest of the sons, Shem, was the ancestor of the Hebrews183 whom God 

rescued from Egypt184 and to whom the Law was given.185 

 From the Hebrew people God chose the Blessed Virgin Mary186 from whom Jesus 

was born incarnate by the Holy Spirit.187 Jesus performed a great many miracles that the 

people might believe that he was the Son of God.188 He taught that humanity must believe 

rightly in God, be baptized, and demonstrate faith with good works.189 Fundamentally, 

though, he came for the redemption of humanity.190 The devil used Judas to incite the Jews 

to kill Jesus191 and he was crucified.192 After the crucifixion he was buried193 and descended 

into hell where he conquered the devil194 and freed Adam, Eve, and their descendants.195 He 

                                                                                                                                                 
180 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 142-54. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,183-4 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 119-20. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 21; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 58-9. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 456-478.  Crawford, 
Exameron Anglice, 67-9. 
181 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 181-190. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,185; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 158-61. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 22. 
182 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 191-202. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,185; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 150-156, 195-197. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 22, 24; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 22-24. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 338. 
183 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 222-231. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1,186-7; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 239-241. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 25. 
184 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 232. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 325-59. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 29-30. 
185 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 232. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 366-70. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 30; ÆHex ll. 16-29. Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 34-5. 
186 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 236-41. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 891-2. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 54; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 60-4. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 507. Crawford, Exameron 
Anglice, 71; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 106-109. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 344. 
187 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 241-5. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187. 
188 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 253-61. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187-8; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 900, 913-7. Crawford, 
OE Heptateuch, 55; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 134-141, 184-188. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 346, 348-50. 
189 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 261-4. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188. 
190 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 245-246, 270-273. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 187, 188; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 918. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 56; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 65-66. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 509. 
Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 71; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 110-112. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 344. 
191 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 265-75. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188. 
192 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 275-6. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 917-8. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 55-6; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 67. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3. 
193 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 276-7. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 68. Assman, Angelsächsische 
Homilien, 3. 
194 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 277-8. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 70. Assman, Angelsächsische 
Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 508, Crawford, Exameron Anglice, 71. 
195 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 278-80. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 71-73. Assman, 
Angelsächsische Homilien, 3. 
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arose from the dead on the third day196 and rejoined his disciples, teaching them that they 

must go throughout the earth, teaching and baptizing.197 On the fortieth day he ascended 

bodily into heaven and was seated at the right hand of the Father.198 He will come at the end 

of time on the clouds with great power and will raise all souls that they may be judged.199 The 

wicked will be cast into eternal fire; the righteous he will bring into the heavenly kingdom.200   

Ælfric‘s fundamental hermeneutical outlook is that Scripture is the written record of 

a great eschatological epic that arcs seamlessly from creation to the great consummation. 

This view presents several exegetical implications. Scripture as whole is understood with 

reference to itself—the OT and NT are read together and mutual interpret one another. The 

dominant tools for interpreting Scripture are fundamentally literary and are the same as those 

used for interpreting other monuments of literate culture: grammar and poetics. To the early 

medieval mind, Scripture not only utilized grammatical and poetic techniques but defined 

them. Scriptural usage that diverged from Classical standards was not only acceptable but 

beyond critique. Furthermore, the identification of these tools means that the interpretation 

of Scripture is a learned art form that requires both skills and intelligence beyond the scope 

of the normal congregant.201
 

Second, as a result of this literary character of Scripture, the Scriptures and their 

contents were subject to literary rules and devices rather than historical inquiry. As a result, 

literary strategies for meaning-making like prolepsis (foreshadowing), allegory, and typology 

                                                 
196 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 280-1. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 918-9. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 56; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 69. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3; ÆHex ll. 510, Crawford, Exameron 
Anglice, 71. 
197 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 281-4. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188. 
198 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 284-7. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188-9; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 919-20. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 56; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 74-77. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3. 
199 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 287-91. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 189; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 920-1. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 56; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 7-79. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 3. 
200 ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 291-3. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 189; ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 922. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 56; ÆLet 6 (Wulfgeat) ll. 80-84. Assman, Angelsächsische Homilien, 4; ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 88-
93. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 342. 
201 See Ælfric‘s preface to Genesis that displays his reluctance to translate Scripture into English lest the simple 
be misled by an overly literal understanding of the Law. Furthermore, his sermons abound with warnings that 
the depths of the Scriptures are beyond the ken of his listeners. 
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are not only possible but quite necessary. Furthermore, these were applied not only to the 

biblical text but also to the events narrated by the text. Strategies like typology discovered 

clues and hints in isolated pericopes and events that point to the larger drama of redemption 

being played out repeatedly on many levels within the pages of the divine text.  

Ælfric deploys this kerygmatic framework within several different contexts. While 

the same core proclamation appears each time, Ælfric shifts its emphases and the 

surrounding, contextualizing material, to suit his pedagogical, catechetical, or homiletical 

needs. As a result, the theology of the kerygma is not rigid or static, but adapts itself to 

different situations.  

Through these adaptations, worship, faith and obedience form an interlocking set of 

concepts for Ælfric‘s subsequent reading of the OT. Abraham, of course, exemplifies all 

three: ―he worshipped God with his whole heart and the Heavenly God spoke to him often 

on account of his great faith...God Himself promised him that through his kin all humanity 

should be blessed for his great faith and for the obedience that he had towards God.‖202 

Israel‘s temporal peace was dependent upon praise and earnest worship of God.203 The 

summarized teachings of Jesus during his earthly ministry gather together ritual action, belief, 

and obedience as well: ―[Jesus] said that no man may be healed unless he rightly believes in 

God, is baptized, and demonstrates his belief with good works.‖204  

Ælfric‘s emphasis on obedience particularly as filtered through exemplary characters 

of the Old and New Testaments and from the history of the Church locate his work squarely 

within the mimetic hermeneutic of traditional monasticism and, at the same time, enable it to 

speak to the Anglo-Saxon lay milieu. He follows in the footsteps of Cassian and Benedict, 

                                                 
202 He wurþode God mid ealre his heortan, & se heofonlica God him gelome to spræc for his micclan geleaf... 
God silf him behet, þæt þurh his cyn sceolde eall mannkynn beon gebletsod for his micclan geleafan & for his 
gehirsumnisse, þe he hæfde to Gode. ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 249-252, 257-264. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 26. 
See ÆLS (Memory of Saints) ll. 25-27. Skeat, Lives of Saints, 338. 
203 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 429-436, 507-519. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 33, 37-8. 
204 Cwæð þæt nan man ne mæig beon healen buton he ryhtlice gelyfe on god. & he beo gefullod. & his geleafan 
mid godum weorcum geglenge. ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 261-3. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 188. 
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appealing to the same sainted examples, in his construction of a semi-Pelagian theology of 

salvation through imitation of Christ and his holy ones in belief and in deed.  

Furthermore, this hermeneutic drives his fundamental approach to the biblical texts 

and to the Gospels. The impulses present in this kerygma are made explicit in Ælfric‘s 

lengthy Letter to Sigeweard.205 This letter melds Ælfric‘s kerygma with a treatise on the Bible 

and its interpretation that is the earliest surviving English-language introduction to the Bible. 

Ostensibly, the letter is a two section work comprising an introduction to the Old Testament 

(ll. 1-838) and an introduction to the New Testament (ll. 839-1274). Its unifying vision, 

though, alternates between the order of the canon and an explication of the eight ages of 

history that constitute the period from creation to the blissful existence of the righteous after 

the last judgment. Functionally, this letter accomplishes five tasks: 1) it communicates a 

sense of the whole canon through a listing of books and facts about them, 2) it serves as an 

index of Ælfric‘s English language treatments of Scripture up to the time of the writing, 3) it 

subsumes the canon within the apocalyptic battle between Christ and Satan, 4) it identifies 

the Scripture‘s import as prophesying and foretelling Christ‘s redemptive acts throughout 

history, and 5) it offer exemplars for imitation in the ongoing struggle. 206 

On one hand, the treatise looks like a modern introduction to the Scripture in that it 

works systematically through the biblical canon, concerning itself with matters of authorship, 

contents, and basic interpretation. The Old Testament portion covers the Pentateuch,207 the 

historical books to the Exile,208 the Psalms,209 the Solomonic wisdom books,210 the 

apocryphal wisdom books,211 the Prophets,212 and the later canonical and apocryphal 

                                                 
205 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB). 
206 The latest work on the Letter to Sigeweard dates it towards the end of Ælfric‘s career, between 1003 and 1009. 
Larry Swain, ―Ælfric of Eynsham‘s Letter to Sigeweard: An Edition, Commentary, and Translation‖ (Ph.D. 
diss., University of Chicago, 2008), 46. 
207 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 137-398. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 21-32. 
208 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 399-495, 504-25. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 32-36, 37. 
209 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 483-6. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 36. 
210 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 495-503. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 36-7. 
211 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 552-63. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 39-40. 
212 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 564-712. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 40-45. 
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historical books213 (including Job214).215 In the presentation of these books, Ælfric notes the 

author whenever possible, explains the Latin name of the book where necessary,216 then 

gives a summary of the contents. These may be brief217 or lengthy.218 Lastly, interpretive 

comments aid the reader in linking these books to Christ either through typological 

interpretation of narrative,219 typological etymology,220 or direct prophecy.221 In addition, 

Ælfric does not miss the opportunity to offer contemporary political commentary in his 

exposition by highlighting OT exempla of kings, leaders, or women who took up arms 

against pagan armies,222 apparently a jibe at the ineffectual English policies in regard to the 

Viking invaders.223 

                                                 
213 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 726-97. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 46-49. 
214 Jerome‘s preface to Job—undoubtedly one of Ælfric‘s sources either directly or through Isidore‘s Ety. 5—
gives no sense of the genre of the work. This rather irascible work prefers to speak of the meter, to excoriate 
Greek OT translations other than the Septuagint, and to criticize those who would rather purchase or produce 
deluxe manuscripts than feed the poor. His famous (singular) reference to ―uncialibus‖ appears in this preface. 
215 Of the books of the OT, Lamentations alone is not mentioned directly though the passage ―[Jeremiah] 
lamented greatly the sins of his people just as his book tells us‖ (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 619-20. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 42) may be an oblique reference to it. 
216 Deuteronomy (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 373-4. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 31), Proverbs (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) 
ll. 495-6. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 36), Ecclesiastes (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 498-9. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 
37), and Song of Songs (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 500-1. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 37). 
217 The summary for the book of Ruth, for instance, occupies a mere three lines (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 445-8. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 34). 
218 The longest summary and interpretation by far is for Genesis—175 lines long (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 137-
312. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 21-28). Exodus, by comparison, occupies almost 60 (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 
313-70. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 28-30). 
219 Adam (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 166-71. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 22-3.), Eve (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 171-5. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 23.), Cain and Abel (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 175-8. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 23.), 
Abraham and Isaac (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 263-9. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 26.), Joshua (ÆLet 4 
(SigeweardB) ll. 415-21. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 32-3.), David (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 473-83. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 35-6.), Song of Songs (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 500-4. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 37.), and Jonah 
(ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 675-81. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 44-5.). 
220 Typological etymologies are given for Seth (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 178-82. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 23.), 
Noah (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 195-205. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 24.), an epithet of David (ÆLet 4 
(SigeweardB) ll. 472-3. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 35.), and for Solomon (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 504-6. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 37.). 
221 The Psalms (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 483-486, 693-705. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 36, 45.), Isaiah (ÆLet 4 
(SigeweardB) ll. 569-597. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 40-1.), Jeremiah (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 611-6. Crawford, 
OE Heptateuch, 42.), Ezekiel (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 631-40. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 43.), Daniel (ÆLet 4 
(SigeweardB) ll. 648-55. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 43.), the Twelve Prophets in general (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 
666-82. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 44-5.), and Habakkuk in particular (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 682-8. Crawford, 
OE Heptateuch, 44.) are all identified or quoted as speaking directly about Christ. 
222 See especially his comments on Judges (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 427-45. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 33.), Saul 
(ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 455-63. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 34-5.), David (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 464-71. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 35), the good and bad kings of Judah (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 507-18. Crawford, OE 
Heptateuch, 37-8), Judith (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 772-780. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 48) which contains the 
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The New Testament introduction treats the evangelists,224 the apostolic authors and 

their epistles,225 the Pauline corpus226 including not only Hebrews but also the epistle to the 

Laodicians,227 Acts,228 and Revelation.229 This section does not have the extensive exegetical 

remarks that the OT section had. However, Ælfric does pause after his section on the 

Pauline epistles to summarize the interpretive center of the gospels, catholic, and Pauline 

epistles as love of God and obedience through good works. 

Lastly, in his concluding matter, Ælfric takes up the topic of the canon as a whole.230 

The two testaments, like the two seraphim in Isa 6, speak with a single voice ―concerning 

Christ‘s humanity and concerning the Holy Trinity in true unity.‖231 Like the seraphim, the 

unity of the testaments is further demonstrated in their endless praise of God in both words 

and works.232 Ælfric divides the canon into a total of seventy-two books which mirror both 

the number of nations who scattered from Babel and the number of apostles that Jesus sent 

out into the world as a further demonstration of the unity of the canon.233 

                                                                                                                                                 
very explicit admonition: ―[This book] is also translated in English in our fashion to set an example for people 
that you should defend your own land with weapons against an attacking army‖ (ibid), and a lengthy exposition 
on the Maccabees (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 781-838. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 49-51). 
223 Compare the contemporary lament in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle on the martyrdom of Archbishop 
Ælfheah at the hands of Viking raiders: ―All these disasters befell us through bad policy, in that [the Vikings] 
were never offered tribute in time nor fought against; but when they had done most to our injury, peace and 
truce were made with them; and for all this peace and tribute they journeyed nonetheless in bands everywhere 
and harried our wretched people and plundered and killed them‖ (Dorothy Whitelock, ed., English Historical 
Documents: c. 500-1042, 2nd ed. (London : Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1979), 244). Moreover, see the famous Sermon 
of Lupus to the English Nation by Ælfric‘s correspondent Archbishop Wulfstan of York who particularly 
decries the practice of stripping churches to pay tribute to the Danes. 
224 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 862-90. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 52-4. 
225 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 925-37. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 56. 
226 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 938-49. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 57. 
227 Laodicians is transmitted in a handful of Latin early medieval biblical manuscripts (See Berger). As Ælfric 
does not mention the work in any other extant context, it is impossible to say if the letter was included through 
knowledge of the apocryphal work or through the reference to such a letter in Col 4:16. (The Laodician textual 
variant in the title of Ephesians was not transmitted in the Latin tradition.) See Thomas N. Hall, ―Ælfric and 
the Epistle to the Laodicians,‖ pages 65-84 in Apocryphal Texts and Traditions in Anglo-Saxon England, edited by 
Kathryn Powell and Donald Scragg (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2003). 
228 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 974-9. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 58-9. 
229 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1010-4. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 61. 
230 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1154-1184. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 68-70. 
231 be Cristes menniscnysse & be þære halgan þrinnysse in sodre annysse. ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1155-1156. 
Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 68. 
232 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1160-1163. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 69. 
233 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1176-1184. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 69-70. 
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Thus, in one sense, the contents of Ælfric‘s Letter to Sigeweard anticipate the 

expectations that modern scholarship places on the genre of einleitung or critical introduction. 

The foremost questions treated include the identity of the biblical authors, the temporal 

context within the history of Israel (particularly for the OT sections), the chief contents of 

the works, basic interpretive strategies, and even attention to the relationships between the 

parts of the canon and the whole canon. Certainly modern scholarship would disagree with 

many of Ælfric‘s findings in this regard, but the scope is familiar. 

Despite these familiar aspects, Ælfric‘s framework is his kerygma in general, an 

eschatological periodization of history in particular, and a catechetical focus that continually 

draws him away from a tight focus upon the biblical text. The organizing effects of Ælfric‘s 

kerygma on the Letter to Sigeweard are immediately apparent. He begins not with the Scripture 

but with the Trinity,234
 and immediately diverges from the biblical narrative to present a 

lengthy extra-canonical account of the fall of Satan.235 As Ælfric continues, he moves in 

historical order—an order that agrees with the canonical order as far as 2 Chronicles. As he 

moves through the periods of history, he follows the standard apocalyptic device of dividing 

time into a set of ages.236 As the ages run in their courses they draw more inevitably to the 

time of the Last Judgment. Already we are in the sixth age, which will end with the Second 

Coming of Christ. The idea comes, once again, from Augustine‘s De Catechizandis Rudibus.237 

As a result, his scheme is fundamentally historical in as much as it follows the scope of the 

ages, rather than following the canon proper. 

                                                 
234 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.36-50. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 17-8. 
235 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.51-107. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 18-20. 
236 The first six ages are clearly temporal, the last two are somewhat extra-temporal. Age 1: from Creation to 
Noah; Age 2: from Noah to Abraham; Age 3: from Abraham to David; Age 4: from David to Daniel; Age 5: 
from Daniel to Christ; Age 6: from Christ to the Last Judgment. Age 7 is, essentially, a stasis age wherein all 
who have died rest until the Last Day (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.1186-1191. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 70). Age 8 
is the single eternal day of the Resurrection life. (ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.1191-1194. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 
70). 
237 The idea also appears in Augustine‘s Tract. in Ioh. 9.6 and subsequently in Bede‘s Hom I.14 where he expands 
upon the theme.  
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Despite the historical framework, Ælfric is not working with an understanding of 

history as an assembly of factual events; history is a subset of moral philosophy. As a result, 

Ælfric seems just as or more interested in authors than in books. The section on the four 

main prophets238 indeed focuses more on the authors than the books. He goes into detail on 

how each of the prophets died.239 The inclusion of the Sibyls among the prophets240 is 

traditional; here Ælfric follows Isidore.241Again, as Ælfric presents the NT he spends a 

substantial set of lines discussing the evangelists—but never discusses the gospels or the 

differences between them. The evangelists themselves absorb his attention. The apostles, like 

the prophets, are remembered not only for their writings242 but also for their martyrdom.243 

Finally, in one of the most unusual features of the letter, Ælfric leaves the theme of the 

Scriptures altogether and recounts a legend concerning John taken from Rufinius‘s 

Chronicon.244 Apparently, establishing the character of the writer is just as important as 

recounting the contents of his work. 

The focus on authors brings Ælfric‘s catechetical intention back into view. 

Throughout the work, Ælfric has repeatedly referenced the importance of good works. 

Indeed, obedience to God‘s commands—interpreted as faith revealed in good works and in 

the orthodox worship of the Triune God—is Ælfric‘s touchstone for interpreting Scripture. 

He makes this especially clear in this writing by inserting two interpretive summaries—one at 

the beginning serving the OT and one in the midst of the NT section. After his initial 

greeting and before his usual description of the Trinity, Ælfric offers introductory remarks  

concerning God‘s will: 

                                                 
238 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.569-665. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 40-44. 
239 Note that all of the prophets die for their faith but one who lives to an exceedingly ripe old age (Daniel). 
The same pattern holds true for the apostles where the sole peaceful death at an extended age is John. 
240 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 712-25. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 46. 
241 Isidore, Ety.8.8. PL 82.309C-310B. 
242 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.925-937. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 56. 
243 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 979-1009. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 59-60. 
244 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.1039-153. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 62-3.  
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God loves good works, and he wishes to have them from us for it is truly written concerning 

him that he is blessed by his own works just as the psalmist thus sang concerning him: Sit 

gloria Domini in seculum seculi, letabitur Dominis in operibus suis; that is in English: ―Let there be 

glory to our Lord forever and ever; our Lord is blessed in his own works.‖ Thus says the 

prophet. The Almighty Creator manifested himself through the great works which he 

worked at the beginning, and he willed that creation would see his joys and dwell with him in 

glory in eternity under His rule [underþeodnisse] ever obeying [gehirsume] him, because it is very 

perverse that worked creatures should not obey [gehirsume] him who shaped and worked 

them.245 

Thus good works are placed in direct connection with the obedience due the overlord who is 

the creator of all things. The two concepts are inseparable. 

The same connection appears in Ælfric‘s summary comments on the unity of the NT 

witness. Directly citing John 14:15, 23-24, Ælfric comments: ―Here we may hear that the 

Savior loves the deed more than the smooth word. The word passes away; the deed 

stands.‖246 Citations of James 1:22-23a, 1 John 3:18, and Titus 1:16 demonstrate for him the 

consonance of the various sections of the NT on this pivotal point. That is, loving Jesus and 

the God who sent him is demonstrated in obedience to his commands, good works; the 

apostolic witness agrees that true belief is obedience exemplified by action. 

The biblical characters and authors that Ælfric introduces reinforce his point and 

provide examples of faithful action.247 A key concern within this letter is the responsibility of 

the noble class—the warrior class—to the nation. In addition to consistently drawing 

attention to the defense of Israel from heathen armies, a concluding section at the end of the 

                                                 
245 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.18-28. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 16. 
246 Her we magon gehiran, þæt se Hælend lufað swiðor þa dæde þonne þa smeðan word: þa word gewitað & þa 
weorc standað. ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll.956-957. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 57-8. 
247 In this regard, a further examination of the parallels between the Letter to Sigeweard and ÆLS (Memory of 
Saints) would prove most profitable. ÆLS (Memory of Saints) is a general treatise on the saints but spends a 
great deal of time on biblical saints in particular.   
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letter addresses the responsibilities of the three main class of society, the working/tilling 

class, the praying class, and the ruling/fighting class.248 Without all three classes performing 

their specific function, society will collapse like a stool with a bad leg.249 Naturally, the work 

of the warriors is the protection of the other two classes.250 The thematic repetition leads a 

reader to conclude that Ælfric is encouraging Sigeweard not just to general good works but 

to a quite specific one—taking up arms to defend his people from the Viking raiders. Here 

Ælfric demonstrates his ability not just as a generic catechist but as a savvy advisor as well, 

blending religious instruction with political suggestion. 

Ælfric‘s treatment of Matthew within the Letter to Sigeweard is, like Kümmel‘s, a 

treatment of the author more than the text. In doing so he discusses Matthew twice but each 

time he is part of a larger group—the first time grouped with the other evangelists, the 

second time with the apostles. Ælfric‘s description of the apostles is commonplace, and 

repeats the well-known material from Jerome‘s commentary on Matthew that served as a 

preface to the gospels in most early medieval gospel-books: 

Four gospels were written concerning Christ‘s life. One was written by Matthew who was 

with the Savior, his own disciple following him in this life. He saw his wonders and wrote 

them in this book in the Hebrew tongue after Christ‘s passion in the land of Judea that they 

might believe in God. He is the first evangelist in the canon. [He then introduces the other 

evangelists.]  These are the four rivers from a single well-spring which go widely from 

Paradise over God‘s people. These four evangelists were formerly signified as Ezekiel saw 

them: Matthew in a man‘s form, Mark in a lion‘s, Luke in a calf‘s, John in an eagle because 

they signified these significances. Matthew wrote concerning Christ‘s humanity…251 

                                                 
248  ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1207-1217. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 71-2. 
249 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1217-1220. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 72. 
250 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 1212-1217. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 72. 
251 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 862-867, 880-885. Crawford, OE Heptateuch, 52-54. 
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There is no discussion here of sources, of editorial work, or of the shaping of traditional 

material. Ælfric does address the target audience, language of composition, and a central 

theological theme—the humanity of Christ. He does not, however, produce any evidence for 

these claims. He presents the traditional wisdom which flowed from Eusebius to Jerome to 

Isidore. After this introduction, he summarizes the gospel story found in the works of the 

four evangelists, speaking of Christ‘s Incarnation, slaughter of the innocents, selecting the 

apostles, the miracles, and lastly the crucifixion and resurrection; no differentiation between 

sources is made. 

 The next discussion of Matthew comes in Ælfric‘s description of the Acts of the 

Apostles but it serves to transmit the historically suspect material more commonly associated 

with the apocryphal Acts than the canonical Acts. Ælfric writes of Matthew, ―Matthew 

preached in the land of Ethiopia where there are Ethiopians and the king slew him, not 

converted but faithless.‖252 Ælfric‘s sermon for the Feast of St Matthew (CH II.34) takes this 

as a jumping-off point and after an initial exegesis of the call of Matthew, includes a passio 

that tells of Matthew‘s martyrdom in Ethiopia.  

 Thus, Ælfric also treats Matthew as an individual rather than a text. Ælfric‘s Matthew 

is almost entirely independent of the text that bears his name. No references are made to it 

or citations used. Ælfric‘s interest is not in Matthew as an editor, but Matthew as a 

participant within the eschatological epic described by Scripture. He is a witness—a witness 

of the human life of Jesus as his disciple, and a witness in that he testified concerning the 

Christian faith up to and including martyrdom. Matthew transmits knowledge about the 

events of salvation history and also participates within it, ensuring the spread of the Gospel 

and therefore the kingship of Christ. 

 

                                                 
252 ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) ll. 998-1000. Matheus bodode on Ethiopian lande, þæt synd þa Silhearwan, & se kining 
hine ofsloh, na se gelyfeda, ac se ungeleaffulla. Crawford, Sigeweard, 60. 
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 Summary 

Ælfric and Kümmel are both fine representatives of their culture‘s attitude towards 

the biblical text and to Matthew in particular. Kümmel understands the study of the New 

Testament to occur within the framework of the history of ideas. As a result, he attends 

carefully to the ideas about religion in the first century that can be determined from the 

pages of the biblical text. In addressing Matthew, he studies Matthew‘s editorial activities to 

determine his sources, how he departed from Mark, and how he shaped a new message and 

the social context into which such a message might best fit. 

Ælfric understands the Scriptures to be the record of the great eschatological epic 

describing the enmity between God and Satan and laying forth the redemptive work of Jesus 

Christ. Within this framework, Matthew is important because he is a participant and a 

witness. His gospel records both the words and works of Jesus witnessed by Matthew, but 

Matthew himself is also an exemplum of a committed preacher and teacher who is willing to 

spread the message of Christ‘s redemption to distant nations even if it costs him his life. 

Both authors are faithful to the projects of their respective micro-cultures and in that 

fidelity differences between the two are put into relief. Even in the cases where they share an 

approach—treating ―Matthew‖ as a person rather than a text, for instance—they show 

themselves to be operating from fundamentally different starting places.   

 
 

THE CRITICAL CONVERSATION 
 
The Modern Situation 
 
Introduction 

All four of the commentaries with which I am working participate in the critical 

conversation concerning the scientific study of the New Testament. Two of them—Luz and 

Davies and Allison—not only stand within it but participate directly in the continuation of 

the conversation. The other two—Boring and Hare—stand within it just as surely as the 
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other two but serve a different function. Their primary purpose is to mediate the insights of 

the critical conversation to those who stand outside of it: they offer insights to clergy and 

laity who have not been trained and inculturated into the scientific study of the New 

Testament. As a result, they offer an intermediary position, engaging two worlds: the 

scholarly and the (broadly-construed) pastoral. 

 

The Critical Commentaries 

Luz and Davies and Allison operate in a similar fashion. Surveying the tradition, they 

identify the major interpretive options for a given passage, discussing which scholars and 

schools took certain directions. Then, weighing these options, they choose one or another of 

these paths, supporting their choices with evidence that then adds to this critical 

conversation. An important part of this process, then, is identifying the contours of the 

conversation—noting who is included and who is not, and which interpretive philosophies 

are broadly accepted and which are not. The central virtues needed to satisfactorily 

participate within this endeavor  are a broad knowledge of the voluminous secondary 

literature of the field, the ability to accurately synthesize the work of other scholars, grouping 

them into meaningful categories, then offering persuasive insights—preferably original 

insights—as to why one interpretive option or cluster of options are to be preferred over 

others. In regard to these tasks, both Luz and Davies and Allison are consummate 

professionals. Their abilities and credentials are validated by their invitation to contribute to 

two major critical commentary series, a certification of their scholarly worth and a statement 

of their authority to contribute to the continuing conversation. 

One indication of the character of the tradition in which they stand is their use of 

language. The critical conversation is conducted in a formal and stylized dialect. English 

diction unfamiliar to outsiders is commonplace: words like ―eschatological,‖ ―hermeneutic,‖ 

and ―chiastic‖ are used without explanation. Other words have a different meaning than 
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their popular use: terms like ―cult‖ and ―miniscule‖ have different valences and meanings 

within the critical conversation. And on occasion, the language itself is not English as well: 

the authors expect a basic knowledge of Greek and Hebrew—sometimes Latin and Aramaic 

too—are expected and a sprinkling of German phrases is not unusual as well.  

Ulrich Luz begins the preface to the first edition of his commentary with a reference 

to the ―flood of secondary literature that increasingly proves to be more than a hindrance to 

scholarly communication‖ and that may keep ―one from dealing with the text itself.‖253 An 

additional reference to the ―immensely swollen secondary literature‖ also conveys the sheer 

volume of work that the critical conversation produces and that must be integrated to have a 

mastery of the tradition.254  

Luz refrains from sketching the contours of the modern critical conversation, but a 

number of names surface in both the preface to the German edition and the preface to the 

English edition: Hermann Dörries, Joachim Gnilka, Eduard Schweizer, Hans Weder, Axel 

Knauf, and Helmut Koester.255 For those in the conversation, these names on the whole 

identify a stream of German scholarship that is both historically grounded and interested in 

pastoral issues.  He also helpfully adds a notice that defines the length of the tradition he will 

engage: ―After the text [of Matthew] itself, I am probably most indebted to the church 

fathers and to the Protestant and Catholic exegesis of the sixteenth through the eighteenth 

centuries.‖256 Thus, he consciously includes pre-scientific considerations of the text into the 

boundaries of his conversation.  The ten-page double-column list of short titles of 

commentaries, studies, and frequently cited articles reflects the array of predominantly 

German, English, Latin, and French sources that he has drawn upon and provides a 

                                                 
253 Luz, Matthew 1-7, xv. 
254 Ibid. 
255 Luz, Matthew 1-7, xv, xvii. 
256 Luz, Matthew 1-7, xv. 
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comprehensive list of conversation partners;257 a list of specific works engaged stands at the 

start of each pericope that he addresses.  

Furthermore, on a typical page of his commentary a line dividing somewhere 

between a third and half the page denotes space reserved for footnotes, many of which 

either point to secondary sources or engage discussions held within the secondary literature. 

Other scholars are not visibly present in the text of his work above the line—but they 

certainly appear below it.  

In terms of his purpose, Luz hopes that his work will not be solely academic:  

I have written this commentary primarily for priests, pastors and teachers of religion. One 

wonders whether it will help them engage in an intensive conversation with the texts in their 

study or whether its length will actually keep them from such a conversation. I would rather 

have a response to this question than to read all the critical reviews.258 

He acknowledges with the nod to critical reviews that his work stands securely in the 

scholarly tradition, yet he hopes that that it will include those who have only been 

introduced and not immersed in it: the clergy. The laity are here not in view. 

Davies and Allison begin their preface with arguments against the two main 

objections against new commentaries: the current state of flux in biblical studies and the 

presence of sufficient commentaries. In overcoming these, they present a sketch of their 

view of the conversation. In addressing the first they write:  

As it is important that each generation translate the Bible for itself, in its own idiom, so each 

generation should express its own interpretation of it. This will necessarily rest to a large 

degree on the work of previous generations. Any significant commentary will be an agent in 

the transmission of exegetical traditions: its wisdom accumulative. But each generation also 

                                                 
257 Luz, Matthew 1-7, xxviii-xxxvii. 
258 Ibid. 
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brings its own peculiar insights to add to those of the past and helps to ensure that the Bible 

remains a living reality and not a static deposit.259 

 This is a succinct statement that holds two virtues in tension—the transmission of 

knowledge and its increasing growth. The work of a ―significant‖ commentary is to do both. 

A list of contemporary commentaries features in their answer to the second 

objection. In framing their answer, they identify these works as conversation partners—but 

partners who fall short or at least are in need of further supplementation:  

Willoughby C. Allen published his volume in this series in 1907, and A. H. McNeile‘s 

commentary in the Macmillan series appeared in 1915. These were on a large scale and based 

on a scrupulous scholarship. The recent work of Robert H. Gundry (1982) is massively 

learned and instructive but not a little idiosyncratic. There have also appeared, among others 

on a smaller scale, the commentaries by W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann, F. W. Beare, Floyd 

Filson and David Hill. The first of these was much criticized; and most of the others—

admirable as they are, especially that of Professor Hill—were limited by the nature of the 

series in which they appeared, and the same applies to the English translation of Eduard 

Schweizer‘s influential commentary. On all these we have gratefully drawn as upon the 

countless, often excellent, monographs dedicated to the First Gospel. But in the conviction 

that the time is ripe for a fresh attempt at a large scale commentary on Matthew we accepted 

the invitation of the editors of this series.260 

Here they have clearly identified the field of the English-language commentary tradition 

within which their work is located. David Hill is mentioned again as a reader of the 

manuscript.261  A broader scope of their conversation is given in their exhaustive 

bibliographical listing of ―Commentaries and Other Literature.‖ This list of bare 

bibliographical data stretches twenty-seven pages and spans a wide range of writing on 

                                                 
259 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.ix. 
260 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.ix-x. 
261 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.xi. 
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Matthew from Augustine and Pseudo-Anselm to Weiss and Wellhausen to Weder and 

Wink.262 

In contrast to Luz, Davies and Allison reserve relatively little space for footnotes; 

only a fifth of the page at most is taken by them. However, names of other scholars and 

references appear throughout the body of the text. Rather than relegating interpretive 

differences and controversies to the footnotes, they are present within the text proper.  

Although they do not go as far as to state it, their implied audience is certainly the 

scholarly community engaged in the critical conversation. The closest they come to a clear 

statement of purpose is their concluding remark: ―Although we cannot be sufficient for this, 

our aim has been to be loyal to the tradition of disinterested and objective study in biblical 

criticism. We hope that this commentary will not prove unworthy of it.‖263 The catch-phrase 

―disinterested and objective‖264 signals that the authors consider their work to be outside of 

dogmatic constraints imposed by any particular ecclesial body. It also situates them in a 

branch of the scholarly conversation not beholden to postmodernist philosophies that would 

call into question the possibility of achieving either objectivity or disinterest. 

   

The Mediating Commentaries 

The commentaries of Boring and Hare serve a different purpose. While the 

commentaries of Luz and Allison-Davies serve to synthesize, summarize, and move the 

critical conversation forward, the works of Boring and Hare serve to synthesize then mediate 

the conversation to outsiders not initiated into the conversation. Their commentaries are not 

primarily designed to speak to the community engaged in the scientific study of Matthew but 

to offer the fruits of scientific study to readers approaching the text from a position of faith 

who bring questions about the application of the text to the life of faith.  

                                                 
262 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.xxi-xlvii. 
263 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.xi. 
264 Ibid. 
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Both of these authors are scholars. They are trained in and stand within the critical 

tradition. While it is present throughout their work, it appears more or less silently. That is, 

while insights from earlier scholars appear, they are not quoted and footnoted as they are—

as they must be—in the critical commentary tradition. Furthermore, these authors move 

beyond the community invested in the critical conversation. Because they speak to believers 

in their lives of faith, they frequently address issues and interpretations that could be 

summarily dismissed by the critical conversation because they do not flow from responsible 

exegesis as defined by the conversation. Too, their language is that of the people. Far fewer 

foreign words or terms appear and when they do they are suitable explained. Thus, these 

commentaries must mediate between critical and popular conversations and use the former 

to shed light on the latter in a manner comprehensible to those who live in the latter. 

Again, these authors are every bit as indebted to the critical conversation as those 

who write the critical commentaries—the difference is that the debt is far less apparent due 

to the audience for whom they are written. 

Eugene Boring offers an introduction that sets up his approach and introduces 

readers to the Gospel of Matthew and its world. He makes a few brief comments that serve 

to situate his interpretation but, in a sense, does not make as broad of a statement as the 

previously surveyed texts because of the nature of his work; rather than being free-standing, 

it is incorporated within a multivolume work and is bound within one volume with several 

other essays and a commentary on Mark. He is subscribing to a common form. The remarks 

that he makes, though, are both helpful and instructive. 

The bulk of his introductory thoughts appear in one section. Boring writes: 

This commentary attempts to help the modern reader interpret the ancient text with a view 

to its translation into contemporary meaning. 
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Historical study of the Gospel of Matthew is an ally in this task. Matthew was himself an 

interpreter, standing in the living streams of tradition, interpreting the meaning of the Old 

Testament into the new situation by looking back on the advent of the Christ, his ministry, 

crucifixion, and resurrection. In particular, Matthew stands in a Christian hermeneutical 

stream interpreting the sacred texts of Christian tradition revered in his church (namely, Q 

and Mark) and the M traditions unique to the Matthean community. Matthew‘s own 

interpretation represented in the Gospel of Matthew then entered into the living stream and 

has been the object of interpretation in the church for nineteen centuries. The contemporary 

interpreter stands with Matthew in this continuing stream, heir to Matthew‘s Bible and his 

Christian traditions (Q, Mark, M), the Gospel of Matthew itself, and the church‘s continuing 

interpretation of them all. Matthew is not the passive object of our interpretive work. He is a 

fellow interpreter who speaks not only to us, but also with us. 

Boring‘s work is intended for popular consumption—anyone from a scholar to a New 

Testament neophyte is able to pick up his text, understand it, and find insights there. As a 

result, he constructs his categories around the issue of interpretation with care.  

Christian denominations hold varying views towards the role of critical scholarship; 

while some embrace it whole-heartedly, others do so with reserve—some with a wary eye, 

while others reject it entirely. Some go so far as to suggest that relying on any form of prior 

interpretation is itself a sin against the Spirit and should be avoided. Negotiating these topics 

with sensitivity, Boring avoids potentially inflammatory terms like ―critical‖ or ―scientific.‖ 

While the term ―historical‖ appears, its use is ambiguous: readers do not know whether he is 

referring to a type of interpretation or to the historical reality of Matthew‘s interpretation 

which he takes up immediately afterward.   

Instead, Boring chooses to focus on the role of ―interpreter.‖ He notes that Matthew 

was himself an interpreter of both the Old Testament traditions and the Jesus traditions that 

came to him through Mark, Q, and M.   Matthew‘s own interpretation then became part of 
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the ―living/continuing stream‖ which flows through nineteen centuries to the reader. The 

only two people specifically placed in this stream are Matthew and the reader; Boring is 

implicitly present—as are the voices of the nineteen Christian centuries, not to mention 

those of the Old Testament centuries as well. 

Interpreters of the New Testament occasionally appear both in the text and in 

footnotes, playing larger roles in the introductions to materials and in the excurses that 

Boring presents on particular topics. Both past and present interpreters appear, and there 

seems to be no hard and fast dividing line between those engaging in the scientific study of 

the text and its unscientific study, but the former are mentioned and cited much more 

frequently. 

Douglas Hare signals his intentions in a preface that mirrors his editors; both 

prefaces that begin this text emphasize that it is not intended as a replacement of scholarly 

commentaries but is a supplement to them. Hare carves a niche for himself by identifying a 

gap between the critical commentaries and ecclesial leaders: 

One of the deepest frustrations of ministers, seminary students, and lay Bible teachers is that 

scholarly commentaries so often provide answers for questions they are not asking and fail 

to address their basic questions concerning the theological meaning of the text. Scholarly 

commentaries are indispensible. The church has learned the hard lesson that there is no 

shortcut to meaning; if we are serious about discovering what the biblical authors are trying 

to say, there is no escape from the careful questioning undertaken by such studies. This 

commentary is by no means intended as a substitute for these. Its intention is to supplement 

their work by emphasizing what each passage means to Matthew and, by extension, to the 

modern church.265 

                                                 
265 Hare, Matthew, vii. 
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In a slightly different approach from Boring, Hare describes his work less as a direct 

mediation between the academic micro-culture and the ecclesial micro-cultures because he 

adds something that the scholarly commentaries do not contain—the theological meaning of 

the text.  

In contrast to the other commentaries utilized, Hare uses neither footnotes nor 

endnotes. Interactions with or mediation of modern scholars occurs silently, with only a 

handful of exceptions. Even these exceptions (like an exegetical question suggested by a 

colleague on page 285) refer to other more popular treatments of the biblical text. The 

conversation is present but remains invisible to those not familiar with its contours. 

Tucked in the back of the commentary is a bibliography divided into two sections: 

―For further study‖ and ―Literature cited‖. The first is a half-page in length and refers to the 

main recent English-language treatments of Matthew (Davies and Allison appears here). The 

second is a page or so long and contains a smattering of articles, continental commentaries 

(Luz‘s work is listed here), monographs, and popular works. Again, the breadth and depth of 

the conversation is consciously limited.  

 
 
The Early Medieval Situation 

Ælfric‘s compositional technique and its relation to the tradition has been the focus 

of much study.  The identification of his sources has continued over the course of a century. 

Förster‘s ground-breaking work laid a firm foundation for the study of the sources of the 

Catholic Homilies.266 Smetana‘s recognition of the importance of the early medieval 

homiliary tradition and the place of Paul the Deacon‘s homiliary in reference to Ælfric added 

much-needed nuance to these studies.267 Smetana‘s follow-up work on the homiliary of 

Haymo,268 the works of Barré269 and Grégoire270 on Carolingian homiliaries, Gatch‘s first 

                                                 
266 Max Förster, ―Über die Quellen von Ælfric's exegetischen Homiliae Catholicae,” Anglia 16 (1894), 1-61. 
267 Cyril Smetana, ―Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary,‖ Traditio 15 (1959), 163-204. 
268 Cyril Smetana, ―Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt,‖ Traditio 17 (1961), 457-69. Shortly after 
the publication of this article, Barré properly identified this homiliary as the work of Haymo of Auxerre.  
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major synthesis of the homiletic environment,271 Clayton‘s survey of the homiliary tradition 

with particular attention to the late Anglo-Saxon milieu,272 and Joyce Hill‘s work on 

Smaragdus273 have all led to a much better understanding of how Ælfric interacted with his 

source material and the means by which he accessed it. Godden‘s magisterial commentary 

painstakingly documents Ælfric‘s sources for the Catholic Homilies, often offering cogent 

suggestions from the homiliary tradition concerning how various pieces of patristic material 

came to Ælfric‘s attention. While, as Hill notes, more work remains to be done on the early 

medieval mediators of the tradition, it is now possible to speak intelligently concerning 

Ælfric‘s stated aims, implicit aims, and achievements in the Catholic Homilies with specific 

reference to the critical and popular conversations and the main lines of transmission.  

Early medieval monastic homilies also come forth from and in continuity with a 

critical conversation, albeit one with different rules and purposes than the modern scientific 

study of Scripture. In order to fully appreciate their contents, we must understand that this 

conversation took place within a very different context and for a very different purpose than 

the modern one. The context is the liturgy and the purpose is the consistent handing down 

of an authoritative tradition of interpretation. 

Homilies were transmitted primarily in homiliaries. These books were collections of 

sermons where the order and textual context were determined by the rhythms of the 

liturgical year. Preeminently, they were books for use in liturgy. They could be used at 

Masses, in the Night Office, in Chapter, or in other liturgical functions outside of these three. 

Only after these purposes did they serve other functions, particularly as sources for holy 

reading in the monastic practice of lectio divina or as resources for study of the Scriptures, 

                                                                                                                                                 
269 H. Barré, Les homéliares carolingiens de l‟école d‟Auxerre, Studi e Testi 225 (Rome: Biblioteca apostolica vaticana 
1962) 
270 Reginald Grégoire, Les homéliaires du moyen âge, Rerum Ecclesiasticarum Documenta, Series Maior, Fontes 6 
(Rome, 1966) and Reginald Grégoire, Homéliaires liturgiques médiévaux: analyse des manuscrits, (Bibl degli studi 
medievali 12; Spoleto, 1980). 
271 Gatch, Preaching and theology, 27-59. 
272 Mary Clayton, ―Homiliaries and Preaching in Anglo-Saxon England,‖ Peritia 4 (1985), 207-42. 
273 Joyce Hill, ―Ælfric and Smaragdus,‖ Anglo-Saxon England 21 (1992), 203-237. 
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theology, and the Church Fathers. Clayton, in dialogue with McKitterick and Gatch, 

identifies three types of homiliaries based on function: those for use in the Night Office, 

those for private devotional reading, and those for preaching to the laity.274 She notes that 

these categories were quite flexible,275 however, and certainly Ælfric himself shows little 

discrimination between them when looking for source material, drawing from all three 

without regard.  

Where the goal of the modern critical conversation is to move the conversation 

forward, the purpose of this critical conversation was not motion but stasis—handing on the 

authoritative teachings of the officially sanctioned tradition with as little deviation as possible. 

The complication of the situation, though, is that the teachings of the tradition do not apply 

to something static but to life itself. As a result, change was inevitable; the tradition and 

those who handed it on had the responsibility of making sure the fundamentals of the 

tradition were handed on in ways that engaged the emerging circumstances that impacted the 

often tumultuous lives of early medieval Christians. 

Because of the nature of this conversation, an ongoing problem was identifying the 

proper participants. One important arbitrating mechanism was the council, gatherings of 

clerics that ranged anywhere from local synods attended by clergy of a certain region to the 

grand ecumenical councils attended by metropolitans, patriarchs, archbishops and bishops 

from across the known world. Often the business of these councils included consensus 

declarations on whether an author or the opinions of an author were in continuity with the 

apostolic faith as understood and interpreted by the gathered assembly.276 Lists of teachers 

                                                 
274 Clayton, ―Homiliaries and Preaching,‖ 216. 
275 Clayton, ―Homiliaries and Preaching,‖ 216-7. 
276 Note the untextual nature of the criteria and the acclamations of Leo‘s Tome as recorded in the Acts of the 
Council of Chalcedon: ―This is the faith of the fathers, this is the faith of the Apostles. So we all believe, thus 
the orthodox believe. Anathema to him who does not thus believe. Peter has spoken thus through Leo. So 
taught the Apostles. Piously and truly did Leo teach, so taught Cyril. Everlasting be the memory of Cyril. Leo 
and Cyril taught the same thing, anathema to him who does not so believe. This is the true faith. Those of us 
who are orthodox thus believe. This is the faith of the fathers‖ (NPNF, II.14). The criteria were not whether 
the consensus was most biblical but whether the teaching matched the faith of the apostles of which biblical 
fidelity was one component. 
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and authors both approved and condemned were drawn up and circulated. Inevitably these 

lists were compared with one another and a general consensus formed in areas defining who 

was and was not part of the conversation. 

In addition, certain writers certified as trustworthy produced their own lists of 

trusted authors based on who they read and cited with approval in their works. Often these 

lists were implicit but sometimes they became explicit lists, detailing the lineages of students 

and teachers, their various writings, and the fate of them and their various writings. The 

Ecclesiastical Histories of Eusebius, Sozomen, Orosius and others performed this function. The 

polemical works against heretics by Eusebius, Pantaneus and others identified positions to 

be specifically rejected while Jerome‘s work, On Illustrious Men, continued by Gennadius upon 

Jerome‘s death, focused on authors and the texts they produced, approving and rejecting as 

needed. 

While the Church attempted to maintain control over the boundaries of the 

conversation by regulating the contents of texts, one factor made true control impossible: 

the technology of textual transmission. Texts were transmitted by hand-made copies. 

However much the organizational levels of the Church attempted to centralize and control 

the conversation, it was unable to control the scribes. 

This lack of control manifested itself in a variety of ways. One had to do with the 

problem of authenticity. A key document that now serves as a main primary source for our 

knowledge of received and condemned works, the Gelasian Decretal, is itself considered a 

forgery. While probably an authentic list produced by some synod or council, it is currently 

dated in the sixth century and therefore half a century after Pope Gelasius I, its purported 

author.277 Furthermore, identifications of authors sometimes depended on whatever headed 

a scribe wrote down. In one of the great ironies of the tradition, the extant texts believed to 

                                                 
277 J. K. Elliott, ed., The Apocryphal New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1993), xxiii. 
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be by Pelagius survived destruction because of their ascriptions to Jerome.278 Pseudonymous 

works, whether falsely or simply incorrectly attributed, are common throughout the medieval 

period, the intent sometimes benign and accidental—and sometimes quite deliberate and 

deceptive. Codex construction played its part as well; packets of pages, individual leaves, and 

even quires could also be inserted into codices, further complicating issues of authorship and 

authenticity.  

Thus, despite efforts to the contrary, the borders of the critical conversation were 

sometimes more porous than the Church preferred, requiring constant vigilance against the 

introduction of distortions or heresies. Some times and places, of course, were more vigilant 

than others; for the most part throughout the early medieval north vigilance seems to have 

been the exception rather than the rule. 

 

Gregory the Great (†604) 

The main stream of the homiliary tradition can be said to begin with the chief patron 

of Benedictine life in the West, Pope Gregory the Great. A member of his congregation—

most likely a member of his staff—recorded a number of homilies preached in the years 

591-592.279 These were edited into a collection of forty Gospel homilies that received wide 

circulation in the medieval period.  Based on contextual clues, these all seem to have been 

preached at public masses.  

Although he may stand at the head of the Western homiliary tradition, Gregory 

would resist any suggestion that his writings are original. Rather, they draw broadly on 

patristic sources and are sometimes completely or partly adaptations of the writings of 

predecessors, particularly Augustine, Leo the Great, John Cassian and others; his homily for 

the First Sunday in Lent stands as a suitable example: his teaching on the temptation of Jesus 

                                                 
278 See D. W. Johnson, ―Pelagius,‖ pages 255-6 in vol. 2 of The Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation, edited by John 
H. Hayes (Nashville: Abingdon, 1999). 
279 Gregory I, Forty Gospel Homilies, translated by David Hurd (CS 123; Kalamazoo, Mich.: Cisterican 
Publications, 1990), 1. 
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contains traditional material found in Irenaeus, Origen, and others. Gregory‘s treatment, in 

fact, is most likely an adaptation of John Cassian‘s Conf. 5.6. Similarly, the trope that the one 

who turned water to wine could surely make bread of rocks had he chosen is likely indebted 

to Leo the Great‘s Hom 40.3. His numerological discussion of the timing of Lent 

corresponds with widespread ancient tradition. Thus, even here at the start of the chain, 

Gregory is passing along a self-consciously traditional reading of the text. 

 

The Venerable Bede (†735) 

The homiliary of Bede represents a second step in the movement of the homiliary 

tradition. Bede composed fifty sermons on the gospels arranged according to the liturgical 

year. He does not always appoint his homilies for particular occasions, but leaves some for 

general use in certain liturgical seasons. Comparing the series carefully with Gregory, a 

distinctive trend emerges; although Gregory was one of Bede‘s favorite authors, there is no 

overlap between the biblical texts treated by Bede and Gregory. Martin suggests plausibly 

that Bede produced his homilies intentionally to supplement and flesh out Gregory‘s cycle.280 

Indeed, such a service would be in keeping with the rest of Bede‘s corpus: with regard to the 

gospels he wrote commentaries only on Luke and Mark—the two that lacked earlier 

authoritative patristic treatment. 

Bede‘s style was fully patristic and he seamlessly interwove patristic material and his 

own interpretations derived by patristic exegetical techniques. An admirer of Augustine, 

Bede similarly produces thickly textured homilies that pull in a multitude of biblical 

references from across the canon and that focus on details of grammar and vocabulary. 

Unlike Augustine, whose style is rambling and often hard to follow, Bede‘s writing is tight 

and concise. While he was constantly in dialogue with and drew freely from Augustine, 

Gregory, and the other Fathers, Bede does not cite them directly in his homilies. (His 

                                                 
280 Bede the Venerable, Homilies on the Gospels: Book One: Advent to Lent, translated by Lawrence T. Martin and 
David Hurst (CS 110; Kalamazoo, Mich.: Cistercian Publications, 1991), xvi. 
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commentaries are a different story; with a set of marginal references, Bede seems to have 

invented and pioneered the use of the source footnote.) 

Bede‘s homilies were clearly intended for the monastic Night Office and also as 

material for holy reading. Unlike Gregory, he includes no stories to provide local color, 

preferring to save those for his historical writings. Bede‘s audience, without a doubt, 

consisted of other monastics and the clergy. His homilies both participated in the critical 

conversation and were intended to remain within it. His choice of languages, his use of 

language, and his choice of styles281 ensured that they would remain accessible to and for the 

benefit of those within the conversation. 

 

Paul the Deacon (†799) 

 The next point in the tradition is the great homiliary of Paul the Deacon. Appointed 

by Charlemagne to pluck flowers from amongst the Catholic Fathers,282 Paul collected 244 

items representing 125 liturgical occasions for the Night Office. Following the needs of the 

Night Office, Paul supplied most Sunday and festal occasions with two texts: a ―sermo‖ for 

the second nocturn and an ―omelia‖ for the third.283 For his texts, Paul used homilies of the 

Fathers whenever possible, preferring works from Bede, Gregory the Great, Chrysostom, 

Jerome, and Augustine, and using passages from commentaries or other works when an 

appropriate homily was not available. For instance, of the fifty-six works attributed to Bede 

in the original collection, thirty-six are homilies and twenty are sections drawn from Bede‘s 

commentaries on the two less popular gospels, Luke and Mark.  

                                                 
281 The style of the Ecclesiastic History is quite different from that of his homilies, inviting wider circulation. It is 
no surprise, then, that King Alfred the Great selected Bede‘s Ecclesiastical History for translation in his project to 
make key Latin-language texts available to those literate in English. 
282 Idque opus Paulo diacono, familiari clientulo nostro, eliminandum iniuximus, scilicet ut, studiose 
catholicorum patrum dicta percurrens, veluti e latissimis corum pratis certos quosque flosculos legeret, et in 
unum quaeque essent utilia quasi serum aptaret. (Wiegand, Homilarium, 16).   
283 Smetana notes that there are 151 texts identified with the title sermo, 93 identified as omelia and that the 
distinction in the texts closest to Paul‘s original work seems to have accurately reflected the difference between 
the two. (Cyril Smetana, ―Paul the Deacon‘s Patristic Anthology‖ in The Old English Homily & its Backgrounds, 
Ed. Paul E. Szarmach and Bernard F. Huppé.  (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1978), 75-97, 
78. See the discussion of the difference between the two in the discussion of the Night Office in Ch. 3. 
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In each case, the source was identified so that those hearing would know from 

whom the teaching came and that it stood within the tradition. Inevitably, though, some of 

these attributions were incorrect. In fact, of the fifty texts attributed to Maximus, modern 

scholarship believes that only fourteen of them are actually his;284 of the nineteen attributed 

to John Chrysostom, only one is certifiably the work of Chrysostom.285 In addition, other 

material was added as the centuries passed286—and included more dubious material: many of 

the so-called Augustinian sermons added later were not written by Augustine.287 

 In one sense, Paul only transmits materials previously written by others and 

introduces no changes. In another, he exercises important editorial power by shaping the 

transmission of the tradition. Paul provided all of these texts with a new and uniform 

context—the Night Office. Each homily or commentary pericope selected by Paul was 

newly contextualized by the sermon paired with it and the responsories that would interrupt 

it two or three times in the course of its reading. Furthermore, he was, for all practical 

purposes, drawing the bounds of the critical conversation by what he included and excluded. 

For many monasteries with limited libraries, Paul‘s homiliary served as the primary 

repository of patristic wisdom. While more texts were added as the centuries passed, Paul 

the Deacon‘s homiliary passed into the heart of the tradition and became the source for the 

readings in the Roman Breviary.288 Like Bede, Paul the Deacon‘s work was intended to 

remain within the critical conversation as well as establishing its foundation. It is directed 

specifically to the clergy and monastics participating in the Night Office.   

Neither the works of Gregory nor Bede were in any way ―official.‖ They were widely 

read and eagerly sought out,289 but had no official standing. Paul the Deacon‘s work was 

                                                 
284 Smetana, ―Patristic Anthology,‖ 80. 
285 Smetana, ―Patristic Anthology,‖ 83. 
286 Migne‘s edition in PL 95 is representative of the expansion of the collection—it contains 298 texts, up 54 
from the original scope. 
287 Smetana, ―Patristic Anthology,‖ 82. 
288 Smetana, ―Patristic Anthology,‖ 75. 
289 The letters of Boniface constantly request copies of Bede‘s works from his English patrons and relatives. 
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different. The prefatory letter originally accompanying it documents Charlemagne‘s 

commission to Paul and authorizes the homiliary as the official text for the Frankish 

kingdom. Charlemagne demanded the establishment of a purified core tradition, and Paul‘s 

homiliary was an important aspect of that program of reform. The texts were to be strictly 

orthodox, coming from the recognized Fathers, and compiled by one whose orthodoxy and 

commitment to the tradition was known to the authorizing powers.  

 

Smaragdus (†840) 

The next logical step in the homiliary tradition is the ―homiliary‖ of Smaragdus. 

While often described as a homiliary in the literature, it is something less than a homiliary: it 

is an exegetical help for the construction of homilies. Smaragdus treats 109 occasions of the 

liturgical year, providing each with three kinds of material: a catena of patristic material on 

the appointed Epistle, a patristic catena on the Gospel, and a brief statement on the 

harmony between the two. Like Paul the Deacon, Smaragdus draws entirely from patristic 

material. He offers original material only in the third section that describes the relationship 

between the readings. He also cites his sources, enabling those using the work to know from 

whom the interpretations were coming.  Unlike Paul, he makes selections from patristic 

works and places them in silent conversation with one another, placing them side-by-side 

without further comment. He moves through the biblical texts in a line-by-line fashion, 

deploying patristic material as he goes—usually providing between one and three patristic 

excerpts per line or phrase. Also unlike Paul, Smaragdus‘s incorporation of the Epistle shows 

that he intended his work to assist with the biblical readings for Mass, since the Epistle is 

particular to the Mass and does not appear within the Night Office.  

Applying the term ―homiliary‖ to this work is not completely accurate, because it 

utilizes the literary form of the catena rather than the homily. Nevertheless, its shape raises 

questions about how it was used and what it may teach us about preaching in early medieval 
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contexts. How much did the written text determine the content of the act of proclamation? 

Did a preacher simply read off what was on the page before him or does the text of 

Smaragdus represent starting points and options for the exposition of each verse, allowing 

the preacher with Smaragdus‘s text before him to pick and choose as he went, perhaps even 

translating or paraphrasing on the fly for non-Latinate congregations? Furthermore, what 

does this format suggest about how early medieval preachers understood the literary form of 

―homily‖ itself? The approach taken by Smaragdus dovetails with the notion of a homily as a 

set of verbal glosses that clarify the meaning of the biblical text rather than a methodical 

treatment of each line of the text290 or the exposition of a general theme extracted from the 

whole of the biblical passage.291 

Clearly, this work is intended to remain within the critical conversation. Like Paul‘s 

homiliary, it provides a foundation for the conversation by identifying the authors to be read 

and, moving beyond Paul, focuses patristic material on each line of the liturgically selected 

biblical texts.  

 

Haymo of Auxerre (†855) 

The homiliaries produced by the school of Auxerre, and especially Haymo of 

Auxerre, represent the next logical step beyond Smaragdus. In a telling footnote, Smetana 

refers to the work of Smaragdus as ―brief excerpts from the Fathers,‖ then to the homiliary 

of Haymo as ―little more than judicious excerpts of the Fathers welded together into a 

continuous discourse.‖292 Like Smaragdus, Haymo uses multiple selections from the Fathers, 

but he chooses between various options, adds connecting material rather than presenting 

bare citations, and presents a new homily composed of patristic interpretations and insights 

                                                 
290 This is the patristic approach as seen in Gregory and Bede. 
291 This tends to be the default modern Protestant approach. 
292 Smetana, ―Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary,‖ 181 n. 6. 
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cast into a new form. In short, Haymo‘s homilies may well be examples of what 

contemporary preachers did when they had a work like Smaragdus before them in the pulpit.  

 

Ælfric of Eynsham (†c. 1010) 

The only complete manuscript of both cycles of the Catholic Homilies is Cambridge 

Gg.3.28.293 It contains more than just the homilies. It begins with a dedicatory letter to 

Sigeric, Archbishop of Canterbury, in Latin and English, contains the first cycle of the 

Catholic Homilies, another letter prefacing the second cycle, and the second cycle itself, as 

well as some additional brief catechetical materials. Ælfric‘s prefaces to his cycles of Catholic 

Homilies are important for understanding what Ælfric wanted to achieve and how he saw 

himself as a participant within the critical conversation of his day and a mediator of it. Both 

cycles have, in fact, two prefaces (for a grand total of four); each cycle received a Latin 

preface and an English preface.  Broadly speaking, the content of Ælfric‘s prefaces was fairly 

uniform: ―Each preface generally includes Ælfric‘s self-identification, his explanation for the 

creation of the work (often relating it to a request from an ecclesiastical or secular superior), 

an account of the work‘s sources and style, and remarks about its transmission.‖294 

Wilcox‘s studies of Ælfric‘s prefaces confirm that Ælfric utilized his prefaces to 

establish his authority by identifying his place within the conversation and its transmission 

and his reliability to mediate the tradition to those who only understand English. Wilcox 

states: 

Ælfric‘s self-identification in the prefaces is a reflection of his attitude towards authority and 

his concern with maintaining a rigorous standard of orthodoxy. The opening of Preface 1b 

[the Old English Preface to CH I] is characteristic in the way that Ælfric uses his identity to 

validate the following work. He begins by identifying himself in terms of his ecclesiastical 

                                                 
293 Designated by Clemoes as ―K.‖ Godden and Pope both retain Clemoes‘s manuscript sigla. 
294 Jonathan Wilcox, Ælfric‟s Prefaces, (Durham Medieval Texts 9; Durham: University of Durham, 1995), 67.  
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credentials and position: he is a monk and mass-priest (1b.1) and his current position is 

validated with respect to both ecclesiastical and civil authority through reference to Bishop 

Ælfheah and Æthelmær the thane (1b.2-5). The ecclesiastically-reliable persona defined in 

this first sentence is the identity which is opposed to error in the second sentence. Here 

further theological validation is provided (the decision to translate was ‗I trust through God‘s 

gift‘ 1b.5-6) and the reason for translating is emphasized: ‗because I saw and heard much 

error in many English books, which unlearned men through their ignorance reckoned as 

great wisdom‘ (1b.7-9). Ælfric has economically created a persona which can be relied upon 

to provide orthodoxy in opposition to the ‗much error‘ usual ‗in many English books.‘ 

Ælfric sometimes establishes his authority in other ways. In Preface 1a [the Latin Preface to 

CH I] the epistolary opening formula equates ‗I, Ælfric‘ with ‗a student of … Æthelwold‘ 

(1a.1), a commonly recurring validation through association with the important Benedictine 

reformer. Further validation is provided in Preface 1a by the naming of a range of sources, 

patristic and Carolingian (1a.4 and 12-15). A final guarantee of authority is provided by the 

appeal to Archbishop Sigeric to correct ‗any blemishes of malign heresy or dark fallacy‘ 

(1a.36-40): the work which survives such correction must be reliably orthodox.295   

Thus the English preface warns against heresies in other English books, suggesting—

accurately296—that many theologically suspect writings exist among English materials and 

stand outside of the proper lines of tradition and transmission. As a monk, mass-priest, and 

client of both Bishop Ælfheah and Æthelmær, Ælfric is a reliable source of orthodox 

material in English. The Latin preface provides more detail and is intended for those familiar 

with the critical conversation. Only those who understand the language will understand the 

proofs that Ælfric offers there—he is the student of Æthelwold and cites the proper patristic 

sources.  

                                                 
295 Wilcox, Prefaces, 68-9. 
296 The Blicking and Vercelli books, the only two major surviving collections of homilies before Ælfric contain 
Old English translations of condemned works including the Visio Pauli and the Apocalypse of Thomas, about 
which more will be said in chapter 5. 
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Citing the patristic sources explicitly places Ælfric within the critical conversation. 

He writes to Sigeric that he has translated materials from ―Gregory, Augustine, Jerome, 

Smaragdus and also Haymo.‖ Thus, Ælfric identifies both the major patristic sources he used 

and the early medieval homiliaries in which he found them; Hill has argued convincingly that 

the absence of Paul the Deacon from this list is due to Paul‘s homiliary circulating without 

the prefatory documents that identify its editor, not an uncommon state of affairs among 

English manuscripts of Paul‘s homiliary.  

This list matches what Ælfric puts forth in the homilies themselves. Typically right 

after the translation of the Scriptural text, he identifies a patristic author who has guided his 

interpretation. Within the Catholic Homilies, Augustine, Gregory, Bede, and Haymo are 

most often identified as his sources.  

Ælfric also invokes patristic authors whenever he needs to bolster a decision made in 

favor of orthodoxy. For instance, in his second homily for the Assumption of the BVM, he 

specifically warns against untoward speculation with a patristic appeal: 

If we tell more concerning this feast-day than we read in holy books which were set down by 

God‘s direction then we will be like those dwolmen [foolish men, heretics] who write many 

false narratives according to their own direction or through dreams; but the faithful teachers, 

Augustine, Jerome, Gregory, and whatever others, cast them down through their wisdom. 

There are, nevertheless, dwollic [foolish, erroneous, heretical] books both in Latin and in 

English, and ignorant people read them.… Let everyone cast away the dwollic falsehoods 

which lead the incautious to destruction, and may everyone read or listen to the holy 

teachers who will guide us to the kingdom of heaven, if we are prepared to hear it.297 

The three Fathers from the preface return here as well as the central arbiters of orthodox 

teaching.  

                                                 
297 CH II.29, ll. 119-33. Translation from Wilcox, Prefaces, 28. 
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Many of Ælfric‘s prefaces speak of his work as translations from Latin sources. 

These statements are intended as further guarantees that the material is reliable. However, 

Ælfric‘s use of the term ―translate‖ (interpretatio/awendan) turns out to be different from its 

normal contemporary meaning.  

The modern term ‗translation‘, however, is inadequate for conveying the range of medieval 

practice, since it suggests rendering content as closely as possible from one language to 

another. Ælfric‘s practice is often closer to the modern sense of ‗adaptation‘ or 

‗interpretation‘ entailing the transmission of Latin learning into English. . . . 

‗I know it is possible to translate words in many ways‘, Ælfric observes at Preface 3a.10. He 

explicitly points out that his practice is not confined to the narrowest sense of transferal 

from one language to the other; rather he repeatedly describes his translations as not word 

for word but sense for sense (Prefaces 1a.9-10, 29-30, 5a.21-22, 8e.5-8). Such a formulation 

has a long tradition: he is probably drawing on Jerome‘s statement about biblical translation, 

which was, in turn, derived from classical tradition. 

Other aspects of Ælfric‘s description of his translation technique make clear that the process 

is far from literal. He describes his translations as both abbreviating and rearranging his 

sources (Prefaces 1a.28-33, 5a.21-26), and he attaches comments on the plainness of his style 

and the orthodoxy of his content to his process of translation (Prefaces 2a.8-12, 3a.10-11, 

5a.21-26, 1a.33-35, 36-38, 2a.22-24). He makes it clear that a literal transfer from one 

language to another would be counter-productive: ―He who translates (awent) or he who 

teaches from Latin into English must always arrange it so that English may have its own way, 

otherwise it is very misleading to read for those who do not know the way of Latin.‖ 

(Preface 4.96-99)298 

                                                 
298 Wilcox, Prefaces, 63-4. 
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Thus his own statements about his work demonstrate a consciousness of the importance of 

the translating process and a concern to present material in such a way that the orthodox 

meaning is clear. In practice, this includes not only translation but a significant amount of 

editorial work as well.  

Thanks to Godden‘s magisterial commentary that meticulously identifies that 

patristic material that Ælfric wove together into his homilies, we now have a much better 

idea of Ælfric‘s range as an interpreter, editor, and author. While he derives much of his 

authority from his self-presentation as a patristic translator, Godden reveals that the degree 

to which he is a faithful interpreter of his patristic sources depends entirely upon the homily 

under consideration. Ælfric most often departs from the patristic text when he moves to 

engage the popular conversation. He does this both to explain something either in the text 

or source that would not be clear to an Anglo-Saxon audience and to engage mistaken 

readings or opinions in his environment. Even when he departs from his sources, though, he 

remains within a patristic and orthodox framework. That is, he tends to be just as orthodox 

when he goes off-book as when he remains close to his sources. 

Thus, Ælfric participates fully within the critical conversation of the early medieval 

world in that he works with the Latin texts of the orthodox Fathers of the Western Church 

and the early medieval editors who collected and arranged their exegetical insights in 

accordance with the liturgical year. However, his intention was to serve as a mediator 

between the monastic micro-culture and the larger English-speaking macro-culture. 

Distressed at the heresies299 found in the materials offered to those outside of the monastic 

micro-cultural conversation, Ælfric‘s life-work—of which the Catholic Homilies represent a 

central pillar—is to transmit the Christian orthodox of the Latin books into a language and 

style accessible to all. 

 

                                                 
299 An examination of one such heresy will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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Summary   

Conventional wisdom suggests that early medieval exegesis is derivative at best and 

plagiaristic at worst. I suggest that this criticism is overly harsh for two reasons: first, it 

judges early medieval exegesis on a set of criteria alien to the culture. If the purpose of the 

early medieval conversation had been the generation of new insights upon the biblical text 

then it would indeed be guilty as charged. But the conversation itself existed for a different 

purpose. It sought not to create new data but to preserve insights from being lost through 

neglect, heresy, losing touch with Christian experience, or destruction—a danger made all 

the more real by the technological limits of manuscript production. No doubt early medieval 

monks, like some current Christian micro-cultures, would accuse the modern academic 

micro-culture of an insatiable lust for exegetical novelties and a disconnect between 

exegetical possibilities and their application to the Christian moral and spiritual life. 

Second, the judgment seems blind to the fundamental character of critical 

conversations. That is, a modern critical commentary like that of Luz or Davies and Allison 

could stray close to the line of being called ―derivative‖ quite easily. We recognize, however, 

that the charge of being derivative is directly related to the degree to which a work is rooted 

in the critical conversation and indebted to its predecessors; ―derivative‖ is the shadow side 

of being ―informed‖ and ―engaged‖ in the ongoing conversation.  

In summary, the modern American academic micro-culture and the early medieval 

English monastic micro-culture have more in common than might at first be immediately 

obvious. They are both communities that take engagement with the New Testament text 

seriously; both use mimesis as central formative practices; and both participate in critical 

conversations. The purposes and goals of the two cultures are, however, quite different. 

Indeed, the difference between the goals has required modern distinction from and, 

ultimately, modern misunderstandings of the medieval monastic project. My study now 

moves from similarities and takes up the practice that most clearly defines the early medieval 
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monastic project and sets it apart in its intention and rigor from the modern academic 

project and from most other communities that shape themselves around the New Testament 

text: the early medieval monastic liturgy.  
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Chapter 3 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The primary difference between modern academic culture and early medieval 

monastic culture is liturgy. If we understand liturgy in its broadest sense as a cycle of 

repeatable public rituals, then we can see that modern academic culture is not without its 

liturgical moments. The convocations and graduations that mark the turning points of the 

academic year have their origins in the Christian liturgies of the first universities and 

cathedral schools. Too, there is no denying a ritual quality to certain rites of passage 

connected with oral defenses of exams, proposals and dissertations. Academic conferences 

and attendant meetings have their own rites as well, but these do not have the pervasive and 

determinative character that marked the place of the liturgy in early medieval monastic life. 

  Jean Leclercq leaves a discussion of the liturgy to the final chapter of his study of 

monastic culture. It does not come last as an after-thought, but rather as the climax to which 

the rest of monastic culture builds. The last paragraph of the last full chapter of Leclercq‘s 

work pulls together the importance and place of the liturgy in monastic culture: 

 

The liturgy is at once the mirror of a culture and its culmination. Just as the office of Corpus 

Christi, in the composition of which St. Thomas [Aquinas] surely participated, crowns his 

doctrinal work, so the hymns, sequences, and innumerable poems written by the monks are 

the culmination of their theology. The liturgy had been the motive for the renewal of 

monastic culture in the Carolingian period, and was also its fruit. During the following 

centuries, it is in the atmosphere of the liturgy and amid the poems composed for it, in 

hymnis et canticis, that the synthesis of all the artes was effected, of the literary techniques, 

religious reflection, and all sources of information whether biblical, patristic, or classical. In 

the liturgy, all these resources fully attained their final potentiality; they were restored to God 

in a homage which recognized that they had come from Him. Thanksgiving, eucharist, 
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theology, confessio fidei—all these expressions, in monastic tradition, expressed only slightly 

differing aspects of a single reality. In the liturgy, grammar was elevated to the rank of an 

eschatological fact. It participated in the eternal praise that the monks, in unison with the 

angels, began offering to God in the abbey choir, and which will be perpetuated in heaven. 

In the liturgy, love of learning and desire for God find perfect reconciliation.300 

 

The liturgy is the great engine of monastic culture that gives it its indelible character and is its 

greatest product. It is pervasive and deeply formative. 

As a result, when Leclercq speaks of the speculative character of monastic theology 

he identifies it as: ―the outgrowth of the practice of monastic life, the living of the spiritual 

life which is the meditation on Holy Scripture. It is a biblical experience inseparable from 

liturgical experience.‖301 Indeed, the liturgy provided both the normative locus for the 

encounter with Scripture and also its interpretation: ―it was the liturgy itself which formed 

the usual and ordinary commentary on Holy Scripture and the Fathers.‖302 Any attempt to 

separate what is ―biblical‖ or ―exegetical‖ in the monastic experience away from what is 

―liturgical‖ is a project doomed at the outset. Scripture—whether in blocks or sentences or 

phrases—formed the heart and texts of the monastic liturgy.  

 

LITURGICAL INTERPRETATION 
 

There were three primary ways that the liturgy interpreted Scripture. The first is by 

discursive means. That is, a composed, non-scriptural text would make an exegetical 

observation or connection that would interpret an image, unpack an allegory, or praise an 

action as worthy of imitation. These connections are found often found in hymns, collects, 

                                                 
300 Leclercg, Love of Learning, 250-1. 
301 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 213. 
302 Leclercq, Love of Learning, 237. 
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and proper prefaces, but sermons and homilies as fundamentally liturgical genre also appear 

in this category. 

The second, selection, is a broad category that ranges from highlighting individual 

verses—as for use as Little Chapters at Vespers or Lauds—to identifying large portions of 

text as particularly suitable for certain occasions—like selecting Gospel or Epistle texts for 

Mass. Isolating a single verse out of a text highlights, even more so if that verse gets repeated 

for the whole rest of the liturgical season. For instance, certain versicle and response pairs 

are repeated daily throughout certain liturgical seasons. The effect is that these two verse 

snippets become an integral part of the monastic experience of the season. Whether brief or 

extended, selection makes a difference and alters, sometimes subtly, sometimes profoundly, 

how a monastic would encounter that same passage again whether inside or outside of the 

liturgy. 

The third builds on the second and is far more common, pervasive, and complicated 

then the first: pregnant juxtapositions. Many liturgical forms like the antiphons used with the 

invitatory, the psalms, and the gospel canticles, the preces (prayers), responsories, little 

chapters and others consist of taking the material selected from Scripture and placing it in 

relation to other Scriptural materials. That is, the liturgy may take two passages from two 

entirely different parts of the canon but by placing them next to each other has created, in 

essence, a new Scriptural concept or narrative. No interpretation is given or even suggested, 

yet the liturgy presents an interpretive puzzle; there is no explicit interpretation yet the 

arrangement implies that they belong together. The connection between texts is loaded with 

potential meaning, but the liturgy leaves it in a potential state—a state pregnant with yet 

undelivered meaning. The under-determined character requires the reader and the whole 

reading community to actively participate in the process of meaning making by creating 

comprehensible connections. These texts and the relationship between them have a spiritual 

meaning; it is up to the participants to uncover what it may be. The connections showcased 
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in the writings of medieval liturgists like Amalarius of Metz and the whole expositio missae 

genre sometime strike modern exegetes as quite fanciful. Nonetheless, these authors were 

operating from the firm conviction that no texts that appear together in the liturgy do so by 

mere chance; rather, the Spirit is speaking a spiritual truth that the participant must uncover. 

Indeed to a large degree the success and longevity of the liturgy is due to a 

fundamentally underdetermined approach to meaning. By using Scriptural selections and 

creating pregnant juxtapositions, the liturgy creates many different opportunities for reading 

that are open-ended. The range of possible or potential meanings suggested can never be 

exhausted and, as a result, the same texts in the same configurations can continue to speak to 

new readers in new ways over generations. 

Because of the underdetermined character of this arrangement, though, tracing direct 

influence of the liturgy on a given text is difficult. The best sign that liturgical suggestions lay 

behind interpretations is when the same texts suggested by the liturgy appear in conversation 

with the primary text in a homily or sermon.    

 

THE THREE KINDS OF LITURGICAL SERVICES 
 

In order to understand the mechanics of liturgical formation, it is necessary to sketch 

the outline of the monastic services, the daily ordo. I begin with an overview of the three 

fundamental kinds of liturgical services, where the greatest interpretive possibilities lay, then 

will examine how these liturgies inter-related within the specific context of England‘s 

Benedictine Revival. 

Within the monastic ordo, there are three basic kinds of services that serve slightly 

different functions. The primary purpose of all liturgy, in the medieval mind, is the praise of 

God. In connection to this primary purpose are three secondary purposes specific to certain 

services: the Daily Office or synaxses had a catechetical role, the Masses had a sacramental 

role, the Chapter had an administrative role. 
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Two primary sources serve to delineate the bare-bones of the services, the Rule of 

Benedict and the Ordines Romani. While Benedict‘s Rule gives a snapshot of early 6th century 

Italian customs that become largely normative, the Ordines Romani is the name given to a 

broad collection of materials that traveled in general groupings compiled anonymously from 

the 7th through the 11th centuries that told how the various services were to be performed.303 

Beyond these base texts, documents called ―customaries‖ gave elucidations, elaborations, 

and instructions on local practice. Thankfully, two customaries survive from Anglo-Saxon 

England, enabling us to know quite a lot about how these services were actually performed 

at the time of the Benedictine Revival. The first is the Regularis Concordia (RC), written by 

Bishop Æthelwold, Ælfric‘s teacher; the second is Ælfric‘s own customary, the Letter to the 

Monks of Eynsham (LME). These will be used in combination with the other documents to 

sketch a sense of the main structure of the liturgies that shaped monastic days.    

 
The Daily Office 
 

The Daily Office is a set of fixed services of prayer whose central and identifying 

characteristic is the weekly recitation of the Psalter. From the earliest days in the Egyptian 

deserts, the Psalms had pride of place in monastic life as the truest guides of life, the most 

fertile source for reflection, and the most certain path to holiness. The Apothegmata Patrum 

records Epiphanius as saying: ―The true monk should have prayer and psalmody continually 

in his heart.‖304  Similarly, the first two chapters of Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel‘s early 

medieval collection of monastic wisdom, the Diadema Monachorum, are on prayer and the 

discipline of the psalms respectively.305   

                                                 
303 The modern edition of the 50 ordines is Michel Andrieu, ed., Les Ordines romani du haut moyen âge (5 Vols. 
Spicilegium Sacrum Lovaniense 11, 23, 24, 28, 29. Louvain, 1931-1961). The single best brief treatment of the 
ordines—and a helpful summary of the contents of each—is Cyrille Vogel, Medieval Liturgy: An Introduction to the 
Sources, translated and revised by William Storey and Niels Rasmussen (Portland: Pastoral, 1986), 135-224.   
304 Ward, Sayings of the Desert Fathers, 57. 
305 PL 102: Col. 0594C-0596A. 
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The monastic practice of the Daily Office as first described by Cassian has been 

understood as the embodiment of VgPs 118:164: ―Seven times a day I praise you.‖306 By the 

time of Benedict, a rather literalistic reading required the introduction of another service; 

since one of the monastic service began in the middle of the night it could not be counted 

among the seven ―day‖ services, thus Benedict legislates seven day offices and a night office 

(with an obligatory reference to Ps 118:62: ―At midnight I arose to give you praise‖307). 

Confusions of counting and terminology between the older scheme recorded by Cassian and 

the newer scheme legislated by Benedict has plagued monastic customaries ever since.   

Indeed, Ælfric‘s overview on clerical duties contained in his first Latin Letter to 

Archbishop Wulfstan speaks of seven offices: 

 

I speak plainly to you now about the clergy because concerning them the holy fathers 

established that they should sing the seven synaxses, thus every day you ought to sing every 

[canonical] hour each day. Of these, the first synaxsis is nocturnes, the second is the ‗Prime‘ 

[first] hour of the day, the third is the same hour itself which we call ‗Terce‘, the fourth is 

truly the Sext [sixth] hour, the fifth is the None [ninth] hour, the sixth however is the hour 

of Vespers, the seventh synaxsis we call Compline.308  

 

Here Ælfric—quoting directly from the Excerpts of Ps.-Ecgbert 28.2—follows a convention 

that can still be found today. The term ―Night Office‖ can be ambiguous; since there is only 

a formal break between the Night Office and Lauds, the term can be extended to both. As 

the practice of aggregation (saying several liturgical hours at one sitting) expanded among 

secular clergy, Prime could also be included within the ―Night Office‖. To avoid ambiguity, 

                                                 
306 Septies in die laudem dixi tibi. See citations of this passage in Cassian Inst. 3.4.3, 63. and RB 16:1-3. 
307 Media nocte surgebam ad confitendum tibi. 
308 Dico uobis nunc apertius clericis, quia hii sancti patres septem synaxes canendas constituerunt, quas omni 
die singulis horis canere debetis. Quarum prima est nocturnalis sinaxis, secunda prima hora diei, tertia ipsa hora 
est quam terciam uocamus, quarta uero sexta hora est, quinta nona hora est, sexta autem sinaxis uespera hora 
est, septimam namque sinaxim completorium uocitamus. Bernhard Fehr, Die Hirtenbriefe. In altenglischer und 
lateinischer Fassung (Reprint; Darmstadt : Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1966 [1914]), 43. 
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within this work the term ―Night Office‖ refers only to the first and longest liturgical office 

of the night.    

As there is no universally accepted terminology used by the medieval sources, 

modern scholars prefer to enumerate the seven-plus-one services of the Daily Office as: the 

Night Office, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and Compline. Within these eight 

services, three groups emerge based on structure: The Night Office, the Greater Offices—

Lauds and Vespers, and the Lesser Offices—Prime, Terce, Sext, None, and Compline.  

 
The Night Office 
 

The Night Office is by far the longest and most complicated of the services or 

―hours‖ of the Daily Office. It is also where the reading of a sizable selection of Scripture 

and the reading of patristic authors occurs. Charting the Night Office is complicated because 

it has several forms based on the time of year, whether the day is festal or ferial, and local 

traditions. Since all of the homilies we shall be examining are appointed for feast days, I shall, 

for the sake of convenience, display a festal monastic scheme only: 
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Opening Versicles311 

Psalm 3 

Antiphon312 and Ps 94 

Seasonal Hymn 

1st Nocturn: Scripture 

2nd Nocturn: Sermon 

3rd Nocturn: Homily 

Te Deum313 

Gospel of the Day 

Te decet laus 

Kyrie314 

Lord‘s Prayer 

Preces315 

Collect of the Day 

Table 1: Monastic Festal Night Office 

  
 

Thus the content of the lessons vary according to the nocturn. The first is always from 

Scripture. The second and third nocturns only appear on a day when a liturgical occasion of 

import—either a feast day or a Sunday—is being celebrated. The lesson for the second 

nocturn is a sermo which relates information about the occasion itself. It could be a life or 

passion if a saint is being commemorated or simply a sermon about the season in the case of 

Sundays. The lesson for the third nocturn is an omelia, a homily or a section of a commentary 

that treats the Gospel appointed for the day. By the time of Ælfric, these readings were 

generally taken from a homiliary like that of Paul the Deacon.  

 

                                                 
309 Within the third nocturn the psalms are replaced by canticles—Scriptural hymns not found in the psalms. 
310 This is a sung response that generally accords with the theme of the occasion or season—sometimes even 
the book of the Bible with which it is paired. 
311 Chart adapted from John Harper, The Forms and Orders of Western Liturgy from the Tenth to the Eighteenth Century: 
A Historical Introduction and Guide for Students and Musicians (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), 76, 93-5. 
312 An antiphon is a short text that can be anywhere from a phrase to a couple of sentences that are said before 
and after a psalm or canticle—and sometimes interspersed within it as well.  
313 This is a creedal hymn from the 5th century. 
314 This is a repetition of Lord have mercy/Christ have mercy/Lord have mercy. 
315 These are a set of paired sentences that fall into a verse/response pattern typically taken from Scripture. 

6 Psalms309 with Antiphons 

Versicle and Response 

Lord‘s Prayer 

Absolution 

Blessing 

Lesson, part 1 

Respond 1310 

Blessing 

Lesson, part 2 

Respond 2 

Blessing 

Lesson, part 3 

Respond 3 

Blessing 

Lesson, part 4 

Respond 4 
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The Greater Offices 
 

Occurring around the times of sunrise and sunset, Lauds and Vespers ground the 

hinges of the day and share the same basic structure:316 

 

Opening Versicles317 

Psalms with Antiphons 

Sentence from Scripture 

Respond 

Seasonal Hymn 

Versicle and Response 

Gospel Canticle with Antiphon 

Collect of the Day 

Concluding Blessing 

Table 2: Monastic Festal Lauds and Vespers 

Four psalms are sung at Vespers and, liturgically speaking, six are sung at Lauds, but this 

includes an uncounted OT canticle inserted after the fifth and the sixth ―psalm‖ is actually 

three psalms (Pss. 148-150).318 The Gospel Canticle was invariably the Benedictus (Luke 1:68–

79) at Lauds and the Magnificat (Luke 1:46–55) at Vespers.319 

 
The Lesser Offices 
 

Among the Lesser Offices the three mid-day hours (Terce, Sext, and None) have an 

identical structure; the early and late offices of Prime and Compline are similar both to each 

other and to the middle hours but display differences based on their function and contain 

seasonal variations. As none of these difference impact the liturgy‘s interpretation of 

Scripture, I display here the pattern of the middle offices as an indication of the contents of 

these offices: 

 
 

                                                 
316 On ferial days the Kyrie/Lord‘s Prayer/Preces would follow the Gospel Canticle. Our focus, however, 
remains on festal occasions. 
317 Chart adapted from Harper, Forms and Orders, 76-77, 97-98. 
318 These three begin in Latin with laudate and thereby give the office its name. 
319 The third great Lukan canticle, the Nunc Dimittis (Luke 2:29–32), does not appear in the Monastic Office but 
is used at Compline within the Secular Office. 
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Opening Versicles320 

Invariable Hymn 

Psalms with Antiphons 

Sentence from Scripture 

Versicle and Response 

Collect of the Day 

Concluding Blessing 

Table 3: Monastic Little Offices 

The offices of Prime and Compline include rites of confession and absolution as well that 

promote their functions as offices that prepare the community for the day‘s work or for the 

night‘s rest. 

 
The Mass 
 

While Benedict‘s rule makes passing reference to Mass as a once-weekly affair321—

and speaks of admitting priests to the monastery only with reluctance322—by the time of the 

Benedictine Revival ordained monks were quite common and Masses were celebrated twice 

daily. The first mass which occurred on Sundays and feast days after Prime323 was the 

matitudinal mass or the morrow mass which was used for votive masses which celebrated 

different events or salvific persons or addressed a need facing the community or nation.324 

The second mass that occurred after Terce325 was the Mass of the Day where the propers 

appointed for the day‘s liturgical observance were used.  

A typical sung mass outside of a penitential season would have the following 

elements (elements in small capitals are sung by the choir): 

 

                                                 
320 Chart adapted from Harper, Forms and Orders, 77. 
321 RB 38.2. 
322 RB 60. 
323 The Morrow Mass was placed after Terce on ferial days. 
324 Ælfric directs that on Sundays the morrow mass is of the Holy Trinity unless another feast is in occurrence 
with the Mass of the Day in LME 10 (Jones, LME, 114-115). This is in agreement with the Regularis Concordia 
(See RC 1.23). The Missal of Robert of Jumièges—as a typical early medieval missal—includes some fifty-three 
votive masses for a host of occasions and honorees. such as two for the Blessed Virgin Mary, one in time of 
war, one against the pagans, one against carnal temptations, one for the royal family and so on. 
325 On ferial days the Mass of the Day followed the Litany after Sext (RC 1.25). 
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Ordinary (Unchanging)326 Proper (Variable based on the day & season) 

 INTROIT
327 

KYRIE ELEISON
328  

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS  

 Collect(s) 

 Epistle/Reading329 

 GRADUAL 

 ALLELUIA 

 SEQUENCE 

 Gospel 

Creed  

 OFFERTORY 

 Secret 

Beginning of Canon of the Mass  

 Proper Preface 

SANCTUS WITH BENEDICTUS  

Conclusion of the Canon of the Mass  

Lord‘s Prayer  

Peace  

AGNUS DEI  

 COMMUNIO 

 Postcommunion Prayer 

 Benediction330 

Dismissal  

Table 4: Static and Variable Elements of the Mass 

Note that a ―Sermon‖ does not appear in this list of elements. Evidence concerning the 

place of sermons with masses is complicated. On one hand, it seems certain based on 

contemporary legislation and internal evidence within the Catholic Homilies that sermons were 

                                                 
326 Chart adapted from Harper, Forms and Orders, 115. 
327 Note that these names are not always what is found in contemporary sources. For instance, when looking at 
the Leofric Missal—the only surviving Anglo-Saxon Sacramentary to include the incipits of the choir texts—
the following abbreviations are used to identify the corresponding liturgical elements: Introit—A. (antiphon for 
the following verse) and PS. (as introit texts were typically psalm verses); Gradual/Alleluia—R. (first half of the 
gradual), V. (second half of the gradual), AL. (the alleluia verse); Offertory—OF.; Communio—COM.; 
Reading—EP. (as it was frequently taken from an epistle); Gospel—EV.  
328 Evidence from surviving manuscripts indicates that tropes and proses—proper additions into the sung 
ordinaries (i.e., the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei) and further additions to the sung propers—were 
introduced into England with the Benedictine Revival. However, these were highly variable and probably were 
used at cathedral and larger monastic establishments. 
329 Epistle is the usual term for this biblical reading but is technically incorrect; readings on fasting and 
penitential days came from the Old Testament. 
330 The Benediction was the prerogative of the bishop. Generally there were separate books for bishops called 
benedictionals where these prayers were located but occasionally they were integrated into the text of 
sacramentaries as in the Leofric Missal. 
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delivered within the Mass of the Day. Both the Excerpts of Ps.-Ecgbert and the Rule of 

Chrodegang mandate preaching by the clergy to the people: the first requires it weekly, the 

second fortnightly—but expresses a clear preference for preaching on all Sundays and feast 

days.331 Too, Ælfric‘s sermons often incorporate material from the Epistle, suggesting that he 

had specifically reworked the sermons for that series for the mass.332 On the other hand, 

none of the liturgical documents from the period mention a sermon in the mass; none of the 

ordines identify when it would have fallen. Certainly a sermon would not have appeared 

within the Morrow Mass; the evidence in support of preaching implies that it would have 

occurred in Masses of the Day on Sundays and major feast days, most likely after the Gospel. 

 
The Chapter 
 

Chapter was the daily monastic business meeting. Discussions of community 

business, admission of faults, and preparations for upcoming events—liturgical and 

otherwise—were all part of this meeting. Symptomatic of the pervasive quality of liturgy in 

the monasteries, this business meeting also had a fundamentally liturgical structure. The RC 

contains a thorough description of how Chapter was to occur within Benedictine Revival 

monastic houses:333 

 

Salute of the Cross                               

Martyrology 

Versicles and Response 

Collect 

Reading and Explanation of the 
Gospel of the Day334 

Confession of Faults 

5 Psalms for the Departed Brethren 

Table 5: The Monastic Chapter 

                                                 
331 Chrodegang. Rule of Chrodegang. ch. 44. (PL 89:1079C-D). 
332 A greater discussion of this tendencies appears below in ch 4. 
333 RC 1.21. (Symons, RC, 17). 
334 On ferial days a section of Benedict‘s Rule was read. 
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The martyrology was the reading of the life or passion of the saint or saints who would be 

celebrated on the following liturgical day. The RC does not go into detail concerning the 

required ―exposition of the Gospel‖ but given the monastic preference for maintaining 

traditional expositions, it would seem likely that this would be another opportunity for the 

use of a prepared homily rather than a truly extemporaneous discussion from the abbot. 

Indeed, Symons notes that other monastic customaries from the period explicitly the reading 

of an ―omelia‖ at this point.335 

 

THE MONASTIC DAY-CYCLE 
 

By the time of the Benedictine Revival, these liturgies had been supplemented with 

additional offices that both preceded and followed the regular hours and occasions, to the 

degree that monks spent over half of their waking hours in liturgies of one sort or another. 

A monastic feast day was longer than other days in the calendar. Rather than being reckoned 

from midnight to midnight, a feast began at Vespers on the evening before the feast, then 

ran through Compline on the feast itself. In later medieval parlance these were referred to as 

―doubles‖ in part because the day had two Vespers offices that were therefore distinguished 

as the First and Second Vespers. Thus, monastic Sundays and feast days in the summer 

according to the RC would look something like this: 

 

6:00 PM336 First Vespers 
Psalms, etc. for the royal house 
Anthems of Cross, BVM, patron saints 
Vespers & Matins of All Saints 
Vespers, Vigils, Lauds for the Dead  

7:30 PM Change into night shoes 
Collatio (drink and reading from Conferences or Vita Patrum) 

8:00 PM Compline 
Trina Oratio (Set of psalms and collects for the royal house) 

8:15 PM Retire 

3:30 AM Night Office  

                                                 
335 Symons, RC, 17 n.b.  
336 Adapted from the chart in David Knowles, The Monastic Order in England (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), 714-5. 
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Lauds 
Miserere 
Psalms, etc. for the royal house 
Anthems of Cross, BVM, patron saints 
Matins of All Saints 
Change shoes/wash 

5:00 AM Trina Oratio 
Reading 

6:00 AM Prime 
Psalms and Prayers 
Morrow Mass 
Chapter 
Five psalms for the dead 

7:30 AM Work 

8:00 AM Terce 
Mass of the Day 

9:30 AM Reading 

11:30 AM Sext 
Psalms, etc. for royal house 

12:00 PM Dinner 

1:00 PM Siesta 

2:30 PM None 
Psalms etc., for royal house  
Drink 

3:00 PM Work 

5:30 PM Supper 

6:00 PM Second Vespers 
Psalms, etc. for the royal house 
Anthems of Cross, BVM, patron saints 
Vespers & Matins of All Saints 
Vespers, Vigils, Lauds for the Dead  

7:30 PM Change into night shoes 
Collatio (drink and reading from Conferences or Vita Patrum) 

8:00 PM Compline 
Trina Oratio (Set of psalms and collects for the royal house) 

8:15 PM Retire 

Table 6: The Monastic Day according to the Regularis Concordia 

Just as the three types of liturgical services interwove between one another, so the Scriptural 

materials and cycles that defined each one were shared to form a whole that created the 

theological and liturgical shape of life within the monastic enclosure. 
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SCRIPTURE AND THE CHURCH YEAR 
 

Keeping time in the early medieval church was a complicated affair. Harper in his 

standard introductory handbook on the medieval liturgy notes that: 

The daily liturgy is regulated by four overlapping and interacting cycles: 

the daily cycle of Office and Mass; 

the weekly cycle; 

the annual cycle of liturgical seasons (Temporale); 

the annual cycle of feast days (Sanctorale).337 

Within these cycles of keeping time, there were several operative lectionaries. Each of these 

four different cycles required their own sets of readings, totaling no less than eight distinct 

lectionaries. These were: 

 
1. A Psalms lectionary that ordered all 150 psalms within the 8 daily liturgical Offices, 
repeating every week; 
 
2. A program of continual reading (lectio continua) that read through the Old and New 
Testaments excluding the Gospels once every year at the Night Office, sometimes 
spilling over into mealtimes; 
 
3. A Gospel Mass/Night Office/Chapter lectionary for the Temporale;338 
4. The Mass Propers for the Temporale taken primarily but not exclusively from the 
Psalms; 
5. A Readings (Lectiones) Mass lectionary for the Temporale;  
 
6. A Gospel Mass/Night Office/Chapter lectionary for the Sanctorale; 
7. The Mass Propers for the Sanctoral taken primarily but not exclusively from the 
Psalms; 
8. A Readings (Lectiones) Mass lectionary for the Sanctorale; 

 

Lectionaries 3 through 5 and 6 through 8 were roughly correlated with one another although 

they were typically kept within separate liturgical books.339 The Gospel readings that fell on 

                                                 
337 Harper, Forms and Orders, 45.   
338 The same Gospel reading was used at the Mass of the Day, Chapter, and the third nocturn of the Night 
Office. 
339 Our physical evidence for Gospel and Reading lectionaries from Anglo-Saxon England is scant: only six 
gospel-lectionaries survive (Helmut Gneuss, ―Liturgical books in Anglo-Saxon England and their Old English 
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Sundays and feast-days were repeated three times; first at Chapter, then at the principal Mass 

of the Day along with the other readings, but also at the end of the Night Office. With the 

standardization of the Mass liturgy and its lectionaries in the Carolingian period, yet another 

cycle of non-Scriptural readings evolved as homiliaries, like that of Paul the Deacon, that 

identified pertinent pericopes from patristic sources to be read as sermons on the occasion 

and homilies on the appointed Gospel to be read in the second and third nocturns of the 

Night Office respectively.340 

The early medieval Church Year was composed of two yearly cycles of seasons and 

daily observances—both feasts and fasts—superimposed upon one another.341 The first, the 

temporal cycle or Temporale, was a yearly remembrance of the birth, life, death, acts, and 

teachings of Christ. The second, the sanctoral cycle or Sanctorale, was theologically a 

continuation of the Temporale that celebrated the people whose lives, deaths, and 

intercession after their earthly lives demonstrated the power of Christ working through them, 

maintaining Christ‘s presence in the world through the Church by the power of the Spirit. 

Structurally and theologically, the Temporale was the more important of the two; 

functionally, though, the second increased at a rapid rate as saints worthy of veneration 

continued to be produced by the Church through the ages.342    

Within the life of the early medieval monastic establishment, a change of liturgical 

seasons signaled a change in life—liturgical and otherwise. The beginning of a season 

marked a change in the biblical texts that a community read, a change in the musical settings 

                                                                                                                                                 
terminology,‖ pages 91-141 in Learning and literature in Anglo-Saxon England : studies presented to Peter Clemoes on the 
occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday, edited by Michael Lapidge and Helmut Gneuss (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 109) and no epistolaries (Gneuss, ―Liturgical Books,‖ 111-10). Both 
Gneuss and Lenker concur that there were also mixed lectionaries containing both Gospels and Readings but 
none survive beyond possible fragments (Gneuss, ―Liturgical Books,‖ 105-6, 110; Lenker, ―WSG,‖ 158-9).  
340 For more on homiliaries see the discussion of the Critical Conversation in Chapter 2. 
341 The early medieval Church Year was very similar to the Church Year celebrated in modern liturgical western 
churches (like the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and some Lutheran churches) but the two are not identical.  
342 The two main liturgical reforms of the Roman Catholic Church, the Council of Trent and Vatican II, both 
pruned back a Sanctorale that had, by the sheer number of observances, threatened to eclipse the Temporale. 
Indeed, many of the Protestant reformers in the sixteenth century asserted the primacy of the Temporale 
through their resistance to the cult of saints although—certainly—other factors were at work there as well.   
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and the textual contents of the life of prayer, possibly changes in the colors of vestments in 

the oratory, even changes in what the monastics ate and wore. The changes of seasons 

affected life throughout the monastery; as a result, they affected thinking within the 

monastery. The seasons were comprehensive periods of formation, mimetic modeling of an 

aspect of Israel, her Christ, or his Church that engaged the mind with doctrines, the heart 

with religious affections, and the body with acts of penance, ascesis, or holy joy. Reading the 

gospels within these contexts foregrounded either primary or latent meanings in the text that 

accorded with these doctrines, affections, and acts. Thus, reading sermons as monastic 

exegesis must consider the season as a primary interpretive influence. 

The seasons, however, are also not as straight-forward as they appear. In discussing 

the various periods of liturgical time, monastic authors tended to focus upon celebrations as 

days and fasts as seasons. Thus, authors like Ælfric, Isidore, Hrabanus Maurus, Amalarius, 

and even the anonymous author of the OE Menologium and Seasons for Fasting gave catalogs of 

feasts, but discrete periods of time for fasts. These complicate a facile or even an early 

twenty-first century ecclesiastical notion of the relationship between season and shorter 

periods of time like octaves and days. The paucity of customaries and comprehensive 

ordinals prevents sweeping generalizations about a host of issues like the definitive 

beginnings and endings of all seasons or aspects of seasonal celebrations within any given 

monastic community. Particular problematic issues include the status of the season after 

Epiphany, the use of liturgical color in the early medieval period or the beginning of the 

Advent season—which differing traditions located around either the Feast of St Andrew 

(Nov 30) or St Martin (Nov 11). As a result, it is more useful to utilize the word ―season‖ in 

its most ambiguous sense as a general period of time rather than its most strict sense of a 

rigidly proscribed unit of time.343
 

                                                 
343 Our ambiguity need not be theirs, though. Just because we do not know when a given season stopped and 
started at a given time and place does not mean that they did not know.  
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The hermeneutics of any given season were constructed dialogically in relation to the 

biblical passages read during the season. That is, any given Gospel pericope read within a 

season, was acted upon and interpreted by all of the other Scripture which gave the season 

its character. Furthermore, that pericope itself was both interpreted through the seasonal 

hermeneutic and contributed to it, adding its distinctive elements and images to the seasonal 

gestalt. Understanding and reconstructing a seasonal hermeneutic, then, means exploring at 

least four elements:  

1. How do the primary feasts of the season establish the mimetic and doctrinal emphases 

around which everything else is oriented?  

2. How do the lectionaries of both Mass and Office orient themselves around these 

emphases and add Scriptural images, affections, and notions to the character of the season?  

3. How do the liturgical changes of text, tune, and liturgical action of the season and its 

secondary feasts concentrate the religious affections established by the first two?  

4. Finally, how do the seasonal life changes in diet and activity cement the mimetic and 

affectional character of the season into a holistic process of spiritual and moral formation? 

Consideration of these factors in creative tension with seasonally-shaped exegesis and 

proclamation will lead to a much better understanding of the interpretive forces acting upon 

any particular text read within a season. A preliminary example appropriate to the scope of 

this study is the season of Christmas;344
 I sketch the rudiments of the season‘s hermeneutic 

using the fourfold schema above.  

The season of Christmas spans a spare thirteen days,345 the period of time from the 

Vigil of Christmas (Dec 24) through Epiphany (Jan 6). Within this time span, thirteen 

                                                 
344 Indeed, an entire dissertation could focus upon identifying the various factors that make up the interpretive 
character of a single lengthy season like Lent or Easter. In this work I do not have the luxury of exploring one 
of these major seasons in length but can only offer suggestions through a brief examination of the shortest of 
the seasons. 
345 This thirteen includes the traditional 12 days from Christmas to Epiphany plus the Vigil of Christmas. 
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different liturgical occasions have their own proper texts and readings.346 The primary feast 

days of the Christmas season are two: Christmas and Epiphany. These two serve as hinge 

festivals, defining the formal beginning and ending of the season347 as well as its primary 

emphases. 

 The Feast of Christmas celebrates the birth of Christ and the subsequent rejoicing 

of celestial beings, Israel, and the Church. Doctrinally, the feast establishes and celebrates the 

Incarnation of Christ, noting both Jesus‘ assumption of humanity through his birth from the 

Virgin Mary and his pre-existent divinity that rested—co-eternal—in the bosom of the 

Father.  

Epiphany celebrates the manifestation of Christ to Israel and beyond through a 

conflation of Scriptural events, most notably the gifts of the Magi, the baptism of Christ by 

John, and the first miracle of Jesus in the wedding at Cana.  The main doctrine and image of 

the feast combine in a single scriptural phrase, Christ as ―the light for revelation to the 

Gentiles,‖348 that lent its force to the characterization of the entire Christmas season. The 

season places both Israel and the Church before the eyes of the community as a pattern for 

imitation. The emphasis in Christmas and Epiphany sermons is on witnessing the miracle of 

the Incarnation with the shepherds and the angels and on recognizing Christ in his 

manifestations with the Magi, John the Baptist, and the first disciples.  

The Gospel lectionaries for the season of Christmas draw their texts from the 

beginning of the gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John; the exceptions are the feasts of St 

Stephen, St Silvester and St John which draw their readings from the ends of Matthew and 

                                                 
346 They are: 1) the Vigil of Christmas, 2-4) three Masses for Christmas, 5) the Feast of St Stephen, 6) the Feast 
of St John the Evangelist, 7) the Feast of the Holy Innocents, 8) the Feast of St Silvester, 9) the Octave of 
Christmas/Holy Name, 10) the First Sunday after Christmas, 11) the Second Sunday after Christmas, 12) the 
Vigil of Epiphany, and 13) Epiphany. 
347 While a case could be made that the influence of the Christmas season stretches through the Octave of 
Epiphany, the time after Epiphany has its own distinct character.  
348 Luke 2:32. 
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John respectively. In all, readings for the season encompass Matt 1:18-21;349 2:1-23;350 Luke 

2:1-40;351 and John 1:1-14.352 The readings of the Night Offices are dominated by Isaiah, 

particularly the familiar messianic texts and passages of celebration. Thus both the RC and 

the LME appoint Isa 9:1ff, Isa 40:1ff, and Isa 52:1ff for the Christmas readings. 

Liturgically speaking, the Christmas season blossoms. The Gloria which had been 

removed from Mass for the Advent fast is restored. Across both Mass and Office, the 

ordinary texts are musically ornamented with more complex and beautiful arrangements 

including the addition of tropes. The proper texts utilize both the theology and the images of 

the biblical texts.  

One example, a representative liturgical book, serves as a suitable demonstration of 

how these seasonal principles are applied to the liturgy of the Mass. The Leofric Missal 

(Oxford, Bodleian Library MS. Bodl. 579)353 is a well-preserved missal in use during the 

Benedictine Revival. Containing three layers of texts, the most recent editors354 have 

hypothesized that the manuscript at the core of the book was used by St Dunstan of 

Canterbury (†988), one of the three great monastic bishops of the Revival. Its texts represent 

a standard liturgical book of the ‗8th Century Mixed Gelasian‘ type appropriate to the period. 

The Leofric Missal‘s kalendar355 is well preserved and is laid out in orderly columns, 

dates on left side with golden numbers and letters, names of liturgical and astronomical 

occurrences in the right column. The pages identify five levels of feasts by script hierarchies. 

Proceeding from least to most important they are: 1) solemnities with no prefix written in a 

black Anglo-Saxon miniscule, 2) solemnities prefixed by a red S but with the name of the 

                                                 
349 Vigil of Christmas. 
350 Epiphany: 2:1-12; Holy Innocents: 2:13-23; Vigil of Epiphany/2nd Sunday after Christmas: 2:19-23. 
351 Christmas I: 2:1-14; Christmas II: 2:15-20; Octave of Christmas: 2:21-32; 1st Sunday after Christmas: 2:33-
40. 
352 Christmas III. 
353 The Leofric Missal is online in its entirety: http://image.ox.ac.uk/show?collection=bodleian&manuscript= 
msbodl579 
354 Nicholas Orchard, ed., The Leofric Missal, 2 vols. (Henry Bradshaw Society 113 & 114; Rochester, N.Y.: 
Boydell, 2002). 
355 Fols. 39r-44v. 

http://image.ox.ac.uk/show?collection=bodleian&manuscript
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occasion written in   black Anglo-Saxon miniscule, 3) solemnities prefixed .with a red F with 

the name written in black rustic capitals, 4) solemnities written in red rustic capitals, and 5) 

solemnities prefixed by an F and written in multicolored rustic capitals. Of the Christmas 

observances, the Feast of Christmas itself and the next three days—St Stephen, St John, and 

Holy Innocents are grade 5, the Vigil of Christmas is grade 4, the Circumcision and 

Epiphany are grade 3, and the Octave of Epiphany and St Silvester are grade 2. The Sunday 

occasions are not present as they are moveable rather than static feasts.356 

Of the eighty-one liturgical items represented throughout the Christmas season in 

this book, several themes reappear. While word-frequency counts are a crude method of 

determining themes and emphases, they do establish the presence of ideas and themes 

without the distractions of an in-depth analysis. Certain doctrinal and conceptual terms 

occur frequently. The doctrine of the Incarnation is mentioned through references to 

commingling of humanity and divinity or incarnation itself 21 times.357 Terms for birth is 

also central and appear 17 times.358 Terms for light appear seventeen times as well.359 In 

addition to doctrinal language, affectional language also adds to the character of the season. 

The root gaud- used to form the nominal, verbal, and adjectival forms of the word ―rejoice‖ 

appears 12 times.360  

Out of these prayers, a few deserve special attention for the way they illustrate the 

interplay between liturgical texts, seasons, and the exegetical project. Some, like the Preface 

for the Octave of Christmas are broadly synthetic, drawing together a number of images, 

doctrines and themes to illuminate the season: 

                                                 
356 By way of comparison the highest graded feast in December or January not part of the Christmas season is 
the Feast of St Thomas (Dec 21) which is grade 3. Even other occasions celebrating biblical feasts do not rank 
as high; the Conversion of St Paul (Jan 25) is only a grade 2. 
357 Items 348, 349, 354, 359, 361, 365, 366, 369, 372, 375, 377, 378, 380, 384, 386, 389, 403, 404, 410, 1315, and 
1316. For ease of reference and for purposes of comparison, modern editors of liturgical texts number all 
prayers, rubrics, and notices. The numbers given here represent the discrete items—prayers, in this case—
within the Leofric Missal. 
358 Items 348, 349, 350, 354, 356, 361, 365, 366, 368, 371, 379, 385, 387, 389, 399, 1305, and 1307. 
359 Items 349, 352, 359, 363, 369, 373, 376, 397, 399, 401, 403, 405, 407, 408, 409, 1313, and 1325. 
360 Items 347, 349, 352, 356, 371, 380, 384, 385, 390, 407, 1327, and 1328. 
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...Through Christ our Lord to whom, celebrating today the day of his circumcision and the 

octave of his birth, we venerate your wonders, Lord: she who gave birth is both mother and 

virgin, he who was born is both baby and God. Deservedly, the heavens spoke, the angels 

gave thanks, the shepherds rejoiced, the magi changed, kings were disturbed, the little ones 

through their passion were crowned with glory. And therefore with angels...361  

This preface begins by identifying the specific observance it celebrates, both the liturgical 

octave and a biblical event, the circumcision of Jesus (Luke 2:21). Then, it succinctly 

summarizes the twin paradoxes of Christmas: the Incarnation and the perpetual virginity of 

the BVM. It places in service of these two events a host of biblical events by way of allusion, 

touching not only the gospel accounts362 but also typological cross-references.363 Liturgical 

event, theological doctrine, and the biblical text are joined in liturgical prayer. 

Other prayers directly present a variety of exegetical interpretations of the appointed 

texts. For instance, the collect for the Feast of St Stephen highlights one particular aspect of 

the Acts account: 

Grant us, Lord, we beseech you, to imitate him whom we honor, that we might also learn to 

love our enemies, for we celebrate the [heavenly] nativity of him who yet knew to intercede 

                                                 
361 Item 389: VD per christum dominum nostrum. Cuius hodie circumcisionis diem et nativitatis octauum 
celebrantes, tua domine mirabilia ueneramur. Quia quae peperit et mater et virgo est, qui natus est et infans et 
deus est.. Merito caeli locuti sunt, angeli gratulati, pastores laetati, magi mutati, reges turbati, paruuli gloriosa 
passione coronati. Et ideo cum angelis... Orchard, Leofric, 111. The ―VD‖ beginning this and all other proper 
prefaces is an abbreviation for the first two words and thus the whole of the transitional phrase leading into the 
proper preface: ―Vere dignum…‖.  
362 Thus, angeli gratulati alludes to Luke 2:13ff; pastores laetati alludes to Luke 2:18, 20; magi mutati refers to Matt 
2:12 but possibly also to apocryphal accounts of the conversion of the Magi; paruuli gloriosa passione coronati 
alludes to Matt 2:16-18. 
363 The phrase caeli locuti sunt can be understood as a metonymy referring to the angels; however, a direct 
citation of angels as the next item of the list would render it repetitive. More likely this phrase is a reference to 
Ps 18:1 especially given the Incarnational interpretation given to Ps 18:1-6 in the early and medieval Church 
(See the Christmas hymn ―Veni redemptor gentium‖). Similarly, reges turbati appears to refer directly to Matt 2:3—
and it does: ―Audiens autem Herodes rex turbatus est et omnis Hierosolyma cum illo.‖ The use of the plural reges where 
Matt uses the singular rex accomplishes two purposes. First, it preserves the parallelism and the use of the 
distributive plural helping verb sunt. Second, it links the passage with Ps 2:1, a psalm whose messianic 
implications were patently clear to the church and who understood the use of the plural in the psalm to be a 
syllepsis following Acts 4:25ff.  
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on behalf of his enemies to our Lord Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns with you and the 

Holy Spirit.364 

Stephen is presented as an example for moral imitation and emulation. Out of the Stephen 

narrative, the collect identifies Acts 7:60—Stephen‘s prayer of forgiveness for his killers—as 

the central point of the reading. Correctly following Luke‘s intention back to Luke 23:34, the 

collect identifies Stephen as a type of Christ, emulating his death. This, in turn, is connected 

to Christ‘s command in Matt 5:44 to love enemies and to pray for those who persecute.365 

Two of the propers for the Feast of the Holy Innocents utilize a shared figure to 

establish a meaning for the feast. The collect reads: 

God, whose praise today the innocent martyrs, not in speaking but in dying, confessed; 

mortify all evils of vices in us, that as our tongues might speak of your faith our lives also 

might declare [it] with habits; through Jesus Christ our Lord.366 

The second prayer of the benediction is: 

And he who granted to them, who confessed his only Son our Lord not in speaking but in 

dying, grant to you (pl) that as your tongue might declare the true faith, also upright habits, 

that a blameless life might declare it. Amen.367 

Utilizing rhetorical paradoxes, the prayers exhort the congregation to emulate tropologically 

the infant martyrs by an appeal to honor. Just as those who cannot speak witnessed to Christ, 

                                                 
364 Item 1305: Da nobis Domine quesumus imitari quod colimus, ut discamus et inimicos diligere, quia eius 
natalitia celebramus, qui nouit etiam pro persecutoribus exorare, dominum nostrum ihesum christum. Qui 
tecum. Orchard, Leofric, 239. 
365 The collect bears the Matthean version of this teaching in mind rather than its parallel in Luke 6:35 for the 
Lukan version does not mention praying for persecutors. 
366 Item 1323: Deus cuius hodierna die preconium innocentes martyres non loquendo sed moriendo confessi 
sunt, omnia in nobis uitiorum mala mortifica, ut fidem tuam quam lingua nostra loquitur, etiam moribus uita 
fateatur. Orchard, Leofric, 242. 
367 Item 1327b: Et qui concessit, unicum filium eius dominum nostrum non loquendo sed moriendo 
confiterentur, concedat uobis ut fidem ueram quam lingua uestra fatetur, etiam mores probi, et uita inculpabilis 
fateatur. Amen. Orchard, Leofric, 243. 
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so we too should bear witness to Christ without speech through the silent witness of 

virtuous living. 

Furthermore, the triple benediction for the Octave of Christmas packs a substantial 

amount of exegesis into a few lines: 

May Almighty God, whose only begotten Son on today‘s day did not undermine the Law but 

come to satisfy it in the flesh received circumcision, purify your minds with the spiritual 

circumcision from all incentives to vices, and pour his benediction upon us. Amen. 

And he who gave the Law through Moses, that he might give the blessing of our mediators, 

may he draw from us the mortification of vices and make us persevere in new virtue. Amen. 

That thus in the number six you might live in perfection in this age, and in seven you might 

rest among the host of blessed spirits, in order that in the number eight, renewed by the 

resurrection, enriched with the remission of the jubilee, you may attain to the joys that will 

remain without end.368 

The first blessing utilizes the spiritualization of circumcision found in the prophets369 and in 

the NT370 to make a tropological point about vice and virtue in the contemporary 

congregation. Both the first and the second draw attention to the value of the Law although 

they do not suggest that the Law be followed literally; again, a tropological interpretation  

dominates. The third blessing utilizes numerological interpretation to interpret the eighth day, 

connecting the circumcision with resurrection according to the standard interpretation of 

numbers popularized by Augustine and others. 

                                                 
368 Item 390: Omnipotens deus, cuius unigenitus hodierna die ne legem solueret quam adimplere uenerat 
corporalem suscepit circumcisionem, spiritali circumcisione mentes uestras ab omnibus uiciorum incentiuis 
expurget, et suam in uos infundat benedictionem. Amen. 
Et qui legem per moysen dedit ut per mediatorum nostrum benedictionem daret, exuat uos mortificatione 
uiciorum, et faciat perseuerare in nouitate uirtutum. Amen. 
Quo sic in senarii numeri perfectione in hoc seculo uiuatis. et in septenario inter beatorum spirituum agmina 
requiescatis, quatinus in octauo resurrectione renouatum iubelei remissione ditati, ad gaudia sine fine mansura 
perueniatis. Amen. Orchard, Leofric, 111-112. In the above translation, I have amended the text to ―renouati‖ 
on the advice of Dr. Carin Ruff. 
369 Jer 4:4; 9:26. 
370 Col 2:11; Gal 6:15. 
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Secondary Occasions of the Season 

The secondary feasts of the Christmas season that add texture and nuance are the 

Feast of the Holy Name/Circumcision (Jan 1) and three irregular feasts. Irregular fits these 

occasions because Christmas is one of the few seasons where Sanctorale occasions are co-

opted into the Temporale.371 The three days immediately following Christmas Day are 

celebrated as the Feasts of St Stephen (Dec 26), St John (Dec 27), and the Holy Innocents 

(Dec 28). While the Feast of the Holy Name continues to emphasize the particularity of the 

Incarnation—that Jesus was born to a specifically Jewish household where he was 

circumcised on the eighth day as a matter of course—the other three add a different cast to 

an otherwise joyful season. 

The first and third feasts provide a dark undertone because they focus upon two 

occasions of death. St Stephen is the Protomartyr, the first Christian to die for his faith. The 

liturgical emphasis of the feast is on St Stephen‘s exemplary love for his enemies, following 

in Christ‘s own footsteps, as manifested in the collect for the day. 

The feast of the Holy Innocents, those children slaughtered in the search for Jesus 

recorded in Matt 2:16-18, both maintain the canonical contents of the birth narrative but 

also juxtapose images of infants—a key Christmas image—with death. The Gospel reading, 

Matt 2:13-23, is treated both tropologically and typologically in the propers. In addition to 

the collect and benediction addressed above372 the preface emphasizes the tropological 

significance of these children-saints and further identifies them as types of Christ: 

...Eternal God. Even the precious deaths of little ones, who the cruel rage of the bestial 

Herod killed on account of the infant of our salvation, proclaim your immense mercy In 

which only more grace shines as volition and confession is manifest prior to speech. Before 

                                                 
371 While the Feast of St Silvester is celebrated on Dec 29, the celebration of this prelate has not been integrated 
into the Christmas season in the same fashion as the biblical saints. The prayers of the Mass set are those of a 
confessor pope. 
372 See p. 2. 
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the passion, as worthy members of the passion, they were witnesses of Christ whom they did 

not yet know. O infinite goodness, O ineffable mercy to those slaughtered on account of 

your name, the merit of glory will not be allowed to die. But, to their own blood poured out 

was also added  the salvation of regeneration and the crown of martyrdom bestowed. And 

behold with angels...373 

The death of the infants foreshadows the death of God‘s Son—the Christmas infant. Just as 

the shedding of their blood produced regeneration and the crown of glory, so too will his. 

These sanctoral occasions, then, add to the sense of the season by reminding the community 

that the Incarnation is completed in the Cross; Bethlehem is preparation for Calvary. 

Although the occasion of a joyful birth, Christmas is the birth of the perfect sacrificial victim. 

The second feast, St John, returns to the main theme of the season and reinforces 

the divinity of Christ. The propers for the festival emphasize both the hidden (archana) 

language of John and his emphasis upon the divinity of Christ.374 The Preface for the feast 

makes the explicit connection between the Feast of St John and Christmas by ending the 

prayer with a direct citation of John 1:1, the Gospel for the principal Mass of Christmas: 

Eternal God, we venerate the birthday of your blessed apostle and evangelist John who was 

called to his vocation by our Lord Jesus Christ, your Son, making a disciple from a fisherman. 

Exceeding the human way of understanding, he contemplated with his mind and revealed 

with his voice prior to others the divinity of your very Word who was without beginning, for 

in the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and the Word was God.375  

                                                 
373 Item 1325: VD aeterne deus. Et impreciosis mortibus paruulorum, quos propter nostri saluatoris infantiam 
bestiali seuitia herodes funestus occidit, immensa clementiae tuae dona predicare. In quibus fulget sola magis 
gratia quam uoluntas, et clara est prius confessio quam loquela. Ante passio, quam membra idonea passioni. 
Existunt testes christi, qui eius nondum fuerant agnitores. O infinita benignitas. O ineffabilis misericordia, quae 
pro suo nomine trucidatis, meritum gloriae perire not patitur. Sed proprio cruore perfusis, et salus 
regenerationis adhibetur, et imputatur corona martyrii. Et  ideo cum angelis. Orchard, Leofric, 243. 
374 The use of archana ties into other prayers for the season which use archana and mysterium to speak of the 
Incarnation. 
375 Item 1315: VD aeterne deus. Beati apostoli tui et euangeliste iohannis, natalitia uenerantes. Qui domini 
nostri ihesu christi filii tui uocatione suscepta, factus ex piscatore discipulus. Humane modum dispensationis 
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The preface neatly gathers the two factors that link John and his gospel so closely to the 

Western Church‘s conception of Christmas: John‘s special emphasis on the divinity in the 

midst of Jesus‘ humanity and on the paradox of the Pre-existent Word taking on corruptible 

flesh. 

Despite the shadow of the cross cast by two of these feasts, the ways of life in the 

Christmas season reinforce its predominately joyful character. The food restrictions of 

Advent376 are relaxed and the twelve days of the season are times of feasting. Sensual aspects 

of the liturgy enrich and enliven the celebration; Ælfric ordered that in his community all of 

the bells are to be rung during Mass, Vespers, and the Night Office. Furthermore, a thurible 

provides incense at the Mass and Gospel Canticles at Lauds and Vespers.377 

The prayers of the Leofric Missal‘s Mass sets, then, present Christmas as a season 

focused on the joy and mystery of the Incarnation. Morally, it calls for a re-dedication to a 

life of virtue and holds up the first martyrs both as exempla and as types of Christ‘s own 

death—the ultimate purpose of the Incarnation. As John perceived the divinity within the 

human Jesus, the congregation is invited to likewise understand the Christmas child to be 

true God as well as true man. 

When we turn to the Office hymns of the Christmas Season, we find the same 

themes. Because of their length, however, the hymns were able to interweave theology with 

biblical narrative in a more comprehensive fashion. Not departing from the intentions that 

we find in the mass sets, here the thoughts are expanded, expounded, and further connected 

to either theological themes and to even more Scriptural texts. 

                                                                                                                                                 
excedens, ipsam uerbi tui sine initio deitatis pre ceteris et mente conspiceret, et uoce proferret. Quia in 
principio erat uerbum, et uerbum erat apud deum, et deus erat uerbum. Per quem. Orchard, Leofric, 241. 
376 Referred to in Irish rules as the Winter Lent. 
377 LME 22. 
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In the Anglo-Saxon hymnals,378 the Christmas Season appears in a block typically 

containing 11 hymns—4 (sometimes 3) for Christmas itself, 3 for the feast of St Stephen, 4 

for Epiphany. While the same hymns usually appear, going back to a common continental 

source brought to England with the Benedictine Revival, there is often not agreement as to 

which of the Offices a given hymn was to be sung—First Vespers, the Night Office, Lauds, 

or Second Vespers. Of particular importance for the season are the Christmas Day hymns—

these would be sung throughout the Octave (if not the season) if no other feast superseded 

them.  

As noted above, certain words and concepts inevitably appear over and over again, 

maintaining the focus on the doctrinal, theological, and Scriptural themes highlighted by the 

Christmas season. The notion of Incarnation appears some 17 times,379 birth appears 15 

times,380 and light 10 times.381 The affectional cues of gaud- (rejoice) and laud- (praise) appear 

3382 and 9383 times, respectively. While the counts on affectional words are rather few, the 

primary affectional for these selections—their music—are mostly lost to us; only a few of 

the tunes were transmitted in the Anglo-Saxon hymnals. 

The hymn Christe, Redemptor Omnium contains a classic example of the kind of 

exegetical play that link different liturgies through common Scriptural threads. The third 

verse addresses the universal praise of the cosmos at the birth of Christ: ―Heaven praises this 

day, the earth and the sea praise it, everything that is in them praises it joyfully with its song 

as the occasion of your coming.‖384 The language here is largely shared with the Offertory of 

                                                 
378 Helmut Gneuss identifies 8 hymnals that survive from the Anglo-Saxon period (Gneuss, ―Liturgical Books,‖ 
118-9). The definitive modern treatment of the genre is found in Millful‘s edition of the Durham Hymnal with 
collation of the other works in Inge B. Millful, Hymns of the Anglo-Saxon Church (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997).   
379 All hymn and verse references are found in Millful, Hymns, 190-222. The Incarnation references appear in 
Hymns 36.I; 38.II, IV,VII; 39.II, III, VI, 43.III, V, VI; 44.II, III, IV, VII; 45.I, V; 46.II. 
380 Hymns 36.I, III, VI, VII; 38.I, II, V, VII; 39.I (2x); 40.III; 42(2x); 44.I, V. 
381 Hymns 36.II; 38.VI, IX; 39.VII(2x); 43.I, II; 45.II(2x); 46.III.  
382 Hymns 38.VII; 44.VII; 46.2 
383 Hymns 36.V; 37.VIII, IX; 38.VIII, 40.V(3x); 43.I, IX 
384 Hymn 36.V. Millful, Hymns, 192. 
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the Midnight Mass drawn from VgPs 95:11, 13: ―Let the heavens rejoice and the earth be 

glad before the face of the Lord because he comes.‖ Given this connection, the appearance 

of ―sing a new song‖ (ymnum novum concinimus) later in verse V would inevitably remind a 

monastic audience of the opening of VgPs 95: ―Sing to the Lord a new song (cantante Domino 

canticum novum), sing to the Lord, all the earth.‖  

 Just as the prayers for the Feast of St Stephen explored the parallels between Christ 

and Stephen, the hymn for the Night Office Ymnum Cantemus Domino is constructed of seven 

antitheses that explore the theological relationship between the incarnate Christ and the first 

Christian martyr: 

 

[Let us sing]…to Christ because he was born to the world,  

to Stephen because he died [to the world] 

to Christ because he conferred life,  

to Stephen because he endured death, 

to Christ because he descended,  

to Stephen, because he ascended 

to Christ, because he came to earth,  

to Stephen because he went to heaven.385 

Another hymn opens with the same exegetical observation as found in the collect for the 

day: 

You who are holy and of great worth, first of God‘s martyrs, Stephen, you who were 

supported at every point by the miraculous strength of charity and thus prayed to the Lord 

for the people who were your enemies…386  

                                                 
385 Millful, Hymns, 204-205. Hymn 40.III-IV. 
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Thus the dominant themes drawn from the readings run across the liturgies of the monastic 

day. 

The hymns of Epiphany focus on the concept of ―manifestation‖ preeminently by 

connecting Scriptural events. The hymn Hostis Herodes Impie (actually a section of a longer 

hymn whose initial verses were also used as the hymn A Solis Ortu Cardine) was composed in 

the 5th century by Sedulius Scotus and connects several events: the star guiding the magi,387 

the slaughter of the innocents by Herod,388 the baptism of Jesus by John in the Jordan,389 a 

summary of healing and raising miracles,390 and the changing of water to wine at Cana.391 The 

three central themes taken up by the hymn Iesus Refulgit Omnium are the magi with the star, 

the baptism of Jesus, and the changing of water to wine; these were also crystallized into the 

Gospel Antiphon used with the Magnificat at the Second Vespers of Epiphany: 

We keep this day holy in honor of three miracles: on this day the star led the magi to the 

manger; today wine was made from water at the wedding; today in the Jordan Christ willed 

to be baptized by John that he might save us, alleluia.   

Thus, the hymns participate in the same interpretive themes as seen in the prayers and 

readings of the Christmastide masses. They contribute to the seasonal focus on certain 

doctrines and texts, keeping them before the eyes of the worshipping community. Too, the 

length and scope of the hymns enable them to connect more items together than can be 

reliably assembled into a brief collect, extending the interpretive possibilities of the liturgy. 

 
Summary 

The liturgy was a pervasive aspect of monastic life. The seasons directed the cycles of 

Scriptural reading that grounded the mass and the Night Office. The selection of antiphons 

                                                                                                                                                 
386 Millful, Hymns, 2006. Hymn 41.I. This hymn is attributed to Eusebius Bruno (†1081) of the generation after 
Ælfric.  
387 Hymn 45.II. 
388 Hymn 45.III. 
389 Hymn 45.IV. 
390 Hymn 45.V. 
391 Hymn 45.VI. 
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and preces and the composition of prayers and hymns of the mass and office offered 

underdetermined interpretive possibilities. These meanings which appeared implicitly within 

the monastic rhythms and centrally in the mass and office appear explicitly within the 

homilies of the mass and office.  
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Chapter 4 
 

In the next two chapters I facilitate a conversation between my four modern New 

Testament scholars and Ælfric of Eynsham on four passages from Matthew‘s gospel. I begin 

each section with a brief introduction to the text in question. In exploring the character of 

the text and its gospel parallels, I make reference to the Eusebian canons. I do this for 

several reasons. First, to remind modern readers that pre-critical readers were not necessarily 

uncritical—or unaware of shared material within the text. Second, because the Eusebian 

canons and accompanying canon tables were standard features of early medieval gospel 

books; in the era before standardized chapters and verses, lectionaries and other references 

used the Eusebian divisions to identify text portions. Third, Old English sermons often 

bring in parallels from other gospels to shed light upon the texts in focus and recent 

scholarship has demonstrated that the surviving Old English Gospels marked certain parallel 

passages to aid the exegetical process.392 Fourth and finally, the Eusebian divisions present a 

method of connecting parallel passages free from alleged modern bias concerning the Two 

Document hypothesis. Thus, the canons are a critical tool common to both early medieval 

and modern readers of Matthew   

Then, I address in turn each of the four modern authors. My purpose is not to give a 

point by point summary of how they interpret every jot and tittle of the text, but to sketch 

their approach and areas of interest in broad terms. In part this approach is recommended 

by the diversity of the sources. For instance, Hare sometimes covers in a page what Davies 

and Allison require a dozen to accomplish due to the differences in purpose between these 

modern authors.  

Once the modern authors have been surveyed, I turn my attention to Ælfric‘s 

interpretation. In each case, I begin with a reading of the sermon. Again, I am primarily 

                                                 
392 Ursula Lenker, Die westsächsische Evangelienversion und die Perikopenordnungen im angelsächsiscen England (Munich: 
Fink, 1997).  
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looking for the main themes and angles of approach on the text but, because of the 

unfamiliarity of the medieval methods, I allot more space to understanding and presenting 

this foreign voice than to the more familiar modern ones. Once I work through Ælfric‘s 

sermon on the passage, I examine the liturgical context from which the sermon comes. This 

illuminates interpretive choices found in the sermons, identify interpretive themes suggested 

by the liturgy, and locate the sermon as one aspect within the liturgy‘s treatment of the 

Matthean text. 

After the interpreters have been given separate hearings, I attempt to synthesize the 

conversation. My goal is not to adjudicate between readings in order to select which reading 

is the best—or worst. After all, the point of chapter 2 was that, while similar in some 

respects, the modern scholarly and early medieval monastic cultures are doing different 

things for different purposes. Instead, my central question comes from the modern 

perspective: what insights can the modern academic study of the New Testament gain from 

the text of Matthew by engaging early medieval monastic readers on their own terms?  

 
MATTHEW 4:1-11 

 
Introduction 

Matthew 4:1–11 relates the temptation of Jesus in the wilderness by Satan. A self-

contained narrative incident, a disjunctive to/te in 4:1 separates this account from the 

preceding baptismal narrative (Matt 3:13–17) while a change of scene in 4:12 separates it 

from a summary statement on the inauguration of Jesus‘ public ministry (Matt 4:12–17). The 

text clearly comes from Q; Eusebius attributes the first verse to canon II, the Triple 

Tradition, recognizing Mark 1:12ff, but the next 10 are canon V, Double Tradition, only. 

The final verse he assigns to canon VI, Matthew and Mark. Precisely the same parallels 

appear in Kurt Aland‘s Synopsis Quattor Evangeliorum with the addition of John 1:51 as a rather 
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questionable parallel with v. 11. Matthew has retained the Q text to a large degree making 

only a few minor additions.393 

The thoroughly mythological character of the narrative has posed interpretive 

difficulties for modern scholarship. The appearance of Satan as a literal character in 

particular has been problematic. In an attempt to distance both Jesus and the evangelist from 

the passage, many scholars—led by Bultmann—have explained it as a late addition to the 

gospel.394 Kloppenborg in his Formation of Q refers to it as ―something of an embarrassment‖ 

for modern Q scholars. He notes several who have sought to exclude it from Q altogether, 

mentioning Argyle and Lührmann. 395 Nevertheless, he concludes by stating: ―The 

anomalous character of the story must however, be balanced against the strong Matthew-

Luke agreements, especially in the speech portions, which in fact make the account one of 

the strongest of candidates for membership in Q.‖396 Following this defense, he too assigns 

it a late date in the formation of Q.397 

 
Modern Interpreters 
 
Ulrich Luz 

Ulrich Luz reads the pericope as a mythical narrative created by the early church to 

interpret the baptismal narrative‘s identification of Jesus as Son of God. Ultimately, Luz 

states that ―Jesus authenticates his divine sonship‖ by ―obedience to the word of God in the 

OT and in this way defeats Satan.‖398 Luz is careful to state that this christological focus does 

not exhaust the meaning of the text; he notes that it is ―indirectly open to a paranetic 

                                                 
393 Luke (Luke 4:1-13) changes the order of the temptations, presumably to end the temptations with a 
Jerusalem Temple experience. 
394 Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition, 328. 
395 John S. Kloppenborg, The Formation of Q: Trajectories in Ancient Wisdom Collections, Harrisburg, Penn.: Trinity, 
1999 [1987], 246. 
396 Kloppenborg, Formation of Q, 247. 
397 Kloppenborg, Formation of Q, 247-8. 
398 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 150. 
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interpretation‖399 but prefers to leave its teaching simply at the level of demanding obedience 

to God‘s word from Christians.400 

After noting that Matthew makes very few changes to Q, Luz lays out a ―brief sketch 

of the overall meaning‖ of the passage that focuses on possible meanings of the temptations; 

the chief categories that he sets up require a decision whether the temptations are ―to be 

understood as universally human or as specifically messianic.‖401 He presents four 

possibilities:  

1) the classical paranetic interpretation that sees Jesus overcoming common human 

temptations402 with the psychological interpretation as a variant of this theme;  

2) the christological interpretation that exists in two variants:  

a) Jesus rejects the theios aner approach and ostentatious miracles (working 

from the first two temptations) and  

b) Jesus rejects the political, Zealot understanding of the messiah (working 

from the third temptation);  

3) Jesus typologically represents the true people of God living out the wilderness 

experience but this time in obedience—which leads back to either the paranetic or 

the christological; and  

4) Jesus portrays the three dimensions of his messiahship—the prophetic, priestly, 

and royal.403      

Luz locates himself primarily but not exclusively in option 2a. The temptations are 

christological in nature and focus on unpacking the events of the baptism by demonstrating 

                                                 
399 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 151. 
400 Ibid. 
401 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 149. 
402 He specifically mentions Gregory the Great and his reading of the temptations as gula, vana gloria, and 
avaritia, but does not leave this interpretation in the past—Bultmann and Tuckett are recent interpreters who 
have followed this path. Luz, Matthew 1-7, 149 n.16. 
403 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 149-150. 
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a central aspect of what it means to be Son—Jesus is obedient to the will of God as revealed 

in the Scriptures.  

The key passage for Luz‘s interpretation is the third temptation which he calls ―the 

core and highpoint of the three scenes;‖404 rather than taking the anti-Zealot approach 

(option 2b of his schema), he notes that Jesus does not reject the notion of political power 

nor even power over the world (after all, Jesus claims all authority at the Gospel‘s 

conclusion)—rather, Jesus rejects worshipping Satan. Obedience is the point of the episode: 

Satan is rejected, not power or authority.  

An important theme appears throughout Luz‘s interpretation: intertextuality. Luz 

notes that, in an open-ended and suggestive way, this passage has underdetermined and 

thought-provoking ties to other parts of the gospel—particularly in the redactional elements. 

These connections work on a verbal level, tying episodes one to another through the use of 

repeated words. Thus the ―high mountain‖ of the third temptation reminds the readers of 

not only the Moses narrative but also the Transfiguration—where Jesus‘ identity as the 

Beloved Son is proclaimed once again405—and the end of the book where on a mountain406 

Jesus does claim all authority.407 

The intertextuality also functions at the thematic level. Within this text, Luz points to 

a number of connections between the second temptation and conflict in Jesus‘ life including 

the Passion. Interpreting the temptation as the temptation to ostentatious miracles, Luz 

believes that when readers encounter ―Matthew‘s two demands for a ‗sign from heaven‘ 

(16:1; cf. 12:38–39) [they] will again be reminded of this text.‖408 The temple location sets up 

the importance of the temple in the events of Jesus‘ last days. The temptation of angelic 

assistance and protection appears again in Gethsemane. Last but not least, the words with 

                                                 
404 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 153. 
405 Matthew 17:5. 
406 Matt 28:16. 
407 Matt 28:18. 
408 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 152. 
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which the scribes taunt the crucified Jesus repeat the devil‘s tempting words: ―If you are the 

son of God, come down from the cross.‖409 Thus, the temptation episode informs the latter 

action in the Matthean narrative. Luz does not claim a particular purpose for this set of 

connections except that they underscore the obedience of Jesus in relation to temptations to 

act differently.410  

 

Davies and Allison 

W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison present a thickly textured account that focuses 

closely on the formation of the Greek text of Matthew. Much of the space in their 

interpretation is devoted to identifying the language of Q and redactional elements added by 

Matthew or, conversely, changes to Q in Luke‘s parallel account. Additional space is devoted 

to presenting an impressive array of parallels with ancient literature, focusing particularly on 

apocryphal and rabbinic works. Because of this attention to technical features, a relatively 

small amount of the twenty-five pages is occupied with their own exegesis.  

Nevertheless, the interpretation that appears is clearly identified and consistently 

presented throughout the analysis: The appearance of three quotations from Deut 6–8  

 

―is the key to the narrative: we have before us a haggadic tale which has issued forth from 

reflection on Deut 6–8. Jesus, the Son of God, is repeating the experience of Israel in the 

desert (cf. Tertullian, De Bapt. 20).411 Having passed through the waters of a new exodus at 

his baptism (cf. 1 Cor 10.1–5), he enters the desert to suffer a time of testing, his forty days 

of fasting being analogous to Israel‘s forty years of wandering. Like Israel, Jesus is tempted 

by hunger. And, like Israel, Jesus is tempted to idolatry. All important for a right 

                                                 
409 Matt 27:40b. 
410 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 153. 
411 In this passage Tertullian addresses whether the newly baptized should fast following the pattern of Jesus. 
Tertullian rejects this notion, saying that by fasting Jesus was casting a reproach upon Israel for its gluttony 
after coming through the Red Sea waters by showing the power of abstinence over gluttony. The other two 
temptations are not mentioned.  
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understanding of our pericope is Deut 8.2–3: ‗And you shall remember all the way which the 

Lord your God has led you these forty years in the wilderness, that he might humble you, testing 

you to know what was in your heart, whether you would keep his commandments, or not. 

And he humbled you and let you hunger…‘.412 

Thus the first temptation is connected to the hunger of Israel in the wilderness where they 

grumbled and demanded food. The second temptation is linked by way of Jesus‘ response to 

the incident at Massah.413 The third temptation is to idolatry—a common temptation to 

which Israel succumbed several times414—the most central to the narrative being the golden 

calf.415 

Because of the focus on Jesus as a type of Israel in the wilderness, passing the trials 

that Israel failed, the dualism between Jesus and Satan is softened a bit. While Davies and 

Allison note the change in the character of Satan between the OT and the NT from an agent 

of the divine court to ―a demonic, wholly evil figure‖416 (adducing many texts to prove their 

point), they almost see Satan in this passage as reverting back to an accuser figure or, at the 

very least, acting as an unwitting agent of God:  

 

As for Mt 4.1 and 3, the activity of the Spirit and the presence of Satan give the verb 

peirazw a double connotation: Jesus is at the same time being ‗tested‘ by God and ‗tempted‘ 

by the devil (cf. Gundry, Commentary, p.55). That is, the hostile devil, ‗that slinking prompter 

who whispers in the heart of men‘ (Koran 114), is here the instrument of God.‖417 

                                                 
412 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.353. 
413 A footnote proposes that creative connections between Israel‘s desert experience and Ps 91 can be made 
through Exod 19:4 or Deut 32:10–12 but these links are not explored further. Davies and Allison, Matthew, 367 
n.35. 
414 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.372. 
415 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.373. 
416 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.356. 
417 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.360. 
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The devil is the mechanism by which Jesus can experience in a compressed form the 

temptations that Israel faced. In doing so, he serves God‘s purpose and sets the stage for 

Jesus‘ demonstration of his obedience to God in all things.  

Last, unlike several of the other commentaries, Davies and Allison make no attempt 

to connect the text to the Christian life, ancient or modern. There is a brief reference that 

identifies this pericope as the source of the ―Easter fast‖ mentioned in the fifth canon of 

Nicaea, well within the realms of history-of-religion. Rather, it exemplifies a solidly scientific 

approach that seeks to understand the text and its backgrounds entirely within its literary 

contexts.   

 

Douglas Hare 

Douglas Hare offers a position very similar to Davies and Allison but presents it in a 

framework explicitly pointed towards modern preaching and teaching. He opens with a clear 

thesis:  

This passage is not to be reckoned a historical narrative in the strict sense. . . . It constitutes a 

piece of haggadic midrash… In its present form . . . the story is less involved with the 

vanquishing of Satan than with the meaning of Jesus‘ divine Sonship. It is, in effect, a 

theological meditation on the baptismal narrative addressing the question: What is implied in 

the heavenly declaration, ―This is my Son, the Beloved, in whom I am well pleased‖?418  

The personal characteristics inherent in the baptism title are demonstrated in the temptation 

narrative. 

Hare compares the narrative to the testing of Abraham through the common word 

―beloved‖419 but he, like Davies and Allison, prefers to see Jesus as a type of the wandering 

Israel:  

                                                 
418 Hare, Matthew, 23. 
419 Ibid. 
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The three temptations in Matthew‘s order reflect the chronological order of three tests faced 

by Israel. Whereas Israel, called ―son‖ by God (Hos 11:1; see Deut. 8:5), failed each of the 

tests, Jesus demonstrates his worthiness to be the Son of God by responding to the tests 

with resolute faithfulness.420 

Hare thus expands on the claim made by Davies and Allison to include chronological order. 

The first temptation is connected to Exod 16:1–4, the second—again, by virtue of Jesus‘ 

response—to Exod 17:1–7, and the third rather loosely to Exod 32:1–6. More than Davies 

and Allison, Hare works with the underlying logic of the second temptation arguing that the 

events at Massah were about the presence of God (‗Is the LORD in our midst or not?‘ Exod 

17:7) and about improperly challenging God. Jesus, in their place, neither questions God‘s 

promises nor takes advantage of them.  

The turn to modern application comes in a brief section after the exegetical work 

itself. Hare notes the typical lectionary placement on the first Sunday of Lent but denies that 

it ―is of direct relevance for Christians as they enter a period of penitence.‖421 Since modern 

Christians are not confronted by a physical devil or ―whisked from place to place‖422 the 

story has little that it can tell us. Furthermore, the specific temptations are not modern ones: 

―…the temptations that Jesus faces are peculiar to him; they seem very remote from those 

we face day by day.‖423 Hare‘s answer is to move to abstraction and to note that all of the 

temptations share a common underlying problem—choosing to treat God as less than God.  

 

Eugene Boring 

Eugene Boring presents a brief but forceful reading of this pericope that focuses less 

on obedience than on laying out the central conflict that continues throughout the gospel: 

                                                 
420 Hare, Matthew, 24. 
421 Hare, Matthew, 26.  
422 Ibid. 
423 Ibid. 
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―Conflict with Satan is not limited to this pericope, but is the underlying aspect of the 

conflict between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of this world, which is the plot of 

the whole Gospel of Matthew.‖424 Such an apocalyptic reading sees the particular conflict with 

Satan as the root conflict driving and repeated in all of Jesus‘ encounters with the Jewish 

authorities. The readers know from this text that the leaders act as they do because they are 

agents of Satan playing a role in a clash of kingdoms.425   

While this emphasis on the clash of kingdoms proceeds throughout the exegesis, 

Boring notes that the literary form of the passage closely matches that of a haggadic tales of 

arguing rabbis, giving it the character of a controversy story.426 He unites this observation 

with the parallel between Jesus and Israel wandering in the desert and states in his analysis of 

4:2 that:  

The whole story can be seen as a typological haggadic story reflecting on Deut 8:2–3 (Jesus 

quotes exclusively from Deuteronomy). In contrast to Israel in the wilderness, whose faith 

wavered until it was restored by the miraculous manna, Jesus is hungry but remains faithful 

without a miracle.427 

Boring never again addresses the typological character of the story; it has served its function 

at this verse.  

After the exegetical portion, Boring presents Reflections that link the exegesis with 

modern issues of interpretation for teaching and preaching. Here he addresses the key issue 

of how the story should be interpreted; he presents three ways: 1) a psychological/biological 

interpretation where Jesus wrestles with his calling, 2) an ethical interpretation, and 3) a 

christological interpretation looking not at how Jesus saw himself but how Matthew, his 

community, and we see Jesus.428 He rejects the first quickly as contrary to the gospel genre, 

                                                 
424 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 162. Emphasis in the original. 
425 Ibid. 
426 Ibid.  
427 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 163. 
428 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 165. 
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and dismisses the second as quickly, noting that the things Satan tempts Jesus to do were 

good, not evil. He clearly lands on the third, presenting this episode as an example of a 

kenotic Christology in Matthew. As a result, the meaning of the text for moderns is limited: 

Thus we do not have in this pericope an example of a Jesus who ―could have‖ worked 

miracles but chose not to do so as an ethical example for the rest of us. So understood, the 

text is of little help to us mortals who do not have the miraculous option. The same is true 

when the tempter reappears at the cross (27:40–44). To the extent that Jesus‘ temptation 

serves as a model for Christians, it might teach us that to be a ―child of God‖ (a Matthean 

designation for Christians; see 5:9; cf. 28:10) means to have a trusting relationship to God 

that does not ask for miraculous exceptions to the limitations of an authentic Christian 

life.429 

At the end of the day, then, the text presents a kenotic Christianity that underscores an 

apocalyptic drama that will run throughout the rest of the book. The Jewish leaders as 

demonic agents will again test Jesus as their leader did, but will be repulsed. The narrative of 

the testing as such offers no practical guidance beyond a general trust in God that does not 

seek the miraculous. 

                                                 
429 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 166. 
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Ælfric’s Interpretation 
 
The Homily Proper 

Ælfric offers a three-part interpretation of Matthew 4:1–11. He begins with an initial 

translation (ll. 8-26) that leads into a verse-by-verse exposition (ll. 27-137). Then he moves to 

a two-part section that approaches temptation more thematically, first looking at the spiritual 

and psychological dimensions, then locating the role of temptation within salvation history. 

Finally, he offers an introduction to the theology and practices of the liturgical season of 

Lent.  The overarching theme of this interpretation is that Christ is the exemplary 

contemplative who overcomes the devil through the practice of virtue and the correct 

deployment of Scripture; following in his footsteps, Christians also have the tools to 

overcome temptation and emulate the virtues of Christ. 

The verse-by-verse exposition begins with an initial theological question: ―Now 

every one wonders how the devil dares to approach the Savior that he might tempt him‖430 

providing the opportunity for a theological answer: ―The Savior came to mankind so that he 

would overcome all of our temptations with his temptation and overcome our eternal death 

with his temporary death.‖431 Redemption is the answer, and setting this question and answer 

at the head of the exposition puts everything that follows in the light of redemption.  

Ælfric further unpacks the nature of the redemption, how our temptations were 

overcome, by summary statements that bracket the whole of this interpretive section. He 

begins this section by stating: ―Now [the Savior] was so humble that he tolerated the devil to 

test him, and he permitted vile men to slay him.‖432 The concluding statement of the 

exegetical section is longer and clarifies that the redemptive nature of the temptation was not 

just Christ‘s victory but also his example in the face of temptation: 

                                                 
430 Ll. 28-29. Nu wundrað gehwa hu se deoful dorste genealæcan to ðam hælende þæt he hine costnode.  
431 Ll. 30-32. Se hælend com to mancynne. for ði þæt he wolde ealle ure costnunga oferswiðan. mid his 
costnungum: & oferswiðan urne þone ecan deað mid his hwilwendlicum deaðe.  
432 Ll. 32-34. Nu wæs he swa eaðmod þæt he geðafode þam deofle þæt he his fandode. & he geþafode lyþrum 
mannum þæt hi hine ofslogon. 
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Great was our Savior‘s humility and his endurance in this deed. He could with one word 

have sunk the devil into the deep abyss but he did not display his might. Rather, he answered 

the Devil with the holy writings and gave us an example with his endurance that as often as 

we suffer anything from depraved men, we should turn our mind to God‘s teaching more 

than to any revenge.433 

Again, humility (eaðmodnysse) is the key virtue emphasized. Using humility in these bracketing 

summary statements is no accident, rather it places Ælfric‘s moral vision squarely within the 

monastic tradition; Benedict devotes the longest chapter of the Rule (ch. 7) to a discussion 

of the twelve steps of humility that include all other virtues ending ultimately at the perfect 

love of God.434 Ælfric is constructing Christ as the perfect moral being as defined by his 

monastic tradition. 

An explanatory frame further clarifies Ælfric‘s intention. The devil is presented as 

being confused as to who and what Jesus is precisely because of his virtue: 

The devil was in great doubt what Christ was; his life was not arranged as the lives of other 

men. Christ did not eat with gluttony nor did he drink to excess nor did his eyes go 

wandering aimlessly for lusts so that the devil pondered what he was—whether he was 

God‘s son who was promised to mankind. Then he said in his thoughts that he would test 

what he was.435 

                                                 
433 Ll. 132-138. Micel wæs ures hælendes eaðmodnyss. & his geðyld on þisre dæde. He mihte mid anum worde 
besencan þone deoful. on ðære deopan nywelnysse: ac he ne æteowde his mihte. ac mid halgum gewritum he 
andwyrde þam deofle. & sealde us bysne mid his geðylde. þæt swa oft swa we fram þwyrum mannum ænig ðing 
þrowiað: þæt we scolon wendan ure mod to godes lare swiðor þonne to ænigre wrace.   
434 RB 7.67. 
435 Ll. 37-42. Þam deofle wæs micel twynung hwæt crist wære: his lif næs na gelogod swa swa oðra manna lif: 
Crist ne æt mid gifernysse. ne he ne dranc mid oferflowednysse: ne his eagan ne mislice lustas: þa smeade se 
deoful hwæt he wære: hwæðer he wære godes sunu se ðe ancynne behaten wæs. Cwæð ða on his geþance þæt 
he fandian wolde hwæt he wære.  
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Jesus‘ moral nature is established by identifying a set of vices in which he did not 

participate—vices that will be revisited later in the homily: gluttony, drunkenness, and lust. 

We are to understand these specific vices as functioning as synecdoche for all the vices. His 

outward purity is specifically what attracts the devil to him. 

The first temptation for Ælfric has nothing to do with either power or a messianic 

sign. He interprets the reaction of Jesus as being purely contrarian: ―Easily could the God 

who turned water to wine and who worked all creation from nothing—easily could he have 

turned the stones to bread but he would not do anything at the devil‘s direction.‖436 Jesus‘s 

scriptural rebuke is glossed as describing parallel sources of sustenance: just as bread feeds 

the body, so ―God‘s teaching which he set down through wise men in books‖437 feeds the 

soul, making it ―strong and ardent for God‘s will.‖438 For Ælfric, then, the indeterminate 

―everything that proceeds out of the mouth of the Lord‖ of Deut 8:3 is specifically the 

words recorded in Scripture. The invigorating power attributed to Scripture here further 

interprets Jesus‘ citation of Scripture in the following verses. 

The second temptation concerns ostentatious miracles. Again, Ælfric takes pains—as 

with the previous temptation—to stress that Christ could have performed the wonder he 

consciously chose not to give the devil the satisfaction of doing so. Specifically, Ælfric 

connects it with pride in a form particularly significant within Anglo-Saxon culture—the 

boast (gilp): 

That would be an exceedingly boastful (gilplic) deed if Christ would shoot down (though he 

easily could without harm-—his limbs would not break who bent the arch of the high 

heavens) but he would not do anything for a boast (gylpe) for boasting (gilp) is a mortal sin.  

Therefore he would not shoot down because he rejected boasting (gilp). But he said, ―Man 

                                                 
436 Ll. 4-50. Eaðe mihte god se ðe awende wæter to wine. & se ðe ealle gesceafta of nahte geworhte: eaðelice he 
mihte awendan þa stanas to hlafum: ac he nolde nan ðing doon be ðæs deofles tæcunge.  
437 Ll. 53-54. Godes lare. þe he þurh wisum mannum on bocum gesette. 
438 Ll. 57. Strang & onbryrd to godes willan. 
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shall not test his Lord.‖ The man tests his Lord who trusts with foolishness and with boasts 

(gilpe) a certain wonderful thing will be done in God‘s name or who would command a 

certain wonder from God foolishly and without need. 439 

Ælfric counters the machismo of Germanic warrior culture with another appeal to 

humility.440 However, at the same time, he issues a subtle rebuke to a danger more common 

within the monastery than the feasting hall; in a time when hagiography was replete with 

saints asking and receiving miracles of all sorts, Ælfric warns against commanding miracles 

from God—the kind of spiritual pride more tempting to monks than beer-hall boasting.  

Ælfric spends more time on the verse the devil delivers than on Christ‘s counter-

citation. Regarding Satan‘s citation of Ps 91, Ælfric argues that it willfully misinterprets the 

verse: ―Here the devil began to quote holy writings but he lied with their exposition because 

he is a liar and no truthfulness is in him but he is the father of all lying. This was not written 

concerning Christ as he had said but is written concerning holy men.‖441 Ælfric 

simultaneously identifies the devil‘s exegetical error and uses the correct interpretation to 

link this passage with the common Christian experience of temptation. Taking ―strike your 

foot against a stone‖ morally, he parallels the testing of Christians with that of Jesus; God 

                                                 
439 Ll. 76-84. Þæt wære swiðe gilplic dæd. gif crist scute þa adun. þeah ðe he eaðe mihte butan awyrdnesse. his 
lima nyðer asceotan. se ðe gebigde þone heagan heofenlican bigels: ac he nolde nan ðincg don mid gylpe for 
ðan ðe se gilp is an heafodleahter: þa nolde he adun asceotan. for ðon ðe he onscunode þone gilp Ac cwæð ne 
sceal man his drihtnes fandian.  Se man fandað his drihtnes. se ðe mid dyslicum truwan. & mid gilpe. sum 
wunderlic þinc on godes naman don wyle: oððe se þe sumes wundres dyslice. & butan neode. æt gode abiddan 
wile. 
440 The poem Vainglory from the Exeter book provides a fascinating parallel to this section. The poem is a 
paranetic work based on the introduction to the Rule of Chrodegang where the poet describes a drunken boasting 
warrior, shows him growing in vice through his boasts, draws a comparison with Satan and the demonic horde 
who foolishly assaulted heaven due to their pride, and the boaster is referred to as ―the devil‘s son‖ (feond bearn). 
This figure is contrasted by the man who loves humility (eaðmod leofað) and who receives the title of God‘s own 
son‖ (godes agen bearn). For more on boasting as it appears throughout Norse and Germanic literature, see Carol 
J. Clover, ―The Germanic Context of the Unferþ Episode,‖ Speculum 55 (1980): 444-68; repr. in The Beowulf 
Reader (N.Y., N.Y.: Garland, 2000).  
441 Ll. 62-65. Her began se deoful to reccenne halige gewritu. & he leah mid ðære race: for ðan þe he is leas & 
nan soðfæstnys nis on him: ac he is fæder ælcere leasungę.  Næs þæt na gewriten be criste. þe he ða sæde: ac is 
awriten be halgum mannum. 
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permits their testing as he did Jesus‘ but, recognizing their weakness, God sends angels to 

assist mortals—Jesus has no need of them. 

[Holy men] need the help of angels in this life that the devil might not tempt them as 

severely as he could. So faithful is God to mankind that he has set his angels as guardians 

over us that they should not permit the cruel devils to destroy us. They may test us but they 

may not compel us to do any evil except what we do of our own will through the evil 

incitement of these devils. We will not be perfected unless we are tested; through the testing 

we may grow if we continually renounce the devil and all his teaching, if we approach our 

Lord with faith and love and good works, and—if anywhere we should slip—immediately 

we rise again and eagerly amend what was broken.442 

Thus at the center of the temptation narrative, Ælfric uses the very text that the devil cites as 

an opportunity to connect the temptations of Jesus to universal temptation, and to assure 

those reading or hearing that God assists them with angelic help. Temptation is for the sake 

of progress in the spiritual life,443 demonic forces can only tempt—not compel.444 Even if the 

saints are overcome by temptation, repentance is the road back.  

The third temptation falls into two parts: an explanation of the devil‘s claim, and an 

exposition on worshipping God alone. The first begins by characterizing Satan. Just as Jesus 

has been identified with a primary characteristic, humility, and therefore with its attendant 

virtues, the devil‘s primary characteristic is identified as presumptuousness with its attendant 

vices. This was what got him kicked out of heaven, and would spell his ultimate demise 

through Christ‘s passion. Ælfric explains that ―he thought that he owned all earth because no 

                                                 
442 Ll. 65-75. hi behofiað engla fultummes on ðisum life. þæt se deoful hi costnian ne mote. swa swiðe swa he 
wolde.  Swa hold is god mancynne þæt he hæfð geset his englas us to hyrdum. þæt hy ne sceolon na geþafian 
þam reðum deoflum þæt hi us fordon magon.  Hi moton ure afandian: ac hi ne moton us nydan to nanum 
yfele: buton we hit sylfe agenes willan doon þurh ða yfelan tyhtincge þæs deofles.  We ne beoð na fulfremede: 
butan we beon afandode: þurh ða fandunge we sceolon geðeon. gif we æfre wiðsacað deofle & eallum his 
larum. & gif we genealæcað urum drihtne mid geleafan. & lufe. & godum weorcum: gif we hwær aslidon arison 
eft þærrihte. & betan georne þæt ðær tobrocen byð.   
443 Several passages in the Rule allude to this including RB Prol.28 and also—from the steps of humility—RB 
7.35-41. 
444 See John Cassian, Conf., 7.8.1-3. 
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man could stand against him before Christ came who conquered him‖445 He notes that 

Scripture records God‘s possession of all creation in Ps 24:1 and that all creation clearly 

worships him except for evil men—those who exhibit lives of vice rather than virtue—and 

who thereby reject their creator. 

Ælfric appeals to the Old Testament with its repeated prohibitions of idolatry, but 

once again ties God‘s worthiness for worship to his status as Creator: ―It is written in the old 

law that no man shall pray to any devil-idol nor to anything except God alone because no 

creation is worthy of this dignity but rather the One alone who created all things.‖446 He goes 

on to explain that saints are not worshiped; rather, ―We ask intercessions from holy men that 

they should intercede for us to their Lord and to our Lord. We do not pray, however, to 

them just as we do to God. They will not permit it…‖447 This is grounded by the angel‘s 

rejection of John‘s worship in Rev 22:8–9. 

After his commentary, Ælfric turns to a two-part section that examines the 

mechanisms of demonic temptation. The first examines the mental and psychological means 

by which it occurs, and examines how it failed in this particular scenario; the second reveals 

the meaning of this episode in the scope of salvation history. The two parts are related to 

one another primarily by topic and schematization but the language of the first appears in 

the second, showing how these mechanisms were operative in practice.  

The first examines the psychology of temptation. Following the idea that devils 

cannot compel evil deeds, Ælfric presents a three-step process (basically paraphrasing James 

1:12-15) that explains how compulsion occurs. The devil entices his victim; the victim then 

desires the evil. Sin occurs when the victim then consents to what his mind desires. Thus, 

                                                 
445 Ll. 94-95. Him ðuhte þæt he ahte ealne middaneard. for ðon þe him ne wiðstod nan man ær ðan ðe crist 
com: þe hyne gewylde 
446 Ll. 116-119. Hit is awriten on ðære ealdan æ. þæt nan mann ne sceal hine gebiddan to nanum deofelgylde. ne 
to nanum þinge buton to gode anum. for ðon þe nan gesceaft nis wyrðe þæs wyrðmyntes buton se ana. se ðe 
scyppend is ealra þinga. 
447 Ll. 120-123. We biddað þingunga æt halgum mannum þæt hi sceolon us þingian to heora drihtne & to urum 
drihtne: Ne gebidde we na þeahhwæðere us to him swa swa we to gode doð: ne hi þæt geþafian nellað: 
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what is external—the enticement—is met by an internal movement—desire (which is 

original sin)448—then consent may occur. Ælfric explains that in the case of Christ, the 

temptations failed because: ―The Savior was not tempted in this way because he was born 

without sin from a maiden and had nothing perverse within him.‖449 Because of the fact of 

the incarnation, Christ had no desire to sin that could be awakened by diabolic enticement 

and therefore did not consent nor fall into sin. 

The second section presents a reading that could be dismissed as typological but, in 

fact, reveals not simply typology but narrative reversal. Returning to Genesis, Ælfric states 

that the devil tempted Adam with three temptations: 

Through gluttony [Adam] was overcome when he ate the forbidden apple through the 

devil‘s teaching. Through vainglory he was overcome when he believed the devil‘s words 

that ―You will be as excellent as the angels if you eat of this tree‖ and they believed his lies 

and, with idle boasts, wished to be better than how they were created—but became worse. 

With greediness he was overcome when the devil said to him: ―You will have knowledge of 

both good and evil‖—for greediness is not only for wealth but is also in the desire for 

greater dignity.450  

The garden narrative is reordered for the sake of putting these three temptations in the order 

in which the devil deployed them in the encounter with Jesus in the wilderness. The 

temptation of Jesus presents him overturning the original fall by resisting these three primal 

temptations: the bread temptation is gluttony; the temple, vainglory; the temptation of the 

                                                 
448 See Ll. 143-145. ―Often man‘s mind will be inclined to this desire—and sometimes it will fall into consent 
because we are born of sinful flesh.‖ Oft þæs mannes mood gebiged to ðære lustfullunge: Hwilon eac aslit to 
ðære geþafunge. for ðon þe we sind of synfullum flæsce acennede.  
449 Ll. 145-147. Næs na se hælend on ða wisan gecostnod. for ðan þe he wæs of mædene acenned buton synne. 
& næs nan ðincg þwyrlices on him. 
450 Ll. 157-165. Þurh gifernysse he wæs oferswyðed þa ða he þurh deofles lare æt þone forbodenan æppel.  
Þurh ydelum wuldre he wæs oferswiðed: þa ða he gelyfde þæs deofles wordum þa ða he cwæð. Swa mære ge 
beoð swa swa englas gif ge of ðam treowe etað: & hi ða gelyfdon his leasungum. & woldon mid ydelum gylpe 
beon beteran þonne hi gesceapene wæron. þa wurdon hi wyrsan.  Mid gitsunge he wæs oferswiðed. þa þa se 
deofol cwæð him to: & ge habbað gescad ægðer ge godes ge yfeles.  Nis na gitsung on feo anum: ac is eac on 
gewilnunge micelre geðincgðe.  
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riches of the nations is greed. Thus, Ælfric once again returns to the notion of redemption 

by exposing the scope of the victory. This story is not simply about Jesus besting the devil; it 

is a story about the new Adam resisting and overcoming both the temptations and the 

tempter who felled the first Adam.  

The final portion of the homily connects this text to the liturgical observance of Lent.  

The ostensible point of connection is with the time span; Ælfric begins by noting that Christ 

fasted for forty days and nights—a superhuman achievement only possible through ―the 

great might of his divinity through which he might have lived his whole life without earthly 

food had he wished it.‖451 This is contrasted with Moses and Elijah who accomplished the 

same feat only through the miraculous intervention of God.  

Then Ælfric moves to contemporary practice of his hearers: the forty-day fast of 

Lent in imitation of Christ. He is not content with explaining the period by appealing to the 

length of the temptation, rather, he connects it back to the Levitical law of tithing:  

Why is this fast calculated as forty days? A whole year has three hundred and sixty-five days. 

Then, if we take a tenth of the year‘s days, then there are thirty-six tithe days and from this 

day until Holy Easter there are forty-two days. Taking then the six Sundays from the total,452 

there are thirty-six of the year‘s tithe days for us to observe with restraint. Just as God‘s Law 

commands that we should pay a tenth of all things from our year‘s toil to God, so we should 

also in these tithing-days tithe our bodies with restraint to the praise of God.453 

                                                 
451 Ll. 178-180. ða miclan mihte: his godcundnysse: þurh ða he mihte on eallum þisum andweardan life buton 
eorðlicum mettum lybban. gif he wolde.  
452 Sundays are subtracted from the length of the fast because according to Christian practice from the earliest 
days no Sunday could be a fast day. See in reference to this Canon 20 of the First Council of Nicaea. (Cassian 
mentions this indirectly in Conf. 21.11.) 
453 Ll. 189-199. Hwi is þis fæsten þus geteald: þurh feowertig daga. On eallum geare sind getealde þreo  
hund daga & fif & sixtig daga. þonne gif we teoðiað þas gearlican dagas. þonne beoð þær six & þrittig 
teoðincgdagas: & fram þisum dæge oð ðam halgum easterdæge: Sind twa & feowertig daga: do þonne þa six 
sunnandagas of ðam getæle. þonne beoð þa six & þrittig. þæs geares teoðingdagas us to forhæfednysse getealde.   
    Swa swa godes .æ. us bebyt þæt we scolon ealle þa ðinc þe us gescotað of ures geares teolunge gode þa  
eoðunge syllan: Swa we scolon eac on ðisum teoðingdagum urne lichaman mid forhæfednysse gode to lofe 
teoðian. 
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This interpretation seems to move his discussion away from the gospel pericope; the return 

is implicit in the following discussion of the nature of a true fast: 

Put away all strife and all quarreling and keep this time with peace and with true love for no 

fast is acceptable to God unless you reconcile and do just as God teaches. Break your loaf 

and give the other portion to hungry men and lead into your house the destitute and poor 

and foreigners and cheer them with your goods. When you see the naked, clothe them and 

do not overlook your own flesh. The man who fasts without almsgiving—he is sparing in his 

meat but afterwards eats what he previously set aside with restraint—this fast mocks God. If 

you wish your fast to be acceptable to God then help poor men with the portion which you 

withhold from yourself—and with more also if it is possible.454 

This explanation, thick with biblical quotations and allusions, is strongly reminiscent of 

Benedict‘s description of the Tools of Good Works, listed exhaustively in RB 4. Ælfric 

makes clear—following monastic tradition—that fasting is not fundamentally about self-

denial but rather is a pathway for cultivating the virtues in direct action on behalf of the poor 

and needy. 

Ælfric concludes both this section and his homily with a warning for those who fast 

for the sake of spiritual pride: 

And so that we may do well, let us do this without boasts and idle praise. The man who does 

good in order to boast praises himself, he does not receive any reward from God, rather 

receives his punishment. But let us do just as God teaches so that our good works might be 

known by wise men, that they may see our goodness and that they may marvel and praise 

                                                 
454 Ll. 203-213. Lætað aweg. ealle saca. & ælc geflit. & gehealdað þas tid mid sibbe. & mid soðre lufe: For ðon 
ne bið nan fæsten gode andfenge buton sybbe. & doð swa swa god tæhte.  Tobræc ðinne hlaf: & syle ðone 
oðerne dæl: hungrium menn.  & læd into ðinum huse. wædlan. & þa earman. ælfremedan menn: & gefrefra hi 
mid ðinum godum.  Þonne ðu nacodne geseo: scryd hine. & ne forseoh ðin agen flæsc.  Se mann þe fæst butan 
ælmessan: he deð swilce he sparige his mete. & eft. ett þæt he ær mid forhæfdnysse foreode: ac þæt fæsten tælð 
god.  Ac gif ðu fæstan wille gode to gecwemednysse. þonne gehelp ðu earmra manna mid þam dæle ðe ðu ðe 
sylfum oftihst: & eac mid maran gif ðe to onhagie.  
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our heavenly Father, God Almighty, who rewards us with a hundredfold what we do for 

poor men for love of him who lives and reigns without end. Amen.455 

Again, a cluster of biblical images456 concludes the homily, giving a strong warning against 

spiritual self-seeking. Fasting and good works are done for the worship and praise of God—

for the glorification of God, not self. What of boasting? It is excluded.  

While Ælfric‘s work falls into clearly discernable sections, common themes and 

common language hold it together. The central theme is the struggle of virtue and vice, and 

Christ‘s pattern of virtue as the chief exemplar of the Christian life. The temptation narrative 

is described as a victory of virtue over vice. In the same way the season of Lent is specifically 

identified as a time to set aside dissolute and inattentive living for the sake of cultivating 

virtue through good works performed on behalf of the poor for the glorification of God. 

In terms of language, two key terms stitch the sections together. The first highlights 

the theme of redemption as it runs throughout the explication: overcoming (oferswiðan). The 

term appears twice in Ælfric‘s initial summary of the events, at the conclusions of the 

explications of the first two temptations, and throughout the narrative reversal section—the 

devil overcomes Adam three times, then Christ overcomes the devil thrice as well.  

The second repeated term is a little more unusual. It is a vice that Ælfric constantly 

cautions against: boasting, arrogance, or pride (gielp). It occurs in the exegetical section 

primarily in the discussion of the second temptation but reappears in Adam‘s temptation to 

pride and again at the end as the vice that can render fasting invalid or even harmful to the 

soul. Its constant repetition seems to identify it as a particularly pernicious sin whose remedy 

is none other than the chief characteristic attributed to Christ—humility.  

                                                 
455 Ll. 220-227. And swa hwæt swa we doð to goode: uton don þæt buton gylpe. & idelre herunge.  Se man þe 
for gilpe hwæt to goode deð: him sylfum to herunge: næfð he ðes nane mede æt gode: ac hæfð his wite.  Ac 
uton don swa swa god tæhte: þæt ure goodan weorc beon. on ða wison mannum cuðe: þæt hi magon geseon 
ure godnysse: & þæt hi wuldrian. & herion urne heofenlican fæder god ælmihtinne: se ðe us forgilt mid 
hundfealdum swa hwæt swa we doð earmum mannum for his lufon: se ðe leofað & rixað a butan ende. 
AMEN.  
456 Primarily Matthean images, weaving together Matt 6:1, 5:16, 13:8. 
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The Liturgical Context 

The chief factor that determines Ælfric‘s interpretation of this text is its lectionary 

setting. Matthew 4:1–11 only appears in Ælfric‘s lectionary on this occasion and no other 

text is ever substituted for it; Matthew‘s temptation is unique to the First Sunday in Lent.457 

As a result, it is inextricably bound with the meaning and the practices of Lent. The third 

section of Ælfric‘s homily, in fact, flows from this close connection. A discussion of the 

practices of Lent is an explanation of the passage‘s practical meaning since the text is 

inseparable from the season. 

The Gospel lectionary is not the only cycle of readings that has had a major effect 

upon Ælfric‘s interpretation of the passage. Equally important is Paul the Deacon‘s homiliary 

that appointed Gregory the Great‘s Homily 14 as the reading for the third nocturn of the 

Night Office. 458 As Godden‘s magisterial source-commentary amply demonstrates,459 most 

of Ælfric‘s second and third sections are adaptations of Gregory. Ælfric shortens Gregory‘s 

text, often removing redundant explanations,460 but largely follows the points that Gregory 

makes. What Godden does not make clear is that Gregory‘s text in the portion represented 

by Ælfric‘s second section is itself a paraphrase and adaptation of John Cassian‘s Conf. 5.6. 

While drawing on Gregory directly, Ælfric is remaining securely within the main channels of 

monastic interpretation of this text. 

Ælfric‘s major change to the shape of Gregory‘s homily is the introduction of an 

exegetical section. Gregory‘s homily on Matt 4:1–11 is anomalous in this regard; where he 

usually presents a line-by-line exegesis of the text, this homily is largely thematic. Thus, 

                                                 
457 Luke‘s parallel does not appear in the lectionary, nor does Mark‘s verse-long version. 
458 This is numbered as Homily 16 in Migne‘s Patrologia Latina. See p. Ch 2 on the numbering discrepancies. 
Gregory‘s text appears as number 76 in Smetna‘s list of Paul‘s original homiliary; it is number 64 in Migne‘s 
version. 
459 Godden, Commentary, 84-94. 
460 For instance, Gregory has several explanations for the number forty—including multiplying the four 
elements by the ten commandments—that Ælfric does not include. 
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Ælfric turns to the liturgical homiliaries of Hericus and Haymo for needed amplification, and 

brings in his own material as well.461  

Three major features of the liturgies appoint for the First Sunday in Lent help 

contextualize Ælfric‘s sermon. The first is the dominance of VgPs 90 within the propers of 

the Mass of the Day and its reappearance within the Office materials during Lent. The 

second is the liturgical placement and interpretation of Adam‘s Fall in Genesis. The third is 

the use of the Epistle within the Little Hours as a means to stitch together the cycles of Mass 

and Office and to emphasize the theological point found by medieval liturgists within the 

Epistle. 

The sung propers for the Mass of the Day for the First Sunday in Lent exhibit two 

unusual characteristics: they all come from a single source, VgPs 90, and they contain an 

abnormally long tract, probably the longest in the whole gradual.462 The marginal notes of 

the Leofric Missal that identify the portions of the Mass not included in the text of the book 

give neumed incipits—the opening words of the propers with the notes that begin each 

melody.463 The introit antiphon and psalm verse link the last (vv. 15-16) and first verses of 

the psalm:  

Ant: He called upon me and I will hear him, I will deliver him and glorify him. I will fill him 

with length of days. 

Ps: He who dwells in the help of the Most High will remain in the protection of the God of 

heaven. Glory be… 

                                                 
461 Haymo‘s Hom. 28 is itself a reworking of Gregory‘s text. 
462 This statement is certainly true for the Tridentine Gradual and, as noted in ch. 3, although no gradual 
survives from Anglo-Saxon England the evidence that does survive and the conservative character of the 
gradual through time (Vogel calls the Roman Antiphonary ―exceptionally stable‖ (Vogel, Medieval Liturgy, 
358.))make it likely that this was the case then as well. 
463 The neumed incipits give the first notes and the first words, assuming that the monks had memorized the 
full tune and its words. 
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Ant: He called upon me…464 

The gradual that comes between the Epistle and the Tract contains the very words quoted 

by the devil to Jesus from vv. 11-12:  

R: God commanded his angels concerning you, that they will guard you in all of your ways. 

V: In their hands they will bear you, lest you strike your foot against a stone.
465  

This is followed by the massive Tract.466 This tract which immediately precedes the reading 

of the Gospel contains virtually all of VgPs 90, lacking only vv. 8-10. The Offertory and the 

Communion are identical but for a single word: ―[The Lord/He] will overshadow you with 

his wings and you shall trust under his pinions; his truth will encircle you like a shield.‖467 

The liturgy makes one major change from the Scriptural text—in a number of places 

it puts into the perfect tense verbs that appear in the psalm as future. Exactly where, how 

and why this happens is unclear; the critical apparatus to the psalm notes that while most 

texts followed the Greek with a future, some manuscripts used the perfect; whether this 

reflects the liturgy utilizing or effecting the textual tradition is unclear. In any case, the 

marginal notes of the Leofric Missal contain three shifts from future to perfect: Invocabit to 

Invocavit in the Introit Antiphon and Tract, liberabit to liberavit in the Tract, and Scuto 

circumdabit to Scuto circumdedit. This grammatical shift requires a reassessment of the psalm‘s 

meaning. Singing the psalm as written in the future tense would suggest that the primary 

referent of the ―you‖ in the psalm would be the individual singing it as the saving acts of 

God described are promised events that would occur in the future. The shift to the past 

tense does not preclude this possibility and introduces the possibility that Jesus undergoing 

                                                 
464 While the Leofric Missal only contains the incipts: ―A. Inuocauit me/PS. Qui habitat‖ (Orchard, Leofric, 129. 
Item 516.) the stability of the Antiphonary is confirmed by the correspondence of both the Sarum Missal and 
the Tridentine Missal in containing the same versions of the referenced verses.  
465 R. Angelis suis./V. In manibus portabunt. Ibid. 
466 TR. Qui habitat./V. Dicet domino./V. Quoniam ipse liberauit/V. Scapulis suis./V. Scuto circumdedit./V. A 
sagitta uolante./V. Cadent a latere/V. Quoniam angelis suis./V. In manibus portabunt./V. Super aspidem./V. 
Quoniam in me sperauit./V. Invocauit me, eripiam. Ibid.  
467 OF. Scapulis suis./CO. Scapulis suis. Ibid. The version of the text in the Communion lacks ―Dominus‖. 
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the Temptation may also be the referent. Understood in this fashion, the tense change 

represents the deliberate introduction of an ambiguity into the psalm‘s text to expand its 

exegetical scope.  

Similarly, the excision of three verses from the middle of the psalm in the Tract 

renders it both closer to the Gospel narrative and simultaneously more reflective of the 

monastic spiritual experience as described in Ælfric‘s sermon. The verses removed have a 

triumphalist tone that assure the ones singing them that ―truly your eyes will consider and 

you will see the retribution of the sinners‖ (VgPs 90:8) and also that ―no evil will approach 

you‖ (VgPs 90:10a). Indeed, the last must be repudiated as the Gospel narrative directly 

contradicts it, describing the Devil himself approaching Jesus! With these verses removed, 

the Tract portrays the psalm as a strong promise of God‘s support and comfort, but it no 

longer promises complete security from evil.  

When the entirety of this psalm is thus juxtaposed with the Gospel, a number of 

details from the psalm take on a whole new specificity. Not only is the psalm about the 

protection that God offers the community in its temptations but suddenly the ―daemonio 

meridiano‖ of VgPs 90:6 is not just any noonday devil but the Devil himself; the menagerie 

of verse 13 are not just the fierce and venomous—they are the downright demonic—

especially when cross-referenced with 1 Peter 5:8,468 Rev 12:9, and Gen 3. 

This psalm does not only appear in the Mass propers, however. Key verses appear in 

key places in the Office and become seasonal texts, repeated daily through Lent until 

Passiontide. The Portiforium of St Wulstan has a familiar set of verses as the three versicles 

and responses that conclude the psalms of the three nocturns of the Night Office: 

V. He has overshadowed469 you with his wings. R. And you shall trust under his pinions. 

                                                 
468 This connection between the lion and the Devil would be a quite natural one as these two texts are daily 
juxtaposed in Compline—the 1 Peter verse is the little chapter of the ante-office and VgPs 90 is one of the 
fixed psalms. 
469 Note the shift from future to perfect again. 
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V. His truth will encircle you as a shield. R. You will not fear the terror of the night. 

V. In their hands they will carry you. R. Lest you strike your foot against a stone.470 

From this point forward, the first versicle and response become the daily versicle and 

response that opens the office of Lauds; the protection promised by this psalm becomes a 

daily reminder throughout Lent. Similarly, the set versicle and response after the hymn each 

Vespers are the very words quoted by the Devil: ―V. He has commanded his angels 

concerning you. R. To keep you in all of your ways.‖471 The words intended as a temptation 

in Matthew now function as a reminder to the community of divine assistance during their 

Lenten temptations. 

Thus, when Ælfric explains how Satan has misused Scripture, the correct reading of 

the psalm is derived directly from the liturgy. He refers to it when he states, ―This was not 

written concerning Christ as he had said but is written concerning holy men.‖472  Monastics 

following the Rule would have had an intimate familiarity with this psalm, since it was one of 

the three invariable psalms used daily at Compline.473 Furthermore, its use and repetition at 

key points throughout Lent would have further cemented its application to the gathered 

worshipping community.  

Turning to the biblical lectionary for the Night Office, Ælfric‘s second section that 

parallels the temptation of Adam with that of Christ would have found fruitful ground in the 

soil of his monastic hearers. According to the schedule that he presents in the LME (and 

following the older tradition of OR XIII),474 the monks would have begun reading Genesis 

                                                 
470 Anselm Hughes, The Portiforium of Saint Wulstan (Corpus Christi College Cambridge ms. 391), (Henry Bradshaw 
Society 89; London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1958) 27, 28. Items 443-445, 465. 
471 Hughes, Portiforium, 27, 28, 29. Item 439. 
472 Ll. 64-5. 
473 RB 18.19. 
474 On the nature and relationship of these two biblical lectionaries for the Night Office see ch. 3.  
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just three Sundays before at Septuagesima;475 the temptation narrative would have remained 

fresh in their minds.  

Furthermore, the responsories of Sexagesima place a spin on the Adam and Eve 

narrative that underscore Ælfric‘s fundamentally monastic reading of this text. As Genesis 

was read, a set of responsories was repeated throughout the week of Sexagesima that 

interpreted the events of the creation and fall of humanity. Responsories for non-sanctoral 

liturgical occasions were almost invariably direct Scripture citations. The selection and 

repetition of certain passages would then frame the narrative, providing the monastic hearer 

with a premade set of biblical lenses through which to view the biblical narrative. A 

representative set476 of ten responsories for Sexagesima contain four that conflate the 

creation of the cosmos with the creation of Adam and describe God placing Adam in the 

garden.477  The next two introduce the need for Eve—based in finding a companion for 

Adam—and her creation from Adam.478 The Fall story itself is entirely absent: there is no 

serpent, Eve never appears as a character, fruit never appears to be plucked or eaten. Instead, 

the liturgy moves directly to three responsories that describe the aftermath of the fall. The 

first describes Adam hiding himself from God.479 The second describes God‘s curse of 

humanity and contains the only non-biblical interpolation within this set:   

In sudore vultus (CAO 6937) 

R: ―In the sweat of your brow you will feed on your bread,‖ said the Lord to Adam. ―When 

you work the ground it will not give you its fruits, but it will grow spines and thorns for you.‖  

                                                 
475 Jones, LME, 145. LME 70: ―…in Septuagesima we should read Genesis until mid-Lent…‖ (Exodus begins 
at mid-Lent). See OR XIIIa.1:  ―In the beginning of Septuagesima they place the Heptateuch until the 
fourteenth day before Easter.‖ 
476 Since no antiphoners for the Night Office survive from Anglo-Saxon England, we must rely on other 
representative books from a similar time and milieu. St. Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 390 is exactly 
contemporary with Ælfric having been written between 990 and 1000 and was intended for a Benedictine 
monastery like Ælfric‘s. Too, its contents match the incipit clues to the required responsories in the LME.  
477 CAO 6925, CAO 6928, CAO 6739, and CAO 7798. 
478 CAO 6473 and CAO 6883. 
479 CAO 6537. 
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V: ―Because you obeyed the voice of your wife more than mine, cursed be the earth 

regarding your works. It will grow…‖480 

A pastiche of Gen 3:19, 18, 17, it introduces the idea that the fall was fundamentally about 

obedience and whom Adam obeyed. Note what the responsory does and does not say: it 

does not blame Eve for the Fall. Nor does it blame the serpent or Satan. Instead, the fault is 

clearly located with Adam. Adam chose disobedience. This understanding—that 

disobedience is the root of the Fall—is a consistent theme throughout Ælfric‘s writings481 

and has a tremendous impact on his thought and his construction of the New Adam. 

 The Epistle, 2 Cor 6:3–7, plays a role beyond its use at Mass. While it is read in its 

entirety only at Mass, it enters into the fabric of the Office as well, and the Office‘s selection 

of verses from it help focus exegetical attention upon a certain set of Paul‘s sufferings that 

become programmatic Lenten disciplines. Godden notes one point in particular482 where 

Ælfric draws in 2 Cor 6:3–7, but this is the only overt appearance the passage makes in the 

homily. In the liturgy, however, it appears as the little chapters for Vespers I,483 Terce,484 

Sext,485 and therefore at Terce and Sext through the week. It appears in versicles for Vespers 

I,486 and the antiphon for Prime.487 Again, three of the common responsories adapted 

passages from the Epistle. The first combines verses 2b, 4b, 5b and 7b: 

                                                 
480 CAO 6937 In sudore vultus tui vesceris pane tuo, dixit Dominus ad Adam; cum operatus fueris terram, non 
dabit fructus suos, sed spinas et tribulos germinabit tibi. Emphasis added to identify the interpolation. 
V. A. Pro eo quod oboedisti voci uxoris tuae plus quam me, maledicta terra in opere tuo. Sed spinas. 
481 A clear example is his explanation of the Fall in ÆCHom I, 1 ll. 155-9. Clemoes, Catholic Homilies: 1, 184: ―It 
was not fated by God nor were [the first parents] forced to break God‘s command but God gave them 
freedom and gave them their own choice so they could be obedient [gehyrsum] or disobedient [ungehyrsum]—but 
they were obedient [gehyrsum] to the Devil and disobedient [ungehyrsum] to God. They entrusted themselves and 
all humanity after this life to hell-dwellers and the Devil who led them astray.‖ (Næs him gesceapen fram gode. 
ne he næs genedd þæt he sceolde godes bebod tobrecan. ac god hine let frigne. & sealde him agenne cyre. swa 
he wære gehyrsum. swa he wære ungehyrsum. He wearð þa deofle gehyrsum. & gode ungehyrsum. & wearð 
betæht he & eal mancynn æfter ðisum life into hellewite. mid þam deofle ðe hine forlærde.) 
482 This appears at Ll. 200-202: ―…after the apostle‘s teaching in great patience and in holy vigils, in fasting, in 
chastity of mind and body…‖ þegnas æfter ðæs apostoles tæcunge: on miclum geþylde: & on halgum wæccum: 
on fæstenum: on clænnysse. modes & lichaman. 
483 2 Cor 6:1–2a; Hughes, Portiforium, 27. Item 436. 
484 2 Cor 6:2b–3; Ibid. Item 454. 
485 2 Cor 6:4; Ibid. Item 457. 
486 2 Cor 6:6b; Ibid. Item 437. 
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Ecce nunc tempus acceptabile (CAO 6600) 

R. Behold, now is the acceptable time; behold, now is the day of salvation. Let us commend 

ourselves with much patience, with many fasts, through the weapons of righteousness of the 

power of God.  

V. In all things let us present ourselves as servants of God that our ministry may not be 

slandered. Through the weapons of righteousness of the power of God. 488 

The second utilizes verses 4a, 3b, 2b, and 3a: 

In omnibus exhibeamus (CAO 6920) 

R. In all things let us present ourselves as servants of God with much patience that our 

ministry may not be slandered.  

V. Behold, now is the acceptable time; behold, now is the day of salvation. Giving no one 

any offense. That our ministry may not be slandered. 489 

The last incorporates verses 2b and 3a: 

Paradisi portas aperuit (CAO 7348) 

R. The time of our fasting opened the gates of heaven; let us accept them, praying and 

supplicating, that on the day of resurrection we might rejoice with the Lord.  

V. Behold, now is the acceptable time; behold, now is the day of salvation. Giving no one 

any offense. That on the day of resurrection we might rejoice with the Lord. 490 

                                                                                                                                                 
487 2 Cor 6:7; Ibid. Item 453. 
488 Hesbert, CAO, 4.154. Item 6600. Ecce nunc tempus acceptabile, ecce nunc dies salutis: commendemus 
nosmetipsos in multa patientia, in jejuniis multis, per arma justitiae virtutis Dei. 
V. In omnibus exhibeamus nosmetipsos sicut Dei ministros, ut non vituperetur ministerium nostrum. - Per 
489 Hesbert, CAO, 4.232. Item 6920. In omnibus exhibeamus nos sicut Dei ministros in multa patientia, ut non 
vituperetur ministerium nostrum. V. A. Ecce nunc tempus acceptabile, ecce nunc dies salutis, nemini dantes 
ullam offensionem. - Ut non. 
490

 Hesbert, CAO, 4.336-7. Item 7348. Paradisi portas aperuit nobis jejunii tempus; suscipiamus illud, orantes 

et deprecantes, ut in die resurrectionis cum Domino gloriemur. V. A. Ecce nunc tempus acceptabile, ecce nunc 
dies salutis, nemini dantes ullam offensionem. - Ut in die. 
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When the Genesis connection is read christologically, Gen 3:15 in particular stands 

out referring back again to a physical overcoming of Satan which illuminates the language of 

scuto—―shield‖—in VgPs 90:5 which, in correspondence with the idea of sagitta in the 

following verse, conjures up both Eph 6:11–18 (especially v. 16) and 2 Cor 6:7. The 2 Cor 

passage, in turn, is reconceptualized not as a description of the hardships that Paul and his 

companions suffered for the sake of the Corinthians to establish the trustworthiness of their 

mission against other traveling missionaries and preachers.491 Rather, the list of hardships are 

not literal hardships but ascetic practices to be undertaken at this specific time—preeminent 

among them ―much patience…in vigils and fastings,‖492 practices which are themselves the 

―arms of righteousness‖493 used to conquer the Devil, his minions, and their temptations.   

Indeed, following this logic, connecting the first of the three responsories above with 

a passage from the third section of Ælfric‘s homily is most instructive. Responsory CAO 

6600 shares more than a passing resemblance to lines 196-201: 

Just as God‘s law commands that we should give a tenth of all things from our year‘s toiling 

to God, so we should also in these tithing-days tithe our bodies with restraint to the praise of 

God. We should prepare ourselves in all things just as God‘s thanes after the apostle‘s 

teaching in great patience and in holy vigils, in fasting, in chastity of mind and body…494 

Ælfric, like the responsory, begins with a discussion of time, then transitions to the necessary 

preparations of ascetical activity, reminding his hearers that they should be God‘s thanes. 

Within Anglo-Saxon religious discourse, ―thanes‖ typically refers to disciples—the Twelve—

but is borrowed from secular discourse where a lord‘s thanes were his retainers, usually 

                                                 
491 Cite standard 2 Cor commentary on this point. 
492 …multa patientia… in vigiliis in ieiuniis… 2 Cor 6:4, 5. 
493 Arma iustitiae. 2 Cor 6:7. 
494 Ll. 197-201. Swa swa godes .æ. us bebyt þæt we scolon ealle þa ðinc þe us gescotað of ures geares teolunge 
gode þa teoðunge syllan: Swa we scolon eac on ðisum teoðingdagum urne lichaman mid forhæfednysse gode to 
lofe teoðian.  We sculon us gearcian on eallum þingum swa swa godes þegnas æfter ðæs apostoles tæcunge: on  
miclum geþylde: & on halgum wæccum: on fæstenum: on clænnysse. modes & lichaman. 
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armed retainers who followed him into battle.495 From that point Ælfric continues with the 2 

Cor passage into a discussion of chastity. While Ælfric may or may not be consciously 

quoting the responsory, there is no doubt that a common interpretive method lies behind 

both.496 

The liturgy simultaneously grounds and transmits this interpretive method. The 

major themes of the foregoing discussion are neatly summarized in a single liturgical text, the 

episcopal benediction that ends the mass set for Lent 1 in the Leofric Missal: 

May the Omnipotent God bless you (pl.), he who consecrated for the fast the number forty 

through Moses and Elijah and likewise our mediator [Christ], and grant you (pl) accordingly 

to steward this present life like the denarius received from the master of the household as a 

reward,497 traversing through to the forgiveness of all sins and to the glorious resurrection 

with all of the saints. Amen. 

And may he give you (pl.) the spiritual power of the invincible weapons—which is the 

example of the Lord—that you may mightily subdue the exceedingly keen498 temptations of 

the ancient enemy. Amen. 

In regard to him in whom a man may not live on bread alone, but in all the words that 

proceed from his mouth receive spiritual food, through the observation of this fast and the 

example of other good works, may we be worthy to attain to the imperishable crown of 

glory. Amen.499 

                                                 
495 See, for example, the 27 references to þegn, -as in Mitchell and Robinson‘s edition of Beowulf. 
496 It is both interesting and suggestive—but again not conclusive—that a few lines later Ælfric quotes Isa 58:7 
which is also used on this occasion as the responsary Frange esurienti panem tuum (Hesbert, CAO, 4.187. Item 
6744.).  
497 The reference is to Matt 20: 1–16, the parable of the workmen in the vineyard, which was unanimously 
connected to Septuagesima, the solemnity three weeks earlier that began the pre-Lenten period. 
498 Again, the root of ―most keen‖—sagacissima—is virtually a homonym with ―arrows‖—sagitta—invoking 
VgPs 90:6 and Eph 6:16.  
499 Benedicat uobis omnipotens deus, qui quadragenarium numerm in moysi et heliae, necnon et mediatoris 
nostri ieiunio consecrauit, concedatque uobis ita transigere presentis uitę dispensatsionem, ut accepto a patre 
familias remunerationis denario, perueniatis ad peccatorum omnium remissionem, et ad gloriosam cum sanctis 
omnibus resurrectionem. Amen. 
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 This concluding prayer brings together at least three themes in play between the liturgy and 

Ælfric‘s homily: 1) the numerology of the Lenten time-span is both literal and typological, 

echoing the fasts of Moses and Elijah, and consummated in Jesus; 2) in a resounding echo of 

RB 49.1500 the Christian life and hope of salvation is connected with the behavior consistent 

with a holy Lent  3) the spiritual weapons of 2 Cor 6:7 are interpreted in light of this Gospel 

text and conflated with the imitation of Christ.  

 Thus, with these liturgical connections between the appointed Psalm, Epistle, and 

Gospel in mind, Ælfric‘s third section on the time and ascetical practices of Lent appear 

much more thematically and exegetically linked to his first two sections. It is not simply an 

add-on that gives information about the liturgical season getting underway; it also presents 

the practices that allow the community to directly participate in Christ‘s conquest of the 

Devil through his temptations by linking their common temptations to Christ‘s. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Detque uobis spiritalium uirtutum inuictricia arma, quibus exemplo domini deuincere ualeatis antiqui hostis 
sagacissima temptamenta. Amen. 
Qui non in solo pane uiuit homo, sed in omni uerbo quod de ore eius procedit spiritalem sumentes alimoniam, 
per ieiuniorm obseruationem et ceterorum bonorum operum exhibitionem, percipere mereamini 
inmarcescibilem gloriae coronam. Amen. Orchard, Leofric, 130. Item 522. 
500 ―The life of a monk ought to be a continual Lent.‖ Fry, RB, 253. 
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Discussion 

One of the strategies common to both moderns and medievals for making sense of 

this narrative was casting it in relation to an OT narrative. The response to the mythological 

is an appeal to the typological. It is interesting, however, that they choose different directions 

in which to head. While Ælfric sees the narrative as a reversal of the fall in the Garden of 

Eden, the modern interpreters identify the temptation narrative as a haggadic midrash on 

Deut 8:2-3 and suggest that it engages throughout the story of the Children of Israel after 

crossing the Red Sea. Luz brings up the notion among his list of possible meanings and 

chooses to leave all of the possible meanings in play while focusing on the Christological 

meaning.501 Boring is content to mention the term, ―haggadic tale‖ but also focuses his 

exposition elsewhere.502 Hare utilizes this notion broadly, but Davies and Allison provide the 

copious detail that support the hypothesis.  

Davies and Allison present an intriguing proposition: that Matthew has consciously 

modeled Jesus and his temptations as an antitype of Israel wandering in the desert after their 

escape through the Red Sea. The parallels certainly seem plausible and the parallel between 

Israel, the disobedient son of God, and Jesus, the obedient Son of God, is elegant. Using 

Deut 8:2–3 as a hermeneutical key makes sense in drawing the key terms together—forty, 

wilderness, testing, hunger—and it works well as an explanation of the first temptation, 

when Jesus cites Deut 8:3b. It only works moderately well for the last, however, as there are 

a range of other OT texts from which the admonition not to worship other gods could come. 

Finally, it fails to connect at all to the second temptation. Furthermore, if the parallel were to 

be exact, it is curious that Matthew chooses to have the temptations take place after the forty 

days fast rather during it—as Mark and Luke have it. 

There are some very intriguing parallels that commend the connection of Matthew‘s 

temptation narrative with the account of Israel in the wilderness from Deuteronomy, but the 

                                                 
501 Luz, Matthew, 1.149-50. 
502 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 162, 163. 
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comparison fails when we try to insist on a strict point-by-point comparison.503 When taken 

from a more abstract level, and reading the temptation as Jesus‘ obedience as opposed to 

Israel‘s disobedience, it does make for a compelling parallel. 

Ælfric‘s supposition, an ancient one that leads back from Gregory to John Cassian to 

Leo to Irenaeus Haer. 5.21.2, is also mentioned by some of the modern interpreters. Luz 

cites it, noting that a number of modern authors (including Bultmann and Tuckett among 

others) have continued to champion this interpretation, and labels it the parenetic 

interpretation.504 Without referring to Genesis, Boring mentions an interpretation that 

foregrounds vice and virtue, labeling it ―the ethical interpretation‖ and damns it with faint 

praise, warning against a too-quick turn from the text to personal experience in a ―quest for 

relevance.‖505 Davies and Allison offer the unusual suggestion that Mark‘s temptation 

narrative did indeed proceed from a parallel with the Garden narrative, but that Q rejected 

that approach in favor of the wandering Children of Israel.506 In an interesting twist, Davies 

and Allison do return to the notion of Jesus as New Adam during the discussion of the 

ministering of the angels to Jesus in v. 11, and explore pertinent parallels.507 Hare, however, 

does not mention this possibility at all.  

With Luz, it seems that a both-and approach would be more profitable than a strict 

either-or. That is, in the temptation narrative, we see Jesus facing the devil in a 

testing/tempting process that has strong parallels to several texts in the Hebrew Bible 

including the Fall and the wandering in the desert. Weaker parallels could be drawn to other 

narratives including David‘s temptation by his urges towards Bathsheba, and Israel‘s 

temptation to a king despite Samuel‘s remonstration. Both the stronger and weaker parallels 

pit obedience toward God—God‘s commands and words—against disobedience. In each 

                                                 
503 In particular, Hare‘s attempt to fit the second temptation with the presence/absence of God comes across a 
bit strained. (Hare, Matthew, 24-5). 
504 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 149. 
505 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 165. 
506 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.356-7. 
507 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.374. 
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case these groups and people, though beloved of the Lord, fail but where they fail, Jesus 

does not. 

However, simply abstracting a meaning of ―obedience‖ misses the greater import 

that Ælfric‘s connection makes. Ælfric‘s typology goes beyond the level of typology. He does 

not simply argue that Jesus is an antitype of Adam, succeeding where Adam failed. Rather, 

he presents Jesus‘ replaying the temptations of Adam as fundamentally redemptive. Adam‘s 

narrative is not just a shadow whose meaning is found and fulfilled in Christ, rather, it was 

for Ælfric a literal event with palpable consequences. Christ‘s conquest of the devil is not 

just an idea coming to fruition but is a redemptive act in and of itself on the literal level. For 

the modern interpreters, typology is a convention that presents Matthew with literary models 

upon which to construct his narrative of Jesus; in Ælfric‘s worldview Adam, Eve, Satan, 

Jesus, and the monks are all equally real people participating in the grand drama of fall and 

redemption.  

The comparison between Ælfric and the modern interpreters is perhaps most fruitful 

when we examine where they do not connect. The modern interpreters all relate this story 

back to its immediate context and the preceding pericope—the baptism of Jesus by John and 

the declaration that Jesus is God‘s Son. Ælfric, working within a lectionary situation works 

with the text as a discrete block. Its immediate context for him is not the baptism of Jesus by 

John but rather Mark‘s story of walking on the water (Mark 6:47ff)—the Gospel for the 

Saturday after Quinquagesima—followed by the Gospel for the Monday after Quadragesima, 

the parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matt 25:31ff). The modern interpreters, following 

their contextual clues, all privilege doctrine generally and christology specifically as 

interpretive categories. Ælfric does not. Of the moderns, Luz remains the most open to a 

non-doctrinal interpretation; Hare seems the most doctrinal.  

The moderns, then, look at the temptations as a series of acts that Jesus is challenged 

to perform by the Devil. Thus, to determine its meaning, each act is weighed to ascertain 
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what concept or doctrine is being tested and how that fits into a first-century doctrine of the 

messiah. The foremost question for each temptation, it seems, is whether it is a specifically 

messianic temptation. This method of focusing on the act has parallels to modernist 

approaches to ethics that seek to determine morality by analyzing actions and the 

motivations that lead to them. 

Ælfric, on the other hand, does not read the temptations as acts. Rather, he 

approaches them from a position of monastic pragmatism that asks less about each act than 

about the virtue or vices that underlie it and what the action reveals about the actor‘s 

character. In essence, Ælfric presents a character-ethic reading of the temptation narrative 

rather than an act-ethic reading.  

However, Christology is just as possible in Ælfric‘s view as the other; there is no 

reason to separate a ―moral‖ interpretation of the temptation narrative from a ―christological‖ 

one. To speak about the acts, the morals, the virtues of Jesus is to speak christologically. 

Ælfric‘s understanding of redemption is specifically tied to the ―morality‖ or, rather, to the 

character of who Christ revealed himself to be through the actions described in the gospel 

narratives. The actions describe a life of perfect humility and therefore perfect virtue; the 

character of this life is of the utmost important in order to speak of Christ as both a 

redeemer and as an exemplar because, again, these two categories are inextricably bound. 
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MATTHEW 5:1–12 
 
Introduction 
 

The beatitudes stand as the great introduction to Matthew‘s Sermon on the Mount. 

As the Sermon on the Mount is one of the pre-eminent and most quoted set of dominical 

teachings,508 the beatitudes occupy a privileged place within the history of Christian thought. 

Chapter 5 begins with a narrative frame. A disjunctive de& signals a shift from the narrative 

summary in 4:23-25 to a new set of actions where Jesus gathers his disciples and prepares to 

speak.  At that point, the text moves into a parallel set of eight elements beginning with 

maka&rioi o#i and containing a o#ti clause. A ninth element also begins maka&rioi but then 

diverges from the pattern and expands upon the eighth element. While a o#ti clause is present, 

the expansiveness of this ninth element shows a definite break from the earlier pattern. A 

shift away from parallelism and a direct address in the second person plural in v. 13 confirms 

the end of the literary unit.   

 The heart of the material is Double Tradition, coming from Q 6:20-23, but Matthew 

has altered and expanded it. Both Eusebius and Aland note the parallels with Luke 6:20b-23 

and the liberties that Matthew takes. Eusebius‘s canons alternate between Double Tradition 

material and material unique to Matthew. Thus, the first verse is Canon X, verses 2 through 

4 are Canon V, Double Tradition Matthew-Luke, v. 5 is Canon X, v. 6 is Canon V, vv. 7-10 

are Canon X and vv. 11-12 are Canon V. The only disagreement between Eusebius and 

Aland concerns v. 4; Eusebius sees a thematic parallel between Matt 5:4 and Luke 6:21b that 

Aland does not, probably because of the lack of overlap in the Greek text. 

It should be noted that the Eusebian divisions reflect an issue in the transmission of 

the text: Eusebius reverses the order of vv. 4 and 5. Nor is this simply an issue in his text. 

Within several translation traditions—the Latin, Syrus Curetonianus, and at least one 

Bohairic Coptic manuscript—verses 4 and 5 are transposed. This transposition also appears 
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in Origen and in the Western Fathers who follow the Latin text, most notably Augustine in 

his influential commentary on the Sermon on the Mount. The Old English cited by Ælfric 

follows the transposition found in its Vulgate parent. 

 
Modern Interpreters 
 
Ulrich Luz 

Luz frames the Beatitudes as an interpretive trajectory of the Jesus tradition frozen in 

a moment. His explication considers their origins, their state as they entered Matthew‘s 

hands, their state as they left them, and their reception by the Church through the ages. 

Rather than focusing on either end of the process, though, he deftly uses both the pre-

history and the interpretive history to shed light upon Matthew‘s text, always returning to the 

canonical text and focusing on what is found therein. 

Luz proposes a three-stage transmission history as the text came to Matthew: a) a the 

first three beatitudes (Q 6:20b–21a, b=Matt 5:3, 6, 4) may go back to Jesus; b) Q adds a 

fourth beatitude (Q 6:22–23=Matt 5:11–12); c) in light of Isa 61, the original three beatitudes 

were reformulated and a new fourth beatitude (Matt 5:5) was added to create a series all 

beginning with p, and two other beatitudes were also added (Matt 5:7–9).509 Thus, Matthew 

received a set of seven beatitudes ,which he then further developed. This separation of layers 

is essential for Luz as each layer represents a different adaptation of the original. The 

―unconditional assurance of salvation to people who are in a hopeless situation is decisive‖510 

for the first layer that comes from Jesus himself. These authentic beatitudes share ―a 

paradoxical character…the apocalyptic hope for a total reversal of conditions.‖511 They are 

not wholly future, though, because of the person and action of Jesus; their proclamation and 

                                                 
509 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 187. 
510 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 189. 
511 Ibid. 
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Jesus‘ action towards the poor and marginalized enact the kingdom as a present event.512 

This layer is fundamentally eschatological. 

By the time the text leaves Matthew‘s hands, this orientation has changed.513 Luz 

contends that Matthew‘s changes have altered the original meaning by ―mov[ing] the sense of the 

Beatitudes in the direction of paranesis.‖514 Matthew‘s approach is ―characterized by an ‗ethicizing‘ 

tendency; the Beatitudes become a kind of mirror for a Christian life.‖ The original 

eschatological meaning of the words of Jesus have been transformed and altered.515  

Although Matthew ―ethicizes,‖ Luz suggests that the evangelist does not calcify a 

purely ethical meaning. Rather, he enables the interpretive trajectory of this teaching to 

continue, assuring its continued survival by opening up the language: 

The terms that designate those who are pronounced blessed are very general. They permit 

the hearers to fill them with their own associations and interpretations. It was precisely the 

openness of the Matthean formulations that repeatedly makes it possible for the church‘s 

interpreters to discover what for them was basic and central in these beatitudes.516  

Thus, the open-ended character of the beatitudes allows each generation to inhabit them 

anew as shifting theologies find traction in the simple and multivalent words that Matthew 

uses. 

Luz‘s own interpretation not only pays attention to these later interpretive traditions 

and chronicles various interpretive approaches, he creatively engages these historical 

interpretations to gain a better insight into Matthew‘s own text. Most striking is his use of 

                                                 
512 Ibid. 
513 Luz is unclear on how Matthew has restructured the material. On one hand he establishes that a seven 
beatitude tradition has come to him but on the other hand asserts that Matthew‘s ―additions and 
interpretations‖ have shifted the meaning of the text (Luz, Matthew 1-7, 190). What these additions and 
interpretations are in contrast to the pre-Matthean material is not clearly spelled out. 
514 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 190. Emphasis is in the original. 
515 I hesitate to go so far as to say ―domesticated.‖ While I think it is clear that Luz prefers these sayings to 
have an eschatological force, he does not reject their ethical meaning, either. 
516 Ibid. 
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patristic material. He contends in a minor (typographically identified) excursus that the 

Reformation exegetes came closer to the original meaning intended by Jesus but in so doing 

depart from Matthew‘s: ―The Reformation‘s interpretation has somewhat eliminated the 

ethicizing and to that degree has come closer to the original meaning (but not to Matthew‘s 

meaning!).‖517 While the Reformation finds the eschatological meaning, the early and 

medieval Church cleaves to Matthew‘s meaning because of their tendency toward the ethical; 

their interpretive spin matches and therefore illuminates Matthew‘s. Luz sides with the early 

interpreters on the meaning of ―righteousness‖ in v. 6, a key term for him: ―In my judgment, 

without question the decision is to be made in favor of the first, the early church/Catholic 

interpretation.‖518 Furthermore, in asking whether the ethicizing tendency goes too far, Luz 

looks to the early church to understand how grace plays into Matthew‘s message and 

substantively uses the arguments he finds there to absolve the Beatitudes of the fault of 

works-righteousness.519 

As far as the actual content of the Beatitudes goes, Luz states that the structure of 

the passage determines much of its meaning; the inclusio formed by the appearance of 

kingdom of heaven in v. 3 and 10 sets the agenda for the other beatitudes: ―With this first 

promise Matthew sets brackets around all the Beatitudes (vv. 3, 10); the remaining 

concluding clauses develop what ‗kingdom of heaven‘ means.‖520 Not only does kingdom of 

heaven appear in strategic locations—so does righteousness. Matthew introduces his ―key 

concept‖521 in the middle and at the end of the sequence. This concept further grounds how 

the Matthean beatitudes should be understood. Luz understands Matthew‘s righteousness as:  

…a human attitude or conduct. One can be persecuted only because of that conduct, not 

because one merely longs for (divine) righteousness. Righteousness is characterized by 

                                                 
517 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 200. 
518 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 195. 
519 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 199-202. 
520 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 193. 
521 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 195. 
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Christian practice and confessing Jesus. … Confessing Christ manifests itself in deeds (7:21–

23; 25:31–46). 522 

Thus, Luz reads the Beatitudes as enjoining a set of actions that jointly constitute 

righteousness and set the agenda of the kingdom of heaven.  

 

Davies and Allison 

While Davies and Allison begin with looking at the structure of the Beatitudes 

(where they decided they are formed from three triplets, given the Matthean love of threes), 

their argument proper begins in an excursus on beatitudes. In this excursus, they distinguish 

between two fundamental forms of beatitudes: wisdom and eschatological.  No absolute 

method of discerning the difference between the two is offered but certain characteristics 

identify the eschatological form. The most fundamental is the literary function:  

The eschatological makarism, it is important to observe, is usually addressed to people in 

dire straits, and the promise to them is of future consolation. So in contrast to the wisdom 

beatitude where moral exhortation is, despite the declarative form, generally the object, 

assurance and the proffering of hope are the goal: eyes become focused on the future, which 

will reverse natural values and the present situation; fulfillment is no longer to be found in 

this world but in a new world. The dismal status quo of those addressed is taken as a given 

for the present and is only to be altered by the eschatological intervention of God.523   

Thus, the eschatological beatitude is about a ―future consolation‖ while the wisdom 

beatitude is about ―moral exhortation.‖524 Additionally, the eschatological beatitude is found 

in series as well as pairs while the moral is only found in pairs, and the eschatological 

blessing is sometimes paired with an eschatological woe.525 They note that both kinds of 

                                                 
522 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 199. 
523 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.432. 
524 Ibid. 
525 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.433. 
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blessings are found within the NT writings and that the Beatitudes are quite typical—only 

their brevity is exceptional, particularly in their Lukan form.526 

Drawing their observations about structure and beatitudes together, Davies and 

Allison posit four stages of development for the Matthean beatitudes; the key is that the first 

stage, coming from Jesus, consists of three eschatological beatitudes (blessed are the poor, 

blessed are those who mourn, and blessed are those who hunger).527 The rest of the 

beatitudes and their later form came at the hands of Q compilers and evangelists. An 

eschatological quality therefore grounds the series—the precise nature of the Matthean 

beatitudes is open for question, especially by modern scholars. Davies and Allison present 

the question with a section entitled ―Entrance requirements or eschatological blessings?‖528  

While confirming the ―initial plausibility‖ of the first and majority position and granting it 

―an element of truth,‖529 eight points challenge this view and the conclusion disavows it: 

In conclusion, it would be foolish to deny the imperatives implicit in 5.3–12: there is no 

going around this. (This is also true of the woes in Mt 23, which, although not primarily 

exhortation, offer such implicitly, even to Matthew‘s Christian readers.) But the question is 

whether the primary function of the Matthean beatitudes is moral, and whether a moral 

dimension excludes a promissory or conciliatory dimension. The answer in both cases is 

negative. 5.3–12 serves firstly to bless the faithful as they are now. When Jesus speaks, the 

drudgery and the difficulties of day-to-day life fade away and the bliss of the life to come 

proleptically appears. Time is, however briefly, overcome, and the saints are refreshed.   

Thus, Davies and Allison offer an answer that privileges the eschatological but, upon 

reflection, is a veiled acceptance of the moral as well. The negative affirmation denies a 

                                                 
526 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.434. 
527 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.435. 
528 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.439. 
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solely moral meaning and, while straining towards the eschatological, reluctantly 

acknowledges the presence of the moral. 

The exegesis of the beatitudes themselves follows this pattern: eschatological 

qualities are privileged. Moral meanings are not denied, but are not at the forefront either. 

Thus the addition of ―in spirit‖ to the first beatitude does make a religious turn towards a 

quality that can be cultivated, but does not negate the economic meaning of ―the poor‖ as 

―the two go together.‖530 In taking up 5:4 they note ―It is difficult to see how [this verse] can 

be understood as paranesis.‖531Possessing the earth in 5:5 is ―an eschatological promise‖532 

However, while Davies and Allison point out the eschatological character of the 

verses, they do not impose eschatology as a rigid framework nor seek to discover it where 

there are no warrants. Thus 5:6 is a ―recognizable behavior‖533 that must be earnestly and 

habitually sought.‖534 A moral meaning and presence is neither denied nor denigrated—but 

neither is it actively advocated. 

Five concluding observations round out their treatment of the beatitudes. In the first, 

Davies and Allison note that these makarisms are ―blessings, not requirements.‖535 Like the 

healings at the end of Matt 4, these are the breath of grace before the hard words of Matt 5–

7. The second point continues this theme: 

According to Mt. 5:3–12, the kingdom of God will bring eschatological comfort, a 

permanent inheritance, true satisfaction, the obtaining of mercy, the vision of God, and 

divine sonship. In brief, it will in every way bring the telos of the religious quest. Thus the 

word ―kingdom‖ serves to foretell the eventual realization in human experience of the 

                                                 
530 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.443. 
531 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.449. 
532 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.450. 
533 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.453. 
534 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.452. 
535 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1.466. 
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fullness of God‘s bounteous presence. ―Kingdom‖ is indeed almost a surrogate for God, and 

it is rightly considered the summum bonum of Matthew‘s gospel.536  

The third point is Christological in that the beatitudes—particularly their earlier layers that 

may well go back to Jesus—are based upon Isa 61.1–3. Thus, in his blessing of the poor and 

mourning in these beatitudes, Jesus is functioning in his messianic role. And yet—point 4 

notes that Jesus himself fulfills the very categories he blesses: meek, mourning, righteous, 

merciful, persecuted and reproached. ―So the beatitudes are illustrated and brought to life by 

Jesus‘ actions. He embodies his own words and thereby becomes the standard or model to 

be imitated (cf. Origen in PG 13.152).‖537 The fifth and final point returns again to 

eschatology. The beatitudes function as a ―practical theodicy‖538 that seeks not to explain the 

mysteries of why some are poor and mourn but put present circumstances into perspective 

through the appeal to eschatological consolation. 

 

Douglas Hare 

Hare does not treat the Beatitudes as a discrete pericope, but includes them in a 

section that covers the whole Sermon on the Mount, stretching from 5:1–7:29. A brief 

introduction sets up the sermon as a whole, then dives into the text. As a result, Hare‘s 

treatment lacks many of the technical considerations specific to the Beatitudes of the other 

treatments, notably questions of tradition history. Indeed he is concerned more with an 

overall impression than with a detailed analysis.  

Hare‘s quick treatment of the initial setting in vv. 1–2 is fairly cursory and suggestive. 

While he states that Matthew is connecting Jesus with Moses in the use of mountain imagery 

for his central teaching, he remains insistent that Matthew does not push the Moses typology 

because Jesus is greater than Moses. Rather: ―he apparently wishes his readers to see the 
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Sermon on the Mount as a definitive interpretation of Torah delivered to Moses on Mount 

Sinai.‖539 He suggests that the key Old Testament character and mountain that should be in 

the reader‘s mind is less Moses and Sinai but David and Zion, highlighting what he finds to 

be kingly imagery: 

[Jesus] sits like a king on his throne, his disciples approach him like subjects in a royal court, 

and the king delivers his inaugural address, in which he lays out in considerable detail what 

life in his kingdom will be like.540 

Because of the emphasis on interpretation rather than a new law, fulfillment rather than 

dissolution, and what Hare understands as court ceremonial, the initial setting of the sermon 

is more a christological statement than anything else. 

Hare then approaches the Beatitudes (5:3–12), beginning with a brief introduction 

before proceeding to the text. He notes first the scholarly argument as to whether the 

Beatitudes are ―eschatological warnings or entrance requirements‖541 and takes the irresolvable 

nature of the debate to signal that they are both ―expressions of eschatological grace and 

implicit commands.‖542 As the commentary will reveal, however, he tends towards the 

eschatological over the ethical. A short introduction to makarisms orients the reader to the 

main issues, pointing to Ps 1:1 as the makarism closest in nature to Matthew‘s. Hare makes 

no summary statements concerning the beatitudes but moves directly into the remainder of 

Matthew‘s sermon. 

Hare approaches the Beatitudes with Scripture firmly in hand, relying upon 

intertexuality to clarify their meaning almost to the point of embracing a canonical criticism 

model. That is, his approach to the Beatitudes is to find a related text or text, preferably 

from the Old Testament, to clarify the meaning of the passage. A comment in his 
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interpretation of v. 4 presents his agenda: ―Here as elsewhere in Jesus‘ teachings the key to 

interpretation lies in the Hebrew Scriptures‖543 and also in the remarks on v. 7: ―Again we 

must regard the Old Testament background as constitutive of a correct understanding.‖544 

Deutero-Isaiah and the Psalms in particular are identified often as the source of these 

statements.  

This having been said, Hare‘s most important dialogue partner is not actually from 

the Old Testament but is Luke‘s gospel. Perhaps because of his attention to the Lukan 

parallels, Hare tends to depart from Matthew‘s text, preferring the ―revolutionary rhetoric‖545 

of Jesus which he finds more clearly presented in Luke‘s versions. Following this path, Hare 

tends towards economic interpretations of the Beatitudes, preferring whenever possible to 

turn the text and its meaning back to ―the world of economic struggle.‖546 Thus the 

―mourning‖ of v. 4 is not an internalized mourning for sins, but rather—reading through Isa 

61—mourning for the desolation of the land of Israel and the economic injustices rampant 

in the land;547 the ―meek‖ in v. 5 read through Ps 37 are the tenant farmers who will receive 

land of their own rather than working the lands of others.548 Even the peacemakers of v. 9 

are those who seek to restore God‘s shalom defined as ―harmonious cooperation aimed at the 

welfare of all, [that] could not be established by the Roman legions.‖549 The Beatitudes read 

this way, then, are presented as primarily eschatological warnings that presage the reversal of 

the current economic and imperialistic system retaining a subdued ethical note on behalf of 

social justice. 
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Eugene Boring 

Boring‘s interpretation of the Beatitudes can only be described as relentlessly 

eschatological. As a hermeneutic, eschatology is dominant and at times seems to dominate 

the text itself. Boring begins his exegesis of the Beatitudes with a section that lays out the 

nature of Matthean makarisms, then produces seven hermeneutical corollaries that flow 

from this definition. His introductory framework carries through his verse-by-verse 

treatment. In particular, the seven corollaries lay out the importance of eschatology, which 

the exegetical section then implements. 

 The emphasis on eschatology begins with Boring‘s presentation of makarisms as a 

form. He asserts:  

The Matthean beatitudes were originally a wisdom form filled by early Christianity with 

prophetic eschatological content. Matthew‘s beatitudes are not practical advice for successful 

living, but prophetic declarations made on the conviction of the coming-and-already-present 

kingdom of God.550 

This definition presents two strong themes that will carry throughout the interpretation: 1) 

the Beatitudes are fundamentally eschatological, and 2) they are not about ethics or virtues. 

The successive corollaries and exegetical remarks clarify this. 

The eschatological orientation is clear from the literary form of the text, from the 

verb tense utilized, and from their very nature. Making a distinction between paranetic 

wisdom beatitudes and eschatological prophetic beatitudes, Boring strongly asserts the 

prophetic eschatological nature of Matthew‘s Beatitudes. He does not spend much time 

demonstrating this assertion but makes an observation based on form: wisdom beatitudes 

―declare present happiness and reward‖551 while ―[i]n the Prophets, makarisms declare the 

present/future blessedness of those who are presently in dire circumstances but who will be 
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vindicated at the eschatological coming of God‘s kingdom.‖552 He goes on to note: ―In the 

New Testament outside the Synoptics, most beatitudes are found in the prophetic book of 

Revelation.‖553 As far as Boring is concerned, then, New Testament beatitudes are most 

likely if not necessarily eschatological in nature. 

As Boring proceeds through the text he notes a number of times the presence of the 

future passive tense in the second half of various beatitudes. He dissuades readers from 

seeing these as future rewards for specific behaviors but identifies them as the 

―eschatological divine passive.‖554 The verbs in the second halves of vv. 4, 6, 7, and 9 in 

particular are identified as utilizing this grammatical construction.  

Furthermore, Boring flatly asserts the eschatological nature of the Beatitudes in his 

corollary 6: ―The beatitudes are not historical but eschatological.‖555 The Beatitudes‘ 

structural bracket also feeds into the eschatological interpretation: ―The first and last of the 

formally identical series 5:3–10 refer directly to the coming kingdom, and all the others 

express some eschatological aspect of it.‖556 In the body of corollary 6, Boring interprets the 

verbal phrases in the second halves of vv. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 to clarify their eschatological 

meaning and that therefore all of these blessings ―are not this-worldly practical realities, but 

elements of the eschatological hopes of Israel.‖557 By the time that the reader gets to the 

interpretation proper, then, its eschatological character has been predetermined. 

Corollary 3, though, is Boring‘s acknowledgement of the moral dimension of the 

beatitudes. In this brief corollary he note that: ―there is, however, an ethical dimension to the 

beatitudes.‖558 However, the ethical is aligned with the eschatological: proper ethics are 
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defined as ―act[ing] in accord with the coming kingdom‖ and Boring notes that the life of 

the blessed is elaborated later in the sermon in 5:17–7:12. 559  

A more direct challenge to views of the Beatitudes as either entrance requirements or 

a code of ethics comes through Boring‘s appeal to the communitarian nature of the text. He 

begins by stating in corollary 2 that: ―they do not directly lay down demands for conversion, 

but declare the notae ecclesiae, the ‗marks of the church.‖560 His strongest statement on the 

matter is in corollary 7: 

The nine pronouncements are thus not statements about general human virtues—most 

appear exactly the opposite to common wisdom. Rather, they pronounce blessing on 

authentic disciples in the Christian community. All of the beatitudes apply to one group of 

people, the real Christians of Matthew‘s community. They do not describe nine different 

kinds of good people who get to go to heaven, but are nine declarations about the 

blessedness, contrary to all appearances, of the eschatological community living in 

anticipation of God‘s reign. Like all else in Matthew, they are oriented to life together in the 

community of discipleship, not to individualistic ethics.561 

Here Boring cuts to heart of his opposition to an ethical or ethicizing interpretation of the 

Beatitudes. For him, the turn to the ethical is also the turn to the individual and the interior. 

Rather, he states, these are the marks of a community as a whole with various elements 

embodied at various times by various members. 

Finally, Boring also speaks of an implicit christology in the Beatitudes that pervades 

all of the Sermon on the Mount. Two of his convictions provide a sense of how this implicit 

christology is at work. In Corollary 4, Boring states that the Beatitudes are fundamentally 

performative: 
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The beatitudes are written in unconditional performative language. They do not merely 

describe something that already is, but bring into being the reality they declare. The form is 

not ―if you will x, then y‖ or ―whoever x, then y,‖ but unconditionally declare that those who 

are x will be y. Like the patriarchal and priestly blessings, and like the prophetic word of the 

Scripture, the beatitude effects what it says, bringing into being what it states.562 

Boring does not explicitly tease out the implications that necessarily follow from this set of 

statements. If the Beatitudes are both highly eschatological and performative than it must 

follow that the Christology reveals Jesus as the eschatological power person par excellence. He 

does, however, develop the implicit Christology in the next corollary: 

Understood as a prophetic pronouncement, the truth claim of the beatitude is not 

independently true but dependent on the speaker. … In the narrative context of the Sermon 

on the Mount, the speaker is more than a prophet, he is the Son of God and the Lord of the 

church, already seen from the post-Easter perspective. The beatitudes, therefore, are not 

observations about reality that others of lesser insight had simply overlooked, such as truths 

of mathematics or logic. They are true on the basis of the authority of the one who speaks. 

Thus for Matthew Jesus‘ beatitudes are related to the theme of authority (e0cousi/a exousia) of 

Jesus (see 7:29; 8:9; 9:6; 21:23; 28:18). In the first words of the Sermon on the Mount, we do 

not meet general statements, the truth of which we can investigate on our own terms, with 

our own criteria, but a veiled, implicit, christological claim that calls for taking a stand with 

regard to the speaker, not merely the content of his speech.563 

Thus, the Christology that Boring finds is not simply that of a wise ethical teacher, rather he 

discovers a teacher—yes—but more than that, a being of eschatological power whose very 

word shifts the nature of reality.  
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While Boring‘s interpretation tends to extremes with his relentless pursuit of the 

eschatological, he does so to provide what he understands as a necessary counter-balance to 

flatly ethical readings that have pervaded the church for centuries. Boring‘s point is not to 

repudiate ethics altogether but to present an interpretation that does not give in to either 

ethicizing or internalizing tendencies. In response, he highlights the eschatological and 

communal aspects of the Beatitudes to present a better rounded understanding of this 

central text. 
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Ælfric’s Interpretation 

 
The Homily Proper 

Ælfric‘s sermon for the Feast of All Saints564 is a bipartite treatment of the Epistle 

and Gospel appointed for the occasion. He engages both texts through the lens of the 

liturgical event, shaping his exposition of 

the texts specifically for the occasion. This 

homily is an orderly one, logically 

constructed and amenable to a structural 

analysis (see figure 1). In each half of the 

homily, Ælfric presents the text in English 

translation after a brief introduction, then 

explicates the text.  

After presenting the appointed 

epistle, Rev 7:9–12, Ælfric systematically 

describes the various categories and 

classes of angels and saints whom the 

faithful venerate on this day. He is 

prompted by the question immediately 

following this pericope from Rev 7:13; the 

elder asks the visionary St John, ―Who are these dressed in white robes and from whence 

have they come?‖565 Just as the elder answers the question, so too does Ælfric. 

                                                 
564 The Feast of All Saints is celebrated on November 1st following the date of Gregory III‘s consecration of a 
chapel in St Peter‘s to All Saints on that date. Given the large number of saints already venerated by the early 
medieval church—with more being added almost daily—this festival was an opportunity to properly propitiate 
all of the saints, even those unknown or forgotten, so that no heavenly intercessors would be overlooked. 
Among other things, it represents a movement on the part of a heavily monastic clergy to allow the laity to 
share in the veneration of the saints while recognizing the impracticality of lay attendance at Sanctoral masses 
and offices. 
565  hii qui amicti sunt stolis albis qui sunt et unde venerunt   

I. Treatment of the Epistle (ll. 3-146) 
 A. Introduction (ll. 3-7) 
 B. Translation of the Epistle (ll. 7-15) 
 C. Classifying the Saints and Angels (ll. 16-136) 
  1. The Angels (ll. 16-35) 
  2. The Patriarchs  (ll. 35-41) 
  3. The Prophets (ll. 41-51) 
  4. John the Baptist (ll. 52-55) 
  5. The Apostles (ll. 55-70) 
  6. The Martyrs (ll. 71-88) 
  7. The Priests/Confessors (ll. 89-103) 
  8. The Hermits (ll. 104-117) 
  9. The Blessed Virgin Mary (ll. 118-129) 
  10. Virgins (ll. 130-136) 
 D. Conclusion/Transition (ll. 137-146) 
II. Treatment of the Gospel (ll. 147-291) 
 A. Introduction (ll. 147-152) 
 B. Translation of the Gospel (ll. 152-166) 
 C. Exposition of the Gospel (ll. 167-281) 
  1. Narrative Frame (ll. 167-179) 
  2. 1st Beatitude (ll. 180-197) 
  3. 2nd Beatitude (ll. 198-204) 
  4. 3rd Beatitude (ll. 205-210) 
  5. 4th Beatitude (ll. 211-218) 
  6. 5th Beatitude (ll. 219-221) 
  7. 6th Beatitude (ll. 222-227) 
  8. 7th Beatitude (ll. 227-235) 
  9. 8th Beatitude (ll. 236-279) 
 D. Conclusion (ll. 280-291) 
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In his response, Ælfric utilizes categories drawn from his periodization of history 

familiar from the eschatological epic.566  After briefly mentioning angels and highlighting the 

dangers of focusing too much on things unknown, Ælfric begins with the biblical saints—

patriarchs, prophets, John the Baptist, and the apostles. He moves naturally to post-biblical 

times and discusses the martyrs; then, alluding to the cessation of official persecution of 

Christians,567 to priests/confessors. At this point Ælfric seems to continue his chronological 

scheme, moving to hermits and the anchorites of the Egyptian desert.568 A sudden shift to a 

vocative address of the Blessed Virgin breaks the chronological schema. After an encomium 

highlighting the virginity of Mary, Ælfric moves to his final category—the virgins and 

widows. A concluding paragraph returns the focus to the liturgical celebration, reminding the 

congregation that they are here to honor and venerate these saints and angels, trusting in the 

strength of their intercession. 

While a great number of holy beings are explicated, this half of the homily focuses 

the most attention upon the holy state of martyrdom. While Ælfric heaps praise upon all of 

the holy beings—both angels and humans—the most effusive praise and the most certain 

picture of glory goes to those who died for their faith: 

After the ―army of the apostles‖ we honor the triumphant host of God‘s martyrs569 who 

through great tortures manfully conformed to the suffering of Christ and through their 

martyrdom entered the heavenly kingdom. Some were slain with weapons, some consumed 

by fire. Others were beaten with scourges, others thrust through with stakes. Some hung on 

                                                 
566 See the discussion of Æflric‘s conception and construction of the span of history as an eschatological epic in 
chapter 2.  
567 Æfter  ablunnenr e ehtnysse r eþr a cyninga & ealdormanna on siblicer e drohtnunge godes gelaþunge wæron 
halige sacerdas gode þeonde; [After the cessation of the cruel persecutions of kings and governors, holy priests 
of God prospered under a peaceful condition for God‘s church.] (ll. 89-91). 
568 While the previous transition is clearly temporal, Ælfric‘s thinking is not as clear here. He begins with an 
ambiguous ―Ðysum fyligð [After these followed....]‖ (ll. 104). The notion of following could be temporal in a 
chronological sense or metaphorical in a categorical sense; Ælfric gives no clear signals but the context urges 
for a temporal reading.  
569 The OE ―heap godes cyþera‖ appears to be a direct reference to the ―Martyrum … exercitus (army of the 
martyrs)‖ from the Te Deum.  
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crosses, some sank in the wide sea. Others were flayed alive, others torn with iron claws. 

Some were overwhelmed with stones, some afflicted with winter‘s cold, some tormented 

with hunger. The hands and feet of some were, on account of their faith and the holy name 

of Christ the Savior, cut off as a spectacle for the crowds. These are the triumphant friends 

of God for whom the wicked governors had contempt but now they are crowned with the 

victory of their sufferings in eternal joy. They may have been killed bodily but they would 

not turn from God despite any torture. Their hope was fulfilled in immortality though they 

were tortured before men. They were afflicted for a short time but cheered for a long time 

because their God tested them just as gold in an oven and he found them worthy and, just as 

a holy offering, he received them into his heavenly kingdom.570   

The martyrs, then become the ―gold standard‖ for sanctity. The post-Constantinian period 

became problematic because of a lack of active persecution. As a result, Ælfric explains how 

the confessors could attain to sanctity through following the path of spiritual martyrdom 

even if they do not achieve it physically. That is, even though they do not receive martyrdom, 

their achievements are weighed in relation to it: 

…though [the confessors] did not experience the persecution of the sword yet through the 

merit of their lives they were not deprived of martyrdom because martyrdom is 

                                                 
570 Ll. 71-88. Æfter þam apostolican werode we wurþiað þone sigefæstan heap godes cyþera þe þurh mislicum 
tintregum cristes þrowunge werlice geefenlæhton & þurh martyrdome þæt upplice rice geferdon; Sume hi  
wæron mid wæpnum ofslegene: sume on lige forswælede; Oþre mid swipum ofbeatene oþre mid stengum 
þurhðyde; Sume on hengene gecwylmede sume on widdre sæ besencte; Oþre cuce behylde oþre mid isenum 
clawum totorene; Sume mid stanum ofhrorene sume mid winterlicum cyle geswencte sume mid hungre 
gecwylmede; Sume handum & fotum forcorfene folce to wæfersyne for geleafan & halgum naman hælendes 
cristes; Ða sind þa sigefæstan godes frynd þe ðæra forscyldgodra ealdormanna hæse forsawon & nu hi sind  
gewuldorbeagode mid sige heora þrowunga on ecere myrhþe; Hi mihton beon lichamlice acwealde ac hi ne 
mihton fram gode þurh nanum tintregum beon gebigede; Heora hiht wæs mid undeadlicnysse afylled þeah þe 
hi ætforan mannum getintregode wæron; Hi wæron scortlice gedrehte & langlice gefrefrode for þan þe god 
heora afandode swa swa gold on ofene & he afunde hi him wyrþe & swa swa halig offrung he hi underfeng to 
his heofenlicum rice;  
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accomplished not in blood alone but also in abstinence from sins and in the application of 

God‘s commands.571 

The message is that sainthood comes through the persecution and endurance of 

martyrdom—even if there are not accommodating heathen rulers about, it may be simulated 

through asceticism and obedience to God in the face of diabolic temptations.572 

 Ælfric then turns to the Gospel reading for the day, Matt 5:1–12. He introduces it 

with a segue from the section on the categories of saints by explaining that this gospel tells 

how the faithful become saints.573 A translation of the Gospel into English follows. Ælfric 

begins his treatment by explaining that he presents Augustine‘s teaching and dives into an 

explanation. The events within the narrative frame preceding the beatitudes are interpreted 

as enigmas with doctrinal solutions: the height of the mountain contrasts the height of Jesus‘ 

teachings above that of Moses; sitting as a teacher, Jesus called the disciples spiritually to 

himself as well as physically; the one who opened his mouth was also the one who opened 

the mouths of the prophets.     

The beatitudes are taken in turn. Ælfric gives predominantly moral interpretations of 

the Beatitudes. That is, each of the predicate nominatives placed apposite to the blessings is 

interpreted as a manifestation of a concrete virtue. The second half of each line presents a 

reward granted to those who enact the named virtue. Both the predicate nominatives and the 

contents of the subordinant clause are treated as enigmas; Ælfric‘s practice is to present the 

plain meaning, identifying the virtues inherent in each and its proper reward. Following 

standard patristic practice, Ælfric‘s interpretations often contain a passage of scripture that 

                                                 
571 Ll. 99-103. & þeah ðe hi swurdes ehtnysse ne gefreddon þeah þurh heora lifes geearnungum hi ne beoð 
martyrdomes bedælede: for þan ðe martyrdom bið gefremmed na on blodes gyte anum ac eac swilce on synna 
forhæfednysse & on bigencge godes beboda; 
572 See the discussion in the 7th-8th century Irish Cambrai Homily of the ascetical ―white‖ and ―blue‖ 
martyrdoms contrasted with literal ―red‖ martyrdom. Ælfric makes no references to such a color scheme here 
or elsewhere. 
573 Ðæt halige godspel þe nu lytle ær  ætfor an eow geræd wæs micclum geþwær læcð þisser e fr eolstide for  þan 
ðe hit geendebyrd þa eahta eadignyssa þe þa halgan to heofenlicum geþingþum gebrohton [That holy gospel 
which now just a little bit before was read to you is greatly harmonious with this feast-day because it orderly 
arranges the eight blessings which brought the saints to heavenly intercession.] (ll. 149-51). 
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back the selected solution to the enigma. The first seven blessings are treated in a spare fifty-

six lines (ll. 180-235)—an average of six lines per blessing.574  

The first and sixth beatitudes represent  Ælfric‘s treatment of this text. The first 

receives the longest treatment of any of the first seven beatitudes—18 lines (ll. 180-97). The 

treatment begins with the citation of the beatitude itself (ll. 180-1). Then, the term ―gastlican 

þearfan [spiritually poor]‖ is specifically defined: ―What are the spiritually poor except the 

humble who have the fear of God and do not have any arrogance‖ (ll. 181-2).575 This 

interpretation returns to the interpretation of the ―mountain‖ in ll. 167-73 where the height 

signifies the lofty commands leading to the filial fear of God as opposed to the old law 

rooted in servile fear. From this definition, the two key concepts—the fear of God and 

arrogance—are then clarified by means of two scriptural warrants: ―‗The fear of God is the 

beginning of wisdom‘ [Ps 110:11; Prov 1:7; 9:10; Sir 1:12] and ‗pride is likewise the beginning 

of sin‘ [Sir 10:15]‖ (ll. 182-3).576 Once the words are defined, Ælfric moves to clarify the 

concepts represented by the text. 

The conceptual explanation draws distinctions through two dichotomies of poverty 

proceeding from the definitions: a material dichotomy between the rich and poor and a 

spiritual dichotomy between the humble and the proud. The four possible combinations are 

described through the use of paradigms. Ælfric begins with the materially poor-but-

spiritually proud; the paradigm operates at the general level of the categorical (encompassing 

all poor but proud people) and is for the sake of restraint. Their poverty is not commendable 

because while they are materially poor they wish for wealth. The materially wealthy-but-

spiritually humble are commended and Abraham, Jacob, and David are identified as 

individual examples for encouragement and emulation. The third category, the materially 

                                                 
574 The first beatitude receives 18 lines (ll. 180-97); the second, 7 (ll. 198-204); the third, 6 (ll. 205-10); the 
fourth, 8 (ll. 211-8); the fifth, 3 (ll. 219-21); the sixth, 5 (ll. 222-6); and the seventh, 9 (ll. 227-35). 
575 Hwæt sind þa gastlican þear fan buton þa eadmodan þe godes ege habbað & nane toþundennysse nabbað; Ll. 
181-2. 
576 Godes ege is wisdomes anginn: & modignys is ælcer e synne angin; Ll. 182-183 
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wealthy-and-spiritually proud—made explicit as ―ðe modigan r ican [the proud rich]‖ (l. 

190)—are also are kept at the categorical level of generality and are presented as a negative 

example. The final category is that which most completely matches the Gospel teaching in 

Ælfric‘s eyes and is therefore most worthy of emulation: the materially poor-and-spiritually 

humble. Here too the paradigm used is more specific than the category itself; the group 

selected for emulation are monks. Ælfric explains that for their poverty in both wealth and 

spirit, monks will receive great glory afterward. At this point, however, the exposition of the 

first beatitude ends without an explication of the kingdom of God—the reward of the 

spiritually poor. 

The sixth beatitude is an example of Ælfric‘s more typical brief treatment of the 

beatitudes. Spanning only seven lines (ll. 222-7) made up of two sentences, Ælfric begins by 

citing the beatitude (l. 222), then denies a potential literal reading of the passage: ―They are 

foolish who wish to see God with a fleshly eye for he will be seen with the heart…‖ (ll. 222-

4).577 In essence, he has identified the passage as a metaphor where the action of the eye has 

been transferred to the heart (which is itself a metaphor for the seat of virtue within a 

human). He finishes the sentence by restating the beatitude in such a way as to define clean-

heartedness: ―…but they who are clean from vice are those who may see God‖ (ll. 224-5).578 

The concluding sentence is an example drawn from the world of science: ―Just as earthly 

light may not be seen except with a clean eye so also God will not be seen except with a 

clean heart.‖579 With this statement, Ælfric moves on to the next beatitude. 

The eighth beatitude receives almost the same amount of material as all of the other 

beatitudes put together—forty-four lines (ll. 236-279). This emphasis is quite deliberate; for 

Ælfric, persecution is the surest sign of fidelity to Christ in both words and works. 

                                                 
577 Stunte sind þa ðe gewilniað god to geseonne mid flæsclicum eagum: þonne he bið mid þære heor tan 
gesewen: 
578 ac heo is to clænsienne fr am leahtrum þæt heo god geseon mage; 
579 Swa swa eorðlic leoht ne mæg beon gesewen buton mid clænum eagum: swa eac ne bið god gesewen buton 
mid clænr e heor tan; 
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Explicating the beatitude through a thick tapestry of Scripture references, he brings in the 

climax from tribulation to hope from Rom 5:3–5, then moves to explicit citations from James 

1:2–3580 and Sirach 27:6 pointing to the necessity of testing and concludes with John 15:18, 

20: 

It is fitting that the faithful glory in tribulation because tribulation brings forth patience and 

patience, endurance, and endurance hope. This hope is truly never confounded because the 

love of God is poured into our hearts through the Holy Ghost through whom we are 

forgiven. The apostle James spoke concerning this: ―Ho, my brothers, endure in all joy when 

you are in various sufferings because the endurance of your faith is more precious than gold 

which has been tried581 by fire.‖ Also the holy writings say: ―Earthen vessels are tested in the 

oven and righteous men in the tribulation of their suffering.‖ Furthermore, the Savior spoke 

about this to his disciples in another place: ―If the earth hates you, know that it hated me 

before you, and if they persecuted me, then they will also persecute you.‖582   

In this way, Ælfric suggests that true Christianity can be measured—if his hearers are under 

attack whether physically or spiritually, then they are doing something right. Suffering is a 

true sign of righteous action whether these persecutions be from the visible or invisible 

forces of Satan.  

                                                 
580 His citation here is more a loose paraphrase of James 1:2–3 as filtered through Haymo than a formal 
quotation. Godden, Commentary, 307. 
581 The terms ―endurance,‖ ―tried‖ and ―tested‖ in this passage are all forms of the OE root afandian 
(highlighted below for easy reference). Modern English does not have a comparable word that covers the range 
of meanings that this single OE word captures, thus the logic of the passage which follows the different uses of 
the term is obscured by my translation. 
582 Ll. 262-274. Geleaffullum gedafenað þæt hi wuldrian on gedrefednyssum for þan seo gedrefednys wyrhð 
geþyld & þæt geþyld afandunge & seo afandung hiht; Se hiht soþlice ne bið næfre gescynd for þan ðe godes lufu is 
agoten on urum heortum þurh ðone halgan gast se þe us is forgyfen; Be þysum cwæð se apostol iacobus; Eala 
ge mine  gebroþru: wenað eow ælcere blisse þonne ge beoð on mislicum costnungum: for þan ðe seo afandung 
eoweres geleafan is micele deorwurþre þonne gold þe bið ðurh fyre afandod; Eft cwyð ðæt halige gewrit læmene 
fatu beoð on ofne afandode: & rihtwise men on gedrefednysse heora costnunge; Be þisum cwæð eac se hælend 
on oðre stowe to his leorningcnihtum; Gif þes middaneard eow hatað wite ge þæt he me hatode ær eow & gif 
hi min ehton þonne ehtað hi eac eower;  
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In his concluding statement on this beatitude, Ælfric makes the crucial link between 

the two halves of his homily—a link quite natural to him but not immediately apparent to 

modern readers. : 

Christ himself was killed by lawless men—and so too were his disciples and the martyrs. All 

those who wish to conduct themselves virtuously within the faithful church shall endure 

persecution either from invisible devils or from the visible lawless ―limbs of the devil.‖583 

However, we should endure these temporary persecutions or tribulations for the name of 

Christ with joy because he thus commanded all patience: ―Rejoice and exult because your 

reward is manifold in heaven.‖584  

The beatitude spoken here by Christ was enacted by Christ on the cross. Those who 

followed most closely in his footsteps were joined to him in a fate like his: the disciples all of 

whom died for their faith (with the sole exception of John) and the martyrs who followed 

them. Returning to the section on the martyrs (cited in full above), the same words and 

concepts are utilized: persecution, endurance, death, and the comparison of the righteous 

with gold tried in the fire. The persecution beatitude is fulfilled most perfectly by the martyrs 

and those who follow in their footsteps.  

 A brief conclusion states that much remains unsaid concerning this text. Ælfric then 

moves towards the traditional Trinitarian doxology by praising God for the abundance of his 

saints. He touches on major points of the theology of the saints—their intercession on our 

behalf, our rejoicing with them, and the veneration due them—while remaining in a 

doxological mode leading to the final Trinitarian ending.  

                                                 
583 This is a well-known trope drawn from the seventh interpretive rule of the Donatist Tychonius, handed on 
to the orthodox church by Augustine in Book 3 of De Doctrina Christiana (De. Doc. Chr. III.37.55.). Just as the 
church is the visible limbs of the body of Christ, so in parallel evil men are considered the limbs of the devil.  
584 Ll. 274-281. Crist sylf wæs fram arleasum mannum acweald & swa eac his leorningcnihtas & martyras & 
ealle ða ðe gewilniað arfæstlice to drohtnigenne on geleaffulre gelaðunge hi sceolon ehtnysse þolian oððe fram 
ungesewenlicum deofle oððe fram gesewenlicum arleasum deofles leomum: ac þas hwilwendlican ehtnyssa 
oððe gedrefednyssa we sceolon mid gefean for cristes naman geþafian for þan ðe he þus behet eallum 
geþyldigum: blissiað & fægniað: efne eower med is menigfeald on heofonum; 
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The Liturgical Context 

Although the Feast of All Saints appears late in Western lectionaries,585 Matt 5:1–12 

was first connected with feasts of multiple martyrs.586 Ælfric‘s emphasis on the eighth 

beatitude readily locates the interpretive center of gravity for this text within the early 

medieval period; while all saints are in view throughout the Ælfric‘s work, special emphasis is 

placed throughout upon martyrs and the blessedness accorded to the state of martyrdom. 

The last beatitude which focuses upon persecution sets the tone for the homily as a whole.  

Ælfric‘s work is guided once again by the liturgical suggestions given in Paul the 

Deacon‘s homiliary. In fact, referring to Paul‘s homiliary as received by Ælfric gives us 

important insight into both Ælfric‘s compositional technique and the context for which he 

intended his sermons.  As the Feast of All Saints was not widely celebrated until after the 

compilation of Paul‘s homiliary, there is no entry for it in the original collection. In the 

expanded version of the homiliary printed in PL 95, one text is appointed for the Vigil of All 

Saints (a section of Bede‘s commentary on Luke)587 and three for the Feast of All Saints 

proper: one attributed to Bede beginning ―Hodie, dilectissimi, omnium sanctorum,‖588 one 

attributed to Bede beginning ―Legitur/Legimus in ecclesiasticis historiis,‖589 and Leo the 

                                                 
585 Readings for All Saints do not appear within Anglo-Saxon lectionaries until the latter half of the tenth 
century. Lenker reports that Matt 5:1–12 appears as the All Saints‘ reading in manuscripts Qa, Qb, Qc, Sx, Vb, 
Vx, Wa, Wb, and A. The only Anglo-Saxon lectionaries that have All Saints‘ but do not appoint this reading for 
the feast are the Type 3 alt group—Sa, Sb, Sd, and Se. All of them do, however, appoint it for the Vigil of the 
feast. The feast itself receives Luke 6:17–23 which is the Synoptic parallel to Matt 5:1–12 according to both 
modern and medieval reckonings.  
586 This lection is appointed for the feasts of The Seven Brothers, martyrs (July 10th) in a wide number of 
lectionaries reflecting a  widespread assignment going back to Chavasse‘s stage 2 (Oa, Pa, Pb, Pc, Pg, Ph, Qa, 
Qb, Qc, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, and Se). One 9th century capitulary (Qe) uses it as the reading for Sts Tiburtius, 
Valerianus, and Maximus, martyrs (April 14th), Sts Felix, Simplicus, Faustinus, and Beatrix, martyrs (July 29th), 
Sts Cosmus and Damian, martyrs (Sept 27th) as well as the Common for Plural Martyrs. The 11th century New 
Minster Missal (Wa) uses it for Sts Marcus and Marcellianus, martyrs (June 18th) and Sts Dionysius, Rusticus, 
and Eleutherius, martyrs (Oct 9th). It also appears as the Common for Plural Martyrs in Vb, Wh, and Ya and as 
the Common for Plural Confessors in Ph and Vb.  
587 Paul the Deacon, Homiliae de Sanctis LXI (PL 95:1535c-d). 
588 Paul the Deacon, Homiliae de Sanctis LXII (PL 95:1535d). 
589 Paul the Deacon, Homiliae de Sanctis LXIII (PL 95:1535d-1536a). 
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Great‘s Sermon 95 on the beatitudes.590 Furthermore, the expanded version includes a 

section from Augustine‘s De Sermone Domini in Monte treating the beatitudes for the Feast of 

Several Martyrs.591 

Ælfric‘s sermon falls neatly into two parts, the first utilizing ―Legimus in ecclesiasticis 

historiis,‖ the second drawing from Augustine‘s De Sermone Domini in Monte.592 He has thus 

created a sermon by combining two elements of the Night Office—the sermo of the second 

nocturn that gives general information about the feast day, and the omelia of the third 

nocturn that provides an exegetical explanation of the Gospel of the Day. There is no doubt, 

then, that the liturgical experience of the Night Office is directly responsible for the shape of 

this sermon. 

However, Ælfric then uses a clever sleight of hand to fit the sermon to a new context, 

accomplished by altering the beginning of the Ps-Bedan ―Legimus.‖ Ælfric reproduces the 

text relatively faithfully but for one major exception. The sermon in all of its variations 

invariably begins with an historical account of the consecration of the Pantheon as a church 

dedicated to Mary and all saints. It then glorifies the God who enabled these humans and 

angels to become saints, then moves into the various categories. This kind of introduction is 

not an uncommon one for early medieval sermons about liturgical feasts with a particular 

history. Classic examples include sermons for St Michael and All Angels and the Rogation 

Days; both anonymous Old English sermons593 and Ælfric‘s own sermons594 for these 

occasions begin with this historical data. 

Here, however, Ælfric has stripped out the historical material and has replaced it 

with the Epistle reading. Where the original sermon begins with an historical incident which 

                                                 
590 Paul the Deacon, Homiliae de Sanctis LXIII (PL 95:1535d-1536a). Paul‘s selection begins at Serm. XCV.2 
rather than the start of the sermon. 
591 Paul the Deacon, Homiliae de Sanctis LXXXI (PL 95:1550d-1551a). 
592 See Godden, Commentary, 199 and Smetana, ―Early Medieval Homiliary,‖ 194-5. 
593 See Blickling 16 which describes the historical events surrounding the dedication of the church to St Michael 
in Garganus, Italy, and Vercelli 19 which describes the origins of the Rogation days in Vienna.  
594 See CH I.18 on the Rogation days and Ch I.29 on the Feast of St Michael. 
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refers to all of the saints, both angelic and human, which then prompts the author to 

describe the various types, Ælfric introduces the Scripture passage which mentions all the 

saints. He has taken a sermon which explains an occasion and has turned it into an exegetical 

explanation of the Epistle simply by replacing the introduction. 

This change removes the sermon from the context of the Night Office—where the 

Epistle was not read595—and suits it for use in the Mass of the Day—where the Epistle was 

read. Through this clever adaptation, Ælfric has redirected and retargeted his composition 

and once again demonstrated the fundamental fluidity that marks early medieval preaching. 

It is not enough to consider a single context—liturgical or otherwise. Rather, the whole 

scope of the liturgical lifecycle should be considered to properly assess its impact on any 

given homiletical text.  

Both Ælfric‘s sermon and ―Legimus‖ are fundamentally structured by their liturgical 

environments. This may be demonstrated by examining their structure and order. From a 

modern perspective, they seem to follow a natural order—that is, a historical progression 

from the earliest times to the most modern.596 While this is true, the order is far more deeply 

invested in and reinforced by liturgical categories than historical ones. The way that the 

saints are grouped is fundamentally reflective of liturgical categories. After all, they are other 

ways that they could have been grouped; by class—saints who were kings, saints who were 

soldiers, and saints who were commoners—or by people/language—Greek saints, Egyptian 

saints, Roman saints, Germanic saints. But they are not. 

Instead, this sermon participates in a standard liturgical schema for categorizing the 

saints and utilizes it as a catechetical tactic for instructing the laity.  First, the saints presented 

after John the Baptist are both in the categories and order found in the commune sanctorum. In 

                                                 
595 Verbal traces of and passing references to the Epistle text appear in some of the antiphons and responsories, 
but the text itself is not read.  
596 Ælfric would seem to participate in this by identifying historical eras which his source does not do. Rather 
than seeing this as a sign of an incipient historicizing mind-set, it is far more plausible to see it as yet another 
expression of the ‗six ages of the world‘ motif so popular among Anglo-Saxon exegetes. 
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a standard sacramentary, lectionary, or homiliary, the entries for the Temporale and 

Sanctorale would be followed by a group of generic templates for use in celebrating local or, 

at least, non-universal saints. They were arranged in order of their liturgical importance and 

came with both singular and plural versions—Common of One Apostle, of Many Apostles, 

of One Martyr, of Many Martyrs, of One Confessor, of Many Confessors, of One Virgin, 

and of Many Virgins. The commune sanctorum was never a completely formalized set, however. 

While there is no unanimous agreement between the sources, the general order and classes 

of saints are consistent with one another and with the categories sketched by both sermons. 

The order then appears in a host of materials designed to communicate and reinforce 

these classes of sanctity. The Te Deum, a foundational canticle used in the Night Office on 

every Sunday and feast uses the same key groups: 

To you [God] all angels, all the powers of heaven, 

Cherubim and Seraphim, sing in endless praise: 

Holy, holy, holy Lord, God of power and might, 

heaven and earth are of full of your glory. 

The glorious company of apostles praise you. 

The noble fellowship of prophets praise you. 

The white-robed army of martyrs praise you. 

Throughout the world the holy Church acclaims you…597  

The groupings are then taken up and found scattered throughout the liturgy. For instance, 

one of the psalm antiphons used in some communities for Lauds rehearses the full list: 

                                                 
597 Translation from The Book of Common Prayer (New York: Church Publishing, 1979), 91. 
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Angels, archangels, thrones and dominions, principalities and powers, virtues: cherubim and 

seraphim, patriarchs and prophets, holy doctors of the law, all apostles, martyrs of Christ, 

holy confessors, virgins of the Lord, anchorites, and all saints, pray for us.598 

 Similarly, the hymns appointed in the Winchester Hymnals, 599 Festiva saeclis colitur600 and 

Christe, redemptor omnium, conserva601 praise in turn the Virgin Mary, angels, patriarchs, prophets, 

John the Baptist, Apostles, martyrs, confessors, virgins, and monks. Inspired by ―Legimus,‖ 

Ælfric turns this monastic common-place into a catechetical tool to teach the laity about the 

various classes of angels and saints venerated by the church. 

 Within the corpus of commonly used responsories, three proceed directly from the 

beatitudes. Of these, the most common and most widely used across the early manuscripts 

focuses on the same beatitude Ælfric does: 

Beati qui persecutionem (CAO 6183) 
R: Blessed are those who suffer persecution on account of righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven; blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God. 
V: Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Blessed are the peacemakers …602 

Another frequently seen conclusion to the responsory was to repeat the Response at the end 

of the Verse beginning with ―for theirs is the kingdom of heaven…‖603 Exegetically, the 

latter form reinforces that all of the beatitudes are ultimately oriented towards attaining the 

kingdom.  

The recapitulation of the reception of the kingdom of heaven is a feature of another 

responsory which utilizes the same beatitudes (and adding one) in a different configuration: 

                                                 
598 Angeli, archangeli, Throni et Dominationes, Principatus et Potestates, Virtutes: Cherubim atque Seraphim: 
Patriarchae et Prophetae: sancti legis Doctores, Apostoli omnes: Christi Martyres, sancti Confessores, Virgines 
Domini, Anachoritae, Sanctique omnes, intercedite pro nobis. CAO 1398—expanded form. 
599 This was family of hymnals used by both Æthelwold and Ælfric as is made clear by a comparison of hymnal 
rubrics and liturgical directions in the RC and LME. This family is represented by three hymnals: Cambridge, 
Corpus Christi College 391; the Expositio hymnorum from London, BL, Cotton Vespasian D.xii; and the Expositio 
hymnorum from London, BL, Cotton Julius A.vi. See Milfull, 9-13. 
600 Hymn 98. Millful, Hymns, 358-360. 
601 Hymn 99. Millful, Hymns, 361-363. 
602 CAO 6183a. Beati qui persecutionem patiuntur propter justitiam, quoniam ipsorum est regnum coelorum; 
beati pacifici, quoniam filii Dei vocabuntur. V. Beati mundo corde, quoniam ipsi Deum videbunt. - Beati. 
603 See CAO 6183b,c. 
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Beati mundo corde (CAO 6180) 

R: Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God; blessed are the peacemakers, for they 

shall be called sons of God.  Blessed are those who suffer persecution on account of 

righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 

V: Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness. For theirs is the kingdom of 

heaven.604 

Again, receiving the kingdom is emphasized. The other responsory605 utilizing the beatitudes 

simply presents the makarisms in the order of the Matthean Latin text606 not present in these 

two.   

Thus, looking at the liturgical context of Ælfric‘s sermon for All Saints, we see once 

again the fluidity of function that existed concerning early medieval homiliaries. While 

modern scholars may prefer to assign some to the Night Office and others to the Mass, 

actual texts like Ælfric‘s show that such a rigid categorization was not kept in early medieval 

monasteries. However, signs of a context wherein a particular sermon originated and where 

it was intended to be delivered can indeed yield useful clues to the compositional process.  

The liturgical background places emphasis on two points specifically addressed by 

Ælfric, the first being the categorization of the holy ones that Ælfric transforms into a 

catechetical tool, the second being the exegetical emphasis on the final beatitude. As the 

responsory rearranges the beatitudes to put the last in first place, so Ælfric awards pride of 

place to the blessedness of persecution when it is for the sake of righteousness. 

                                                 
604 CAO 6180. Beati mundo corde, quoniam ipsi Deum videbunt; beati pacifici, quoniam filii Dei vocabuntur; 
beati qui persecutionem patiuntur propter justitiam, quoniam ipsorum est regnum coelorum. V. Beati qui 
esuriunt et sitiunt justitiam. - Quoniam ipsorum. 
605 CAO 6181. R. Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven; blessed are the meek, for 
they shall possess the earth; blessed are those who weep, for they shall be consoled; blessed are they who 
hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be filled, V. Blessed are the merciful, for they shall be shown 
mercy. Blessed are those who hunger… [Beati pauperes spiritu, quoniam ipsorum est regnum coelorum; beati 
mites, quoniam ipsi possidebunt terram; beati qui lugent, quoniam ipsi consolabuntur; beati qui esuriunt et 
sitiunt justitiam, quoniam ipsi saturabuntur. V. Beati misericordes, quoniam ipsi misericordiam consequentur. - 
Beati qui esuriunt.] 
606 See the introductory material. 
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Discussion 

Surveying the modern works on the beatitudes, a single issue consistently rises to the 

fore: ethics or eschatology. Martin Dibelius was the first major proponent of an 

eschatological understanding of the Sermon on the Mount in his 1940 book of the same 

name.607 Current scholarship wrestles with the proper place of eschatology and ethics in the 

sermon as a whole and the beatitudes in particular and the authors we have surveyed 

participate in that struggle. All four of the modern interpretations acknowledge that both 

ethics and eschatology are in view; in all of them, the eschatological dimension is 

foregrounded, the ethical receding into the background. In short, they programmatically 

present an inclusive both/and rather than an exclusive either/or—but practically present the 

eschatological over the ethical. 

Historically speaking, if one option needs to be stressed, then the eschatological 

deserves it—the history of interpretation has greatly emphasized the ethical and the spiritual. 

Certainly Leo and Augustine understood the beatitudes to be describing a set of discrete 

steps to holiness. Leo describes the purpose of the beatitudes thus: ―that they who wish to 

arrive at eternal blessedness may understand the steps of ascent to that high happiness.‖608 

Augustine refers to the sermon as a whole as ―a perfect standard of the Christian life‖609 and 

describes the sequence of makarisms as a set of stages (gradu) that lead to completeness and 

spiritual perfection.     

While Ælfric refers to the beatitudes as being ordered (geendebyrd)610 and uses the term 

grade or step (stæpe)611 he does not present Augustine‘s theory of the beatitudes. Rather than 

presenting them as steps in a system, he simply elucidates each makarism with an 

                                                 
607 Martin Dibelius, The Sermon on the Mount (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1940). 
608 Leo the Great, Sermon 95.2. NPNF2 12.203. 
609 Augustine, Sermon on the Mount 1.1. NPNF 6.3. 
610 L. 150. 
611 L. 250. 
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explanatory gloss. It is worth considering whether Ælfric knew of Augustine‘s strategy and 

chose not to follow it (especially given his concluding notice: ―We might treat this holy 

reading much more following Augustine‘s interpretation but we doubt whether you may 

profitably understand more depth‖),612 or if the portion included in his edition of Paul the 

Deacon concluded before Augustine‘s elaboration.613 Nevertheless, Ælfric consistently lifts 

up the ethical implications, understanding them to describe not only proper Christian 

behavior, but identifying monasticism as the preferred state for Christians.614 Looking, 

therefore, at the texts of patristic and early medieval interpreters, the ethical is well 

represented—the eschatological seems absent. 

Is there anything that an early medieval reading of the beatitudes could contribute to 

the modern scholarly discussion? One of the difficulties flowing from the modern 

interpreters surveyed here is understanding how to hold the ethical and the eschatological in 

a creative tension. Can the medievals suggest an alternate paradigm for holding these two 

meanings together? Leo and Augustine contain such a paradigm implicitly; Ælfric moves 

towards making it more explicit through his utilization of the ―Legimus‖ sermon. The 

liturgical context is the catalyzing element.  

Sanctity or holiness within the early medieval period was not fundamentally about 

pious moralism but about the manifestation of eschatological power. Saints were not 

venerated because they were ethical people or followed scriptural rules; their veneration was 

directly related to their ability to provide supernatural healing to their suppliants.  

Attempting to communicate to modern medievalists the Anglo-Saxon conception of sanctity, 

Lapidge draws a vivid picture taken from the writings of Lantfred, a monk visiting 

Winchester in the 970‘s: 

                                                 
612 Ll. 282-4. 
613 It is worth remembering whenever dealing with early medieval citation of patristic authors that they were 
citing from excerpts far more frequently than from whole texts. 
614 Ll. 192-7. 
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[Lantfred] shows us the inside of the Old Minster crammed with persons afflicted with 

appalling  physical deformities, festering wounds, blind, paralytic, deaf, dumb, mutilated 

indescribably by the just process of law or by self-imposed penitential torture, all clustered 

around the shrine of St Swithun, lying there day and night, moaning in pain and praying 

aloud for deliverance from their suffering. On occasion, Lantfred reports, the church‘s 

precincts were so plugged with diseased persons that they periodically had to be cleared to 

make way for the clergy.615  

But the presence of the diseased is not the end of the story for Lantfred. The incumbent of 

Winchester responsible for the translation of St Swithun‘s relics to the Old Minster was the 

reforming Bishop Æthelwold, Ælfric‘s teacher. Lantfred recounts that when Æthelwold 

would leave his seat on official business, the monks would ignore his command to sing a 

solemn Te Deum at each miraculous cure—since they were being roused three to four times 

every night on account of Swithun‘s power!616   

One of the responsories appointed for the Feast of All Saints in the early 

antiphonaries specifically references miraculous cures at the tombs of the saints: 

Laudemus Dominum in beati (CAO 7082) 

R: Let us praise the Lord on account of the glorious merit of blessed bishop N. The sick 

came to his sepulcher and were healed. 

V: Truly wondrous is God who made blessed N. to shine forth continuously with miracles. 

The sick came…617 

While moderns may be rightfully skeptical concerning the historicity of the miraculous 

healings recounted in the lives of the saints and the responsories, these texts present a clear 

                                                 
615 Lapidge, ―The saintly life,‖ 243. 
616 Lantfred‘s ―Life of St Swithun‖ is translated in pages 252-322 in Michael Lapidge, The Cult of St Swithun 
(Winchester Studies 4.2; Oxford: Clarendon, 2003). 
617 CAO 7082a. Laudemus Dominum in beati antistitis N. meritis gloriosis: ad sepulcrum ejus aegri veniunt et 
sanatur. V. Vere mirabilis Deus, qui assidue beatum N. miraculis coruscare facit. - Ad sepulcrum. The version 
of the antiphon in the CAO is also used as for the common of bishops; the incipit in the referenced manuscript 
(Paris lat. 1085) presumably refers to a more generic formula for All Saints 
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expectation that the miraculous is an inextricable element of sanctity. Indeed, as a regularized 

process became universal within the western church the bar for canonization was set at three 

documented miracles—a criterion still followed today by the Roman Catholic Church. 

At the end of the day, the modern and the early medieval monastic approaches to the 

beatitudes yield different results. The modern perspective identifies the presence of 

eschatology within the pages of the text. The early medieval monastic finds a moral program 

to inhabit. But the early medieval perspective offers the modern a broader scope than just 

the content of the text, locating an eschatological meaning as the result of the embodiment 

of the text; the eschatological is in the enacting of the text, not just its reading. Thus, the 

early medieval offers the modern scholarly endeavor the possibility of eschatological force in 

the results of embodying the text. Eschatology follows from the ethical.  
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Chapter 5 
 

MATTHEW 8:1–13 
 
Introduction 
 

Matthew 8:1–13 falls into two natural sections, each containing a miraculous healing. 

While the stories are clearly related by the similarity of their content, the lack of an organic 

connection between them has often been noted by interpreters. Eusebius, the ancient Greek 

kephalai, and the majority of the early Western chapter divisions separate the two parts into 

different units.  

The first is a relatively brief account of Jesus healing a leper (Matt 8:1–4). Eusebius 

identifies it as Triple Tradition and modern editors concur, placing it parallel to Mark 1:40–

45 and Luke 5:12–16. Matthew edits Mark‘s account down slightly, reducing the emotional 

content and dropping the ending that has the healed man disobey the injunction to silence. 

Perhaps Matthew‘s most significant editorial decision is to use this as the point at which he 

returns to following the Markan storyline after inserting the Sermon on the Mount. 

The second unit (Matt 8:5–13) is broken by Eusebius into three sections. The first 

(Matt 8:5–11a) is identified as an alternate triple tradition—his heading III—that identifies 

material common to Matthew, Luke, and John. He places Luke 7:1–9 and John 4:46b–54 in 

parallel. Matt 8:11b–12 and 13 are identified as Double Tradition and paired with Luke 

13:28b–29 and Luke 7:10 respectively. Aland‘s Synopsis concurs.618 Clearly not a 

straightforward miracle story, the passage hovers between apothegma and a miracle.  

  

                                                 
618 Kurt Aland, ed. Synopsis Quattor Evangeliorum (13th revised edition; Stuttgart: Deutsch Bibelgesellschaft, 1985), 
113-6. 
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Modern Interpreters 
 
Ulrich Luz 

Luz begins his analysis with an overview of Matthew 8–9 where he compares 

Matthew‘s interweaving of themes in this section to a braid. There is a narrative movement 

in this section of Matthew reinforced by the repetitious character of the story: ―Above all, 

the miracles of Jesus of which 4:23 already spoke are repeated, as are the idea of discipleship 

and the emerging conflicts with Israel‘s leaders.‖619 Luz sees a great climax coming at the end 

of chapter 9 that creates the first major rupture in Jesus‘ mission to Israel; chapters 8 and 9 

set the stage for that event.  

But something else is going on as well: ―In chap. 8 we have the beginning of a story 

of Jesus on two levels.‖620 Luz proposes that chapter 8 begins an allegory that underlies the 

material though he does not say here how far it extends. The allegory does not reveal a 

deeper moral or spiritual meaning but rather an historical one: 

 

The surface structure of our text describes a succession of miracles and controversy 

dialogues that are geographically and chronologically connected. They are part of a story of 

Jesus with his people that will end with his execution and resurrection. It is a story of 

increasing conflict and of a rupture among the people. Beneath this surface level there is a 

deeper dimension. On this second level Matthew begins to tell the foundational story of his 

own church. It is a story that began with the activity of Jesus in Israel, that continued with 

the formation there of the community of disciples and with its separation from Israel, and 

that will end with its mission to the Gentiles.621 

 

Thus the allegory chronicles the tensions that arose between Matthew‘s post-resurrection 

community and their Jewish neighbors that would eventually become an inevitable split. 

                                                 
619 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 2. 
620 Ibid. 
621 Ibid. 
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Reading this allegory, the second level of the text, is an important part of Luz‘s 

interpretation of this pericope. 

Luz places Matt 8:1–17 under the heading ―Jesus Heals in Israel‖622 and notes that 

the three stories here are tied together by the main words. The quotation in v. 17 ―concludes 

and interprets‖ the story cluster. The healing of the leper is treated succinctly; using only two 

and a half pages, Luz moves through the narrative with some dispatch, with only a few 

details given much attention. He notes in v. 1 that ―The phrase ‗follow after‘ characterizes 

[the people] as potential church, but the evangelist will not develop this thought until vv. 18-

27.‖623 The use of Lord in v. 2 is significant and points to the sovereignty by which Jesus 

heals without appeal to the Father.624  The command to keep the Law is given some 

attention, because it is closely related to the meaning toward which Luz is driving.  

Speaking of Jesus‘ command to the leper to show himself to the priest, Luz uses the 

command to make a statement about how Matthew constructs Jesus‘ messiahship: 

 

For Matthew it is important that the person who is healed keep the Torah of Moses at the 

command of Jesus (cf. 5:17–19!). The key word kaqari&zw (―to be clean‖) that is used three 

times also shows that we are now dealing with Israel and its law. Until modern times 

martu&rion (―testimony‖) was interpreted, probably incorrectly, as a sign of judgment on 

Israel; but it is more likely that what is meant is a positive witness initially for the priests, but 

then for all the people who are listening: As Israel‘s Messiah Jesus keeps the Torah.625 

As the first sequence in a story of increasing conflict with the religious authorities, Luz sees 

Jesus making an entirely open and honorable first move that should please those authorities. 

                                                 
622 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 4. 
623 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 5. 
624 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 6. 
625 Ibid. 
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Summarizing the meaning, Luz makes reference to a ―curious double quality,‖ 

functioning for him as a signal that the allegorical level is at work. On one hand he sees the 

leper as a sympathetic character in whom the readers see themselves: 

 

…the leper addresses Jesus as ―Lord‖ and falls at his feet. He acts, in other words, like a 

disciple and Jesus stretches out his hand over him as he does over the disciples (12:49; 14:31). 

He thus becomes for the readers of the Gospel, who of course are also disciples, a figure 

with whom they can identify.626 

Luz does not, however, refer to the leper as an exemplary character. His main focus is on the 

second level meaning: ―The healed leper embodies, in a way, the basic unity between 

discipleship and Israel and thus is a witness for the people.‖627 This is crucial: in an emerging 

struggle over negotiating identity, Luz sees this first miracle as a sign that there need not be a 

choice between being a faithful member of the Jewish people and a follower of Christ. 

Christianity need not be a repudiation of Jewish identity. This has been ignored throughout 

the history of Christian interpretation, though, and Luz finds possibilities here for a post-

Shoah understanding of ―the potential meaning of Jesus‘ love for Israel.‖628 

Moving to the healing of the centurion‘s son,629 Luz identifies it as a mixed form 

story sharing characteristics of an apothegm and a miracle story.630 He understands John 

4:46–53 as a secondary version of the same story which might have an historical kernel; the 

apothegm in vv. 11–12 might also go back to Jesus.631   

As with the first miracle, the second functions on both of Luz‘s levels and he moves 

through the story with an eye to arriving at his final interpretation. Operating with Jesus‘ 

                                                 
626 Ibid. 
627 Ibid. 
628 Luz, Matthew 8-20,7. 
629 In distinction to many interpreters, Luz insists that pai=v here means ―son‖ rather than ―servant‖/‖slave‖ 
with particular reference to the use of dou=lov in v. 9.  
630 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 8. 
631 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 9. 
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concern for the Law in mind, Luz sees v. 7 as ―an astonished question‖ that Jesus would so 

break the Law; the centurion‘s reply indicates a reverence for the Law despite not falling 

under it.632 Vv. 10–12 intimate the first signs of the struggle on the narrative horizon.633 

Luz begins his summary by referring to the story‘s multidimensional character. It is 

the story of a miracle that demonstrates the miraculous sovereignty of Jesus. The main 

meaning, though, refers to the Gentile identity of the centurion and its implications for the 

mission to Israel and the future direction of Matthew‘s community. The Gentile who stands 

outside of the Law yet respects it and possesses faith in Jesus is both the trigger for a 

warning to Israel and Matthew‘s own experience: 

 

Matthew has experienced both Israel‘s no to Jesus and the destruction of Jerusalem. He has 

seen many Gentiles turning to Jesus, and he challenges his own church to become involved 

in the gentile mission. The threatening word is for him also a prediction that exactly 

describes his own situation. . . . [T]he centurion of Capernaum is a marginal figure with a 

future perspective. . . . [T]his perspective is important for readers in Matthew‘s church, for in 

the story of Jesus they recognize their own way. It is a way that, after Easter, leads them into 

conflict with Israel, out of Israel into the gentile world, and then in that world to the 

proclamation of the gospel to the Gentiles.634 

The presence of this character at this point in the story foreshadows how the conflict will 

develop and serves as a call to mission for the Matthean community. 

The other meaning refers to the example of the centurion and Luz affirms the 

interpretation of this character often found within the church: 

 

                                                 
632 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 10. 
633 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 10-11. 
634 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 11, 12. 
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[Our story] emphasizes the faith of the centurion and gives the readers courage in their own 

faith. The centurion becomes for them a figure with whom they can identify. The church‘s 

interpretation has always correctly understood it this way when the centurion became either 

the type of true humility or a model of faith. The story thus becomes transparent for the 

reader‘s own experience. The granting of the centurion‘s request becomes the promise to the 

church that lives by virtue of its Lord‘s support (28:20).635 

 Matthew intends the righteous God-fearing, Law-respecting centurion as a model for all of 

his readers, Jew and Gentile. 

In conclusion, Luz acknowledges the plain fact of the healing miracles in each 

episode. They perform a narrative role in setting up the coming conflict, but the greater 

significance in these stories points to Luz‘s historical allegory where the conflict referred to 

in the narrative is a lived reality. These stories affirm for Matthew‘s community that there 

does not need to be a choice between Jewish and being Christian. Because most of the 

Jewish people will not grasp unity, however, the community must bring into the fold those 

Gentiles who respect the Law and have faith in Israel‘s Messiah.  

  

Davies and Allison 

Davies and Allison begin by locating the whole complex of Matthew 8–9 in 

complementary parallel with Matthew 5–7. These two sections represent ―a two panel 

presentation which typifies Jesus‘ ministry. In 5–7 Jesus speaks. In 8–9 he (for the most part) 

acts. It is thereby shown that God in Christ heals by both words and by mighty deeds.‖636 

Furthermore, the characters that appear in this second section ―are generally recognized to 

be either from the margins of Jewish society or to be without public status or power.‖637 

Despite this common characteristic, though, there is no general agreement on the main 

                                                 
635 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 12. 
636 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.1. 
637 Ibid. 
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themes of the block and they rehearse eight main options for how the structure of the two 

chapters should be understood. Their solution is to see it as a set of three triads of miracle 

stories. Our pericope forms the first part of the first section which they extend to 8:22. 

 The function of Matthew 8–9 as a whole, however, is best understood within 

the complex of Matthew 5–10. This six chapter block ―depicts the mission to the lost sheep 

of the house of Israel‖638 and furthermore communicates the central paradigm of 

discipleship:  

… chapters 5–7 and 8–9 prepare for chapter 10, in which Jesus instructs his missionaries on 

what they should preach and how they should act. The many parallels between what Jesus 

has already said and done and what they disciples will say and do demand that one function 

of the miracle chapters is to set up an example: like master, like disciple (cf. 10.24f.). The 

Jesus of Mt 8–9 is a model. One must not only learn his words (5–7) but copy his acts, that 

is, imitate his behaviour. As pupil with rabbi, the disciple of Jesus learns by normative 

precept (5–7) and by normative example (8–9).639 

As a result, what occurs in 8–9 should be seen in continuity with and illustrative of the 

teachings recorded in 5–7. Davies and Allison understand the imitation of Christ to be an 

overarching theme found in the narrative. 

The actual analysis of the first triad of miracle stories that includes Matt 8:1–13 

begins by noting the structure—three miracle stories (8:1–15) and buffer material (8:16–

22)—then moves quickly to sources.   A longer analytical unit identifies this section split 

between double and triple tradition material as a typical knot of the Synoptic problem rather 

than part of its solution.640  A preface to the exegetical phrase-by-phrase unit provides 

guidance about what will be uncovered: 

 

                                                 
638 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.5. 
639 Ibid. 
640 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.7. 
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Two themes are highlighted by 8.1–22. First, the three healing stories and the summary in vv. 

16–17 show forth Jesus rôle as compassionate healer and extraordinary miracle worker. 

Secondly, those healed all belong to the fringes of Jewish society: a leper, a Gentile youth, a 

woman, demoniacs. This fact reflects the universalism of Matthew‘s Jesus: the salvation he 

offers is for all. It is not for any privileged group.641  

 

Having identified these emphases, Davies and Allison only occasionally reference them, 

preferring them to stay in the background and exert a subtle influence over the rest of the 

interpretation. That is, they are consistent themes, not hermeneutical agendas. 

Davies and Allison see the first miracle as having a number of significant facets, 

most of them revolving around leprosy: the miracle illustrates what came before it, sets up 

what will follow it, and makes a Christological statement. This miracle immediately follows 

the Sermon on the Mount ―primarily because of the reference to the law Moses commanded. 

Jesus‘ injunction to follow the Pentateuchal legislation happily illustrates one of the central 

themes of the sermon on the mount: Jesus did not come to do away with Moses (cf. 5.17–

19).‖642 Likewise, it looks ahead to chapters 10 and 11 where the healing of lepers is a sign of 

eschatological expectation fulfilled (11:5) and where Jesus, in a move unique to Matthew, 

specifically grants his disciples power to heal leprosy as well as other ailments (10:8).643 Last, 

the combination of eschatological expectation fulfillment with the intertextual recognition 

that only powerful prophetic figures were able to cure leprosy in the OT—particularly Moses 

and Elisha—makes Jesus‘ healing of leprosy a sign of his Christological power.644 

In contrast to other interpreters (Chrysostom is specifically mentioned) Davies and 

Allison take Matt 5:17–19 to be determinative regarding Matthew‘s belief about Jesus 

                                                 
641 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.8. 
642 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.10. 
643 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.12. Davies and Allison note that this extension of power further solidifies the 
imitation Christi theme. 
644 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.11. 
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touching a leper; such a touch did not break the Mosaic Law. Further, they believe it is 

unlikely that Matthew believed such a touch would have made Jesus ceremonially unclean. 

A certain amount of space is spent on the question of the historicity of the episode. 

Of the five encounters with lepers listed in the New Testament,645 they judge the first, 

second, and fifth convincing enough to state that: ―Jesus was accurately remembered as a 

man whose healing ministry encompassed even lepers.‖646  

The second miracle story (8:5–13), is identified as ―more a pronouncement story 

than a miracle story.‖647 At the outset it is placed in parallel with John 4:46–54. The question 

at hand is historical: do the two accounts—Q and John—reflect two different episodes or 

one episode and what conclusions can be drawn concerning its historicity? The coherence of 

elements between the two and the fact of its early multiple attestation lead them to conclude 

that ―Mt 8.5–13 par. preserves a concrete memory from the ministry of Jesus.‖648 A historical 

kernel lies at the root of the tradition but its precise details cannot be determined. 

Davies and Allison note two meanings of the centurion. First, he is a Gentile. As a 

character, he foreshadows what will occur later in Matthew and in history. In connection 

with the magi he helps maintain a minor but consistent Gentile presence in the Gospel even 

during the mission to Israel. Second, he is ―a paradigm for the believer in so far as he 

exhibits true faith . . . This is why his faith is mentioned not once but twice.‖649 Thus another 

character in addition to Jesus is put forth as a model for imitation. 

The heart of the interpretation weighs questions of ethnicity and geography. The 

presence of a Gentile character within a block specifically identified as the mission to the lost 

sheep of the house of Israel forces some interpretive choices. As a result, Davies and Allison 

                                                 
645 Matthew 8:1–4 and parallels; Matt 11:5=Luke 7:22; Luke 17:11–19; Matt 10:8, and the mention of Simon the 
leper (Ibid.) 
646 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.12. 
647 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.17. 
648 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.18. 
649 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.19. 
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take Jesus‘ speech in v. 7 as interrogative rather than indicative; the reflexive e)gw& signals that 

it should be understood as a question, not a statement.650 Too, while they note that v. 8 

could follow either a statement or a question the implication (probably correct) is that it 

more naturally follows a question.651 As in the case of the Canaanite woman, though, faith is 

what gives the centurion a hearing and prompts Jesus‘ miraculous response. Perhaps the 

most curious part of the interpretation taken in accord with their overarching theme is the 

argument that the phrase ―many from the east and west‖ refers to Jews of the diaspora 

rather than Gentiles.652  

 In conclusion, Davies and Allison take the two healing miracles that begin 

Matt 8 as episodes that both confirm the sermon on the mount and provide examples of the 

works that the disciples will later accomplish in imitation of Jesus. While part of the larger 

mission to Israel, they represent Jesus‘ care and concern for those on the margins of Israel 

which includes both the unclean and foreigners.  

 

Eugene Boring 

Boring offers brief commentary on the pericope, letting it speak for itself as a 

narrative. In a lengthy excursus after Matthew 8–9, Boring discussed the interpretation of 

miracles for the modern context in some detail. This effective section seeks to reframe their 

interpretation, insisting that a belief in the factuality of the miracles recorded in Matthew is 

not an adequate yardstick for Christian or biblical faith;653 rather, their importance—and 

value to modern Christian communities—lies in the Christological claims inherent within 

them. Because of this section, he does not engage here issues of miracles and meaning—the 

Christological meaning is implicit in the form. 

                                                 
650 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.21-2. 
651 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.22. 
652 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2.27-8. 
653 He reminds his readers that all first century people believed in miracles and believed that Jesus did them. 
Not all of these people, however, believed in Jesus as Christ. In this way he effectively divorces a belief in the 
facticity of miracles from the confession of Jesus as Christ, enabling him to place an emphasis on the latter 
rather than the former. 
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Boring places the Matt 8–9 block in direct relationship with Matt 5–7, stating that it 

has: ―been constructed by Matthew as a single integrated unit presenting Jesus as ‗Messiah in 

deed‘ (cf. 11:2), corresponding to 5:1–7:29 as ‗Messiah in word‘ (7:28 and Introduction). The 

picture of Jesus speaking and acting with ‗authority‘ binds together the two sub-sections.‖654 

Boring sees the structure of three triads of miracles plus one as ―another reflection of the 

Moses typology that shimmers through Matthew‘s compositional strategy.‖655 There are 

more than just miracles here, though; discipleship material is an integral part of the block 

―which underscores the Matthean conviction that Christology and discipleship (ecclesiology) 

are inseparably related.‖656 Thus, the section as a whole he entitles ―Miracles and 

Discipleship‖; the pericope 8:1–13 is contained in the first of three subsections, the one 

entitled ―Christ Acts in Power for the Marginal and Excluded.‖657 

Though Boring‘s treatment of the healing of the leper receives only two long 

paragraphs, he deftly packs a number of exegetical observations into the brief space. Noting 

that the rabbis equated leprosy and its healing with death and resurrection, Boring states that 

―Matthew has rearranged the sequence of his source to begin with this story, which 

symbolizes the human situation and the saving work of God in Christ, who restores people 

to life and community, and also to emphasize Jesus‘ respect for the Torah.‖658 Boring‘s 

deliberate ambiguity in referring to ―the human situation and the saving work of God in 

Christ‖ provides ample space for modern readers to find theological meaning in the story. 

He draws attention to the leper‘s use of Lord, his confession of ―faith appropriate to the 

post-Easter exalted Lord‖ and dependence on ―Jesus‘ sovereign will‖ and, furthermore, that 

Jesus‘ response is commensurate with these things. 659  

                                                 
654 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 222. 
655 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 223. 
656 Ibid. 
657 Ibid. 
658 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 224. 
659 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 225. 
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A discussion of Jesus‘ command focuses on both Jesus‘ obedience to the Law and 

the social aspects of the priestly pronouncement of cleanliness. The Markan secret is now a 

Matthean urging to hasten and perform the Law. A sudden twist on Jesus‘ attention to the 

Law concludes the section: ―In this pericope Jesus both upholds the Law (as in 5:17) and 

transcends it, technically violating it (in touching the leper, 8:3; cf. Lev 5:3; 14–15). The 

pericope thus has the same dialectical attitude toward the Law as do the antitheses (see 5:21–

48).‖660 Boring supplies no motive on the part of either Matthew or Jesus for the violation of 

the Law. 

Boring‘s treatment of 8:5–13 is more lengthy and, following Matthew‘s own 

tendencies, focuses on the dialogue rather than the narrative. Boring understands v. 7 as a 

―question expressing hesitation‖661 that underscores Jesus‘ commitment to following the Law. 

The centurion receives the question as ―a test of faith—which he passes with flying 

colors.‖662 Boring reminds his readers that ―the note of disappointment that such faith has 

not been found in Israel‖663 is proleptic—Jesus has just started his acts of ministry and 

subsequent tour of Israel. Boring is at pains to point out that while the ―‗many from east and 

west‘ refers to believing Gentiles . . . [t]his is not, however, necessarily a negation of the 

promises to Israel, for all Jews are not excluded.‖664Finally, the miracle‘s effect is described 

briefly since the emphasis is not on the miracle itself but on the faith of the centurion.665 

In the Reflections section (which does not encompass the healing of the leper), 

Boring explores what is said and left unsaid concerning the centurion and his faith. He 

reminds his readers that a Roman officer is ―an unlikely candidate for faith, and even more 

so for the other characters in Matthew‘s story;‖666 he is not only a Gentile but a direct 

                                                 
660 Ibid. 
661 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 226. 
662 Ibid. 
663 Ibid. 
664 Ibid. 
665 Ibid. 
666 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 227. 
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enforcer of an oppressive system as well. Furthermore, certain qualifications we might 

expect are left unsaid in Matthew:667  

 

One who is looking for evidence of faith in this man may first be struck by what is not said: 

There is nothing at all about his creed. So far as the story is concerned, we do not even know 

whether he was a theist, not to speak of monotheism. Yet Matthew speaks of him as a model 

of faith. What does Matthew want to say to us in this story about the contours of real faith?  

The man feels compassion for someone else who depends on him. Matthew does not 

novelistically speculate on the details of the boy‘s illness or his relationship to the centurion. 

The story focuses on the centurion‘s concern for him, a concern that impels him to make a 

potentially humiliating request. He is not embarrassed to seek out an itinerant Jewish 

preacher and healer, confess his unworthiness to receive a personal visit, and ask him only to 

speak the authoritative word of healing for the child.668 

Jesus is the one who certifies the centurion‘s faith and points it out to those who follow. 

Whatever its limits, Matthew‘s Jesus finds the centurion‘s faith acceptable. As a result, 

Boring leaves a certain ambiguity open in both stories. In the first Jesus both keeps and 

breaks the Law—enjoining its performance but engaging in a technical violation. In the 

second, the faith of the Gentile is accepted but the scope and nature of that faith is not 

defined.  

  

Douglas Hare 

Hare treats Matt 8:1–11 within the context of the larger block of miracle stories. He 

identifies a series of ten miracle stories that follow the Sermon on the Mount and, within 

those, puts the first three healings together into a block, noting that verses 16 and 17 serve 

as summaries that offer transitions to the next block. All ten of these miracles serve two 

                                                 
667 Luke supplies some of these by using Jewish elders as intermediaries. 
668 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 227. 
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purposes. On a very basic level, they establish Jesus as a miracle-worker. The second and 

potentially more important purpose is to make a Christological point about who Jesus is and 

the nature of his messianic ministry: these miracles demonstrate that Jesus does not perform 

miracles for his own glorification but rather in obedience to the will of his Father. 

Obedience is paramount.669  

Within this overarching schema, Hare sees the first three miracles as a single 

interpretive unit, drawing out an element common to all three, then discussing how each of 

the miracles embodies and adds depth to the common theme. He has entitled this block of 

three ―Healing the Excluded‖ and this title encapsulates his interpretive approach to these 

texts. He begins his interpretation by making his position explicit: ―Matthew‘s selection of 

the first three miracles seems to be dictated by the fact that in each case the recipient is 

excluded from full participation in Israel: the leper is excluded as unclean, the centurion‘s 

servant as a Gentile, and Peter‘s mother-in-law as a woman.‖670 Thus these miracles 

occupying an important place in Matthew‘s story of Jesus signal the importance of the theme 

of inclusion as a whole. They make a Christological statement about Jesus as Messiah: ―Jesus 

is the Messiah by whose power and authority the excluded are included.‖671 

Taking up the healing of the leper, Hare draws three main points form it in addition 

to its overall meaning of inclusion. First, it verifies Matt 5:17–19 that Jesus has not come to 

abrogate the Law. Since Jesus sends the leper to see the priests, he is supporting the practice 

and fulfillment of the Law. (Hare takes no position on the legality of touching a leper.) Then, 

Hare finds two useful meanings of the leper beyond the literal meaning that become his 

second and third points. Second, the leper serves as a paradigm for the Matthean community. 

The leper‘s faith is an important part of the story because it shows that the point of the 

miracle is not to awaken faith but rather to confirm it. Similar to the leper, the readers of 

                                                 
669 Hare, Matthew, 87. 
670 Hare, Matthew, 88. 
671 Hare, Matthew, 90. 
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Matthew already come to Jesus and his story with faith. Third, the leper offers an example of 

the bold suppliancy needed by Christians. The leper approached Christ boldly, disregarding 

the usual distance requirements to come into the presence of Christ and to ask for his 

healing. Hare exhorts his readers to act with similar boldness in beseeching Christ‘s gifts. 

Rather than offering a comprehensive discourse on the healing of the centurion‘s 

servant, Hare prefers to let the episode speak for itself and highlights a few elements for his 

readers‘ consideration. He does mention the contrast in the modes of presence in the first 

two miracles—healing in proximity by touch and at distance with a word—he draws no 

further attention to the fact on the basis that Matthew does not seem to highlight it either.672  

While Hare suggests that the gentile readers of Matthew‘s community would have 

been encouraged by the prominent placement of a gentile in the narrative, Hare warns 

against misreading this fact. He sees the same reluctance present here as in 15:23–24 and 

interprets the words of Jesus in verse 7 as a question rather a statement. Only the centurion‘s 

faith overcomes the Messiah‘s reluctance.673 The centurion has rightly perceived that Jesus 

stands within a chain of authority and, in obedience to God, is entrusted with issuing orders 

to the angels.674 Presumably, this facet of the story connects with the overarching theme of 

obedience that Hare sees connecting the whole of the miracle block.  

Last, Hare finds in Jesus‘ statement on behalf of the gentiles both a Matthean 

reproach to the Jews who did not follow Jesus but also a warning to all who are complacent 

in their faith. Transcending the boundaries of the Matthean narrative, Hare warns his 

comparatively affluent North American and European readers not to trust in their birthright 

for many will come from the modern East and West—Asia and Africa—as a judgment 

against those who confess the faith but do not follow it.675  

                                                 
672 Hare, Matthew, 90. 
673 Hare, Matthew, 90-1. 
674 Hare, Matthew, 91. 
675 Hare, Matthew, 91-2. 
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In the main, Hare prefers to offer collected observations upon the narrative, pointing 

out particular elements of the stories for the edification of his readers. His liberation 

hermeneutic grounds his reading of the pericope and is augmented with both historical and 

spiritual interpretations of the text. His spiritual interpretations tend to focus on qualities for 

emulation within the characters and by means of these offers applications of the text to the 

modern world.  

 

 

Ælfric’s Interpretation 
 
Homily Proper 

Ælfric‘s interpretation of Matt 8:1–11 is a clearly structured exposition that moves 

methodically through the Matthean text. The two miracles within the pericope are treated 

separately; functionally speaking these are two homilies here compressed into a single text. 

While there are thematic consistencies between the two, Ælfric does not put the two sections 

into conversation with one another. 

Ælfric understands the miracle stories like other narrative passages of the gospels—

they are moral discourse to be parsed for virtues to be imitated by the faithful. As far as 

Ælfric‘s interpretation is concerned, the chief point of contact between these two healings is 

that the characters model the same virtues. In both cases, Jesus models humility while the 

one requesting the healing models faith. As a result, the fundamental message of the 

pericope as a whole is the importance of humility and the centrality of faith to the Christian 

life. 

Following his usual practice, Ælfric begins with a translation of Scripture. Rather 

than doing the whole pericope, however, he only translates the initial verse and the first 

miracle story, Matt 8:1–4. After the translation, he makes reference to Haymo, tacitly 

identifying him as a source. While within Matthew‘s narrative 8:1 serves as a transition 
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between the Sermon on the Mount and a cluster of miracle stories, Ælfric sees it operating in 

a different way. From his perspective, this line is the beginning and introduction to what 

follows and serves as a statement of purpose rather than transitional material. Reading it 

allegorically, the descent from the mountain and the following crowd refer to the 

Incarnation and the company of the faithful:  

The teacher Haymo said about this teaching that the mountain on which the Savior stood 

signified the kingdom of heaven from which the Son of the Almighty God came down when 

he received our nature and became enfleshed incarnate to men that he might redeem 

mankind from the power of the devil. He was invisible and impassible in his nature, then he 

became visible and sensible in our nature. The great many who followed him signified 

faithful Christians who with their conduct follow the steps of their Lord. Naturally we follow 

Christ‘s footsteps if we imitate his examples with good works.676 

Reading this as an introduction to these two miracles, the good works to be imitated by the 

faithful naturally refer to the miracles or at least to the virtues displayed and admonitions 

contained therein.  

Instead of moving line-by-line, Ælfric then cites the first half of the miracle that 

describes the healing itself. This allows him to address the concepts within this thought-

complex rather than restricting him to the literal phrases themselves. He begins with a 

general statement of the miracle‘s purpose: ―In this deed is manifested God‘s might and his 

humility.‖677 Thus, Ælfric identifies two general ideas around which the rest of the 

interpretation will turn: the power of God (which we will see is the power to cleanse from 

both sickness and sin) and the central virtue displayed by Christ, once again the key monastic 

                                                 
676 Se lareow hægmon cwæð. on þissere trahtnunge. þæt seo dun þe se hælend of astah getacnode heofenan 
rice. of þam nyþer astah se ælmihtiga godes sunu: þa ða he underfeng ure gecynd & to menniscum menn 
geflæschamod wearð. to þy ðæt he mancyn fram deofles anwealde alysde. He wæs ungesewenlic & 
unþrowigendlic on his gecynde: þa wearð he gesewenlic on urum gecynde. & þrowigendlic. Seo micele meniu 
þe him fyligde getacnode þa geleaffullan cristenan þe mid heora ðeawa stæpum drihtne fyligað. Witodlice we 
folgiað Cristes fotswaþum: gif we his gebysnungum mid godum weorcum geefenlæcað. Ll. 15-24. 
677 On þissere dæde is geswutelod godes miht. & his eadmodnyss. Ll. 29-30. 
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virtue of humility. Within these stories, humility is defined as counting one‘s status for 

naught and thus the willingness to engage people of all stations and conditions, in particular 

those who fall below one‘s station by virtue of sickness or status. For the humble, there is no 

one below them with whom they are ashamed to associate.678  

Ælfric addresses a number of items in relation to the healing portion of the story. He 

understands Jesus touching the leper as a violation of Mosaic Law that simultaneously 

demonstrates his mastery over it, and the humility to reach out to a leper when his word 

alone could have healed the man:  

The law of Moses forbade anyone from touching a leper, but the humble Christ would not 

scorn him though he was repulsive. He also manifested that he was master of the old law 

and not its servant. Mightily, he could cleanse him with his words but he touched [him and] 

thus he manifested that his touch is exceedingly saving to the faithful.679 

Ælfric then uses the leper‘s pleas as evidence for his faith: ―Faithful was the leper when he 

said, ‗Lord, if you will, you could cleanse me.‘‖680 Not Christ alone but both characters 

provide models for imitation. 

Ælfric then moves from an investigation of the moral qualities embedded in the 

literal/historical actions to an allegorical and intertextual reading of the significance of the 

event. The leper symbolizes all humanity who labor under the disease of sin while Jesus is 

the one prophesied by Isaiah in the suffering servant songs: 

In a spiritual sense, the leper signifies all mankind who are repulsively leprous with manifold 

sin in the inner man, unless it submit to belief in Christ and prudently perceive that it may 

                                                 
678 See the seventh step of humility described in RB 7.51-54: ―The seventh step of humility is that a man not 
only admits with his tongue but is also convinced in his heart that he is inferior to all and of less value…‖ (RB 
7.51). 
679 Moyses æ forbead to hreppenne ænigne hreoflan. ac se eadmoda crist nolde hine forseon þeah þe he atelic 
wære: & eac geswutelode þæt he wæs hlaford þære ealdan æ. & na þeow. Mihtiglice he mihte mid his worde 
hine geclænsian buton hrepunge: ac he geswutelode þæt his hrepung is swiðe halwende geleaffullum. Ll. 30-34. 
680 Geleafful wæs se hreofla þa ða he cwæð. drihten gif þu wilt. þu miht me geclænsian. Ll. 35-36. 
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not receive soul cleansing except through the Lord who worked no crime nor was any deceit 

proper in his mouth. Hateful is the leprous body with many ulcers and swellings and with 

manifold eruptions, but the inner man—that is, the soul—is more repulsive if it is steeped in 

manifold sins. We should rightly believe in Christ that he may heal our souls from eruptions 

of sins and we should constantly bid his will to the progress. His hand signifies his might and 

his fleshliness. Just as Christ healed the leper by touching with his hands, so he redeemed us 

from the offenses of our souls through taking on our flesh. Just as the prophet Isaiah said: 

―Truly he himself carried our infirmities and he himself bore our afflictions.‖681 

Both the act of healing and the act of touch have christological implications through the 

fulfillment of Isaiah‘s prophecy. The Isaiah citation is a silent reference to Matthew‘s own 

citation of this passage to explain these healing miracles in his summary in Matt 8:17. 

 The healing proper concluded, Ælfric moves to the meaning of the commands of 

Jesus to the newly restored man without citing them. He draws from the injunction to 

silence one of his favorite moral meanings: 

With this then he forbade the healed leper that he should speak of this to anyone; with this 

he gave us an example that we should not celebrate our good deeds but we should shun with 

an inward heart idle boasts if we do a little good. Naturally if we do good in order to boast 

we will not be rewarded with any other reward except hell-fire because the boast is a deadly 

sin.682 

                                                 
681 On gastlicum andgite getacnode þes hreoflia man eall mancynn þe wæs atelice hreoflig mid mislicum 
leahtrum on þam inran menn: ac hit gebeah to cristes geleafan. & gleawlice undergeat þæt hit ne mihte þære 
sawle clænsunge onfon buton þurh drihten þe nane synne ne worhte ne nan facn næs on his muðe gemet. 
Laðlic bið þæs hreoflian lic mid menigfealdum springum. & geswelle. & mid mislicum fagnyssum: ac se inra 
mann þæt is seo sawul bið micele atelicor gif heo mid mislicum leahtrum begriwen bið. We sceolon rihtlice 
gelyfan on crist þæt he ure sawle fram synna fagnyssum gehælan mæge: & we sceolon anrædlice his willan to 
þære fremminge biddan. His hand getacnað his mihte & his flæsclicnysse. Swa swa crist mid his handa 
hrepunge þone hreoflian gehælde: swa alysde he us fram ure sawla synnum þurh anfenge ures flæsces. swa swa 
se witega issaias cwæð. Soðlice he sylf ætbræd ure adlunga. & ure sarnyssa he sylf bær. Ll. 40-53. 
682 Mid þam ðe he forbead þam gehæledum hreoflian þæt he hitnanum men ne cydde: mid þam he sealde us 
bysne. þæt we ne sceolon na widmærsian ure weldæda. ac we sceolon onscunian mid innweardre heortan þone 
ydelan gylp gif we hwæt lytles to gode gedoð. Witodlice ne bið us mid nanum oþrum edleane forgolden gif we 
god for gilpe doð buton mid hellesusle. for þan ðe gilp is an heafodleahter. Ll. 54-60. 
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His attention is focused on the second command of Jesus, however. He explains that the 

process described in Leviticus for the examination of the leprous and a declaration of their 

cleanness, then identifies this procedure as a type of sacramental reconciliation and the need 

for priestly absolution. He joins into a debate of the time concerning who the true actor is in 

sacramental absolution—if God is the one forgiving, what is the role of the priest?  

Affirming that God is the one who absolves, Ælfric understands the priest to play a social 

role in admitting penitents back into the fold or leaving them excommunicate until their 

condition improves, following the lead of Leviticus: 

So shall each who is leprous inwardly with deadly sins come to God‘s priest and open his 

secrets to the spiritual healer and by his counsel and his help treat, by repenting, his soul‘s 

wounds. Certain men think that it will suffice completely for healing if they confess their sins 

with a contrite heart to God alone and they do not need to confess to any priest if they 

wander into evil, but if their belief was true why would the Lord send him who he himself 

healed to the priest with any sacrifice? For another example of the same, he also sent Paul to 

the priest Annais whom he himself spoke to from heaven saying thus: ―Go into the city and 

there it will be said what it is fitting to be done.‖ 

    The priest does not make a man leprous or unleprous, but he deems that he should be 

separated from the society of men if his leprosy is getting worse or to dwell with men if his 

leprosy is getting better. So shall the holy priest do. He shall rectify God‘s people and 

separate them and excommunicate from Christian men the one so leprous in evil deeds that 

he will defile others with his evilness.  Concerning this the Apostle Paul says: ―Expel the evil 

one from you; lest one ill sheep defile the whole herd.‖ If his leprosy gets better, that is, if he 

wanders into evil and his habits are rectified through fear of God, he has a dwelling among 

Christian men until he might be fully healthy in his way of life.683 

                                                 
683 Swa sceal eac se þe mid heafodleahtrum wiðinnan reoflig bið. cuman to godes sacerde & geopenian his 
digelnysse þam gastlican læce: & be his ræde. & fultume his sawle wunda dædbetende gelacnian. Sume men 
wenað þæt him genihtsumie to fulfremedum læcedome: gif hi heora synna mid onbryrdre heortan gode anum 
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Here, therefore, Ælfric sees the gospel narrative recommending a specific ecclesial practice 

whose function is the preservation and protection of the moral and spiritual life of the 

community, not just the individual. 

 Ælfric then takes up the rest of the pericope, translating 8:5–13. At the conclusion of 

the translation he dives directly into its interpretation. Throughout the interpretation of this 

second miracle, Ælfric mentions social issues pertinent to his day, perhaps in continuity with 

the social function of penance and excommunication above. He begins with a moral 

assessment of the centurion who is found to be a paragon of virtue: 

The leader of a hundred approached the savior; he did not do so partially but completely. He 

approached with great faith and with true humility and wisdom and true love. He had great 

faith when he said, ―Lord, say the word and my servant will be healed. Truly he manifested 

great humility with this when he said, ―Lord, I am not worthy that you should come under 

my roof.‖ He had great wisdom when he understood that Christ is present everywhere 

through his divinity when he went bodily and visibly among men. Nor did he rob true love 

when he bid the Lord for the health of his servant. Many other men asked the Lord, some 

for their own health, some for their children, some for beloved friends but this thane asked 

for his servant‘s health with true love because he did not discriminate according to his own 

kinsmen. The Lord saw this thane‘s manifold goodness and said, ―I will come and heal your 

servant.‖ 684 

                                                                                                                                                 
andettað. & ne þurfon nanum sacerde geandettan gif hi yfeles geswicað: ac gif heora wena soð wære þonne 
nolde drihten asendan þone þe he sylf gehælde to þam sacerde mid ænigre lace. for þære ylcan gebysnunge. eac 
he asende paulum þone ðe he sylf of heofonum gespræc: to þam sacerde annanian þus cweðende. Ga into 
þære ceastre: & þær ðe bið gesæd hwæt þe gedafenað to donne.  Ne gedyde se sacerd þone mann hreoflinne. 
oððe unhreoflinne: ac he demde þæt he sceolde beon ascyred fram manna neawiste gif his hreofla wyrsiende 
wære: oþðe betwux mannum wunian gif his hreofla godiende wære. Swa sceal don se gastlica sacerd. he sceal 
geriht-læcan godes folc & þone ascyrian. & amansumian fram cristenum mannum þe swa hreoflig bið on 
manfullum þeawum þæt he oþre mid his yfelnysse besmit. Be þam cwæð se apostol paulus. Afyrsiað ðone  
yfelan fram eow: þy læs þe an wanhal scep ealle þa eowde besmite. Gif his hreofla bið godigende: þæt is gif he 
yfeles geswicð & his þeawas þurh godes ege gerihtlæcð. he hæbbe wununge betwux cristenum mannum. oþ ðæt 
he ful hal sy on his drohtnungum. Ll. 60-86. 
684 He genealæhte mid micclum geleafan & mid soþre eadmodnysse. & snoternysse. & soðre lufe. Micelne 
geleafan he hæfde þa ða he cwæð: drihten. cweð ðin word & min cniht bið hal. Soðlice he geswutelode micele 
eadmodnysse: mid þam ðe he cwæð. Drihten: ne eom ic wyrðe þæt ðu infare under minre þecene. He hæfde 
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Both the analysis of the centurion‘s humility and love touch on issues of standing and social 

relations. In both cases, embodiment of the gospel virtues allow the centurion to transcend 

socially located values for the sake of right action. He pleaded for the healing of his servant 

although the man lay outside his kinship group and thus had no social claim on him. Too, 

the centurion was willing to forgo his rightful place within the human social hierarchy in 

recognition (in Ælfric‘s eyes) of the divinity of Jesus. 

Ælfric then brings in a parallel account of the distance healing of a high-status 

individual‘s relation to once again speak to the humility of Jesus. Ælfric paraphrases John 

4:46–53, then draws a comparison with the Matthean passage. Noting that Jesus heals the 

prince in John with a word yet offers to come into the presence of the servant in Matthew, 

Ælfric connects humility with a disregard for human status conveyed by wealth and power, 

and a recognition of the intrinsic worth of the poor derived from the image of God: 

 

Though invited, the Lord would not go bodily to the king‘s unhealthy son but—not 

present—healed him with his word yet he was ready, though uninvited, to go bodily with the 

centurion. He knew well that the king had more might than any centurion, but the son of 

Almighty God manifested with this act that we should not honor the rich for their riches but 

for their [common] human nature. Nor should we scorn the poor for their poverty but we 

should honor God‘s likeness in them.685  

Moving to the action and speech of Jesus, Ælfric briefly notes that Christ‘s words apply to 

the current generation rather than Israel historically in order to exempt the prophets and 

                                                                                                                                                 
micele snoternysse: þa ða he understod þæt crist is æighwær andwerd þurh godcundnysse: se þe lichamlice 
betwux mannum gesewenlic eode. Næs he bedæled þære soþan lufe. þa ða he bæd drihten for his þeowan hæle. 
Manega oðre menn bædon drihten: sume for heora agenre hæle: sume for heora bearna. sume for leofra 
freonda: ac þes ðegen bæd for his þeowan hælðe. mid soþre lufe: for þan ðe heo ne toscæt nænne be mæglicere 
sibbe. Drihten geseah þises þegenes menigfealdan godnysse & cwæð. ic cume. & þinne cniht gehæle.  
685 Drihten nolde gelaðod lichamlice siþian to þæs cyninges untruman bearne: ac unandwerd mid his worde 
hine gehælde. & he wæs gearo ungelaðod to siþigenne lichamlice mid þam hundreds ealldre. Wel wat gehwa 
þæt cyning hæfð maran mihte. Þonne ænig hundreds ealdor: ac se ælmiga godes sunu geswutelode mid þære 
dæde þæt we ne sceolon þa Rican for heora ricetere wurðian: ac for menniscum gecynde. Ne we sceolon þa 
wanspedigan for heora hafenleaste forseon: ac we sceolon godes anlicnysse on him wurþian. Ll. 127-134. 
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patriarchs. Without explanation, a quotation from Mary and Martha on the ability to heal 

Lazarus follows. Then Ælfric presents another Scripture block—Matt 8:11–12—taking up 

after it those who will come from east and west to rest with the patriarchs. He gives a spatial 

and temporal interpretation of these words seeing them both as the gentiles and as those 

who convert in the morning and in the evening.686 An interesting later addition to the homily 

(only found in manuscripts N and Q) but coming from Ælfric‘s hand seeks to resolve the 

potential contradiction between the ―many‖ mentioned here and the ―few‖ referred to 

elsewhere: 

 

My brothers, understand this: many will come from east and west and they will rest with 

Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the heavenly kingdom. No earthly king may live like a king 

unless he has thanes and so arranges his household in a manner befitting his kingship. What 

do you think? Would not the Almighty King who shaped the heavens and the earth have a 

boundless household who rule with him? He will have many from humanity for his heavenly 

household and whoever holds this honor there has it on account of what he has earned here 

in this world.687 

Anglo-Saxon court convention drives this interpretation; the more powerful a lord is, the 

more retainers he can support at his hall. Followers are a sign of status. It is perfectly natural 

to Ælfric, then, that the Lord of All should have a well-filled hall as a sign of his power and 

status. 

 The next section offers a curious interpretation based on a deliberate misreading of 

the passage. Ælfric writes: 

                                                 
686 Note the similarity of this interpretation with the explanation of the times to which workers come to the 
vineyard in his homily for Septuagisima on Matt 20:1–16 
687 Mine gebroðra understandað þis. Manega cumað fram eastdæle & westdæle & gerestað hi mid abrahame & 
isaace & iacobe on heofonam rice. Ne mæg nan eorðlic cyning cynelic lybban. Buton he hæbbe ðegenas. & swa 
gelogodne hired swa his cynescipe gerisan mæge. Hwæt wenst ðu la. Nele se ælmihtiga cyning þe gesceop 
heofonas & eorðan habban ormætne hired þe him mid rixie. Fela he wile habban of manncynne to 
hisheofonlican hirede. & gehwa hæfð ðær þone weorðscipe be ðam ðe he her on worulde geearnode. Clemoes, 
CH I, 533; Ll. 1-8  
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The saying that follows after is very dreadful. The rich sons are cast into the outer darkness 

where there is weeping and tooth biting. The rich sons are the Jews. God ruled over them 

through the old law but they rejected Christ and scorned his teaching and he cast them into 

the outer darkness where there is weeping and tooth biting. Many rich men may do good if 

they may be righteous and merciful. The patriarch Abraham, David the great king, and 

Zaccheus (who gave half his possessions to the poor and with half repaid fourfold what he 

had earlier unrighteously stolen) were all rich men. These rich men and their like came to the 

eternal kingdom through conversion to God and did not weary him.688   

The ―rich sons‖ appear nowhere in the Greek text of the passage—or the Vulgate. Ælfric 

has introduced a deliberate change in order to move away from a literal reading that is of 

little interest to him and his community to secure a moral reading in line with the rest of his 

homily. The Old English noun for kingdom (rice) is a homophone for the adjective for rich 

or wealthy (rice). They are, however, declined differently: ―sons of the kingdom‖ would be 

rices bearn but Ælfric both here and in the translation above consistently offers rican bearn, 

―rich sons.‖ Godden finds the error unaccountable since Ælfric was following Haymo‘s text 

to this point and Haymo‘s interpretation makes much of the distinction between Jews and 

gentiles. Ælfric omits most of this material, retaining only a brief note identifying the ―rich 

sons‖ as the Jews, and focusing, rather, on the issue of how the rich and powerful may be 

righteous as well, referring to the topos of the righteous rich to which he appealed in his 

reading of Matt 5:2.689  

                                                 
688 Ðæs æfterfyligenda cwyde. Is swiðe egeful. Ða rican bearn beoð aworpene into þam yttrum þeostrum. þær 
bið wop & toþa gebit. Ða rican bearn sid þa iudeiscan: on þam rixode god. þurh þære ealdan æ: ac hi awurpon 
crist & his lare forsawon. & he awyrpð hi on þa yttran þeostru. þær ðær bið wop & toþa gebit. Fela ricra manna 
geþeoð gode: swa ðeah gif hi rihtwise beoð & mildheorte. Rice man wæs se heahfæder Abraham: & dauid se 
mæra cyning: & zacheus se þe healfe his æhta þearfum dælde. & mid healfum dæle forgeald be feowerfealdum 
swa hwæt swa he ær on unriht be anfealdum reafode. Þas rican & heora gelican becumað þurh goddre 
gecyrrednysse to þam ecan rice. þe him næfre ne ateorað. 
689 While it would be nice to attribute Ælfric‘s changes to Haymo to a rejection of Haymo‘s anti-semitism, it 
seems more likely that he and his community had little or no contact with Jews at all. His explanation of 
circumcision in his homily for the Feast of the Holy Name seems to assume a complete unfamiliarity with Jews 
and Jewish customs on the part of his hearers. Thus, Ælfric may have considered exhorting his congregation to 
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 This passage adds circumstantial evidence to Lenker‘s suggestion that the purpose of 

the West Saxon Gospels—written in Old English—was exegetical preparation for 

homilies.690 Ælfric‘s change must have been suggested by looking at an Old English text of 

the passage.  The most secure conclusion that can be drawn is that the change, however it 

happened, was deliberate and served the advancement of Ælfric‘s moral reading of the text. 

 Ælfric then turns to a discussion of the outer darkness, suitably expanded by 

references to Mark 9. A brief vice list establishes that those with similar sins shall share in 

similar torments. Ælfric touches on the paradoxical nature of the torments—the dark fire 

which does not dispel the extreme cold—but does not elaborate on them or offer 

explanations. 

The final line of the passage leads Ælfric into a brief summarizing statement on the 

importance of faith that concludes with the homily‘s benediction exhorting its hearers to 

faith in the Trinity: 

Belief is the foremost power of all without which no man may please God and the righteous 

man lives by his faith. Let us come to believe in the holy trinity and in the true unity that is 

the Almighty Father and his Son (who is his wisdom) and the Holy Ghost (who is both their 

love and will); that they are three in person and in name yet one God in their divinity, ever 

living without beginning or end. Amen.691  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
―pious‖ anti-semitism as less edifying then exhorting them to moral reflection on the proper disposition of 
wealth. 
690 Lenker, ―West Saxon Gospels,‖ 172-4. 
691 Geleafa is aelra mægna firmest. buton þam ne mæig nan man gode lician: & se rihtwisa leofað be his 
geleafan. Uton gelyfan on þære halgan þrynnysse & on soþre annysse: þæt se ælmihtiga fæder & his sunu þæt is 
his wisdom & se halga gast se þe us heora begra lufu & willa: þæt hi sind þry on hadum: & on namum. & an 
gode on anre godcundnysse æfre wuniende buton anginne. & ende. AMEN. 
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Liturgical context 

 The season of Epiphany was, according to the early medieval lectionaries, a clearly 

defined period with its own theological integrity.692 Following temporally on the heels of the 

Christmas season, it also follows it theologically; Epiphany represents the working out of 

themes established by Christmas. The key to the season is the feast of Epiphany itself. 

Known as both Epiphania (―the manifestation‖) and Theophania (―the manifestation of 

God‖)693 it celebrates the signs and wonders that pointed to the manifestation of God in 

Jesus. John‘s prologue (from the Feast of the Nativity) provided further guidance for the 

lectionary‘s selection of passages for the season, particularly John 1:10–15. The Epiphany 

season readings group around three major themes of manifestation described in the 

prologue: the early miracles of Jesus (the glory, full of grace and truth, of John 1:14), the 

rejection of Jesus at Nazareth (his own people did not accept him of John 1:11), and the 

calling of the first followers (those who believed in him, who believed in his name, who 

became the children of God, from John 1:12). 

 The playing out of these themes begins with the distribution of biblical events 

originally clustered on Epiphany itself. In addition to the Vespers antiphon discussed above 

in chapter 3, the Gospel antiphon appointed for the Lauds of Epiphany by the Portiforium 

of St Wulstan identifies the three clustered themes and simultaneously places them under a 

broader interpretive frame: ―Today the heavenly Bridegroom was joined to the Church for in 

the Jordan Christ himself washed away her guilt, the magi ran with gifts to the royal wedding, 

and the guests were gladdened by wine made from water, alleluia.‖694 The reference to the 

                                                 
692 The modern Revised Common Lectionary has effectively suppressed the season by making it the first block 
of Ordinary Time marked by the start of readings in course through the gospel of the year. Only vestiges 
remain: it retains the traditional themes and emphases for the first two Sundays after Epiphany and—oddly—
in the last Sunday after Epiphany/before Lent which it calls the Feast of the Transfiguration. This celebration 
was moved from August 6th in service of the traditional Epiphany theology which was then suppressed…  
693 Both titles are found in Anglo-Saxon lectionaries and missals. 
694 CAO 3095. Hodie caelesti Sponso iuncta est Ecclesia, Quoniam in Iordane lavit Christus eius crimina; 
Currunt cum muneribus Magi ad regales nuptias; Et ex aqua facto vino laetantur convivae, alleluia. By the time 
of the Golden Legend in the 1260‘s a fourth had been added: the feeding of the five thousand. See the discussion 
above in ch. 3.                                    
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Magi was retained for the feast of Epiphany itself (Matt 2:1–12), with baptismal narratives 

next placed on the Octave of Epiphany (John 1:29–34) and the Wednesday following the 

First Sunday after Epiphany (Matt 3:13–17). While the First Sunday after Epiphany 

completed the biblical account of Jesus‘ boyhood and the first manifestation of his 

knowledge of God (Luke 2:42–52), the Second Sunday after Epiphany begins a period of 

time focused on the first manifestations of Jesus‘ miraculous powers: the Wedding of Cana 

(John 2:1–11), identified as the first of Jesus‘ signs (John 2:11),695 was appointed for the 

Second Sunday after Epiphany; the Capernaum Exorcism (Luke 4:31–37), the first miracle 

narrative in Luke was appointed for the Friday after the Second Sunday after Epiphany; the 

Healing of the Leper and the Centurion‘s Servant (Matt 8:1–13) the first miracle narrative in 

Matthew was appointed for the Third Sunday after the Epiphany. While Matt 8:1–13 is the 

first block of miracle narratives the occurrence of prior miracles is noted in a summary of 

Jesus‘ post-baptismal and pre-Sermon on the Mount activity in Matt 4:23–25—and this 

passage was appointed for the Friday after the Third Sunday in Epiphany.  

 As a result of these lectionary mechanics, Ælfric encountered Matt 8:1–13 as part of 

a cluster of stories, all recounting the first manifestations of God and divine power in the 

person of Jesus Christ. This liturgical context pushes to the forefront the notions of 

manifestation and physical incarnation, and Ælfric follows these leads. 

 In his various English discussions of the seasons of the liturgical year, Ælfric uses the 

Old English term ―Swutlode‖ to refer to Epiphany; this is a direct translation of the Greek 

term as the root ―+swutl-― means ―manifest.‖  It is therefore no accident that forms of this 

root appear eight times throughout this homily. Although Ælfric not infrequently uses words 

from this root, its occurrences are higher on the average in two homilies: the homily for 

Epiphany itself and this text. As a result, the season has helped determine not only a theme 

of the homily (manifestation), but has shaped Ælfric‘s choice of words as well. 

                                                 
695 Note that this verse explicitly collects themes laid out in the prologue—the sign ―revealed his glory and his 
disciples believed in him‖ (Ibid.) 
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 The liturgical texts appointed for this time both ground Ælfric‘s main moral/spiritual 

interpretation and reveal another theme in the homily, a latent one that Ælfric brought in 

from his sources. He retained it, but did not appreciably expand or draw further notice to it. 

When the homily is placed in relation to the liturgical propers, though, this theme appears.  

The material that would be repeated throughout the following week matches Ælfric‘s 

main thrust. The morning Benedictus antiphon for the Third Sunday and the rest of the 

week that followed is essentially Matt 8:1–3: ―But when Jesus had come down from the 

mountain, behold a leper coming worshiped him, saying: ‗Lord, if you wish, you can cleanse 

me. And extending his hand he touched him saying: ‗I wish, be made clean.‘‖696 The liturgical 

use of this text again focuses interpretive weight on this verse that describes the physical 

action of Christ. The healing is implied but not stated in the text; rather the text describes 

Jesus receiving the leper‘s request and touching him. The meaning and significance of the 

actions are left open. The evening Magnificat antiphon from Matt 8:12: ―Many shall come 

from the east and west, and recline with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of 

heaven‖697 serves as an exhortation to join the company coming from east and west and 

complements the Magnificat‘s own themes of eschatological reversal. The collect for the 

occasion, repeated in the weekly masses, directly relates to the Gospel text as well: ―Almighty 

and eternal God, deliver us from our various infirmities and extend the right hand of your 

majesty to protect us. Through Jesus Christ our Lord…‖698 It focuses attention on the 

spiritual meaning of the act of healing, placing the praying community in the place of those 

beseeching healing and is very specific about the means by which the healing occurs: ―extend 

the right hand of your majesty…‖ This reference, in turn, leads to the second theme in the 

liturgical materials. 

                                                 
696 CAO 1985: Cum autem descendisset Iesus de monte, ecce leprosus veniens adorabat eum, dicens:  Domine, 

si vis, potes me mundare.  Et extendens manum, tetigit eum dicens:  Volo, mundare. 
697 CAO 3832: Multi ab Oriente et Occidente venient, et recumbent cum Abraham, Isaac et Iacob in regno 
caelorum. 
698 Item 426. Omnipotens sempiterne dues, infirmitatem nostrum propitious respice, atque ad protegendum 
nos dexteram tuae maiestatis extende. Per. Orchard, Leofric Missal, 117. 
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The Offertory in particular focuses upon the image of the right hand: ―The right 

hand of the Lord has exerted power; the right hand of the Lord has exalted me. I shall not 

die but live, and I will recount the works of God‖ (VgPs 117:16, 17).699 The Introit and 

Alleluia both draw on Ps 96 which connects the notion of God‘s kingly rule and the 

manifestation of God‘s glory to his presence on the earth: ―The Lord reigns; let the earth 

rejoice, let many islands be glad‖ (VgPs 96:1).700 The Communion cites an otherwise 

unconnected phrase from Luke 4:22: ―All marveled at this, which proceeded from the 

mouth of God‖701 that takes on a new meaning when placed in relation to the healing word 

spoken by Jesus in the second half of the Gospel.   

Haymo‘s homily on Matt 8:1–13 contains a doctrinal discussion of the power of 

Jesus in relation to the boundaries of the Incarnation and the literal and spiritual meaning of 

the healing power of the hand of Jesus. Haymo essentially argues that the image of the hand 

(or right hand) is a metaphor for God‘s might—Jesus‘ might—and that the distance healing 

of the centurion‘s servant demonstrates the continued omnipresence of Jesus while 

maintaining the localized presence required by the Incarnation.702 Godden notes that these 

are the aspects of Haymo that Ælfric borrows most, not taking up Haymo‘s other major 

theme contrasting Jews and gentiles.703 

Taking these liturgical sources back to Ælfric‘s homily, a deeper level of meaning 

emerges that had previously been overshadowed by Ælfric‘s attention to the moral meaning. 

Ælfric and his sources notice the unusual contrast between the first two miracle stories: that 

Jesus touches in the first yet heals from a great distance in the second. The juxtaposition of 

                                                 
699 Dextera Domini fecit virtutem: dextera Domini exaltavit me. Non moriar, sed vivam et narrabo opera 
Domini. This is the offertory in the majority of sources in Hesbert‘s Antiphonarium Missarum Sextuplex and in the 
Loefric Missal. (N.b.: the Leofric Missal displaces the Epiphany materials by one Sunday so this offertory 
appears with the usual gradual propers and Gospel for the 4th Sunday after Epiphany rather than the Third.) 
700 Dominus regnavit, exsultet terra: laetentur insulae multae. See Hesbert and the Leofric Missal. 
701 Mirabantur omnes de his, quae procedebant de ore Dei. See Hesbert and the Leofric Missal. 
702 Though Ælfric puts up no red flags, Haymo seems on dangerous ground here doctrinally; this view of the 
omnipresence of Jesus‘ divinity and the localization of his humanity seems rather Nestorian, crossing the 
bounds of the Chalcedonian understanding of the two natures of Christ. 
703 Godden, Commentary, 60. 
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the two miracles becomes a two-step argument concerning the nature of Christ‘s healing 

power. The first miracle emphasizes the bodily presence of Christ and the salutary nature of 

his touch. Ælfric—in line with the collect—connects the literal events of the touch and the 

healing with the spiritual realities of healing made possible through the Incarnation: 

Mightily, Jesus could have cleansed [the leper] with his word, but he touched him: thus he 

manifested (geswutelode) that his touch is exceedingly saving to the faithful. … His hand 

signifies his might and his Incarnation.704 Just as Christ healed the leper by touching him 

with his hands, so he redeemed us from our souls‘ sins by taking our flesh just as the 

prophet Isaiah said: ‗Truly he himself carried our infirmities and he himself bore our 

afflictions.‘705 

Thus, the Incarnation enables Christ to redeem humanity and grants him the touch that 

heals both body and soul. The second step explores the issue of the presence of Christ and 

how the healing reveals truths about the mode of Christ‘s presence even during the 

Incarnation. 

The doctrinal aspects of the second miracle are placed within the story‘s frame by 

attributing them to the centurion‘s perceptive wisdom: ―[the centurion] had great wisdom 

when he understood that Christ is present (andwerd) everywhere through his divinity when he 

went bodily (lichamlice) and visibly among men.‖ The terms ―presence‖ (andwerd) and ―bodily‖ 

(lichamlice) are closely connected here in a manner that will occur again in the homily. Their 

relation is the issue at stake: must Christ—and his healing right hand—be bodily present in 

order to be truly present? Ælfric‘s answer is that the second miracle provides a negative 

                                                 
704 Literally, ―fleshliness‖ (flæsclinysse) This is linguistically paralleled by Ælfric‘s use of ―taking our flesh‖ (anfenge 
ure flæsces) in the Isaiah quotation below.  
705 Mihtiglice he mihte mid his worde hine geclænsian buton hrepunge: ac he geswutelode þæt his hrepung is 
swiðe halwende geleaffullum. His hand getacnað his mihte & his flæsclicnysse. Swa swa crist mid his handa 
hrepunge þone hreoflian gehælde: swa alysde he us fram ure sawla synnum þurh anfenge ures flæsces. swa swa 
se witega issaias cwæð. Soðlice he sylf ætbræd ure adlunga. & ure sarnyssa he sylf bær. Ll. 32-34, 49-53. 
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answer. The healing power of the word demonstrates that Christ‘s healing right hand is 

independent of his bodily location. 

The two terms occur again in Ælfric‘s comparison of the Johannine parallel but here 

the doctrinal meaning is suppressed in favor of the moral:  

 

The Lord, though invited, would not go bodily (lichamlice) to the king‘s unhealthy son but not 

present (unandwerd) healed him with his word. And yet, he was ready although uninvited to 

go bodily (lichamlice) with the centurion. He knew well that the king had more might than any 

centurion but the son of Almighty God manifested (geswutlode) with this deed that we should 

not honor the rich for their riches but for their human nature nor should we scorn the poor 

for their poverty but should honor God‘s likeness in them. The humble son of God was 

ready to go to the servant with his presence (andwerdnyss) yet he healed the prince with his 

command. Concerning this the prophet said: ―The exalted Lord observes the humble, and 

he knows the haughty from afar.‖706 

 

In essence, this interpretation seems to overturn the first, denying Christ‘s presence to the 

prince. The moral meaning, then, is drawn from the literal level; Christ could have healed the 

leper, the centurion‘s servant, or the prince whether present or absent, but deployed his 

bodily presence to give an example to be followed on the treatment of rich and poor. The 

humility manifested in the bodily example should be imitated, supernatural capabilities aside. 

The doctrinal focus upon presence also clarifies an otherwise confusing comparison 

between the centurion and the two sisters Mary and Martha. In treating Jesus‘ comment on 

                                                 
706 Drihten nolde gelaðod lichamlice siþian to þæs cyninges untruman bearne: ac unandwerd mid his worde 
hine gehælde. & he wæs gearo ungelaðod to siþigenne lichamlice mid þam hundredes ealldre. Wel wat gehwa 
þæt cyning hæfð maran mihte. þonne ænig hun dredes ealdor: ac se ælmihtiga godes sunu geswutelode mid 
þære 
dæde þæt we ne sceolon þa rican for heora ricetere wurðian: ac for menniscum gecynde. Ne we ne sceolon þa 
wanspedigan for heora hafenleaste forseon: ac we sceolon godes anlicnysse on him wurþian. Se eadmoda godes 
sunu wæs gearo to geneosigenne þone þeowan mid his andwerdnysse: & he gehælde þone æðeling mid his 
hæse. Be þam cwæð se witega. Se healica drihten sceawað þa eadmodan. & þa modigan feorran oncnæwð. Ll. 
127-38. 
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the surpassing greatness of the centurion‘s faith above all of the Jews of his generation, 

Ælfric mentions Mary and Martha. By placing the reference here, Ælfric clearly intends his 

hearers to see how they are surpassed by the centurion‘s witness but no explanation is given 

as to how this occurs: ―Mary and Martha were two sisters exceedingly faithful to God; they 

said to Christ: ‗Lord, if you had been present (andwerd) here, our brother would not have 

departed.‘ This thane [the centurion] said to Christ, ‗Say the word and my servant will be 

healed…‘‖ All three characters are identified as having powerful faith—the centurion having 

―great faith‖ (micelum geleafan),707 and Mary and Martha are ―exceedingly faithful‖ (swiþe 

belyfede).708 The comparisons appear positive; there does not seem to be a defect in their faith. 

Viewed from the liturgical emphasis on presence, though, it appears that the sisters‘ defect 

was not in their faith per se but in their understanding of the omnipresence of Christ. They 

failed to perceive, as the centurion, had that Christ was present even when not there bodily. 

The doctrinal focus on the presence or absence of Christ in relation to the bodily 

presence of the man Jesus diminishes if not effectively bypassing altogether the centurion‘s 

statement on authority. Because Ælfric is attempting to communicate Christ‘s divine 

presence accomplishing the healing, he makes no reference to angelic or supernatural 

mediators through whom Jesus accomplishes healing.709 While Anglo-Saxon Christians firmly 

believed in the role of supernatural beings causing illness as shown by the numerous 

references to and charms against elf-shot in the healing manuals,  Ælfric gives no hint at all 

that that supernatural beings outside of the Trinity are involved in the distance healings.710 

 

Discussion 

                                                 
707 Ll. 105 and 106. 
708 Ll. 147-9. 
709 Smaragdus cites two unatttributed presumably patristic passages that both discuss the angelic beings located 
in Jesus‘ control in the divine chain of command. Ælfric is not ignorant of this reading, rather, he chooses to 
suppress it. 
710 See Karen L. Jolly, Popular Religion in Late Saxon England: Elf Charms in Context (Chapel Hill/London: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1996) and Richard S. Nokes and Kathryn Laity, editors, Curing Elf-shot and 
Other Mysterious Maladies: New Scholarship on Old English Charms. (University Park, Penn.: Penn State University 
Press, 2009).  
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The modern commentaries emphasize the marginal nature of the individuals healed 

in this pericope; Ælfric makes no reference to this common characteristic. If anything, he 

seems to flatten the distinction between Jew and Gentile, regarding the centurion socially 

equivalent to a minor secular lord of his own day and therefore a person of social power and 

influence rather than an outsider. Luz contends in his brief survey of the history of 

interpretation of the healing of the leper that the social aspect of the text has been missing 

until recent times: ―The leper is a type of the believer who comes to Christ and receives a 

gift from him. As a rule his gift was understood figuratively; one is freed from ‗spiritual 

leprosy,‘ from mortal sin. Seldom was the physical and social dimension of Christ‘s help 

taken seriously.‖711 Ælfric‘s interpretation confirms the truth of the first part of Luz‘s 

statement, but calls into question the second. 

Ælfric‘s discussion of the healing of the leper does make the ready turn to a 

spiritualizing interpretation. However, it holds the spiritual meaning in tension with the 

literal meaning of the passage, placing the two in parallel: ―Just as Christ healed the leper by 

touching [him] with his hands, so he redeemed us from the offenses of our souls by taking 

on our flesh.‖712 The spiritual truth does not cancel out the literal truth though Ælfric clearly 

considers the spiritual to be of more relevance to his congregation. 

Ælfric refutes Luz with his attention to the social dimensions of the text. Ælfric 

offers his hearers a brief recap of the levitical laws concerning leprosy that includes the social 

penalties of the sickness. Furthermore, Ælfric went beyond speaking of the text as text and 

offered a concrete discussion of how the text was to be acted out in the community of his 

day by reference to specific ecclesial practices embodying Christ‘s healing inclusion.  

The patristic and early medieval church took sin seriously. The consequence of 

mortal sin was eternal damnation in the torments of hell—torments described frequently and 

                                                 
711 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 2.7. 
712 Swa swa crist mid his handa hrepunge þone hreoflian gehælde: swa alysde he us fram ure sawla synnum 
þurh anfenge ures flæsces. Ll. 50-52. 
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in laborious detail by the anonymous Old English homilies as well as more orthodox 

material. The church did not regard sin solely as a problem for the individual sinner. The 

presence of unrepentant sinners within the community threatened the whole community‘s 

eschatological standing. An insufficient response on the part of the church authorities risked 

the spread of sinful behavior. As early as 1 Cor713 and Matthew‘s own gospel,714 

excommunication was the ultimate means of discipline if other methods failed.  

Godden notes that Ælfric‘s connection of ―sick sheep‖ to 1 Cor 5:13 suggests that 

his discussion of excommunication is filtered through the Rule of Benedict where the last resort 

is expulsion: ―For the Apostle says: Banish the evil one from your midst (1 Cor 5:13); and again, If 

the unbeliever departs, let him depart (1 Cor 7:15), lest one diseased sheep infect the whole 

flock.‖715 Intentional communities cannot survive without clear methods of discipline—and 

monasteries are no exception. Benedict spends seven chapters specifically on 

excommunication, what faults deserve it and how it should be handled.  

When severe offenses occur in the monastery, the process laid out in Matt 18:15–17 

is used; if no reconciliation occurs, the offender is excommunicated.716 There are two degrees 

of monastic excommunication, and both are fundamentally social. For less serious faults, 

offenders participate in the community‘s liturgical life and may lead nothing, but are 

excluded from the common meal eating afterward, alone.717 For severe faults, offenders are 

excluded from both the community‘s liturgical life—including Mass and reception of the 

Eucharist—as well as the common meal.718 Furthermore, all contact is cut off: the monastics 

must work and eat alone and receive no blessings, nor is the food of offenders blessed. 

Anyone contacting offenders without permission is likewise excommunicated.719 The only 

                                                 
713 1 Cor 5: 1–13. 
714 Matt 18:15–17. 
715 RB 28.6-7. 
716 RB 23. 
717 RB 24. 
718 RB 25. 
719 RB 26. 
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human contact allowed by the Rule is from the abbot/abbess or seniors when they attempt 

to persuade offenders to reform their ways.720 If neither remonstrations nor beatings prove 

effective, offenders are expelled from the community.721 Those expelled who show sufficient 

contrition may be received back twice but a third expulsion is final.722  

Similarly, the excommunication of a layperson cut them off from Christian 

fellowship. The rest of the community was not to associate with them and they could not 

receive the sacraments or a Christian burial thus ensuring their eternal damnation. According 

to the official canons of the Western Church, excommunicates could be reconciled with the 

church and community by becoming Penitents, a technical term denoting a class of people 

some of whom underwent public penitential acts for the rest of their life. This form of 

penance could only be undertaken once; there was no second chance. Although this form of 

penance was neither common nor popular after  

In the early medieval period the practice of private auricular confession gained 

ground as an alternative to this merciless process.723 A form known as ―tariff penance‖ arose 

in Celtic monastic communities and spread from the British Isles to the continent. Rooted in 

monastic ideals, particularly Cassian‘s Institutes on the vices and their contrary remedies,  

sinners could confess their faults, receive a penance (which usually involved fasting for set 

periods), then priestly absolution.  

While the rabbis compared the social consequences of leprosy to death, early 

medieval theologians compared the state of mortal sin (including excommunication) to both 

leprosy and death.724 Its reversal in auricular confession was thus equivalent to miraculous 

                                                 
720 RB 27. 
721 RB 28. 
722 RB 29. 
723 While popular in this period, auricular confession did not gain official standing in the western church until it 
was mandated by the bull Omnis utriusque sexus promulgated by the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215.   
724 Indeed, the 7th century Penitential of Cummean begins with this statement: ―Here begins the prologue on 
the medicine for the salvation of souls.‖ (Oliver Davies, Celtic Spirituality (Classics of Western Spirituality; N.Y., 
N.Y.: Paulist, 1999, 230)). The Penetiential is in Davies, Celtic Spirituality, 230-245. 
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healing and resurrection: the two proof-texts with which it was consistently connected are 

the healing of the leper and the resurrection of Lazarus.725  

While Luz contends that the leprosy was spiritualized and the social aspects of this 

text were therefore overlooked by early interpreters, I would contend that the spiritualization 

of leprosy and the comparison of confession to the miraculous cure not only capture the 

concept of the inclusive power of Christ‘s healing but literally enact it within the community. 

Through sacramental absolution those excluded by their sinful behavior are welcomed back 

into the community; the repentant sinner, like the healed leper, is reintegrated within the 

social order. 

 

                                                 
725 See Peter Lombard‘s foundational treatment in Sententiarum Libri Quatuor 3.18.1. 
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MATTHEW 25:1–13 
 
Introduction 

Matthew 25:1-13 is a parabolic narrative. That is, it appears as a parable in the midst 

of parables. Its introductory formula is common to several of Matthew‘s parables of the 

kingdom,726 and like them, a narrative follows. However, the narrative is more extended than 

usual, raising the question whether the passage is properly a parable, an allegory, or some 

blend of the two.  

This parable is unique to Matthew—Eusebius assigns it to canon X. Aland notes 

some minor thematic parallels between the parable and Mark 13:33-37 and Luke 12:35-38; 

13:25-28. The final verse of the parable shares a number of textual and thematic parallels to 

other verses within this discourse, most notably Matt 24:42 but also 24:50.   

 

Modern Interpreters 
 
Luz 

Luz locates the parable of the virgins as ―the third watchfulness parable‖ that is 

linked to the preceding parables by a set of catchwords—―wise,‖ ―delay,‖ ―master/Lord‖.727 

Overall, he posits a fairly complicated structure to make sense of all of the elements of the 

parable; it ―follows the classical three steps of a dramatic narrative‖ and also contains a title 

and an ending refrain.728 Thus, we have the title in v. 1, background exposition in vv. 2-5, the 

conflict appears in vv. 6-9, and the denouement encompasses vv. 10-12. Luz refers to v. 13 

simply as ―a refrainlike call to watch‖ and passes over how or if this verse is integrated with 

the larger whole. 

Luz devotes a substantive section of his treatment to the source of the text. He 

attacks the question by considering whether or not the narrative is culturally plausible, based 

                                                 
726 Matt 13:24, 31, 33, 44, 45, 47; 18:23; 20:1; 22:2. 
727 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 227. 
728 Ibid. 
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on a knowledge of first century marriage customs, apart from any metaphorical or allegorical 

meaning. The two central points that he must explain are, where the virgins are sleeping, and 

what the ―lamps‖ are, where they are, and whether they are ignited while the virgins sleep; 

these are the elements that seem least plausible (for what sort of women fall asleep—

outside—with lit oil lamps?). After making a compelling argument that the lampa&dhv were 

lantern torches rather than simply oil lamps729 and suggesting that the virgins were inside 

rather than outside when the call comes he concludes that  v. 1 is a title. In light of these 

interpretations, he decides that this narrative is a plausible story reflecting ancient Palestinian 

life and could indeed go back to Jesus rather than necessarily being a creation of the early 

church.   

As a result, Luz offers three interpretations: one for the parable as told by Jesus, 

another for the parable as told by the church, and the third as Matthew understood it. The 

first is rather simple and straightforward; Luz believes that Jesus‘ original parable had no 

reference to the Parousia, but was about recognizing the ―kairos of joy‖ in the presence of 

Jesus. At the second level, however, the bridegroom was no longer the earthly Jesus but the 

exalted Jesus, and the delay of the bridegroom is now related to the delay of the Parousia. 

The third level leads into Luz‘s verse-by-verse exposition. He moves briskly, covering the 

twelve verses in just two and a half pages, utilizing a reader-response perspective that 

envisions how Matthew‘s readers understand the tragic drama unfolding before them and 

attending to how Matthew creates tension, introduces reversals, and (in v. 11) shifts from 

bridegroom to Son of Man-World Judge. At this point he chooses to take the same tack as 

he sees Matthew taking, and leaves the meaning of the story and the significance of the oil 

open. 

While Luz typically includes a ―History of Interpretation‖ section, in this case he 

launches into a (comparatively) lengthy eleven-page examination of the church‘s use of this 

                                                 
729 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 228-230. 
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text, complete with a manuscript illumination and three photographs of sculptures that 

depict the parable. In defense of this extreme treatment, he notes that ―no parable of Jesus 

was painted or portrayed in the plastic arts as frequently‖ and examines the interpretations 

embedded within medieval artistic depictions of the parable. Following his usual method he 

breaks the potential meanings into general categories, identifying five: 

1. The spiritual interpretation in terms of the individual. This is a predominantly early and 

Alexandrian reading where the virgins are the senses that must be kept unstained from 

evil. It is non-eschatological, and Origen is the chief exemplar.730 

2. The ecclesiastical eschatological interpretation. These interpretations see the virgins as 

representative of individual Christians who live their lives, die, then appear at the Great 

Judgment. The virgins function in two ways in this strand:731 

a. Wise women as positive models. Especially in the Eastern Church, the wise virgins 

were models for Christian female ascetics. Bride mysticism may be a 

component of this interpretation as well. Western medieval illustrations also 

teach this perspective and the parable becomes an encouragement to virginity. 

b. Preaching of penitence. This interpretation focuses on the foolish virgins as 

negative models; Luz refers to both medieval plays featuring the virgins but 

also to the inclusion of the virgins into the depictions of the last judgment 

carved into high medieval cathedrals. 

3. Parenetic interpretations. Parenetic readings were the most common, though, and these fall 

into three types:732 

a. The classic Catholic interpretation. Here the lamps of the virgins represent faith, the 

oil represents good works. 

                                                 
730 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 235-236. 
731 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 236-240. 
732 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 240-242. 
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b. The Augustinian type. This is focused on the believer‘s attitude. The lamps refer 

to faith; as for the oil, ―The information that Augustine and his followers give 

is somewhat unclear.‖ 733  The main point is the attitude or motive that 

produces the good works. 

c. The anti-ascetic type. John Chrysostom and others deny that asceticism alone will 

get one into the banquet, rather the crucial oil is ―human kindness, alms, aid to 

the needy.‖734 

d. The pictorial interpretations.  In the Gothic style, many depictions of the foolish 

virgins present them in overly elaborate clothing suggesting that wasteful and 

immoral behavior is the key to their guilt. 

4. Interpretations with salvation history tendencies. Starting with Jerome, some saw the wise 

virgins as Christians or representatives of the Church and the foolish as Jews or 

representatives of the Synagogue. This interpretation also appears in some of the 

Gothic cathedral carvings.735 

5. Matthew 25:1-13 in the confessional conflict. In the Reformation and post-Reformation 

periods, the oil was either faith or the Holy Spirit. This interpretation was a conscious 

reversal of the classic Catholic parenetic interpretation, insisting that works without 

faith are worthless.736 

Surveying all of these options, Luz dismisses interpretations 1 and 4 as being furthest from 

the original meaning of the text. He approves the bride mysticism of number 2 as 

legitimately within the bounds of the text. While number 5 has roots in Paul, it contradicts 

                                                 
733 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 242. The truth of this comment will become quite clear in the following modern and 
medieval interpretations. However, Luz makes matters more complicated than he should have as he attempts 
to harmonize Augustine‘s two major treatments into a single reading. In my view, Augustine actually gives two 
completely different readings, one of which was taken up by the tradition as will be discussed later in Ælfric‘s 
treatment of the text. 
734 Ibid. 
735 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 242-243. 
736 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 243. 
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the emphases of the Matthean text. Numbers 3b and 3c with their emphasis on love are ―not 

far removed‖ from the original intent.737 Luz finds the emphasis on virginity in 2a and on 

judgment in 2b as quite problematic.  

Luz summarizes the parable as parenesis for the church. ―Here the readers learn that 

not everyone who is called to the wedding of the bridegroom will actually share in it.‖738 The 

final note on watching as a call to constant obedience to the will of the Father so that 

believers are fully prepared and need not worry even if they do sleep; the timing of the 

Parousia is immaterial if one is always prepared for it. However, Luz concludes his summary 

with a critical reflection, drawing on Kazantzakis‘s treatment of the parable in The Last 

Temptation of Christ. With Kazantzakis, Luz greatly prefers an alternate ending where the 

doors are thrown open and all—even the foolish and unprepared—are let into the feast.  

 

Davies and Allison 

Structurally, Davies and Allison locates the parable of the virgins within the context 

of the final discourse of Jesus within Matthew (Matt 24:36–25:30), a discourse treated under 

the heading ―Eschatological Vigilance.‖739 The key theme of the discourse is presented in its 

initial verse, Matt 24:36: ―Its declaration of eschatological ignorance grounds the entire 

section: one must be ever prepared for what may come at any time.‖740 The immediate 

context is a set of three parables that have much in common: ―All three concern the delay of 

the Parousia, preparedness for the end, and recompense at the great assize; and in each the 

concluding emphasis is upon those who suffer punishment (24.50–1; 25.10–12, 24–30).‖741  

Following several influential commentators including Gnilka, Kümmel, Tàrrech and 

Manson, they conclude that ―a pre-Matthean parable lies behind 24.1b, 3–10b. We attribute 

                                                 
737 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 244. 
738 Ibid. 
739 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.374. 
740 Ibid. 
741 Ibid. 
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it to Jesus who taught that although the precise date of God‘s coming cannot be predicted 

(cf. v. 5), the present is the time of preparation for its joyful advent.‖742 Matthew has adapted 

the parable and ―thoroughly assimilated [it] to its present context: its major themes are all 

reflected in the surrounding material.‖743 These themes are: Division into two groups, Delay 

of the Parousia, Ignorance of the hour, suddenness of the end, Necessity to watch, and 

Requirement of prudence.744 The language and style is also distinctively Matthean.745   

Davies and Allison explain the text‘s broad meaning succinctly before moving into 

their phrase-by-phrase analysis; they do so with a citation from Jeremias‘s work on parables:  

 

Matthew‘s text is plainly ‗an allegory of the Parousia of Christ, the heavenly bridegroom: the 

Ten Virgins are the expectant Christian community, the ―tarrying‖ of the bridegroom(v. 5) is 

the postponement of the Parousia, his sudden coming (v. 6) is the unexpected incidence of 

the Parousia, the stern rejection of the foolish virgins (v.11) is the final Judgement‘. [Jeremias, 

Parables, p.51]   

The parable and application teach three simple lessons, the first indicated by the behaviour 

of the bridegroom, the second by the behaviour of the wise virgins, and the third by the 

behaviour of the foolish virgins. The bridegroom delays and comes at an unforeseen time, 

which circumstances entails yet again that no one knows the day or hour of the Son of man‘s 

Parousia. The wise virgins, who stand for faithful disciples, reveal that religious prudence will 

gain eschatological reward. The foolish virgins, who stand for unfaithful disciples, reveal that 

religious failure will suffer eschatological punishment.746 

 

                                                 
742 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.393-4. 
743 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.394. 
744 Ibid. 
745 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.375. 
746 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.392. 
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Thus they see the pericope as both a parable and an allegory with the caveat that not ―every 

detail has an allegorical meaning.‖747 There is overlap between the two categories that this 

text occupies. They also call attention to points where the author slips, as at the end. The 

repetition of ―Lord‖ is ―inappropriate when spoken to the groom;‖748 Jesus as eschatological 

Lord is clearly in Matthew‘s mind rather than a man getting married. Furthermore the 

formula ―truly, I say to you‖ is also ―out of place in a bridegroom‘s mouth but not in the 

mouth of the Son of man.‖749   As their analysis will bear out, though, they prefer to stay on 

the side of parable and move to the level of allegory only when necessary. 

For interpretive resources, Davies and Allison return to earlier usages in Matthew. In 

particular, they highlight sections of the Sermon on the Mount (5:15–16; 7:24–27),750 the 

parable of the wedding feast/garment (22:11–14),751 and earlier sections of the eschatological 

discourse (24:23–43).752 The main detail that they discuss aside from those identified in the 

passage quoted above is discussion about the meaning of ―the lamp (and/or its fuel)‖753 two 

objects which they take together. Drawing on the earlier Matthean parallels, they offer a 

tentative suggestion:  

 

In view of 5.15–16 and the parallels with 7.24–7 and 22.11–14 (where the absence of a 

wedding garment must 754  symbolize the absence of good deeds), one wonders whether 

Matthew did not identify the lamp (and/or its fuel) as a symbol of good works. Certainly the 

                                                 
747 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.392, n. 130. 
748 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.400. 
749 Ibid. 
750 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.396-7, 400. Interestingly, aside from the single bare citation of ―Compare 
7.23‖ in the discussion of the end of v. 12 (401), 7:21–23 is not mentioned. 
751 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.396-7, 389 
752 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.398,399, 400, 401. 
753 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.397. 
754 Not all interpreters are of this opinion; Luther understood the garment as faith while Gregory saw it as 
love—reminiscent of their interpretations of the oil. I would not be surprised to find that most interpreters 
interpret the garment and the oil as the same thing. 
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next parable, that of the talents, has to do with good deeds, and Jewish sources use both 

lamp and oil as metaphors of the law and virtue. But we are uncertain.755 

A footnote after ―good works‖ offers a number of interpretations from the patristic authors  

through the present day; it concludes with two that underscore an agnosticism towards any 

secure identification: ―Contrast Calvin ad loc.: ‗There is great ingenuity over the lanterns, the 

vessels, the oil: the plain and natural answer is that keen enthusiasm for a short term is not 

enough…‘. The great number of differing opinions led A. B. Bruce, The Parabolic Teaching of 

Jesus, London, 1882, p. 502, to remark: the oil is ‗anything you please‘.‖756  

Throughout the footnotes Davies and Allison maintain a running conversation with 

Augustine‘s Sermo 93. They note his identification of the oil as love in note 159;757 mention 

―[p]atristic tradition‖ including Augustine on the identification of sleep with death, without 

approving or refuting it, in note 164; mention in a question his connection of the cry at 

midnight with the trumpet of 24:31, in note 167; disagree with his identification of v. 9 as 

reproach, in note 173. This running engagement with a patristic source is relatively unusual 

for this commentary, and no other pre-modern source is followed this closely, although 

Calvin is mentioned multiple times as well. Thus while modern commentators form the 

major conversation partners for the commentary, in this section that they have identified as 

allegorical, they engage pre-modern sources more than usual. 

Pointing toward the conclusion of the theme of the discourse as well as the parable, 

Davies and Allison propose by citing Manson that: ―‗[i]t may be suggested that the original 

and essential point of the story is that the ten virgins have one task and one only, to be ready 

with lamps burning brightly when the bridegroom appears‘ [Manson, Sayings, 243].‖758 

                                                 
755 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.396-7. 
756 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.397, n. 159. 
757 They also note his alternate identification of the oil with joy in De Div Quaest. 83 without citing it. 
758 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.400 quoting from T. W. Manson, The Sayings of Jesus (London: SCM,. 1949). 
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Rounding out the editorial conclusion of v. 13, they note the ambiguous note on which the 

text ends. They end with some ambiguity as well:  

 

The call to wakefulness—a conflation of 24.36, 42, and 50—has been thought odd given 

that even the five wise virgins fell asleep (v. 5). But grhgorei=te may mean only ‗be prepared!‘ 

And in any case the imperative is addressed to the reader, not the foolish virgins. What 

wakefulness precisely consists in—doing the will of God?—is here left unsaid, although it 

plainly involves looking to the future.759 

 

Due to the ambiguity surrounding the lamps, the oil, and the parable‘s conclusion, they treat 

the three parables as a unit and stay on the level of the general. Matthew is concerned about 

spiritual lethargy in the face of the delay of the Parousia and exhorts his readers to moral 

preparation lest they be caught unaware.760 

 

Eugene Boring  

After noting that the parable is a continuation of the judgment discourse, Boring 

blends the question of original authorship (noting that scholars have proposed Jesus, the 

early church [presumably pre-Matthean], or Matthew) with the question of form: is this a 

parable or an allegory?761 Authorship is presumably dependent upon the solution of the form. 

Boring draws a dichotomous distinction between the two: ―The key issue whether the details 

are realistic (parable) or seem contrived to fit the theological meaning (allegory).‖762  Noting 

that ―the story itself is unclear on the procedures of the wedding celebration,‖763 that ―details 

                                                 
759 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3.401. 
760 Ibid. 
761 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 449. 
762 Ibid. In earlier discussions on parables prefacing Matthew 13 and on Matthew‘s notion of the Kingdom in 
Matthew 12, Boring has expressed a general distaste for allegorical interpretation of parables (―Such an 
interpretation offers fertile ground for the preacher‘s imagination, but has little to do with the text of the 
Bible.‖ [Boring, ―Matthew, 298]) and has observed that ―…Matthew sometimes misses the parabolic character 
of Jesus‘ message…‖ (Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 294). These judgments seem to play a role in his conflation of form 
and authorship and with his findings. 
763 Ibid. 
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within the present story seem inherently unrealistic‖764 like the midnight arrival and 

probability of oil shops open at that hour, and identifying numerous thoroughly Matthean 

themes, Boring concludes that ―it seems likely that the story is an allegory constructed by 

Matthew to further illustrate and emphasize the theme of being ready for the coming of the 

Lord, despite the apparent delay.‖765 Having identified the story as an allegory, Boring treats 

it with dispatch, presenting a list of element identifications, providing a summarizing 

paragraph on the allegory, then a summarizing paragraph on the conclusion, then a modern 

appropriation in his Reflections section. 

Boring lines up the five key elements, italicizes them, and heads five successive 

paragraphs with them, identifying each concisely with little discussion and no presentation of 

alternatives. The bridegroom ―is Jesus at his eschatological advent.‖766 The bridesmaids 

―represent the church, the present corpus mixtum that will be sorted out at the parousia.‖767 The 

bridegroom‘s delay is the delay of the parousia while the bridegroom‘s arrival ―is the 

parousia.‖768 The oil ―or rather having oil, represents what will count at the parousia: deeds of 

love and mercy in obedience with the Great Commandment (25:31–46).‖769 The 

identifications that he provides are broadly traditional, falling in line with many modern 

commentators770 as well as ancient, once again corresponding with Augustine‘s 

identifications in Sermo 93. The only difference is that Augustine understands the oil a little 

differently based on his analysis of the lamps; Boring does not mention the lamps nor does 

he take up why all ten started with lamps and oil. In his summary and Reflections, however, 

he indicates that foolish began with works of mercy and love but did not persevere in them 

as the wise did. He does not mention 24:12, but it seems implicit in his explanation.  

                                                 
764 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 450. 
765 Ibid. 
766 Ibid. 
767 Ibid. 
768 Ibid. 
769 Ibid. The emphasis is in the original. 
770 Though not all, of course; as noted above, Davies and Allison reject the notion that the church is the corpus 
mixtum.  
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Boring draws on the surrounding discourse and on the Sermon on the Mount for his 

identifications. Rather than referring to individual verses within the Sermon on the Mount 

and constructing a number of oblique connections, however, Boring is quite explicit about 

them, devoting his post-interpretation paragraph to a direct connection with Matt 5–7: 

 

The futile attempt to buy oil after the arrival of the bridegroom, though historically 

unrealistic, shows the futility of trying to prepare when it is too late. As in other Matthean 

scenes, there are finally only two groups: those who are ready and those who are not. As in 

the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew is not averse to closing on a negative note, with those 

who say ―Lord, Lord‖ being excluded if they do not have the corresponding deeds of 

discipleship (cf. 7:21–27). The Sermon on the Mount has much more in common with the 

―eschatological discourse‖ than is generally noticed by those who are fascinated only by the 

one or the other. Both are thoroughly Christological; both are thoroughly eschatological; 

both are thoroughly committed to the conviction that having the right confession without 

the corresponding life is ultimately disastrous.771 

 

The connection that he makes on literary and thematic grounds is turned to the 

modern situation in a sizable section of his Reflections: 

 

Readiness in Matthew is, of course, living the life of the kingdom, living the quality of life 

described in the Sermon on the Mount. Many can do this for a short while; but when the 

kingdom is delayed, the problems arise. Being a peacemaker for a day is not as demanding as 

being a peacemaker year after year when the hostility breaks out again and again, and the 

bridegroom is delayed. Being merciful for an evening can be pleasant; being merciful for a 

lifetime, when the groom is delayed, requires preparedness. 

                                                 
771 Boring, ―Matthew,‖ 450. 
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At the beginning of the life of faith, you cannot really tell the followers of Jesus apart. They 

all have lamps; they are all excited about the wedding; they all know how to sing, ―Lord, 

lord.‖ Deep into the night, when we spot some persons attempting in vain to fan a dying 

flame to life, we begin to distinguish wisdom from foolishness. 

 

The meaning of this pericope is, for Boring, inextricably tied to the Sermon on the Mount. 

His Reflections upon the Judgment Discourse as a whole not only acknowledge this but use 

it a means for redirecting a potential over-emphasis on the bizarre eschatological elements 

back to a central Matthean focus on discipleship:  

 

Matthew 24 is not an eschatological discourse that presents Matthew‘s or Jesus‘ doctrine of 

the end, but is part of chaps. 23–25, whose aim is pastoral care and encouragement. A 

synopsis will show that by incorporating the ―little apocalypse‖ of Mark 13 into this larger 

framework, Matthew (affirms but) reduces the significance of apocalyptic per se, 

subordinating it to other, more directly pastoral, forms of discourse. What Matthew presents, 

and what is to be preached from these texts, is judgment and warnings on Christian 

discipleship oriented towards the eschatological victory of the kingdom of God, represented 

in Christ.  

 

Matthean eschatology is fundamentally then not about the end and its coming but is rather 

an impetus for authentic discipleship. This pericope, despite Boring‘s misgivings about its 

form, is an illustration of this fundamental theme. 

 

Douglas Hare 

Hare treats the parable within the broader context of the apocalyptic teaching of 

Matt 24:1–25:46 which he entitles ―The Discourse About the Messiah‘s Glorious 
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Coming.‖772 Its immediate context is within a parable collection in Matt 24:45–25:30, ―Three 

Parables About Faithful Waiting‖ which are specifically addressed to three groups of 

Christians concerning three different kinds of accountability.773 The first parable, the parable 

of the slave left in charge (Matt 24:45–51), is directed to church leaders. The third parable, 

the parable of the talents (Matt 25:14–30), is directed to those who have been given special 

gifts. This middle parable, the parable of the wise and foolish virgins (Matt 25:1–13) is 

directed to the rank-and-file Christians—everybody.  

Hare states that the parable was intended by Matthew to be read as an allegory: 

―…certain details of the parable are allegorical for Matthew.‖774 He does not address the 

tradition history of the parable, refusing to speculate on its original author or transmission 

history. Rather, he engages the received text directly. Within the text, he finds a number of 

obvious identifications: the virgins are Christians, Jesus is the bridegroom, the bridegroom‘s 

delay is the delay of the parousia (though he avoids the technical term for the sake of his 

readers), the marriage feast is the life of the age to come, and the closed door is the last 

judgment.775  

Other elements of the story are less clear, in particular: ―the key element in the 

story—the extra oil that the wise virgins have and the foolish do not—since this is not a 

stock metaphor.‖776 Hare mentions Luther‘s suggestion of faith and anonymously puts 

forward Augustine‘s suggestion of love with his reference to Matt 24:12, but asserts: ―The 

most popular suggestion is that Mathew regards the oil as standing for good works.‖777 

Following the work of Susan Praeder, he rejects this option because good works do not burn 

                                                 
772 Hare, Matthew, 273. 
773 Hare, Matthew, 283. For his groupings to function, he does not recognize Matt 25:31–46, commonly referred 
to as the parable of the sheep and the goats, as a parable. Throughout its interpretation he mentions it only as a 
―passage‖ and applies it entirely to ―pagans,‖ denying that it speaks of the judgment of Christians.  
774 Hare, Matthew, 284. 
775 Ibid. 
776 Ibid. 
777 Hare, Matthew, 285. Regrettably, he does not mention any of the authors or interpreters who have suggested 
this option. Augustine, Gregory, and writers following them mentioned good works but identified them with 
the lamps rather than the oil. 
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out or are not consumed before the last judgment. He concludes, rather, that ―It is better to 

take the oil not allegorically but parabolically. The main point of the story is that the foolish 

virgins are not ready when the great moment finally arrives.‖778 He then goes on to 

enumerate a list of passages in the gospel referring to various good works that Matthew may 

have understood as part of being ready for the moment. 

Hare also disagrees with the interpretation of the virgins‘ sleep as death and the great 

cry as the general resurrection. He prefers to see the sleep as not allegorical, but ―simply a 

narrative detail. He concludes his exposition with by reminding his readers, ―Despite the 

attached command ―Watch!‖ (v. 13), the sleeping of the foolish virgins is not the source of 

their problem, since the wise sleep also. Being watchful means being ready at all times, 

whether waking or sleeping.‖779 Although he does not state that the concluding verse has 

been incorrectly attached to the parable he implies it by his reinterpretation of the word 

―watch.‖ 

Thus, Hare presents a reading of the parable that both understands it as allegory but 

simultaneously refuses to acknowledge it as such. That is, he accepts the presence of certain 

allegorical elements, but denies that other elements—the major ones, in fact—are allegorical.  

 

 

Ælfric’s Interpretation 
 
The Homily Proper 

Ælfric‘s homily on Matthew 25:1–13 has a complicated, almost disorganized, 

structure that reveals his difficulties in negotiating this parable. Standing in continuity with 

the tradition, Ælfric understands the parable of the wise and foolish virgins to be an allegory 

elucidating one aspect of the final judgment. He does not read it as comprehensively 

describing the event but rather as an explanation why some who appear righteous will be 

                                                 
778 Ibid. 
779 Ibid. 
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rejected from the final consummation on the last day. As a result of this interpretive decision, 

much of the body of the homily is spent identifying the proper understanding of the 

elements in the parable. Combined with a typical verse-by-verse outline, the frequent glosses, 

interpretations, and supporting references result in a frenetic text lacking an effective flow. 

This is complicated by points when Ælfric returns in later verses to elements he had 

interpreted earlier and either expands or modifies his previous interpretation. 

Ælfric‘s interpretive method follows standard patristic rules for interpretation—any 

truth presented obscurely in Scripture is necessarily explained openly somewhere else.780 

Therefore the task of the interpreter is to correctly link the clear with the obscure, links most 

often established by common language.781  For the most part Ælfric follows these principles, 

demonstrating responsible medieval exegetical technique by citing the various passages from 

which he draws his interpretation either in Old English or in both Old English and Latin. 

Only a few times does he offer identifications not grounded by Scripture citation and these 

are the elements to which he returns later in the homily to ground scripturally. 

The interpretation of the allegory is not haphazard but focuses around three 

particular blocks of Scripture—one that provides the general interpretive context and two 

that supply equivalencies for the particular elements. The contextualizing block is also the 

immediate context of the passage: Matthew‘s final apocalyptic discourse (Matt 24:1–25:46). 

While Ælfric makes limited direct reference to this section within the homily, its presence 

and relevance is assumed; there is not the least suggestion that this allegory could refer to 

anything other than the last judgment. 

                                                 
780 A representative example of this teaching is the view found throughout Augustine‘s De Doc. Chr. that ―the 
more open places present themselves to hunger and the more obscure places may deter a disdainful attitude. 
Hardly anything may be found in these obscure places which is not found plainly said elsewhere‖ (Augustine, 
De Doc. Chr. 2.6.8. Augustine, On Christian Doctrine. D. W. Robertson, Jr., trans., (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall, 1958), 38).  
781 ―When a figurative locution appears, the words of which it is composed will be seen to be derived from 
similar things or related to such things by association‖ (Augustine, De Doc. Chr. 3.25.34. Augustine, Christian 
Doctrine, 99.). While the wording is ambiguous, Augustine‘s own interpretive writings make abundantly clear 
that he means that the ―similar things‖ mentioned here are words used in other passages of Scripture. 
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The meat of the interpretation is drawn from Matthew‘s Sermon on the Mount (Matt 

5:1–7:27) and from a Pauline understanding of the last day centered around 1 Thess 4–5. 

The different blocks offer solutions to different portions of the allegory. The Sermon on the 

Mount material provides the overall meaning and therefore fills in details concerning the 

virgins and their accoutrements while the Pauline materials serve to sketch the eschatological 

timeline.  

The controlling Matthean texts that guide Ælfric‘s overall interpretation are Matt 

6:1–8, 16–18; Matt 7:7, and Matt 7:21–22. The first section presents Jesus‘ teaching on good 

works and practices of piety that requires the proper internal disposition. Those who 

perform good works for the sake of human adulation have already received their reward and, 

in doing so, have forfeited their eschatological recompense. Ælfric explicitly cites the 

statement on rewards (Matt 6:2b and parallels) in both English and Latin: 

Some men are so seduced by frivolous boasting that they do for the praise of men what they 

ought to do for the love of God; then they are foolish for they seek after the frivolous 

sounds not the eternal rewards. Concerning such the savior said in a certain place: Truly I say 

to you, they have received their reward. Truly I say to you, they have received their reward. That is 

the frivolous fame which they love. They have this world‘s fame which they sought rather 

than the eternal reward which did not interest them.782 

The second section connects to the act of knocking. In Matt 7:7 its effectiveness is assured; 

the knocking implied by Matt 25:11 fails. Ælfric resolves the apparent contradiction with an 

appeal to time—knocking now in the time of mercy will be effective. In the last day, 

however, it will be too little, too late. The third section, Matt 7:21–22 cooperates with the 

first to present a coherent plain-sense meaning for the application of the parable. While 

                                                 
782 Sume men sind swa bepæhte ðurh ydelne gylp. þæt hi doð for manna herunge swa hwæt swa hi doð. swiðor 

ðonne for godes lufon. ðonne sind hi stunte. þæt hi cepað þæs ydelan hlysan. na þæs ecan edleanes; Be swilcum 
cwæð se hælend on sumere stowe; Amen dico uobis. receperunt mercedem suam; Soð ic eow secge. hi 
underfengon heora mede. þæt is se ydela hlisa ðe hi lufodon; Habbon hi ðone woruldhlisan þe hi sohton. na ða 
ecan mede þe hi ne rohton; ll. 71-78. 
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good works, confession of Jesus as Lord, and deeds of power are marks of discipleship, in 

and of themselves they do not guarantee entry into the final consummation. Rather, doing 

the will of the Father guarantees entrance. How these beseeching entrance failed to keep the 

will of the Father is not revealed—the first section, however, supplies for Ælfric a likely 

answer. The good works flowed from bad intentions, a desire for human praise rather than 

the love of God. Two features of this third section recommend it specifically for application 

to the parable: the dialogue and its result. Matt 7:21-23 functionally replicate the dialogue at 

the gate in Matt 25:12—both the request ―Lord, Lord‖ and the response ―I do not know you‖ 

are the same. Also in both cases those beseeching entrance are left outside, the spatial 

difference a clear reference to a relational difference—those who belong are within in the 

presence of Christ, those who do not are outside.  

Based on these texts, Ælfric interprets the allegory in this way: the virgins are all 

―faithful‖ of the church who have good works to their credit. The wise are those whose 

works are motivated by a love for God: the foolish are those whose works are motivated by 

a desire for earthly acclaim. All will die and be raised together. But in the great judgment 

when each individual‘s deeds are judged without reference to how other people perceived 

them, the foolish will be found wanting; Christ will deny them based on the vice that 

motivated their externally virtuous acts. The ignorance of humanity concerning the timing of 

the judgment—referred to under the symbol of midnight and directly by the concluding 

exhortation—is a warning for Ælfric‘s hearers to investigate their motives and to recall the 

proper reason for good deeds.   

 

The Liturgical Context 

In the lectionaries of the Benedictine Revival, Matthew 25:1–13 was utilized for a 

general class of occasions: feasts of multiple virgins. By Ælfric‘s time, there was a fairly well 

defined set of saints venerated in common by the Western Church. This sanctoral kalendar 
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was born from attempts to standardize liturgical practice across the West—particularly by 

Charlemagne and the rulers after him—but does not represent in any way the establishment 

of a centralized control or process over who was named a saint and how it occurred. As a 

result, the addition of new saints to the kalendar was not an uncommon occurrence in an 

early medieval monastery.  

As the new saints were added to the yearly round, they required liturgical texts so 

that they could be properly venerated. Thus a generic set of texts were appointed to cover a 

variety of saintly classifications: apostles, martyrs, confessors, bishops, abbots/abbesses, and 

virgins. These appeared in both singular and multiple configurations. Practically speaking, 

the multiple appeared most often in the case of groups of martyrs who were killed together. 

The various liturgical books had a set of the most necessary of these—though not 

necessarily standardized—referred to as the Commons of the Saints.783 The Leofric Missal, 

for instance, contains commons for the vigil and feast of one apostle, a feast of multiple 

apostles, vigils of holy martyrs, a feast of one martyr, a feast of multiple martyrs, vigils of 

holy confessors, a feast of one confessor, a feast of multiple confessors, a feast of virgins 

and martyrs, and a feast of several saints in common.784 Paul the Deacon includes similar 

categories including materials for a vigil of one apostle, a feast of one apostle, a feast of one 

martyr, a feast of multiple martyrs, a feast of multiple confessors, and a feast of multiple 

virgins. Ælfric, in turn, provides in the Catholic Homilies for a feast of one apostle, a feast of 

multiple apostles, a feast of one martyr, a feast of multiple martyrs, a feast of one confessor, 

a feast of multiple confessors, and a feast of multiple virgins.785 

                                                 
783 This Commune Sanctorum is typically found after the listings for the temporal and sanctoral cycles. Sometimes 
the dedication of a church is included with these as well. 
784 Vigilia sive natali unius apostoli [f. 204r.], natali plurimorum apostolorum [f. 204v.], vigiliis sanctorum 
martirum [f. 205r.], natali unius martyris [f. 205v.], natali plurimorum martyrum [f. 206r.], vigiliis sanctorum 
confessorum [f. 206v.], natali unius confessoris [f. 207r.], natali plurimorum confessorum [f. 208r.], natali 
virginum et martyrum [f. 208v.], and natali plurimorum sanctorum communiter [f. 209v.].  
785 These are homilies CH II.33-39. 
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The parable of the wise and foolish virgins is appointed for a general kind of 

liturgical occasion, the common of multiple virgins, and also appears early at the feast of 

some virgin martyrs, most notably Agatha. The logic here is not too hard to trace—but is 

more interesting than it first appears. The obvious correlation is that the occasion celebrates 

virgins who, by virtue of their sanctity, have entered into the final consummation and stand 

now in the presence of God and the Lamb as intercessors on behalf of the faithful; the 

passage itself features multiple virgins who enter into the marriage banquet that is surely a 

symbol of eschatological rejoicing.  

This interpretation is well attested in the liturgical variety of the church. Hesbert‘s 

great collection of antiphons and responsories from medieval Europe contains four 

antiphons786 and twelve responsories787 that use this passage. Most of them connect it 

explicitly to virgin saints. Sometimes exegetical decisions are already encoded into these texts. 

Responsory 7228 which circulated with two different verses, is a prime example:  

You will not be among the foolish virgins, says the Lord, but you will be among the wise 

virgins; taking up the oil of gladness in their lamps, going out to meet him they will meet the 

Bridegroom with the palms of virginity. 

(Verse 1a): But at midnight a cry was made: Behold, the Bridegroom comes, go out to meet 

him.  

(Verse 1b): But coming they will come with exultation, carrying their sheaves 

Response: Going out to meet him they will meet the Bridegroom with the palms of 

virginity.788 

The interpretation identifying the oil as ―the oil of gladness‖ is interesting and has two 

complementary possible sources. The early medieval church read VgPs 44 narrating the 

                                                 
786 Antiphons 3730, 4543, 4953a, 4953b. 
787 Responsaries 6151, 6760, 6806, 6807, 6809, 7139, 7228, 7496, 7667, 7668, 7803, [―Ecce‖ is unnumbered]. 
788 Non eris inter virginis fatuas, dicit Dominus, sed eris inter virgins prudentes; accipientes oleum laetitiae 
lampadibus suis, obviantes obviaverunt Sponso cum palma virginitatis. 
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marriage between Christ and women religious—―the oil of gladness‖ is mentioned in v. 8. 

The gloss may be a direct reference to the psalm. Alternatively, Augustine made the 

connection between the psalm and Matt 25 in De Div Quaest. 83. 

Verse 1b represents another exegetical option. While Verse 1a uses a text from the 

Matthean parable, Verse 1b introduces a passage from the Psalms (VgPs 126:6). According 

to Augustine, the psalm refers to almsgiving; the sowing of the seed is the giving of alms, 

returning with sheaves speaks of the eschatological rewards of the almsgiving.789  

Another antiphon also with two options for the verse explicitly cites VgPs 44 in one 

of them while in the midst of using the image of the lamps from Matt 25: 

The five wise virgins took oil in their vases for their lamps. But at midnight a cry was made: 

Behold, the bridegroom comes, go out to meet Christ the Lord. 

(Verse 1b): Listen, daughter and see, and incline your ear, for the king has desired your 

beauty. 

But at midnight a cry was made: Behold, the bridegroom comes, go out to meet Christ the 

Lord.790 

This responsories specifically identifies the bridegroom as Jesus and stitches together VgPs 

44:11a, 12a into a harmonious whole. This move mutually reinforces the interpretative 

connections between Matt 25 and virgin saints and VgPs 44 as well.  

However, there is a second correlation that could be masked by the more obvious 

relationship between the virgins in the passage and the ascetical class of virgins in the 

Western Church. Indeed, this second correlation only becomes visible when lectionary 

selections are viewed across categories. The parables of the gospels are found in various 

                                                 
789 NPNF1 8.605-6 Enn. Ps. 126.10-11. 
790 COA 7496: Quinque prudentes virgines acceperunt oleum in vasis suis cum lampadibus. Media autem nocte 
clamor factus est: Ecce sponsus venit, exite obviam Christo Domino. 
V. B. Audi filia et vide et inclina aurem tuam, quia concupivit rex speciam tuam. - Media. 
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places in the most prevalent Anglo-Saxon lectionaries, but the parables of Matt 13 and 24–

25 are particularly appointed for the saints. In a representative Anglo-Saxon lectionary, the 

Gospel list contained in London, BL, Cotton Tiberius A.ii,791 Matthew 13:44-52, a cluster of 

three kingdom parables, is appointed eight times, all for feasts of virgins and their 

companions.792 Likewise the parable of the industrious servant in Matt 24:42-47 is appointed 

six times, generally for feasts of popes and bishops.793 Our parable of the wise and foolish 

virgins is appointed for five occasions—again, virgin saints.794 Finally the following parable 

of the talents (Matt 25:14-23) appears just four times also on feasts of bishops and popes.795 

Thus, there is an overwhelming preference to assign the Matthean parables of the kingdom 

to saints. As a result, there would be no doubt in the early medieval mind that the 

protagonists of the parable would be saints of some kind. 

Perhaps the most interesting feature of this homily is the way it reveals Ælfric taking 

part in the conversations of his day, both the critical and the popular. Ælfric explicitly 

mentions that this passage had been treated by both Augustine and Gregory. The conclusion 

of his introduction implies that the text to follow is from Gregory: ―Moreover Augustine the 

wise man explains to us its deepness and also the holy Gregory wrote concerning this same 

text saying thus…‖796  To assume along with DeLubac that what follows is simply plagiarism 

of Gregory is quite incorrect.797  

By Ælfric‘s day, Paul the Deacon‘s homiliary appointed four homilies for feasts of 

multiple virgins.798 The first taken from Haymo of Auxerre treats Matt 13:44–45; the second 

                                                 
791 This is Lenker‘s Qe. 
792 St Lucia (Dec 13), St Prisca (Jan 18), Octave of St Agnes (Jan 28), St Pudentiana (May 18), St Praxedis (Jul 
21), St Sabina (Aug 29), and Sts Eufemia, Lucia, Geminianus (Sep 16) and for the Common of Several Virgins. 
793 St Marcellus (Jan 16), St Urban (May 25), St Eusebius (Aug 14), St Augustine of Hippo (Aug 28), St Calistus 
(Oct 14), and the Common of One Confessor. 
794 St Agnes (Jan 21), an alternate for the Octave of St Agnes (Jan 28), St Agatha (Feb 5), St Cecilia (Nov 22), 
and the Common of Several Virgins. 
795 St Leo (Apr 11), St Martin (Nov 11), St Silvester (Dec 31), and Common of One Confessor. 
796 Ac Augustinus se wisa us onwreah ða deopnysse. and eac se halga Gregorius ymbe ðis ylce awrat þus 
cweðende; ll. 25-27. 
797 De Lubac, Medieval Exegesis, 2.120. 
798 In Migne, these are Homilies XCIII-XCVI. 
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is Augustine‘s Homily 93 on Matthew 25:1–13; the third is Gregory‘s Homily 12 on Matt 

25:1–13; the fourth, also on Matt 25:1–13, is a homily incorrectly attributed to Chrysostom. 

Following the expectations and purposes of early medieval homiletics, Ælfric remains within 

the critical conversation of catholic orthodoxy by dutifully using passages and insights from 

both Augustine and Gregory but in their combination creates a new interpretation different 

from both his sources in a number of respects. Furthermore, an excursus within this sermon 

takes to task a heretical teaching that impacts the passage‘s meaning current in the popular 

conversation of his day. 

Gregory‘s Homily 12799 is a second edition of Augustine‘s Sermo 93. Augustine‘s 

sermon is a longer and more thorough text that works carefully through each of the details 

in the parable, allegorizing each and identifying the various intertextual cross-references to 

other biblical passages that ground his reading. Augustine often makes interpretive 

suggestions, deploying texts in their support that he later dismisses in favor of other equally 

or more supportable choices, giving this sermon a thick, complex texture that requires 

careful attention to follow the various threads and possibilities Augustine raises. While there 

are moments and sections of exhortation, the sermon communicates the feel of an 

interpretive puzzle slowly worked out in the hearer‘s presence. 

Gregory‘s version greatly simplifies the work and moves it in different directions. 

Gone are the interpretive dead ends; reduced are the number of scriptural citations. In 

addition to creating a leaner text with a cleaner flow, Gregory ratchets up the hortatory 

character by building on the elements of eschatological urgency. A helpful initial paragraph 

presents the main thrust of his interpretation up front and a colorful local story of one who 

repented too late rounds out the conclusion. Indeed, an Augustinian passage that 

acknowledged the reality of the Bridegroom‘s continued delay is removed entirely to 

maintain a sense of immanent expectation.  

                                                 
799 Note that in the Hurst translation, he relies upon an idiosyncratic numbering system; in that edition this text 
is reckoned as Homily 10. 
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As the commentators agree, the heart of the parable lies bound up with the lamps 

and their oil. Augustine presents the lamps as good works. Of the modern commentators 

surveyed here, Davies and Allison take the whole lamp/oil complex to be good works, 

Boring does not mention the lamps but considers oil to be good works. Hare states that a 

majority of interpreters take the oil as good works but he ultimately rejects it. Both Davies 

and Allison and Hare present Augustine‘s option of the oil as love. One a strictly literal level 

this is correct; Augustine says plainly: ―…charity seems to be signified by the oil…‖800  

However, this kind of simple identification is not enough to grasp Augustine‘s argument. 

After all, most every ambiguous sign for Augustine is somehow love! He gives voice to this 

hermeneutic in On Christian Teaching:  

Therefore a method of determining whether a locution is literal or figurative must be 

established. And generally this method consists in this: that whatever appears in the divine 

Word that does not literally pertain to virtuous behavior or to the truth of faith you must 

take to be figurative. Virtuous behavior pertains to the love of God and of one‘s neighbor; 

the truth of faith pertains to a knowledge of God and of one‘s neighbor. . . . But Scripture 

teaches nothing but charity, nor condemns anything except cupidity, and in this way shapes 

the minds of men. . . . Therefore in the consideration of figurative expressions a rule such as 

this will serve, that what is read should be subjected to diligent scrutiny until an 

interpretation contributing to the reign of charity is produced.801  

When Augustine identifies something as love, he often later qualifies it by describing who is 

love with what in what manner or to what degree.  

Furthermore, when Augustine identifies the oil, he does so with a certain amount of 

hedging:  

                                                 
800 Sermo 93.5. 
801 De Doc. Chr. 3.10.14, 15; 3.15.23.  
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By what make the distinction [between wise and foolish]? By the oil. Thinkest thou that it is 

not charity? This we say as searching out what it is; we hazard no precipitate judgment. I will 

tell you why charity seems to be signified by the oil. The Apostle says, ―I show unto you a 

way above the rest.‖ Though I speak with the tongues of men and of Angels, and have not 

charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.‖ This, that is ―charity,‖ is ―that 

way above the rest,‖ which is with good reason signified by the oil. For oil swims above all 

liquids. Pour in water, and pour in oil upon it, the oil will swim above. Pour in oil, pour in 

water upon it, the oil will swim above. If you keep the usual order it will be uppermost; if 

you change the order, it will be uppermost. ―Charity never faileth.‖802 

However, this is an Augustinian trial interpretation and by the end of the sermon he 

has settled on a second—different—interpretation. Later on, Augustine returns to the oil: 

―Now those wise virgins had brought oil with the in their vessels; but the foolish brought no 

oil with them.‖ What is the meaning of ―brought no oil with them in their vessels‖? What is 

―in their vessels‖? In their hearts. Whence the Apostle says, ―Our glorying is this, the 

testimony of our conscience‖ (2 Cor 1:12). There is the oil, the precious oil…803 

Thus, Augustine‘s real interpretation is not love after all. The rest of the sermon 

makes clear that this ―inner oil of conscience‖804 is fundamentally about motive—are the 

good works (the lamps) borne of an intent to please and garner respect from humans or 

God?  

Gregory operates as a classical early medieval monastic author in that he takes up the 

substance of Augustine‘s work but reorders, restructures, and repurposes it. Gregory‘s 

Homily 12, as an epitome of Augustine, cuts out the initial interpretive feint altogether. Thus, 

Gregory takes the portion above from the end of Augustine‘s sermon and inserts it in his 

                                                 
802 Sermo 93.5. 
803 Sermo 93.9. 
804 Sermo 93.17. 
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initial discussion of the oil and flasks. He corrects the potentially misunderstood reference by 

removing it altogether.  

Ironically, Ælfric misses the fact that Gregory‘s homily is a simplification of 

Augustine‘s and attempts to harmonize the two. As a result, he seizes upon Augustine‘s clear 

statement about oil as love and the engaging illustration of oil and water, then immediately 

follows it up with Gregory‘s explanation taken from the end of Augustine‘s sermon. The 

result is that he presents Augustine‘s two options together without differentiation, making 

the oil a love-based motive for good works that should be directed to God. The rest of his 

sermon, following on the heels of Gregory, actually does a better job than Gregory of 

showing that the whole issue of motive is rooted in the concept of love and is focused on 

who and what the virgins (i.e., Christians) love: God or human praise. Nevertheless, this 

sermon shows us Ælfric deeply embedded in the critical conversation. He is determined to 

pass on the wisdom of the orthodox teachers even if in doing so he confounds Gregory‘s 

editorial purposes!  

Despite his concern for the critical conversation in this sermon, this is not Ælfric‘s 

sole focus. After his discussion of those who are locked out of the marriage feast, Ælfric 

makes an aside that addresses the popular conversation of his day. As mentioned in Chapter 

2, one of the motives for this cycle of English language homilies was to counteract the 

heresies found in earlier English texts.805 The direct correspondence between Ælfric‘s 

description given here and a sermon surviving in a unique copy in the Vercelli Book is 

nothing short of amazing given the rarity of survivals from the period. Homily XV of the 

Vercelli Book is an English paraphrase of the longer recension of the Apocalypse of 

Thomas806 which describes the rise of the antichrist, the signs wracking creation the week 

                                                 
805 See a discussion of the likely candidates for exactly which heresies Ælfric was referring to in Malcomn 
Godden, ―Ælfric and the Vernacular Prose Tradition,‖ pages 99-117 in Old English Homilies, edited by Paul 
Szarmach. 
806 This text was condemned in the 6th century Psuedo-Gelasian Decretal. 
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before the judgment, then the events of the day of judgment itself. Included among them is 

a scene of intercession to which Ælfric is probably referring: 

   Then our dear Lady, the Blessed Mary, Christ‘s mother, will see the heap of the wretched, 

the sorrowful, and the blood-stained, and then she with a weeping voice will arise and fall at 

Christ‘s knees and at his feet, and she will say: 

      'My Lord Savior Christ, you humbled yourself so that you were dwelling in my womb. 

Do not allow the power of the devils to have so great a crowd of your handiwork.' Then our 

Lord will grant to the holy, blessed Mary a third part of that sinful crowd. 

     "Then, still further, there will be a very great crowd--very sorrowful and 

blood-stained--ever since they were engendered.  And then will arise the holy Michael, and 

he will creep on hands and feet, and with great grief and many tears, he will bow very 

humbly at the Lord's feet and at his knee. And he will say thus, 'My Almighty Lord, you 

granted to me authority under you over all heaven's kingdom so that I might be your 

defender of (tortured?) souls. Now I pray to you, my Lord, never let the devils have power 

in this way over a great crowd of your handiwork.' And then our Lord will grant to the holy 

St. Michael a third part of the sinful crowd.  

     "And then, still further, there will be a very great, vast throng of sinful souls. And then 

will arise the holy St. Peter, His chief thane, very sorrowful and very sad and with many 

sorrowful tears, and he with great humility will fall at the feet of the Savior and at his knees. 

And he will say: 'My Lord, my Lord Almighty, you gave me and you entrusted to me the key 

of heaven's kingdom, and also (the key) of hell-torments, so that I might bind as many on 

earth as I wished and release as many as I wished. I ask you, my Lord, because of your kingly 

rule and because of your majesty that you grant to me the third part of this poor and sinful 

band.' And then our Lord will grant to the holy Saint Peter the third part of the sinful band.   
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     "And then, still further, there will be a very great throng, and that (throng) very hateful to 

God. Then the trustworthy Judge will took on the right side towards His chosen and holy 

ones, and He will say thus: 'Venite, benedicti patris mei, percipite regnum quod vobis paratum est ab 

origine mundi!' He spoke thus, 'Come now, you blessed ones, and receive the kingdom of my 

Father that was prepared for you from the beginning of middle-earth.' [Matt 25:41] Then our 

Lord will look on the left hand at the sinful band. And he will say thus to them, Discedite, 

maledicti, in ignem aeternum qui praeparatus est diabulo et angelis eius.' He spoke thus, 'Depart, you 

wicked ones from me into the nethermost punishment of hell into the eternal fire which was 

prepared for the devil and for you who obeyed him.' [Matt 25:41]807 

The issue at stake is the perennial argument between justification by grace versus the 

demands of discipleship. The Vercelli homily represents an early medieval form of 

justification by grace where those deserving punishment receive grace from Christ the 

eschatological judge through the intercession of the saints. It is worth noting that this vision 

is probably not too far off from how many understood the role of the saints in salvation. 

Too, the Vercelli homily notes that not all are saved in this fashion—there is still a large 

crowd handed over to torment; due to a missing manuscript leaf it is unclear who is in which 

crowd. Clearly one group is saved while another is damned. Presumably all those within the 

Church are saved by the intercession of the saints. Ælfric condemns a concept much like this 

on the grounds that it undercuts true discipleship and represents—to use the phrase of 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer—―cheap grace.‖ Instead, he retains the strong focus on discipleship 

and obedience (with a special emphasis on chastity) found throughout his works. 

 

Discussion 

The modern study of parables inaugurated by Jülicher began with a strict distinction 

between parables and allegories. Jülicher and the scientific study of the New Testament were 

                                                 
807 Jean Anne Strebinger, trans., ―Homily XV,‖ pages 98-103 in The Vercelli Book Homilies, edited by Paul 
Szarmach, (Toronto Old English Series, 5; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), 101-2. 
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legitimately reacting to allegorical excess in the interpretation of the parables that had shaped 

the Church‘s interpretation for centuries. In Ælfric‘s interpretation we are able to see a 

number of factors that led to the Protestant backlash against the traditional Catholic reading 

of the Scriptures that was then carried on by the scientific study of the New Testament. First, 

Ælfric never questions whether this text might be anything other than an allegory. He begins 

from a position of certainty that substituted meanings are at the foundation of understanding 

this text properly. Second, his interpretation is focused entirely on the moral meaning of the 

text. Indeed, he goes out of his way to emphasize the need for good works against a 

contemporary reading that elevated grace. He is therefore guilty of ―moralizing,‖ a polemical 

term used particularly in Lutheran circles to suggest that he is transforming a message of 

grace into law.  

By and large these critiques are not entirely off-base. That is, Ælfric is fundamentally 

interested in how the meaning of the text can be enacted as Christian behavior. There is no 

doubt that this text is legitimately an admonition; it is counseling a particular kind of action. 

Since that action is not entirely clear, Ælfric uses the patristic teaching at his disposal to turn 

the text into an imperative that he and his community may embody. In his defense, Ælfric 

has treated this text fully and appropriately based on his understanding of the exegetical task. 

However, Ælfric‘s reading cannot be considered the authoritative early medieval 

interpretation of this text. Rather, it is one aspect of the total reading. 

Ælfric‘s sermon—or any early medieval sermon for that matter—is one piece of the 

liturgy. The most discursive piece to be sure, but one element that makes up the whole. As 

with the Beatitudes, Ælfric‘s sermon and the antiphons and responsories of the liturgy utilize 

different aspects of the text. To use John Cassian‘s distinctions (which, to be clear, Ælfric 

does not), Ælfric‘s sermon focuses on the tropological meaning of the text, the ―moral 

explanation pertaining to correction of life and to practical instruction.‖808 The antiphons 

                                                 
808 John Cassian, Conf. 14.8.3. Ramsey, Conferences, 510. 
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and responsories, on the other hand, utilize the text in such a way to expose its anagogical 

meaning, ―which mounts from spiritual mysteries to certain more sublime and sacred 

heavenly secrets…by which words are directed to the invisible and to what lies in the 

future.‖809  

As with the Beatitudes, Ælfric‘s exposition is primarily moral and focused on 

practical instruction but an anagogical and eschatological component to the text is explored 

within the liturgy contributing to a holistic reading of the text. Through its fusion of the 

anagogical and eschatological, the early medieval reading invites modern scholarship to 

reflect on the character and extent of eschatology found within Matthean texts—or any 

religious texts for that matter. Early medieval interpreters were certainly no strangers to 

eschatological readings in the modern sense; indeed, one of the hallmarks of Gregory the 

Great‘s preaching was an intense focus on the end-times and on the radical in-breaking of 

divine power into the quotidian world. Rhetorically, he used eschatology as a spur to move 

his congregation to enact the moral meaning of the text.  

What we find in the antiphons and responsories is of a different character, though. 

By interweaving the gospel texts with narratives of sanctity and eschatological power—like 

healings—the antiphons and responsories show how early medieval readers perceived the 

potential of eschatological participation and power within the embodiment of the texts. For 

them, eschatology was not just a characteristic of the text but a consequence of it as well. 

The value in this perspective for modern academics is in the way that it challenges their 

conceptual categories. They may not find these mechanisms in the text; they may not believe 

that these reflect the intention of the author. Nevertheless, the early medieval monastic 

readers of these religious texts found this potential within them. Wrestling with these 

readings may lead contemporary critical scholars to new possibilities for understanding how 

                                                 
809 John Cassian, Conf. 14.8.3, 6. Ramsey, Conferences, 510, 511. 
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religious texts inspire transformation either in relation to or apart from original authorial 

intent. 
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Chapter 6 

This project has sought to evaluate whether early medieval monastic biblical 

interpreters can serve as effective conversation partners for modern scholars committed to 

the scientific study of the Scriptures. The first step was to identify the qualities that would 

characterize effective conversation partners. The second step was locating a representative 

interpreter within a known milieu; Ælfric of Eynsham, a key figure of the second generation 

of England‘s Benedictine Revival, was an ideal candidate given the size of his extant works 

and the amount of information available on his time and place. The third step was to 

understand the relationships, the similarities and differences, between the interpretive 

projects of early medieval monastics and modern academic interpreters. In the fourth step, 

Ælfric and his interpretive milieu were put into relation with four modern scholars. 

From my perspective, Ælfric and his early medieval colleagues are worthy 

conversation partners. Their worthiness is based on their deep commitment to engaging 

Scripture and their faith in its transformative power. By giving attention to this author and 

his milieu, I am in no way claiming his superiority over other potential interlocutors. Rather, 

I suggest that whenever modern scholars of the text seek to understand the potential for 

moral, spiritual, or formative meanings within the text, the early medieval monastic 

interpreters would serve as excellent guides, representing actual communities who sought to 

put those aspects of the text into practice. 

In the course of laying these foundations, this project has produced the first full-

length study of early medieval monastic biblical interpretation that analyzes homiletical 

material within its liturgical context. Much yet remains to be done. Specifically, what I have 

done is only the foundations for the conversation and not the true conversation itself. The 

true conversation would be creative exegesis informed both by the academy and the early 

medieval monastics.  
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To those who would continue on to this conversation, I offer some initial 

observations concerning the character of early medieval monastic interpretation on the 

Gospel of Matthew and how it best complements modern exegetical techniques. Rather than 

reading it as an inferior form of modern scholarship, I read early medieval monastic 

interpretation within its cultural context. While focused on the same texts, monastic culture 

had radically different purposes in reading Scripture that required different methods and 

commitments from the modern academic project which—likewise—should be understood 

in its cultural context. Once the differences between the two sets of reading practices are 

understood as fundamentally cultural, then points of comparison and coherence can be 

found and utilized for cross-cultural dialogue. While there are some cultural similarities 

between the two, the great difference involves the telos of interpretation and the paradigmatic 

context for encountering the Scriptures. For the early medieval monastics, the telos of 

Scripture study and embodiment was no less than the attainment of sanctity; the 

paradigmatic context for encountering the Scriptures was the liturgy. Monastic exegetical 

efforts, especially homiletical ones, must be understood within the full scope of the liturgical 

setting. 

Thus, the critical conversation and the appropriation of patristic wisdom was 

liturgically governed; homiliaries mediated the wisdom of the past through the liturgical 

framework. The selection of Scriptures encountered was likewise embedded within a 

liturgical framework governed by the liturgical year which was itself a harmonization and 

interpretation of the life, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus as recorded in the 

Gospels. This is the broader context of the liturgy. The narrower context requires an 

understanding of how the various liturgical services themselves served to interpret biblical 

texts.   

The early medieval liturgy foregrounds the value of underdetermined pregnant 

juxtapositions in self-consciously spiritual texts. By placing scriptural texts in relation to one 
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another without explication—as in the antiphons and responsories of the Office and the 

sung propers of the Mass—the liturgy engages its participants in the process of meaning-

making that is simultaneously collective, as it occurs within the context of shared communal 

worship, yet is deeply individual as well, since each participant creates relationships between 

the texts in light of their own spiritual progress and understanding. The yearly repetition of 

the liturgical cycles brings the community back to these juxtapositions time and again, 

offering new opportunities for meaning that build on the previously created collective and 

individual meanings. A young monk or nun might expect to experience each cycle fifty times 

or more. Furthermore, the practice of lectio played off the liturgically grounded meanings. 

Monastic interpretation did not seek to move forward but to circle ever deeper into the 

meaning of the texts. 

 The more discursive elements of the liturgy—from the collects and benedictions up 

to and including sermons and homilies—are oriented primarily towards the moral sense of 

the text and secondarily towards the doctrinal. However, it is worth noting that there is no 

clear and easy distinction between them: the moral sense of the text, the doctrine contained 

within the text, and Christology itself freely shade into one another. Rooted in a robust 

understanding of 2 Tim 3:16-17, emphasizing the utility of Scripture for instruction for the 

accomplishing of good works, the interpretation of Matthew is characterized by a robust 

imitation of Christ. Already focused in this direction by the Christ-shaped Temporal cycle 

and augmented by the Sanctoral cycle, the gospel is particularly parsed for the presence of 

virtues—preeminently humility and obedience. Through this process, readers become 

attuned to these virtues and to methods of reading that maximize their presence. 

Another means of reading, sometimes alongside the moral, sometimes in support of 

it, is the mystical sense. Most of the strategies that fall under the category of ―mystical‖ 

involve matching patterns of various sorts. Patterns found in other scriptural passages, in 

liturgical rites, in the etymology of a name, or in events of everyday life may be mapped 
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upon the patterns in the text and meaning is produced through these intersections. However 

readings are derived, their primarily role is focused upon action. Scripture does not consist 

of texts to be read as much as commands to be obeyed or, in a gentler formulation, oracles 

to be enacted.  

The goal of enacting these moral meanings is portrayed in anagogical readings found 

in some of the discursive materials, particularly collects and benedictions, but are primarily 

suggested by antiphons and responsories. These liturgical elements introduce the sanctoral 

and eschatological elements that may not be located in the sermons alone. As a result, any 

analysis of early medieval monastic exegesis that looks only at the content of the sermons 

and homilies will inevitably miss the interpretive aspects of the other liturgical materials that 

provided the proper context for the homilies, and can be assumed to be known by the 

medieval speakers and hearers.  

Although they use different reading strategies for the sake of different purposes, 

early medieval monastic interpreters can serve profitably as outside voices to challenge the 

conceptions and constructions of the modern American academy. Kümmel was entirely 

correct that early medieval exegetes have little to offer a New Testament inquiry focused 

upon the history of the ideas of the earliest Christian texts. Similarly, they do little to illumine 

the intentions of the original author. If, however, the inquiry asks about the meaning 

potential within the biblical texts—what texts themselves could mean, how they could be 

used—then the early medieval monastic interpreters provide a valuable and reliable example 

of how text-centered communities read and embodied the New Testament.  

In particular, they offer special promise when readers seek to understand how the 

texts could be used for the purposes of moral and spiritual formation. While the modern 

academic community prides itself on reading Scripture as any other text—and rightly so 

given dogmatic restraints of previous generations—the early medieval monastics will 

continue to insist that the New Testament writings are self-consciously religious texts. Moral 
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and spiritual meanings are intrinsic to their very nature. In this capacity, the spirituality of the 

early medieval monastics reminds present-day scholars that this fundamental fact should not 

be ignored. Asking how these texts form the morality and spirituality of the individuals and 

communities who gather around them are entirely legitimate questions. 

Perhaps the best ending note is to recognize the solid commitment of early medieval 

monastic exegesis to multiple meanings. Meanings and interpretations—whether found in 

homilies, in liturgies, in illuminations, or in songs—were utilized where and when they were 

useful. There is a decidedly non-hegemonic character to early medieval monastic 

interpretation which makes it quite amenable as a conversation partner that offers 

possibilities but does not insist on one or even a limited selection of readings. A 

foundational text for this commitment is in John Cassian‘s Conferences 14.11.1-5 where, in the 

person of Abba Nesteros, Cassian offers no less than five different interpretations of the 

apparently straightforward command, ―Do not commit fornication.‖810 Each is appropriate 

to different circumstances, and each builds to the cultivation of virtue at a different level of 

meaning. 

Furthermore, this commitment to multivalence enables the spirit of exegetical play 

found especially in the homilies and responsories where intertextual connections between 

widely disparate texts flow seamlessly into one another and illuminate practices and ideals 

embodied in the Christian communities. Even within this form of play there were 

boundaries and constraints, to be sure, but different boundaries than those that constrain 

present-day academic readers. They were the boundaries of shared liturgical practice and 

experience and formational boundaries that identified meaningful readings as those that 

edify the community towards true love of God and the accomplishment of good works.  

                                                 
810 Cassian, Conf. 14.11.1-5. Ramsey, Conferences, 515-6. 
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Appendix 

 

CATHOLIC HOMILY I, 11: 1ST SUNDAY IN LENT (MATT 4:1-11) 
pg 266 
 
 

DOMINICA I IN QVADRAGESSIMA811 
 

ductus est iesus in desertum ab spiritu. et reliqua .   
Ic wolde eow trahtnian þis godspel þe man nu beforan eow rædde:  
ac ic ondræde þæt ge ne magon þa miclan deopnesse þæs godspelles 

First Sunday in Lent 
 

Jesus was lead into the desert by the Spirit (and the rest) 
I would treat this Gospel for you which the man now read before you; 
but I fear that you may not understand the great depth of this gospel  

5 swa understandan swa hit gedauenlic sy. Nu bidde ic eow þæt ge beon 
geþyldige on eowrum geþance oð þæt we þone traht mid godes fylste 
oferrædan magon.   
Se hælend wæs gelæd fram ðam halgan gaste to anum westenne: to  
ðy þæt he wære gecostnod fram deofle.  & he ða fæste feowertig daga & 

as it should be fitting. Now I bid you that you will be 
patient in your thoughts so that we might consider this pericope with 
God‘s help. 
    The Savior was led by the Holy Ghost to a desert so 
that he might be tempted by the devil and he fasted there for forty days and  

10 feowertig nihta. swa þæt he ne onbyrigde ætes ne wætes on eallum þam 
fyrste: ac syþðan him hingrode.  Þa genealæhte se costnere: & him to  
cwæð.  Gyf ðu sy godes sunu: cweð to þysum stanum þæt hie beon  
awende to hlafum.  Þa &wyrde se hælend & cwæð.  Hit is awriten.  Ne 
leofað se man na be hlafe anum: ac leofað be eallum þam wordum þe 

forty nights so that he did not eat food nor drink in all at 
period so that he hungered. Then approached the tempter and said to him, 
―If you are God‘s son, say to these stones that they will be 
turned to bread.‖ Then the Savior answered and said, ―It is written: Man 
will not live by bread alone but will live by every word that 

15 gað of godes muðe.  Þa genam se deoful hine. & gesette hine uppon  
þam scylfe þæs heagan temples & cwæð.  Gif ðu godes sunu sy feal nu 
adun. hit is awriten: þæt englum is beboden be ðe þæt hi þe on hyra 
handum ahebban. þæt ðu for ðon ne þurfe þinne fot æt stane  
ætspyrnan.  Þa cwæð se hælend eft him to.  Hit is awriten: ne fanda þu 

goes from God‘s mouth.‖ The devil took him and set him upon 
the pinnacle of the high temple and said, ―If you are God‘s son, let yourself 
now fall down. It is written: that angels are commanded concerning you 
that they will hold you in their hands that you thus will not have occasion to 
strike your foot against a stone.‖ Then the Savior said to him again: ―It is  

20 þines drihtnes.  Þa genam se deoful hine eft. & gesette hine uppon  
anre swiðe heahre dune. & æteowde him ealles middaneardes welan &  
his wuldor. & cwæð him to.  Ealle ðas þincg ic forgife ðe: gif ðu wilt 

written Do not test your Lord.‖ The devil took him again and set him upon 
a very high mountain and displayed to him all the riches of the world and 
its glory and said to him, ―All these things I give you if you will 

 
pg 267 

                                                 
811 The Old English text and line-numbering is from P.A.M. Clemoes, Ælfric's Catholic Homilies: The First Series, Text  (EETS s.s. 17; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997), 266-74. 
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23 feallan to minum fotum & gebiddan ðe to me.  Ða cwæð se hælend  
him to. Ga þu underbæc. sceocca: hit is awriten: Gehwa sceal hine 

fall to my feet and pray to me.‖ Then the Saviour said 
to him, ―Go you behind; flee; it is written: Everyone shall  

25 gebiddan to his drihtne anum. & him anum þeowgian.  Þa forlet se  
deoful hine: & him comon englas to & him þenedon.   
   Se halga gast lædde þone hælend to þam westene to ðy þæt he ðær 
gecostnod wære.  Nu wundrað gehwa hu se deoful dorste geneal- 
æcan to ðam hælende þæt he hine costnode.  Ac he ne dorste cristes 

pray to his God alone and worship him only.‖ Then the devil left 
him and angels came to him and served him. 
     The Holy Spirit led the Savior to the desert so that he could be  
tempted there. Now every one wonders how the devil dares to approach 
the Savior that he could tempt him. But he would not dare to test  

30 fandian gif him alyfed nære.  Se hælend com to mancynne. for ði þæt he  
wolde ealle ure costnunga oferswiðan. mid his costnungum: &  
oferswiðan urne þone ecan deað mid his hwilwendlicum deaðe.  Nu  
wæs he swa eaðmod þæt he geðafode þam deofle þæt he his fandode. & he 
geþafode lyþrum mannum þæt hi hine ofslogon.  Deoful is ealra unriht- 

Christ if he did not permit him. The Savior came to mankind so that he 
would overcome all of our temptations with his temptation and 
overcome our eternal death with his temporary death. Now  
he was so humble that he tolerated the devil that he might test him, and he 
permitted vile men to slay him. The devil is the head 

35 wisra manna heafod: & þa yfelan men sint his lyma.  Nu geþafode god  
þæt þæt heafod hine costnode: & þæt ða lymu hine ahengon.   
   Þam deofle wæs micel twynung hwæt crist wære: his lif næs na  
gelogod swa swa oðra manna lif: Crist ne æt mid gifernysse. ne he ne  
dranc mid oferflowednysse: ne his eagan ne ferdon worigende geond 

of all unrighteous men and evil men are his limbs. Now God permitted  
the head to tempt him and his limbs to hang him.  
    The devil was in great doubt what Christ was. His life was not  
arranged as the lives of other men. Christ did not eat with gluttony nor 
did he drink to excess nor did his eyes go wandering aimlessly for   

40 mislice lustas: þa smeade se deoful hwæt he wære: hwæðer he wære  
godes sunu se ðe mancynne behaten wæs. Cwæð ða on his geþance  
þæt he fandian wolde hwæt he wære.  Þa fæste crist feowertig daga & 
feowertig nihta. on an. þa on eallum ðam fyrste ne cwæð se deoful to  
him þæt he etan scolde. for ðan þe he geseh þæt him nan ðincg ne 

lusts so that the devil pondered what he was—whether he was 
God‘s son who was promised to mankind. Then he said in his thoughts 
that he would test what he was. Then Christ fasted for forty days and  
forty nights continually. Then in all that time the devil did not say to 
him that he should eat because he saw that he did not hunger for anything.     

45 hingrode. eft þa ða criste hingrode æfter swa langum fyrste þa wende  
se deoful soðlice þæt he god nære: & cwæð to him.  Hwi hingrað ðe: gif  
ðu godes sunu sy. wend þas stanas to hlafum. & et.  Eaðe mihte god se  
ðe awende wæter to wine. & se ðe ealle gesceafta of nahte geworhte:  
eaðelice he mihte awendan þa stanas to hlafum: ac he nolde nan ðing 

Then, after Christ hungered after a long time then the devil truly thought  
that he was not God and said to him, ―Why do you hunger? If 
you may be God‘s son, turn these stones to bread and eat.‖ Easily could the 
God who turned water to wine and who worked all creation from nothing, 
easily could he turn the stones to bread but he would not do anything  

50 doon be ðæs deofles tæcunge.  Ac cwæð him to &sware.  Ne leofað na se 
 mann. be hlafe anum: ac leofað be ðam wordum þe gað of godes  
muðe.  Swa swa þæs mannes lichama leofað be hlafe: swa sceal his 

at the devil‘s direction. But he said to him and answered, ―Man does not 
 live by bread alone, but lives by the words which go from God‘s  
mouth.‖ Just as men‘s bodies live by bread, so shall his 

 
Pg 268 
53 sawul lybban be godes wordum: þæt is be godes lare. þe he þurh wisum 

mannum on bocum gesette.  Gif se lichama næfð mete. oððe ne mæg 
soul live by God‘s words which is by God‘s teaching which he set down 
through wise men in books. If the body does not have food or it may not  

55 mete þicgean. þonne forweornað he & adeadað: swa eac seo sawul gif  accept food then it perishes and dies. So also the soul if 
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heo næfð þa halgan lare: Heo bið þonne weornigende. & mægenleas.   
Þurh þa halgan lare. heo bið strang & onbryrd to godes willan.   
Þa wæs se deofel æne oferswyðed fram criste.  & he ða hine genam &  
bær up on ðam temple. & hine gesette æt þam scylfe. & cwæð to him: 

it does not have the holy teaching. It will then pine away and be feeble. 
Through the holy teaching it will be strong and ardent for God‘s will. 
Then was the devil first overcome by Christ. Then he took him and 
bore him up on the temple and set him on the pinnacle. He said to him, 

60 gif ðu godes sunu sy. sceut adun. for ðan ðe englum is beboden be ðe  
þæt hi ðe on handum ahebban þæt ðu ne ðurfe þinne fot æt stane  
ætspurnan.  Her began se deoful to reccenne halige gewritu. & he leah  
mid ðære race: for ðan þe he is leas & nan soðfæstnys nis on him: ac  
he is fæder ælcere leasungę.  Næs þæt na gewriten be criste. þe he ða 

―If you may be God‘s son, shoot down because the angels are commanded 
concerning you that they will hold you in their hands that you need not 
strike your foot against a stone.‖ Here the devil began to quote holy 
writings but he lied with their exposition because he is a liar and no 
truthfulness is in him but he is the father of all lying. This was not written 
concerning Christ as he had    

65 sæde: ac is awriten be halgum mannum: hi behofiað engla fultummes  
on ðisum life. þæt se deoful hi costnian ne mote. swa swiðe swa he  
wolde.  Swa hold is god mancynne þæt he hæfð geset his englas us to  
hyrdum. þæt hy ne sceolon na geþafian þam reðum deoflum þæt hi us  
fordon magon.  Hi moton ure afandian: ac hi ne moton us nydan to 

said but is written concerning holy men. They need the help of angels 
in this life that the devil might not tempt them as severely as he 
could. So faithful is God to mankind that he has set his angels as guardians  
over us that they should not permit the cruel devils to 
destroy us. They may test us but they may not compel us to do 

70 nanum yfele: buton we hit sylfe agenes willan doon þurh ða yfelan  
tyhtincge þæs deofles.  We ne beoð na fulfremede: butan we beon 
afandode: þurh ða fandunge we sceolon geðeon. gif we æfre wiðsacað  
deofle & eallum his larum. & gif we genealæcað urum drihtne mid  
geleafan. & lufe. & godum weorcum: gif we hwær aslidon arison eft 

any evil except what we do of our own will through the evil 
incitement of these devils. We will not be perfected unless we are 
tested; through the testing we should grow if we ever renounce the 
devil and all his teaching, if we approach our Lord with 
faith and love and good works, and if anywhere we should slip immediately  

75 þærrihte. & betan georne þæt ðær tobrocen byð.   
   Crist cwæð þa to þam deofle. ne sceal man fandian his drihtnes.  Þæt  
wære swiðe gilplic dæd. gif crist scute þa adun. þeah ðe he eaðe  
mihte butan awyrdnesse. his lima nyðer asceotan. se ðe gebigde þone  
heagan heofenlican bigels: ac he nolde nan ðincg don mid gylpe for 

will rise again and eagerly amend what was broken. 
    Christ said to the devil, ―Man shall not test his Lord.‖ That would be an 
exceedingly ostentatious deed if Christ would shoot down (though he easily 
could without harm; his limbs would not break who bent the  
arch of the high heavens), but he would not do anything for a boast   

 
Pg 269 
80 ðan ðe se gilp is an heafodleahter: þa nolde he adun asceotan. for ðon  

ðe he onscunode þone gilp.  Ac cwæð ne sceal man his drihtnes  
fandian.  Se man fandað his drihtnes. se ðe mid dyslicum truwan. &  
mid gilpe. sum wunderlic þinc on godes naman don wyle: oððe se þe  
sumes wundres dyslice. & butan neode. æt gode abiddan wile.  Þa wæs 

because a boast is a chief sin. Therefore he would not shoot down because 
he rejected boasting. But he said, ―Man shall not test his Lord.‖ The man 
tests his Lord who trusts with foolishness and with boasts that a certain 
wonderful thing will be done in God‘s name or who would command a 
certain wonder from God foolishly and without need. Thus was 

85 se deoful oðre siðe þurh cristes geþyld oferswiðed.   
   Þa genam he hine eft. & abær hine uppon anre dune: & æteowde  
him ealles middaneardes welan. & his wuldor. & cwæð to him.  Ealle  

the devil overcome another time through Christ‘s endurance. 
    Then he took him again and bore him upon a solitary mountain and 
showed him all the wealth and glory of earth and said to him, ―All  
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ðas þincg ic forgife ðe. gif ðu wilt afeallan to minum fotum. & þe to  
me gebiddan.  Dyrstelice spræc se deoful her. swa swa he ær spræc þa 

these things I will give you if you will fall to my feet and  
pray to me. The devil spoke presumptuously here just as before he spoke   

90 ða he on heofenum wæs. þa ða he wolde dælan heofonan rice. wið  
his scyppend. & beon gode gelic: ac his dyrstignyss hine awearp þa  
into helle: & eac nu his dyrstignys hine genyðerode. þa þa he þurh  
cristes þrowunge forlet mancynn of his anwealde.  He cwæð. þas  
ðincg ic forgife ðe: him ðuhte þæt he ahte ealne middaneard. for ðon þe 

when he was in heaven that he would share in the kingdom of heaven 
against his creator and be like God, but his presumptuousness cast him 
then 
into hell and also now his presumptuousness condemned him when he lost  
mankind from his power through Christ‘s passion. He said, ―This  
thing I give you‖ for he thought that he owned all earth because no   

95 him ne wiðstod nan man ær ðan ðe crist com: þe hyne gewylde.   
   Hit is awriten on halgum bocum.  Eorðe. & eal hyre gefyllednyss. &  
eal imbhwyrft. & þa ðincg þe on þam wuniað. ealle hit sindon godes  
æhta. & na diofles.  Þeahhwæðere crist cwæð on his godspelle be ðam 
deofle: þæt he wære middaneardes ealdor: & he sceolde beon ut 

man could stand against him before Christ came who conquered him. 
    It is written in the Holy Book, ―Earth and all her fullness and  
all its extent and all things that live therein and all are God‘s possessions‖ 
and not the devil‘s. However, Christ said in his gospel concerning the 
devil that he is the leader of earth and he should be driven out.  

100 adræfed.  He is þæra manna ealdor. þe lufiað þisne middaneard. &  
ealne heora hiht on ðisum life besettað & heora scyppend forseoð.   
Ealle gesceafta. sunne. & mona & ealle tunglan. land. & sæ. & nytenu.  
ealle hi þeowiað hyra scyppende: for ðon þe hi farað æfter godes  
dihte.  Se lyþra man ana þonne he forsihð godes beboda: & fulgæð 

He is the leader of the men who love this earth and  
set all their hope in this life and scorn their Creator. 
All creatures, sun and moon and all stars, land and sea and cattle,  
They all serve their Creator because they go after God‘s 
direction. The vile man alone scorns God‘s commands and cleaves  

 
Pg 270 
105 deofles willan. oððe þurh gitsunge. oððe þurh leasunge. oððe ðurh  

graman. oððe þurh oðrum leahtrum. þonne bið he deofles þeowa:  
þonne he deofle gecwemð: & þone forsihð þe hine geworhte.   
   Crist cwæð þa to ðam deofle. ga ðu underbæc scucca.  Hit is  
awriten: Man sceal hine gebiddan to his drihtne. & him anum 

to the devil‘s will either through avarice or through lying or through  
wrath or through other sins thus he is a slave of the devil; 
thus he pleases the devil and thus scorns the one who created him. 
    Christ said to the devil, ―Go you behind; flee; it is  
written: Man shall pray to his Lord and serve him alone.‖ 

110 þeowgean. he cwæð to ðam deofle ga ðu underbæc. deofles nama is  
gereht niðerhreosende.  Niðer he ahreas & underbæc he eode fram  
frymðe his anginnes.  Þa ða he wæs ascyred fram ðære heofenlican  
blisse.  Onhinder he eode eft þurh cristes tocyme: onhinder he sceal  
gaan on domesdæge: þonne he bið belocen on hellewite. on ecum 

He said to the devil, ―Go you behind.‖ The devil‘s name is  
reckoned ‗Falling down.‘ Down he fell and back he went from the  
foundation of his beginning when he was cut off from heavenly 
bliss. Backward he went again through Christ‘s advent, backward he shall 
go on doomsday when he will be locked in hell-torments in eternal   

115 fyre: he & ealle his geferan. & hi næfre syððan ut brecan ne magon.   
   Hit is awriten on ðære ealdan æ. þæt nan mann ne sceal hine  
gebiddan to nanum deofelgylde. ne to nanum þinge buton to gode  
anum. for ðon þe nan gesceaft nis wyrðe þæs wyrðmyntes buton se  
ana. se ðe scyppend is ealra þinga. to him anum we scolun us 

fire, he and his companions and they never thereafter may break out. 
    It is written in the old law that no man shall 
pray to any devil-idol nor to anything except God alone 
because no creation is worthy of this dignity but rather the one 
alone who created all things. To him alone we should 
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120 gebiddan: he ana is soð hlaford & soð god.  We biddað þingunga æt  
halgum mannum þæt hi sceolon us þingian to heora drihtne & to urum 
drihtne: Ne gebidde we na þeahhwæðere us to him swa swa we to  
gode doð: ne hi þæt geþafian nellað: Swa swa se engel cwæð to iohanne 
þam apostole. þa ða he wolde feallan to his fotum.  He cwæð ne do þu 

pray. He alone is true Lord and true God. We ask intercessions from 
holy men that they should interceded for us to their Lord and to our  
Lord. We do not pray, however, to them just as we  
do to God. They will not permit it—just as the angel said to John 
the apostle when he would have fallen at his feet. He said, ―Do not do 

125 hit na. þæt ðu to me abuge. Ic eom godes þeowa swa swa ðu. & þine  
gebroðra: gebide ðe to gode anum.   
    Þa forlet se deoful crist. & him comon englas to. & him ðenedon.  He 
wæs gecostnod swa swa man: & æfter ðære costnunge him comon 

That, that you do reverence to me. I am God‘s servant just like you and 
your brother. Pray to God alone.‖ 
    Then the devil left Christ and angels came to him and served him. He 
was tempted just as man and after the temptation the holy angels came to    
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129 halige englas to. & him ðenedon swa swa heora scyppende.  Buton se him and served him just as their Creator. Unless the  
130 deofol gesawe þæt crist mann wære: Ne gecostnode he hine: & buton he 

soð god wære noldon þa englas him þenian.  Micel wæs ures  
hælendes eaðmodnyss. & his geðyld on þisre dæde.  He mihte mid  
anum worde besencan þone deoful. on ðære deopan nywelnysse: ac  
he ne æteowde his mihte. ac mid halgum gewritum he andwyrde þam 

devil saw that Christ was a man he would not tempt him and unless he 
was not true God the angels would not serve him. Great was our Savior‘s 
humility and his endurance in this deed. He could with one 
word have sunk the devil into the deep abyss but  
he did not display his might. Rather, he answered with the holy writings the  

135 deofle. & sealde us bysne mid his geðylde. þæt swa oft swa we fram  
þwyrum mannum ænig ðing þrowiað: þæt we scolon wendan ure mod  
to godes lare swiðor þonne to ænigre wrace.   
   On ðreo wisan bið deofles costnung: þæt is on tyhtinge. on lust- 
fullunge. on geðafunge.  Deofol tyht us to yfele: ac we sculon hit 

Devil and gave us an example with his endurance that as often as we 
suffer anything from depraved men, we should turn our mind 
to God‘s teaching more than to any revenge. 
    In three ways are the devil‘s temptations: that is in enticement, in  
pleasure, in consenting. The devil entices us to evil but we should 

140 onscunian. & ne genyman nane lustfullunge to ðære tyhtinge: gif  
þonne ure mood nimð gelustfullunge. þonne sceole we huru  
wiðstandan. þæt ðær ne beo nan geþafung to ðam yfelum weorce.  Seo  
yfele tyhting is of deofle: þonne bið oft þæs mannes mood gebiged to  
ðære lustfullunge: Hwilon eac aslit to ðære geþafunge. for ðon þe we 

shun it and not accept any pleasure from the enticement; if  
when our mind receives pleasure then should we yet  
withstand that there will not be any consenting to the evil work. The 
evil inclination is from the devil when often the mind of man will incline to 
pleasure, sometimes, also, be destroyed by the consent    

145 sind of synfullum flæsce acennede.  Næs na se hælend on ða wisan  
gecostnod. for ðan þe he wæs of mædene acenned buton synne. & næs  
nan ðincg þwyrlices on him.  He mihte beon gecostnod þurh tihtinge:  
ac nan lustfullung ne hrepede his mood.  Þær næs eac nan geþafung:  
for ðan þe ðær næs nan lustfullung: ac wæs þæs deofles costnung for 

because we are born from sinful flesh. The Savior was not tempted in this 
way because he was born without sin from a maiden and had nothing 
perverse in him. He might be tempted through enticement, 
but no pleasure touched his mind. There also was no consent 
because there was no pleasure but the devil‘s tempting was thus   

150 ðy eall wiðutan. & nan þincg wiðinnan.  Ungewiss com se deoful to  
criste: & ungewis he eode aweg. for ðon þe se hælend ne geswutelode  
na him his mihte: ac oferdraf hine geþyldelice: mid halgum ge- 

all without and nothing within. Ignorantly the devil came to 
Christ and ignorantly he went away because the Savior did not reveal 
his might to him but overcame him patiently with holy writings. 
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writum.   
    Se ealda deoful gecostnode urne fæder adam on ðreo wisan: ðæt is 

 
  The old devil tempted our father Adam in three ways: that is 

155 mid gifernesse. & mid idelum wuldre. & mid gitsunge: & þa wearð he  
oferswiðed. for ðon þe he geþafode. þam deofle. on eallum ðam þrim  
costnungum.  Þurh gifernysse he wæs oferswyðed þa ða he þurh 

with gluttony and with vainglory and with greediness and then he was  
overcome because he consented to the devil in all three 
temptations. Through gluttony he was overcome when he ate the 
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158 deofles lare æt þone forbodenan æppel.  Þurh ydelum wuldre he wæs  

oferswiðed: þa ða he gelyfde þæs deofles wordum þa ða he cwæð.  
forbidden apple through the devil‘s teaching. Through vainglory he was 
overcome when he believed the devil‘s words when he said that 

160 Swa mære ge beoð swa swa englas gif ge of ðam treowe etað: & hi ða  
gelyfdon his leasungum. & woldon mid ydelum gylpe beon beteran  
þonne hi gesceapene wæron. þa wurdon hi wyrsan.  Mid gitsunge he  
wæs oferswiðed. þa þa se deofol cwæð him to: & ge habbað gescad  
ægðer ge godes ge yfeles.  Nis na gitsung on feo anum: ac is eac on 

―You will be as excellent as the angels if you eat of the tree‖ and they 
believed his lying and, with idle boasts, wished be better 
that they were created when they became worse. With greediness he 
was overcome when the devil said to him, ―and you will have knowledge of 
both good and evil.‖ Greediness is not for wealth alone  

165 gewilnunge micelre geðincgðe.   
   Mid ðam ylcum þrim ðingum. þe se deoful þone frumscapenan  
man oferswiðde: Mid ðam ylcum crist oferswyðde hine & astrehte.   
Ðurh gifernesse fandode se deofol cristes þa þa he cwæð: Cweð to  
ðisum stanum þæt hi beon to hlafum awende. & et.  Þurh ydelum wuldre 

but is also in the desire for greater dignity. 
    With each of these three things the devil overcame the first-created 
Man. With the same, Christ overcame him and laid him low. 
Through gluttony the devil tested Christ when he said, ―Say to these stones 
that they should be turned to bread …‖ Through vainglory 

170 he fandode his: þa ða he hine tyhte þæt he scolde sceotan nyþer of ðæs  
temples scylfe.  Þurh gitsunge he fandode his þa þa he mid leasunge  
him behet ealles middaneardes welan: gif he wolde feallan to his  
fotum.  Ac se deoful wæs ða oferswiðed þurh crist on ðam ylcum  
gemetum þe he ær adam oferswiðde: þæt he gewite fram urum 

he tested him when he incited that he should fall down from the  
temple‘s pinnacle. Through greediness he tested him when he, with lying, 
promised all the world‘s wealth if he would fall at his  
feet. But the devil was then overcome by Christ in the same 
ways in which he overcame Adam before so that he went out from our  

175 heortum: Mid ðam infære gehæft. mid ðam ðe he in afaren wæs. & us 
gehæfte.   
    We gehyrdon on ðisum godspelle. þæt ure drihten fæste feowertig  
daga & feowertig nihta on an.  Þa ða he swa lange fæste. Ða ge- 
swutelode he ða miclan mihte: his godcundnysse: þurh ða he mihte  
on eallum þisum andweardan life buton eorðlicum mettum lybban. 

hearts which were bound from his entry when he went in and bound us. 
 
    We heard in this gospel that our Lord fasted forty days 
and forty nights consecutively. When he fasted for so long he manifested  
then the great might of his divinity through which he might 
live in all this present life without earthly meat  

180 gif he wolde.  Eft þa ða him hingrode. þa geswutelode he. þæt he wæs soð 
mann & for ði metes behofode.  Moyses se heretoga fæste eac feowertig 
daga. & feowertig nihta. to ðy þæt he moste underfon godes æ: ac he ne 
fæste na þurh his agene mihte: ac þurh godes.  Eac se witega 

if he wanted. After that when he hungered he manifested that he was true 
man and for that needed food. Moses the war leader also fasted forty 
days and forty nights so that he might receive God‘s law but he did not  
fast through his own might, but through God‘s. Also the prophet  
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185 helias. fæste eallswa lange: eac þurh godes mihte. & syððan wæs  

genumen. butan deaðe of ðisum life.   
    Nu is ðis fæsten eallum cristenum mannum geset to healdenne: on  
ælces geares ymbryne: ac we moton ælce dæg ures metes brucan mid 
forhæfednysse: þæra metta þe alyfede sind.  Hwi is þis fæsten þus 

Elijah fasted as long, also through God‘s might and afterward was  
taken without death from this life. 
     Now is this fast set for all Christian men to observe in 
the cycle of each year but we may each day take our food with  
restraint—of the food which is allowed. Why is this fast thus 

190 geteald: þurh feowertig daga. On eallum geare sind getealde þreo  
hund daga & fif & sixtig daga. þonne gif we teoðiað þas gearlican  
dagas. þonne beoð þær six & þrittig teoðincgdagas: & fram þisum  
dæge oð ðam halgum easterdæge: Sind twa & feowertig daga: do  
þonne þa six sunnandagas of ðam getæle. þonne beoð þa six & þrittig. 

calculated as forty days? In all the year there are counted three 
hundred days and sixty-five days. Then if we take a tenth of the year‘s 
days, then there are thirty-six tithe days and from this day until  
the holy Easter there are forty-two days.  
Taking then the six Sundays from the total there are thirty-six  

195 þæs geares teoðingdagas us to forhæfednysse getealde.   
    Swa swa godes .æ. us bebyt þæt we scolon ealle þa ðinc þe us  
gescotað of ures geares teolunge gode þa teoðunge syllan: Swa we  
scolon eac on ðisum teoðingdagum urne lichaman mid  
forhæfednysse gode to lofe teoðian.  We sculon us gearcian on eallum 

of the year‘s tithe days for us to observe with restraint. 
     Just as God‘s law commands that we should pay a tenth of 
all things from our year‘s toil to God, so we  
should also in these tithing-days tithe our bodies with restraint 
to the praise of God. We should prepare ourselves in all  

200 þingum swa swa godes þegnas æfter ðæs apostoles tæcunge: on  
miclum geþylde: & on halgum wæccum: on fæstenum: on clænnysse.  
modes & lichaman. for ði læsse pleoh. bið þam cristenum menn þæt he  
flæsces bruce: þonne he on ðisre halgan tide wifes bruce.  Lætað  
aweg. ealle saca. & ælc geflit. & gehealdað þas tid mid sibbe. & mid 

things just as God‘s thanes after the apostle‘s teaching in great 
patience and in holy vigils, in fasting, in chastity of mind and body 
for it will be less danger to a Christian man that he  
partake of meat than that he should partake of a woman in this holy time. 
Put away all strife and all quarreling and keep this time with peace and   

205 soðre lufe: For ðon ne bið nan fæsten gode andfenge buton sybbe. &  
doð swa swa god tæhte.  Tobræc ðinne hlaf: & syle ðone oðerne dæl:  
hungrium menn.  & læd into ðinum huse. wædlan. & þa earman.  
ælfremedan menn: & gefrefra hi mid ðinum godum.  Þonne ðu  
nacodne geseo: scryd hine. & ne forseoh ðin agen flæsc.  Se mann þe 

with true love for no fast is acceptable to God unless you reconcile and 
do just as God teaches. Break your loaf and give the other portion 
to hungry men and lead into your house the destitute and poor and 
foreign men and cheer them with your goods. When you see the naked, 
clothe them and do not overlook your own flesh. The man who 

210 fæst butan ælmessan: he deð swilce he sparige his mete. & eft. ett þæt he fasts without almsgiving—he is thus sparing in his meat and after he eats  
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211 ær mid forhæfdnysse foreode: ac þæt fæsten tælð god.  Ac gif ðu fæstan  

wille gode to gecwemednysse. þonne gehelp ðu earmra manna mid  
þam dæle ðe ðu ðe sylfum oftihst: & eac mid maran gif ðe to onhagie.  
Forbugað ydele spellunge. & dyslice blissa. & bewepað eowre synna: for 

what he previously set aside with restraint—this fast mocks God. But if 
you wish your fast to be acceptable to God then help poor men with 
the portion which you withhold from yourself and also with more if it is 
possible. Refrain from idle chatter and foolish merriment and lament your 

215 ðan þe crist cwæð. wa eow þe nu hlihgað: Ge scolon heofian. &  
wepan.  Eft he cwæð.  Eadige beoð þa ðe nu wepað: for ðon þe hi  

sins because as Christ said, ―Woe to you who laugh now, you shall lament 
and weep‖ after he said, ―Blessed are those who weep now because they 
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scolon beon gefrefrode.   
    We lybbað mislice on twelf monðum: nu scole we ure gymeleaste  
on þisne timan geinnian & lybban gode: We ðe oðrum timan us 

shall be comforted.‖ 
     We live aimlessly for twelve months. Now we should repair our 
carelessness in this time and live to God, we who live for ourselves in the 

220 sylfum leofodon.  And swa hwæt swa we doð to goode: uton don þæt  
buton gylpe. & idelre herunge.  Se man þe for gilpe hwæt to goode  
deð: him sylfum to herunge: næfð he ðes nane mede æt gode: ac hæfð  
his wite.  Ac uton don swa swa god tæhte: þæt ure goodan weorc beon.  
on ða wison mannum cuðe: þæt hi magon geseon ure godnysse: & þæt hi 

other times. And so that we may do well, let us do this  
without boasts and idle praise. The man who does good in order to boast 
praises himself, he does not receive any reward from God but he receives 
his punishment. But let us do just as God teaches that our good works 
might be known by wise men that they may see our goodness and that they 

225 wuldrian. & herion urne heofenlican fæder god ælmihtinne: se ðe us  
forgilt mid hundfealdum swa hwæt swa we doð earmum mannum for  
his lufon: se ðe leofað & rixað a butan ende. AMEN.  
 

may marvel and praise our heavenly Father, God Almighty who  
rewards us with a hundredfold what we do for poor men   
for love of him who lives and reigns without end. Amen. 
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CATHOLIC HOMILY I, 36: FEAST OF ALL SAINTS (MATT 5:1-12) 
 

 KALENDE NOVEMBRIS NATALE812 
OMNIVM SANCTORVM  

 
HALIGE lareowas ræddon þæt seo geleaffulle gelaþung þisne dæg  
eallum halgum to wurðmynte mærsie & arwurþlice freolsie for  þan  

NOVEMBER  1ST: 
ALL SAINTS 

 
Holy teachers explain that the faithful church this day 
glor ifies with dignity and reverently celebrates all saints because 

5 ðe hi ne mihton heora ælcum synder lice freolstide gesettan ne nanum  
men on andwerdum life nis heora ealra nama cuð swa swa iohannes  
se godspellere on his gastlicere gesihþe awrat þus cweþende: Ic  
geseah swa miccle meniu swa nan man ger iman ne mæg of eallum  
þeodum & of ælcere mægðe standende ætforan godes þrymsetle 

they may not all r eceive their  own particular  celebration day. No 
man in this present life is able to know all of their  names just as John  
the evangelist in his spir itual vision wrote saying thus: ―I 
saw so great a number  as no man may reckon from all 
peoples and from all tr ibes standing before the glory-seat 

10 ealle mid hwitum gyrelum gescrydde healdende palmtwigu on heora 
handum & sungon mid hluddre stemne: Sy hælu urum gode þe sit  
ofer  his þrymsetle And ealle englas stodon on ymbhwyrfte his  
þrymsetles & aluton to gode þus cweþende Sy urum gode bletsung &  
beorhtnys wisdom & þancung & wurðmynt & strencð on ealr a 

all dressed in white clothing holding palm branches in their  
hands and singing with loud voices: ‗Let there be prosper ity to our  God 
who sits upon his glory-seat‘ and all angels stood around his 
glory-seat and bowed to God thus saying: ‗Let there be to our  God 
blessing and splendor , wisdom and thanks and dignity and strength for   

15 worulda woruld AMEN  
   Godes halgan sind englas & men: Englas sind gastas buton licha- 
man þa gesceop se ælmihtiga wealdend on micelre fægernysse him  
sylfum to lofe & to wuldre & wurþmynte his mægenþrymme on  
ecnysse: Be þam we forhtiað fela to sprecenne for  þan ðe gode anum 

ever  and ever  amen. 
   God‘s holy ones are angels and men. Angels are spir its without bodies 
who the almighty Creator  shaped for  himself in great beauty  
to praise and to glor ify and magnify his greatness 
eternally. Concerning them we fear  to speak much because God alone 

20 is to gewitenne hu heora ungesewenlice gecynd buton ælcere be- 
smitennysse oððe wanunge on ecere hluttornysse þurhwunað; 

knows how their  invisible kind remain pure without any  
stain or  weakening eternally.   

 
Pg 487 
22 Ðeahhwæðere we oncnawað on halgum gewr itum þæt nigon engla  

werod sind wuniende on heofonlicum þrymme þe næfre nane synne  
ne gefremodon þæt teoðe werod þurh modignysse losode & to awyr i- 

Moreover  we acknowledge in holy wr itings that nine angel 
armies dwell in heavenly glory which never  commit any sin. 
The tenth army which fell through pr ide and   

25 gedum gastum behwyrfede wurdon & ascofene of heofenlicere  
myrhðe into hellicere susle;   
    Soðlice sume þæra haligra gasta þe mid heora scyppende þurh- 

were changed into accursed spir its and banished from the heavenly 
joys into the tor tures of hell. 
   Truly cer tain of the holy spir its which remain from their  creation  

                                                 
812 The Old English text and line-numbering is from P.A.M. Clemoes, Ælfric's Catholic Homilies: The First Series, Text  (EETS s.s. 17; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997), 486-96. 
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wunedon to us asende cumað & towearde þing cyþað; Sume hi  
wyrcað be godes dihte tacna & gelomlice wundra on middanearde; 

are sent to us and proclaim future things. Certain of them work signs and 
numerous wonders on ear th at God‘s direction. 

30 Sume hi sind ealdras gesette þam oþrum englum to gefyllenne þa 
godcundlican gerynu; Ðurh sumum geset god & toscæt his domas;  
 
Sume hi sind swa micclum to gode geþeodde þæt nane oðre him 
betweonan ne sind & hi ðonne on swa micclan maran lufe byrnende  
beoð swa micclum swa hi godes beorhnysse scearplicor  sceawiað; Nu 

Some are lords who appoint other  angels to accomplish 
the myster ies of God. God appoints through some and decides his 
judgments. 
Some are so greatly associated to God that no others are  
between them and they are burning with so great a love 
 so greatly that they show keenly God‘s br ightness. Now  

35 is þes dæg þysum englum arwurþlice gehalgod & eac þam halgum  
mannum þe ðurh micclum geþingþum fram frymþe middaneardes  
gode geþugon; Of þisum wæron ærest heahfæderas eawfæste &  
wuldor fulle weras on heora life witegena fæderas þæra gemynd ne  
bið forgyten & heora nama þurhwunað on ecnysse for  þan ðe hi 

is the day when these angels are hallowed reverently and also the holy 
men who through great intercessions from the beginning of the wor ld 
thr ive with God. Among these are the fir st religious patr iarchs and 
glor ious men in their  lives, father s of the prophets, whose memory will 
not be forgotten and whose names remain forever  because they 

40 wæron gode gecweme þurh geleafan & r ihtwisnysse & gehyrsum- 
nysse; Þysum fyligð þæra witegena gecorennys; Hi wæron godes  
gesprecan & þam he æteowode his digelnysse & hi onlihte mid gife  
þæs halgan gastes swa þæt hi wiston þa toweardan þing & mid  
witigendlicere gyddunge bodedon; Witodlice þa gecorenan witegan 

were pleasing to God through faith and r ighteousness and obedience. 
These are followed by the chosen of the prophets. They were God‘s 
speakers and he revealed to them his myster ies and they were illuminated  
with the gift of the Holy Spir it so that they knew future things and 
and spoke with prophetic poetry. Naturally the chosen prophets 

45 mid manegum tacnum & forebicnungum on heora life scinende  
wæron; Hi gehældon manna untrumnysse & deadra manna lic to life  
arærdon; Hi eac for  folces þwyrnysse heofenan scuras oftugon & eft  
 
miltsiende getiþodon; Hi heofodon folces synna & heora wrace mid  
him sylfum forscytton; Cr istes menniscnysse & his þrowunge & 

were revealed with many signs and por tents in their  lives 
They healed men‘s weaknesses and raised dead men back to life. 
They also, on account of the perversity of the people, withdrew heaven‘s 
showers and 
often granted mercy. They lamented the sins of the nation and prevented 
their  persecution by themselves. They prophesied Chr ist‘s incarnation,  

50 ær iste & upstige & þone micclan dom þurh ðone halgan gast  
gelærede hi witegodon;  
    On þære niwan gecyðnysse forðstop iohannes se fulluhtere se þe  
mid witegunge cr istes tocyme bodade & eac mid his fingre hine  
gebicnode; Betwux wifa bearnum ne aras nan mærra man þonne is 

his passion, r ising, ascension and the great judgment taught by the Holy 
Ghost. 
   In the New Testament came for th John the Baptist who spoke 
prophecies about Chr ist‘s coming and also signified him with his 
finger . From out of the children of women none will ar ise greater  than 

 
Pg 488 
55 iohannes se fulluhtere; Ðisum godes cempan geþwær læcð þæt twelf- 

fealde getel cr istes apostola þa he sylf geceas him to leorningcnihtum  
& hi mid r ihtum geleafan & soþre lare geteah & eallum þeodum to 
lareowum gesette swa þæt se sweg heora bodunge ferde geond ealle  

John the Baptist. Of the champions of God, it is agreed that the number is 
reckoned at twelve apostles of Christ whom he himself chose as disciples 
and they were brought to true belief and true learning and were sent 
to teach all nations so that so that the sound of their preaching would go 
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eorþan & heora word becomon to gemærum ealles ymbhwyrftes; To around the whole world and their word come to all ends of the earth. To     
60 þysum twelf apostolum cwæð se ælmihtiga hælend ge sind mid- 

daneardes leoht scine eower  leoht swa ætforan mannum þæt hi geseon  
eowere godan weorc & wuldr ion eowerne fæder  þe on heofenum is;  
Ge sind mine frynd & ic cydde eow swa hwæt swa ic æt minum fæder   
gehyrde; Eornostlice dr ihten forgeaf þa mihte his twelf apostolum þæt 

these twelve apostles the almighty Savior said: ―You are the light of the  
world; let your light shine thus before men that they may see  
your good works and glorify your father who is in heaven. 
You are my friends and I say to you that whatsoever I hear so my father 
Earnestly the Lord gave his power to his twelve apostles that 

65 hi ða ylcan wundra worhton þe he sylf on middanearde gefremode: &  
swa hwæt swa hi bindað ofer  eorþan þæt bið gebunden on heofenum  
& swa hwæt swa hi unbindað ofer  eorþan þæt bið unbunden on  
heofenum; Eac he him behet mid soðfæstum behate þæt hi on þam 
micclum dome ofer  twelf domsetlum sittende beoð to demenne 

they might also work the wonders which he himself performed on the 
earth and whatsoever they bind upon earth that will be bound in heaven 
and whatsoever they unbind on earth will be unbound in  
heaven.‖ Also he ordered them with truthfulness commanding that in the  
great judgment they would be sitting to judgment in twelve judgment seats 

70 eallum mannum þe æfre on lichaman lif under fengon;  
    Æfter  þam apostolican werode we wurþiað þone sigefæstan heap  
godes cyþera þe þurh mislicum tintregum cr istes þrowunge wer lice  
geefenlæhton & þurh martyrdome þæt upplice r ice geferdon; Sume hi  
wæron mid wæpnum ofslegene: sume on lige forswælede; Oþre mid 

all men who ever received life in the body. 
    After the army of the apostles we honor the triumphant host 
of God‘s martyrs who through great tortures manfully conformed to the 
suffering of Christ and through martyrdom entered the upper kingdom. 
Some were slain with weapons, some consumed by fire. Others with 

75 swipum ofbeatene oþre mid stengum þurhðyde; Sume on hengene  
gecwylmede sume on widdre sæ besencte; Oþre cuce behylde oþre  
mid isenum clawum totorene; Sume mid stanum ofhrorene sume  
mid winter licum cyle geswencte sume mid hungre gecwylmede;  
Sume handum & fotum forcor fene folce to wæfersyne for  geleafan & 

scourges were beaten, others thrust through with stakes. Some hung on 
crosses, some sank in the wide sea. Others were flayed alive, others 
torn with iron claws. Some were overwhelmed with stones, some  
afflicted with winter‘s cold, some tormented with hunger. 
The hands and feet of some were cut off as a spectacle for the people for 
their belief and 

80 halgum naman hælendes cr istes; Ða sind þa sigefæstan godes frynd  
þe ðæra forscyldgodra ealdormanna hæse forsawon & nu hi sind  
gewuldorbeagode mid sige heora þrowunga on ecere myrhþe; Hi  
mihton beon lichamlice acwealde ac hi ne mihton fram gode þurh  
nanum tintregum beon gebigede; Heora hiht wæs mid undeadlicnysse 

the holy name of Christ the savior. These are the triumphant friends of 
God for whom the wicked governors had contempt, but now they are  
crowned with the victory of their sufferings in eternal joy. They 
may have been killed bodily but they would not turn from God despite  
any torture. Their hope was fulfilled in immortality 

 
Pg 489 
85 afylled þeah þe hi ætforan mannum getintregode wæron; Hi wæron  

scor tlice gedrehte & langlice gefrefrode for  þan þe god heora afan- 
dode swa swa gold on ofene & he afunde hi him wyrþe & swa swa  
halig offrung he hi under feng to his heofenlicum r ice;  
    Æfter  ablunnenre ehtnysse reþra cyninga & ealdormanna on 

though they were tortured before men. They were 
afflicted for a short time but cheered for a long time because their God 
tested them just as gold in an oven and he found them worthy and just as 
a holy offering he received them into his heavenly kingdom. 
    After the cessation of the cruel persecutions of kings and governors  

90 siblicere drohtnunge godes gelaþunge wæron halige sacerdas gode  holy priests of God prospered under peaceful conditions for God‘s church. 
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þeonde; Þa mid soþre lare & mid halgum gebysnungum folces men to  
gode symle gebigdon; Heora mod wæs hluttor  & mid clænnysse  
afylled & hi mid clænum handum gode ælmihtigum æt his weofode 
þenodon mærsiende þa halgan gerynu cr istes lichaman & his blodes; 

They, by true learning and holy example, pointed men of the nations to 
God‘s joys. Their minds were pure and filled with chastity 
and they worshipped God almighty with clean hands at his altar 
glorifying the holy sacrament of Christ‘s body and his blood.  

95 Eac hi offrodon hi sylfe gode liflice onsægednysse buton womme  
oððe gemencgednysse þwyr lices weorces; Hi befæston godes lare  
heora underþeoddum to unateor igendlicum gafole & heora mod mid  
þreatunge & bene & micelre gymene to lifes wege gebigdon & for   
nanum woruldlicum ege godes r iht ne forsuwodon; & þeah ðe hi 

They also offered themselves as living sacrifices to God without wicked 
or sexually perverse works. They established God‘s teaching  
among their underlings as a permanent revenue and inclined their minds  
with compulsion and prayers and great diligence to life‘s way and  
not for any worldly thing scorned the proper fear of God. Though they 

100 swurdes ehtnysse ne gefreddon þeah þurh heora lifes geearnungum  
hi ne beoð martyrdomes bedælede: for  þan ðe mar tyrdom bið  
gefremmed na on blodes gyte anum ac eac swilce on synna forhæfed- 
nysse & on bigencge godes beboda;  
    Ðysum fyligð ancersetlena drohtnung & synder lic ingehid; Ða on 

did not experience the persecution of the sword yet through the merit of 
their lives they were not deprived of martyrdom because martyrdom is  
accomplished not in blood alone but also in abstinence from sins 
and in the application of God‘s commands. 
    After these follow hermits and solitaries. They  

105 westenum wuniende woruldlice estas & gælsan mid strecum mode &  
stiþum life for treddon; Hi for flugon woruldmanna gesihþe & herunge  
& on waclicum scræfum oððe hulcum lutiende deorum gefer læhte to  
engellicum spræcum gewunode on micclum wundrum scinende  
wæron; Blindum hi forgeafon gesihðe healtum færeld deafum hlyst 

dwelling in the desert tread down worldly pleasure and luxury with strength 
of mind and an austere life. They fled the sight and hearing of worldly men 
and lying in weak hovels or huts, associating with beasts,  
abiding in speech with angels, shining in great wonders, 
they gave sight to the blind, movement to the halt, hearing to the deaf,    

110 dumbum spræce; Deoflu hi ofer swiðdon & afligdon & þa deadan þurh  
godes mihte arærdon; Seo boc þe is gehaten uita patrum sprecð  
menigfealdlice ymbe þyssera ancer setlena & eac gemænelicera  
muneca drohtnunge & cwyð ðæt heora wæs fela þusenda gehwær  on 

speech to the mute. They conquered devils and put them to flight and then 
raised the dead through God‘s might. The book that is called Lives of the 
Fathers says much about these anchorites and also the general monastic 
condition and says that there were many thousands who were in 

 
Pg 490 
114 westenum & on mynstrum wundor lice drohtniende ac swa þeah the deserts and in monasteries living wonderfully just so 
115 swiþost on egipta lande; Sume hi leofodon be ofæte & wyrtum: sume  

be agenum geswince; Sumum þenodon englas sumum fugelas oð  
ðæt englas eft on eaþelicum forðsiþe hi to gode ferodon;  

   Eala þu eadige godes cennestre symle mæden mar ia tempel  
þæs halgan gastes mæden ær  geeacnunge mæden on geeacnunge 

especially in the land of Egypt. Some of them lived by fruits and herbs; 
others by their own toil. Some were served by certain birds or by angels  
until angels after an easy death carried them to God. 
    Ho! you fortunate mother of God ever virgin Maria, temple  
of the Holy Ghost, virgin before conception, virgin in conception 

120 mæden æfter  geeacnunge micel is þin mærð on þysum freolsdæge  
betwux þam foresædum halgum for  þan ðe þurh þinre clænan  
cenninge him eallum becom halignys & þa heofonlican geþincðu; We  
sprecað be þære heofonlican cwene endebyrdlice æfter  wifhade 

virgin after conception, great is your glory on this feast-day 
among the aforementioned saints because through your chaste 
procreation they all became holy and the heavenly assembly! We 
speak about the heavenly queen in order after her gender 
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þeahhwæðere eall seo geleaffulle gelaþung getreowfullice be hire however all the faithful church truly sings concerning her   
125 singð þæt heo is geuferod & ahafen ofer  engla werodum to ðam  

wuldor fullum heahsetle; Nis be nanum oþrum halgan gecweden þæt  
heora ænig ofer  engla werod ahafen sy buton be mar ian anre; Heo  
æteowode mid hire gebysnungum þæt heofonlice lif on eorþan for  þan  
ðe mægðhad is ealr a mægna cwen & gefera heofenlicera engla; 

that she is higher and elevated over the angel armies to the 
glorious high seat. Concerning no other saint is it said that 
any were elevated above the angelic host except Maria alone. She 
displayed with her example that heavenly life on earth because her 
maidenhood is queen of all maidenhoods and companion of the angels. 

130 Ðyses mædenes gebysnungum & fotswaþum fyligde unger im heap  
mæigðhades manna on clænnysse þurhwuniende for lætenum giftum  
to þam heofenlican brydguman cr iste geþeodende mid anrædum  
mode & haligre drohtnunge & sidefullum gyr lan to þan swiþe þæt  
heora forwel menige for  mægðhade mar tyrdom geþrowodon & swa 

To this maiden‘s example and footsteps fled an uncountable number 
of people to maidenhood persevering in chastity abandoning marriage  
uniting with the heavenly bridegroom Christ with constant 
minds and holy conduct and modest clothing such that  
very many of them suffered martyrdom for maidenhood and so  

135 mid twyfealdum sige to heofonlicum eardungstowum wuldor fulle  
becomon;  
    Eallum þisum foresædum halgum þæt is englum & godes ge- 
corenum mannum is þyses dæges wurðmynt gemærsod on geleaffulre 
gelaðunge him to wurðmynte & us to fultome þæt we þurh heora 

with a twofold victory came to the glorious habitation.  
 
    All of the aforesaid saints, both angels and God‘s chosen 
men are on this day honorably praised in the faithful 
church to honor them and to help us that we through their 

140 þingrædene him gefer læhte beon moton; Ðæs us getiþie se mild- 
heorta dr ihten þe hi ealle & us mid his deorwurþum blode fram  
deofles hæftnedum alysde; We sceolon on þyssere mær lican freols- 

intercession might be united with them. This the mild- 
hearted Lord permits us that they all and us with his precious blood 
might be redeemed from the devil‘s imprisonment. We should on this 
glorious feast- 
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143 tide mid halgum gebedum & lofsangum us geinnian swa hwæt swa  

we on oþrum freolsdagum ealles geares ymbrynes þurh menniscre 
day with holy prayers and hymns include ourselves just as 
we on other feast-days throughout the whole year should be  

145 tyddernysse hwonlicor  gefylldon & car fullice hogian þæt we to þære  
ecan freolstide becumon;  
DE EVVANGELIO  
Videns iesus turbas ascendit in montem et reliqua  
    Ðæt halige godspel þe nu lytle ær  ætforan eow geræd wæs 

filled with less worldly inclinations and more carefully consider how we 
might come to that eternal feast-day. 
On the Gospel 
Jesus, seeing the crowds, went up the mountain… 
That holy gospel which now just a little bit before was read to you is  

150 micclum geþwær læcð þissere freolstide for  þan ðe hit geendebyrd  
þa eahta eadignyssa þe þa halgan to heofenlicum geþingþum ge- 
brohton; Matheus awrat on þysum dægþer licum godspelle þæt se  
hælend on sumere tide gesawe micele meniu him fyligende: þa astah  
he uppon anre dune; Ða þa he gesæt þa genealæhton his leorning- 

greatly harmonious with this feast-day because it orderly arranges 
the eight blessings which brought the saints to heavenly intercession. 
Matthew wrote in today‘s gospel that the  
Savior at a certain time saw a great many following him. Then he went 
up upon a mountain. When he sat, then he called his disciples  

155 cnihtas him to: & he undyde his muð & hi lærde þus cweþende; Eadige  to him and he opened his mouth and taught them thus saying: ―Blessed 
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beoð þa gastlican þear fan for  þan ðe heora is heofonan r ice; Eadige  
beoð þa liþan: for  þan ðe hi geahniað þæt land; Eadige beoþ ða ðe  
heofiað: for  þan ðe hi beoð gefrefrode; Eadige beoð ða þe sind  
ofhingrode & ofþyrste æfter  r ihtwisnysse: for  þan ðe hi beoð gefyl- 

are the spiritually poor  because theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed 
are the meek because they will own the land. Blessed are those who 
lament because they will be comforted. Blessed are those who  
hunger and thirst after righteousness because they will be filled. 

160 lede; Eadige beoð þa mildheor tan for  þan ðe hi begitað mildheort- 
nysse; Eadige beoð ða clænheor tan for  þan ðe hi geseoð god sylfne;  
Eadige beoð ða gesibsuman for  þan ðe hi beoð godes bearn ge- 
cigede; Eadige beoð þa ðe þoliað ehtnysse for  r ihtwisnysse for  þan ðe 
heora is heofonan r ice; Ge beoð eadige þonne eow man wyr igð & 

Blessed are the mild-hearted because they will receive mild-heartedness. 
Blessed are the clean-hearted because they will see God himself. 
Blessed are the peacemakers because they will be called sons of God. 
Blessed are those who suffer persecution for righteousness because 
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. You are blessed when men abuse you and 

165 eower  eht & ælc yfel ongean eow sprecð leogende for  me; Blissiað &  
fægniað for  þan ðe eower  med is menigfeald on heofenum; 

persecute you and speak all manner of evil against you falsely because of 
me. Rejoice and exult because your reward is manifold in heaven. 

 
Pg 492 
167     Se wisa augustinus tr ahtnode þis godspel & sæde þæt seo dun þe  

se hælend astah getacnað þa healican bebodu soþre r ihtwisnysse: þa  
læssan bebodu wæron gesette þam iudeiscum folce; An god 

   The wise Augustine treated this gospel and said that the mountain where 
the savior stood signified the lofty commands of true righteousness; 
the lesser commands were given to the Jewish people. God alone 

170 þeahhwæþere gesette þurh his halgan witegan þa læssan bebodu  
iudeiscre þeode þe mid ogan þa gyt gebunden wæs: & he gesette  
þurh his agenne sunu þa maran bebodu cr istenum folce þa þe he mid  
soþre lufe to alysenne com; Sittende he tæhte þæt belimpð to  
wurþscipe lareowdomes; Him to genealæhton his discipuli þæt hi 

however established through his holy prophets the lesser commands for 
the Jewish people when they were yet bound with fear and he established 
through his only Son the greater commands for Christian folk when he 
came with true love to redeem. Sitting he taught these things according to 
the dignity of a teacher. He called his disciples to him that they might  

175 gehendran wæron lichamlice þa ðe mid mode his bebodum ge- 
nealæhton; Se Hælend geopenode his muð; Witodlice se geopenode  
his muð to þære godspellican lare se þe on þære ealdan æ gewune- 
lice openode þæra witegena muð; Þeahhwæþere his muðes ge- 
openung getacnað þa deoplican spræce þe he ða forð ateah; 

grasp bodily that which he called them to in mind with his commands. 
The Savior opened his mouth. Naturally he who opened  
his mouth for the gospel teaching was he who in the old law used  
to open the mouth of the prophets. Nevertheless, his mouth‘s opening 
signifies the deep speech which he then brought forth. 

180 He cwæð eadige beoð ða gastlican þear fan for  þan ðe heora is  
heofonan r ice; Hwæt sind þa gastlican þear fan buton þa eadmodan  
þe godes ege habbað & nane toþundennysse nabbað; Godes ege is  
wisdomes anginn: & modignys is ælcere synne angin; Fela sind þear fan  
þurh hafenleaste: & na on heora gaste: for  þan ðe hi gewilniað fela to 

He said ‗Blessed are the spiritually poor because theirs is  
the kingdom of heaven. What are the spiritually poor except the humble 
who have the fear of God and do not have any arrogance? The fear of God  
is the beginning of wisdom and pride is likewise the beginning of sin. Many 
are poor through poverty but not in spirit because they wish to have much. 

185 hæbbenne; Sind eac oþre þear fan: na þurh hafenleaste ac on gaste  
for  þan ðe hi sind æfter  þæs apostolican cwyde swa swa naht  
hæbbende & ealle þing geahniende; On þas wisan wæs abraham  
þear fa & iacob & dauid se þe on his cynesetle ahafen hine sylfne  

Likewise the other poor are not thus through poverty but in spirit  
because they are according to the apostolic custom so that they had 
nothing and shared all things. In this way Abraham was poor and  
Jacob and David who on his throne restrained himself 
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geswutelode þear fa on gaste þus cweþende; Ic soðlice eom wædla & manifesting poverty in spirit saying thus: ―I truly am destitute and    
190 þear fa; Ða modigan r ican ne beoð þear fan ne þurh hafenleaste ne on  

gaste: for  þan ðe hi sind gewelgode mid æhtum & toþundene on  
mode; Þurh hafenleaste & on gaste sind þear fan þa fulfremedan  
munecas þe for  gode ealle þing for lætað to ðan swiþe þæt hi nellað  
habban heora agenne lichaman on heora anwealde ac lybbað be 

poor.‖ The proud rich are not poor neither through poverty nor in 
spirit because they abound with possessions and arrogance in 
mind. They are perfectly poor both through poverty and in spirit who are  
monks who gave up all things for God, so much so that they will not  
have authority over their own bodies but live according to the  

195 heora gastlican lareowes wissunge & for  þi swa micclum swa hi her  regulation of their spiritual teachers. For that they are so great that they 

 
Pg 493 
196 for  gode on hafenleaste wuniað: swa micclum hi beoð eft on þam  

toweardan wuldre gewelgode;  
    Eadige beoð ða liþan for  þan þe hi þæt land geagniað; Ða sind liðe  
& gedefe þa ðe ne wiðstandað yfelum: ac ofer swiþað mid heora god- 

dwell in poverty for God here; so great that they will afterward abound in 
glory in the future. 
    Blessed are the meek because they will own the land. They are meek  
and mild who do not withstand evil but overcome the evil with their 

200 nysse þone yfelan; Hi habbað þæt land þe se sealmscop embe spræc;  
Dr ihten þu ear t min hiht beo min dæl on þæra lybbendra eorþan;  
Ðæra lybbendra eorþe is seo staðolfæstnys þæs ecan eardes on þam  
gerest seo sawul: swa swa se lichama on eorþan: se eard is rest & lif 
gecorenra halgena; 

goodness. They have that land which the psalmist speaks about: 
―Lord, you are my hope; let my reward be in the land of the living.‖ 
The land of the living is the stability of the eternal earth where the 
 soul reposes just as the body does in the earth; the earth is the repose and 
life of the elect saints.  

205     Eadige beoð þa ðe heofiað for  þan ðe hi beoð gefrefrode; Ne beoð  
ða eadige þe for  hynþum oððe lyrum hwilwendlicera hyðða heofiað:  
ac þa beoð eadige þe heora synna bewepað for  þan ðe se halga gast  
hi gefrefrað: se þe deð forgyfennysse ealr a synna: se is gehaten para- 
clitus þæt is frefr iend: for  þan ðe he gefrefrað þæra behreowsiendra 

    Blessed are those who lament for they will be comforted. They are  
not blessed who lament losses or hurts concerning transitory advantages 
but those are blessed who weep for their sins because the Holy Ghost 
will comfort them, who forgives all of their sins, who is called the Paraclete 
that is the comforter because he comforts their lamenting 

210 heortan þurh his gife;  
    Eadige beoð ða ðe sind ofhingrode & ofþyrste æfter  r ihtwisnysse  
for  þan ðe hi beoð gefyllede; Se bið ofhingrod & ofþyrst æfter   
r ihtwisnysse se þe godes beboda lustlice gehyrð: & lustlicor  mid  
weorce gefylð: se bið ðonne mid þam mete gefylled þe dr ihten embe 

hearts through his gift. 
    Blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness 
because they will be filled. He is one who hungers and thirsts after 
righteousness who eagerly hears God‘s commands and eagerly satisfies it 
with deeds, who is then filled with the meat about which the Lord   

215 spræc; Min mete is þæt ic wyrce mines fæder  willan þæt is r ihtwis- 
nyss; Ðonne mæg he cweþan mid þam sealmscope; Dr ihten ic beo  
æteowed mid r ihtwisnysse on þinre gesihþe: & ic beo gefylled þonne  
þin wuldor  geswutelod bið;  
    Eadige beoð ða mildheor tan for  þan ðe hi begytað mildheor tnysse; 

spoke: ―My meat is that I work the will of my father‖ that is, righteousness. 
Then may he say with the psalmist. ―Lord, let me be  
manifested as righteous in your sight and let me be filled with 
the manifestation of your glory.‖ 
    Blessed are the mild-hearted because they will receive mild-heartedness. 

220 Eadige beoð ða ðe earmra manna þurh mildheortnysse gehelpað for   
þan ðe him bið swa geleanod þæt hi sylfe beoð fram yrmþe alysede;  

Blessed are those who help poor men because of mild-heartedness because 
they will be so rewarded that they themselves will be redeemed from 
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Eadige beoð ða clænheor tan for  þan ðe hi geseoð god sylfne; Stunte  
sind þa ðe gewilniað god to geseonne mid flæsclicum eagum: þonne  
he bið mid þære heor tan gesewen: ac heo is to clænsienne fram 

distress. Blessed are the clean-hearted because they will see God himself. 
They are foolish who wish to see God with a fleshly eye for he  
will be seen with the heart. They who are clean from 

225 leahtrum þæt heo god geseon mage; Swa swa eorðlic leoht ne mæg  
beon gesewen buton mid clænum eagum: swa eac ne bið god gesewen  
buton mid clænre heortan; Eadige beoð ða gesibsuman for  þan ðe hi 

vice are those who may see God. Just as earthly light may not 
be seen except with a clean eye, so also God will not be seen 
except with a clean heart. Blessed are the peacemakers because they  

 
Pg 494 
228 beoð godes bearn gecigede; On sibbe is fulfremednys þær ðe nan  

þing ne þwyrað; For  þi sind þa gesibsuman godes bearn for  þan ðe 
will be called sons of God. Peace is perfected when nothing  
opposes anything. For the peacemakers are God‘s sons because they 

230 nan þing on him ne wiþerað ongean gode; Gesibsume sind þa on him  
sylfum þe ealle heora modes styrunga mid gesceade gelogiað & heora 
flæsclican gewilnunga gewyldað swa þæt hi sylfe beoð godes r ice; Þeos  
is seo sib þe is forgyfen on eorþan ðam mannum ðe beoð godes  
willan; God ure fæder  is gesibsum: witodlice for  þy gedafenað ðam 

do not struggle against God in any way. The peacemakers are those who 
arrange all the urgings of their mind with reason and 
control the fleshly wills so that they themselves will be God‘s kingdom. 
This is the peace which is given on earth to the men who do God‘s 
will. God our father is peaceful; naturally it is befitting the 

235 bearnum þæt hi heora fæder  geefenlæcon;  
    Eadige beoð ða ðe þoliað ehtnysse for  r ihtwisnysse for  þan ðe  
heora is heofenan r ice; Fela sind þa ðe ehtnysse þoliað for  mislicum  
intingum swa swa doð manslagan & sceaðan & gehwylce fyrnfulle ac  
seo ehtnys him ne becymð to nanre eadinysse: ac seo ehtnys ana þe 

children that they imitate their father. 
    Blessed are those who suffer persecution for righteousness because 
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Many are those who suffer persecution for 
various causes like manslaughter and injuries and many wicked deeds but 
this persecution does not led them to any blessings but only persecution 

240 bið for  r ihtwisnysse geþolod becymð to ecere eadignysse; Nis to  
ondrædenne þwyrra manna ehtnys: ac ma to forþyldgienne swa swa  
dr ihten to his leorningcnihtum cwæð; Ne ondræde ge eow þa ðe  
eowerne lichaman ofsleað for  þan ðe hi ne magon eowere sawle  
ofslean: ac ondrædað god þe mæg ægþer  ge sawle ge lichaman on 

which is for suffered for righteousness leads to eternal blessedness.  Do not 
fear the persecution of perverse men but rather endure just as 
the Lord said to his disciples: Do not fear those who can 
kill your body because they may not slay your soul 
but fear God who may cast both soul and body into  

245 hellesusle fordon; Ne sceole we þeah þa þwyran to ure ehtnysse  
gremian: ac swiþor  gif hi astyrede beoð mid r ihtwisnysse gestillan;  
Gif hi þonne þære ehtnysse geswican nellað: selr e us bið ðæt we  
ehtnysse þolian þonne we r iht for læton;  
    Eahta eadinyssa sind on ðisum godspelle geendebyrde; Is þeah gyt 

hellfire. We should not, though, provoke the perverse to persecute us 
but it is better if those provoked will be calmed with righteousness. 
If they will not but persist in their persecution it is more fitting for us that 
we suffer persecution than that we abandon the right. 
    Eight blessings are enumerated in this gospel. Though there is yet   

250 an cwyde bæftan þe is geþuht swilce he sy se neogoða stæpe: ac he  
soðlice belimpþ to þære eahteoðan eadignysse: for  þan ðe hi butu  
sprecað be ehtnysse for  r ihtwisnysse & for  cr iste; Ða eahta eadignyssa  
belimpað to eallum geleaffullum mannum & se æftemysta cwyde  
þeah þe he synder lice to þam apostolon gecweden wære belimpð eac 

one said after that might be thought to be the ninth step but it 
truly concerns the eighth blessing because they both 
speak concerning persecution for righteousness and for Christ. The eighth 
blessing concerns all faithful men. The latter things speak thus 
although he particularly was saying them to the apostles they concern also 
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255 to eallum cr istes lymum for  þan ðe he nis neogoða ac fyligð þære  
eahteoþan eadignysse swa swa we ær  sædon; Se Hælend cwæð 

all the limbs of Christ because they are not a ninth but followed the 
eighth blessing just as we said before. The Savior said  

 
Pg 495 
257 eadige ge beoþ ðonne man eow wyr igð & eower  eht & ælc yfel ongean  

eow sprecð leogende for  me; Se bið eadig & gesælig þe for  cr iste  
þolað wyr iunge & hospas fram leasum licceterum: for  þan ðe seo lease 

You are blessed when men abuse you and persecute you and speak all 
manner of evil against you falsely because of me. One is blessed and happy 
when one suffers rejection and insults from lying hypocrites because the  

260 wyr iung becymð þam r ihtwisum to eadigre bletsunge;  
    Blissiað & fægniað for  þan ðe eower  med is menigfeald on  
heofenum; Geleaffullum gedafenað þæt hi wuldr ian on gedrefed- 
nyssum for  þan seo gedrefednys wyrhð geþyld & þæt geþyld afan- 
dunge & seo afandung hiht; Se hiht soþlice ne bið næfre gescynd for  

lying rejection becomes, for the righteous, a fortunate blessing. 
    Rejoice and exult because your reward is manifold in  
heaven. It is fitting for the faithful that they glory in tribulation 
because tribulation creates patience and that patience testing 
and testing hope. Hope truly is never confounded because   

265 þan ðe godes lufu is agoten on urum heortum þurh ðone halgan gast  
se þe us is forgyfen; Be þysum cwæð se apostol iacobus; Eala ge mine  
gebroþru: wenað eow ælcere blisse þonne ge beoð on mislicum  
costnungum: for  þan ðe seo afandung eoweres geleafan is micele  
deorwurþre þonne gold þe bið ðurh fyre afandod; Eft cwyð ðæt 

the love of God is found in our hearts through the Holy Spirit 
through whom we are forgiven. Concerning this the apostle James said: 
―Ho, my brothers, endure in all joy when you are in various 
sufferings because the testing of your faith is more 
precious than gold which is tested with fire.‖ Also says the  

270 halige gewr it læmene fatu beoð on ofne afandode: & r ihtwise men on  
gedrefednysse heora costnunge; Be þisum cwæð eac se hælend on  
oðre stowe to his leorningcnihtum; Gif þes middaneard eow hatað  
wite ge þæt he me hatode ær  eow & gif hi min ehton þonne ehtað hi eac  
eower ; Cr ist sylf wæs fram ar leasum mannum acweald & swa eac his 

holy writ ―earthen vessels are tried in the oven and righteous men in  
the tribulation of their suffering.‖ Concerning this also the Savior spoke in 
another place to his disciples: ―If this world hates you 
know that it hated me before you and if they persecuted me then they will 
also persecute you. Christ himself was killed by wicked men and also his 

275 leorningcnihtas & mar tyras & ealle ða ðe gewilniað ar fæstlice to  
drohtnigenne on geleaffulre gelaðunge hi sceolon ehtnysse þolian  
oððe fram ungesewenlicum deofle oððe fram gesewenlicum ar leas- 
um deofles leomum: ac þas hwilwendlican ehtnyssa oððe gedrefed- 
nyssa we sceolon mid gefean for  cr istes naman geþafian for  þan ðe 

disciples and martyrs and all those who wish to virtuously 
conduct themselves in the faithful church should endure persecution 
either from unseen devils or from visible wicked 
limbs of the devil but these temporary persecutions or tribulations 
we should with give consent for the name of Christ because 

280 he þus behet eallum geþyldigum: blissiað & fægniað: efne eower  med  
is menigfeald on heofonum;  
    We mihton þas halgan rædinge menigfealdlicor  trahtnian æfter   
augustines smeagunge: ac us twynað hwæðer  ge magon maran deop- 
nysse þæron þear flice tocnawan: ac uton biddan mid inweardre 

he thus commanded all patience: Rejoice and exult because your reward 
is manifold in heaven. 
    We might treat this holy reading much more following 
Augustine‘s interpretation but we doubt whether you may profitably  
understand more depth but let us bid with inward  

285 heortan þone ælmihtigan wealdend: se þe us mid menigfealdre hearts the almighty ruler, he who we with much  
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286 mærsunge ealra his halgena nu todæg geblissode: þæt he us getiþie  
genihtsumnysse his mildsunge þurh heora menifealdum þingræden- 
um þæt we on ecere gesihðe mid him blissian swa swa we nu mid  
hwilwendlicere þenunge hi wurþiað; Sy wuldor  & lof hælendum 

celebration applaud all his saints now today. May he grant us 
the abundance of his mercy though their many intercessions 
that we may rejoice with them in the eternal sight just as we now honor 
them with temporary service. Let there be glory and praise to the heavenly 

290 cr iste se þe is angin & ende scyppend & alysend ealr a halgena mid fæder  & 
mid halgum gaste a on ecnysse AMEN  
 

Christ who is the beginning and end, creator and redeemer of all the saints 
with the Father and with the Holy Spirit forever and ever, Amen. 
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CATHOLIC HOMILY I, 8: 3RD SUNDAY AFTER EPIPHANY (MATT 8:1-13) 
 

 DOMINICA III POST EPIPHANIA813 
DOMINI 

 
Cum descendisset iesus de monte: secute sunt eum turbe multe. et  
reliqua 

3rd Sunday after the Epiphany of the Lord 
 
 

When Jesus descended from the mountain a great multitude followed him and the rest. 

5 Matheus se eadiga godspellere awrat on þissere godspellican  
rædinge þæt se hælend nyþereode of anre dune. & him fyligde micel  
meniu. Efne þa com sum hreoflig mann. & aleat wið ðæs hælendes  
þus cweþende. Drihten gif þu wilt þu miht me geclænsian. Se hælend  
astrehte his hand. & hine hrepode. & cwæð. Ic wille. And sy þu ge- 

Matthew the blessed evangelist wrote in this gospel 
reading that the Savior descended from a mountain and a great many 
followed him. Just then came a certain leper and lay down before the 
Savior saying thus: ―Lord, if you will, you could cleanse me.‖ The Savior  
stretched out his hand and touched him and said, ―I so will and let you be  

10 clænsod. Ða sona wearð his hreofla eall geclænsod. & he wæs gehæled.  
Ða cwæð se hælend him to. Warna þæt ðu hit nanum menn  
ne secge: ac far nu to godes temple. & geswutela ðe sylfne. þam  
sacerde. & geoffra þine lac swa swa moyses bebead him on gewit- 
nysse. 

cleansed.‖ Then immediately his leprosy was all cleansed and he was 
healed. Then the Savior said to him, ―Take heed that you do not speak of 
this to any man but go now to God‘s temple and manifest yourself to the 
priest and offer the sacrifice just as Moses commanded in the writings. 

15 Se lareow hægmon cwæð. on þissere trahtnunge. þæt seo dun þe  
se hælend of astah getacnode heofenan rice. of þam nyþer astah se  
ælmihtiga godes sunu: þa ða he underfeng ure gecynd & to mennis- 
cum menn geflæschamod wearð. to þy ðæt he mancyn fram deofles  
anwealde alysde. He wæs ungesewenlic & unþrowigendlic on his 

The teacher Haymo said about this teaching that the mountain on which 
the Savior stood signified the kingdom of heaven from which the Son of 
the Almighty God came down when he received our nature and became 
enfleshed incarnate to men that he might redeem mankind from the power 
of the devil. He was invisible and impassible in his  

20 gecynde: þa wearð he gesewenlic on urum gecynde. & þrowigendlic.  
Seo micele meniu þe him fyligde getacnode þa geleaffullan cristenan  
þe mid heora ðeawa stæpum drihtne fyligað. Witodlice we folgiað 

Nature, then he became visible and sensible in our nature. 
The great many who followed him signified faithful Christians 
who with their conduct follow the steps of their Lord. Naturally we follow 

 
Pg 242 
23 cristes fotswaþum: gif we his gebysnungum mid godum weorcum  

geefenlæcað. 
Christ‘s footsteps if we imitate his examples with good works.  

25 Efne þa com sum hreoflig mann. & aleat wið þæs hælendes. þus  
cweþende. Drihten gif þu wilt þu miht me geclænsian. Se hælend  
astrehte his hand & hine hrepode. & cwæð. Ic wylle. & sy þu ge- 

Just then came a certain leper and he lay down before the Savior saying 
thus: ―Lord, if you will, you could cleanse me.‖ The Savior  
stretched out his hand and touched him and said, ―I so will and let you be 

                                                 
813 The Old English text and line-numbering is from P.A.M. Clemoes, Ælfric's Catholic Homilies: The First Series, Text  (EETS s.s. 17; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997), 241-8. 
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clænsod. Ða sona wearð his hreofla eall geclænsod. & he wæs  
gehæled. On þissere dæde is geswutelod godes miht. & his eadmod- 

cleansed.‖ Then immediately his leprosy was all cleansed and he was 
healed. In this deed is manifested God‘s might and his humility. 

30 nyss. Moyses æ forbead to hreppenne ænigne hreoflan. ac se  
eadmoda crist nolde hine forseon þeah þe he atelic wære: & eac  
geswutelode þæt he wæs hlaford þære ealdan æ. & na þeow. Mihtig- 
lice he mihte mid his worde hine geclænsian buton hrepunge: ac he  
geswutelode þæt his hrepung is swiðe halwende geleaffullum. 

The law of Moses forbade anyone from touching a leper, but the 
humble Christ would not scorn him though he was repulsive. He also 
manifested that he was master of the old law and not its servant. Mightily 
he could with his words cleanse him but he touched so he manifested that 
his touch is exceedingly saving to the faithful. 

35 Geleafful wæs se hreofla þa ða he cwæð. drihten gif þu wilt. þu miht  
me geclænsian. Se Hælend andwyrde. Ic wylle. & þu beo geclænsod.  
Godes hæs soðlice is weorc: swa swa se sealmwyrhta cwæð. he hit  
gecwæð. & þa gesceafta wæron geworhte: he bebead & hi wæron ge- 
sceapene. 

Faithful was the leper when he said, ―Lord, if you will, you could cleanse 
me.‖ The Savior answered, ―I so will and be you cleansed.‖ 
Truly this work is of God just as the palmist said, ―He said it 
and the creation was worked; he commanded and they were shaped.‖ 
 

40 On gastlicum andgite getacnode þes hreoflia man eall mancynn þe  
wæs atelice hreoflig mid mislicum leahtrum on þam inran menn: ac  
hit gebeah to cristes geleafan. & gleawlice undergeat þæt hit ne mihte  
þære sawle clænsunge onfon buton þurh drihten þe nane synne ne  
worhte ne nan facn næs on his muðe gemet. Laðlic bið þæs hreoflian 

In a spiritual sense, the leper signifies all mankind who 
are repulsively leprous with manifold sin in the inner man, unless  
it submit to belief in Christ and prudently perceive that it may not 
receive soul cleansing except through the Lord who worked no crime 
nor was any deceit proper in his mouth. Hateful is the leprous 

45 lic mid menigfealdum springum. & geswelle. & mid mislicum fag- 
nyssum: ac se inra mann þæt is seo sawul bið micele atelicor gif heo  
mid mislicum leahtrum begriwen bið. We sceolon rihtlice gelyfan on  
crist þæt he ure sawle fram synna fagnyssum gehælan mæge: & we  
sceolon anrædlice his willan to þære fremminge biddan. His hand 

body with many ulcers and swellings and with manifold eruptions, 
but the inner man—that is the soul—is more repulsive if it 
is steeped in manifold sins. We should rightly believe in 
Christ that he may heal our souls from eruptions of sins and we 
should constantly bid his will to the progress. His hand  

 
Pg 243 
50 getacnað his mihte & his flæsclicnysse. Swa swa crist mid his handa  

hrepunge þone hreoflian gehælde: swa alysde he us fram ure sawla  
synnum þurh anfenge ures flæsces. swa swa se witega issaias cwæð.  
Soðlice he sylf ætbræd ure adlunga. & ure sarnyssa he sylf bær.  
 
    Mid þam ðe he forbead þam gehæledum hreoflian þæt he hit 

signifies his might and his fleshliness. Just as Christ healed the leper by 
touching with his hands, so he redeemed us from the offenses of our souls 
through taking on our flesh just as the prophet Isaiah said: 
―Truly he himself carried our infirmities and he himself bore our 
afflictions.‖ 
     With this then he forbade the healed leper that he should speak of this 

55 nanum men ne cydde: mid þam he sealde us bysne. þæt we ne  
sceolon na widmærsian ure weldæda. ac we sceolon onscunian mid  
innweardre heortan þone ydelan gylp gif we hwæt lytles to gode  
gedoð. Witodlice ne bið us mid nanum oþrum edleane forgolden gif  
we god for gilpe doð buton mid hellesusle. for þan ðe gilp is an 

to anyone; with this he gave us an example that we should not 
celebrate our good deeds but we should shun with an 
inward heart idle boasts if we do a little good. 
Naturally if we do good in order to boast we will not be rewarded  
with any other reward except hell-fire because the boast is a 
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60 heafodleahter. Seo ealde æ bebead þæt gehwilc reoflig man gecome  
to þam sacerde: & se sacerd sceolde hine fram mannum ascyrian gif  
he soðlice hreoflig wære. Gif he nære swutelice hreoflig. wære þonne  
be his dome clæne geteald. Gif se sacerd hine hreofline tealde. &  
godes miht hine syððan gehælde: þonne sceolde he mid lace his 

deadly sin. The old law commanded that each leper must go  
to the priest and the priest should separate him from men if 
he truly were leprous. If he was not manifested as leprous, then 
it would be announced that he was judged clean. If the priest announced 
him leprous, and God‘s power might heal him then he should thank  

65 clænsunge gode þancian. Swa sceal eac se þe mid heafodleahtrum  
wiðinnan reoflig bið. cuman to godes sacerde & geopenian his digel- 
nysse þam gastlican læce: & be his ræde. & fultume his sawle wunda  
dædbetende gelacnian. Sume men wenað þæt him genihtsumie to  
fulfremedum læcedome: gif hi heora synna mid onbryrdre heortan 

God for his cleansing with sacrifices. So shall each who is leprous inwardly 
with deadly sins come to God‘s priest and open his secrets 
to the spiritual healer and by his counsel and his help treat by repenting his 
soul‘s wounds. Certain men think that it will suffice  
completely for healing if they confess their sins with a contrite heart  

70 gode anum andettað. & ne þurfon nanum sacerde geandettan gif hi  
yfeles geswicað: ac gif heora wena soð wære þonne nolde drihten  
asendan þone þe he sylf gehælde to þam sacerde mid ænigre lace. for  
þære ylcan gebysnunge. eac he asende paulum þone ðe he sylf of  
heofonum gespræc: to þam sacerde annanian þus cweðende. Ga into 

to God alone and they do not need to confess to any priest if they 
wander into evil, but if their belief was true why would the Lord 
 send him who he himself healed to the priest with any sacrifice? For  
another example of the same, he also sent Paul to the priest Annais whom 
he himself spoke to from heaven saying thus: ―Go into  

75 þære ceastre: & þær ðe bið gesæd hwæt þe gedafenað to donne.  
    Ne gedyde se sacerd þone mann hreoflinne. oððe unhreoflinne: ac 

the city and there it will be said what it is fitting to be done. 
    The priest does not make a man leprous or unleprous, but 

 
Pg 244 
77 he demde þæt he sceolde beon ascyred fram manna neawiste gif his  

hreofla wyrsiende wære: oþðe betwux mannum wunian gif his hreofla  
godiende wære. Swa sceal don se gastlica sacerd. he sceal geriht- 

he deems that he should be separated from the society of men if his 
leprosy is getting worse or to dwell with men if his leprosy is  
getting better. So shall the holy priest do. He shall rectify   

80 læcan godes folc & þone ascyrian. & amansumian fram cristenum  
mannum þe swa hreoflig bið on manfullum þeawum þæt he oþre mid  
his yfelnysse besmit. Be þam cwæð se apostol paulus. Afyrsiað ðone  
yfelan fram eow: þy læs þe an wanhal scep ealle þa eowde besmite.  
Gif his hreofla bið godigende: þæt is gif he yfeles geswicð & his 

God‘s people and separate them and excommunicate from Christian 
men the one so leprous in evil deeds that he will defile others with 
his evilness.  Concerning this the Apostle Paul says: ―Expel the 
evil one from you; lest one ill sheep defile the whole herd.‖ 
If his leprosy gets better, that is, if he wanders into evil and his 

85 þeawas þurh godes ege gerihtlæcð. he hæbbe wununge betwux  

cristenum mannum. oþ ðæt he ful hal sy on his drohtnungum.  Se  
godspellere cwæð þæt drihten ferde æfter þysum to anre byrig þe is  
gehaten capharnaum. þa genealæhte him to sum hundredes ealdor  
biddende & cweðende. Drihten. min cniht lið æt ham bedreda. & is 

habits are rectified through fear of God, he has a dwelling among 

Christian men until he might be fully healthy in his way of life.  The 
Evangelist says that the Lord went after this to a town which is 
called Capernaum when a certain leader of a hundred approached 
asking and saying, ―Lord, my servant lies at home bedridden and is  

90 yfele geþreatod. Drihten him andwyrde. Ic cume. & hine gehæle. Ða  
andwyrde se hundredes ealdor. & cwæð. Drihten: neom ic wyrðe. þæt  
ðu infare under minum hrofe. ac cweð ðin word. & min cniht bið  

threatened evilly.‖ The Lord answered him, ―I will come and heal him.‖ 
Then the leader of a hundred answered and said, ―Lord, I am not worthy 
that you should come under my roof but say the word and my servant will 
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gehæled. Ic eom an mann geset under anwealde hæbbende under me  
cempan: & ic cweþe to þysum. far þu. & he færð. To oþrum cum þu. & 

be healed. I am a man set under authority having warriors under me 
and I say to this one, ―Go, you.‖ and he goes, to another, ―Come, you,‖  

95 he cymð. To minum þeowum do þis. & he deð. Ða wundrode se  
hælend þa ða he ðis gehyrde. & cwæð. to þære fyligendan meniu. Soð  
ic eow secge. ne gemette ic swa micelne geleafan on israhela þeode.  
Ic secge eow to soþan: þæt manega cumað fram eastdæle. & westdæle.  
& gerestað hi mid abrahame þam heahfædere. & isaac. & iacob. on 

and he comes, to my servant, ―Do this,‖ and he does it. Then the Savior 
marveled when he heard this and said to the many following, ―Truly 
I say to you, I have not found such great belief among the people of Israel. 
Truly I say to you that many will come from the east and west 
and they will rest with Abraham the patriarch and Isaac and Jacob in the 

100 heofenan rice. Ða rican bearn beoð aworpene into þam yttrum  
þeostrum. þær bið wop & toða gebit. Ða cwæð eft se hælend to þam  
hundredes ealdre. Far þe ham: & getimige þe swa swa þu gelyfdest. &  
se cniht wearð gehæled of þære tide. 

kingdom of heaven. The sons of the kingdom will be cast into the outer 
darkness where there will be weeping and biting of teeth. Then after the 
Savior said to the leader of a hundred, ―Go home and it will happen just as 
you believe‖ and the servant was healed at that time.  

 
Pg 245 
104 Ðæs hundredes ealldor genealæhte þam hælende: na healfunga. ac The leader of a hundred approached the savior;  he did not do so partially 
105 fulfremedlice. He genealæhte mid micclum geleafan & mid soþre  

eadmodnysse. & snoternysse. & soðre lufe. Micelne geleafan he hæfde  
þa ða he cwæð: drihten. cweð ðin word & min cniht bið hal. Soðlice  
he geswutelode micele eadmodnysse: mid þam ðe he cwæð. Drihten:  
ne eom ic wyrðe þæt ðu infare under minre þecene. He hæfde micele 

but completely. He approached with great faith and with true 
humility and wisdom and true love. He had great faith  
when he said, ―Lord, say the word and my servant will be healed.‖ Truly 
he manifested great humility with this when he said, ―Lord, 
I am not worthy that you should come under my roof.‖ He had great 

110 snoternysse: þa ða he understod þæt crist is æighwær andwerd þurh  
godcundnysse: se þe lichamlice betwux mannum gesewenlic eode.  
Næs he bedæled þære soþan lufe. þa ða he bæd drihten for his  
þeowan hæle. Manega oðre menn bædon drihten: sume for heora  
agenre hæle: sume for heora bearna. sume for leofra freonda: ac þes 

wisdom when he understood that Christ is present everywhere through 
his divinity when he went bodily and visibly among men. 
Nor did he rob true love when he bid the Lord for the health of 
his servant. Many other men asked the Lord, some for their 
own health, some for their children, some for beloved friends but this 

115 ðegen bæd for his þeowan hælðe. mid soþre lufe: for þan ðe heo ne  
toscæt nænne be mæglicere sibbe. Drihten geseah þises þegenes  
menigfealdan godnysse & cwæð. ic cume. & þinne cniht gehæle.  
    Iohannes se godspellere awrat. þæt sum undercyning com to criste & 
hine bæd þæt he ham mid him siþode. & his sunu gehælde. for þan ðe 

thane asked for his servant‘s health with true love because he did not  
discriminate according to his own kinsmen. The Lord saw this thane‘s 
manifold goodness and said, ―I will come and heal your servant.‖  
    John the Evangelist wrote that a certain under-king came to Christ and 
asked him that he go home with him and heal his son because 

120 he læig æt forðsiðe. Ða cwæð se hælend. to þam undercyninge.  
gewend þe ham. þin sunu leofað. He gelyfde þæs hælendes spræce. &  
ham siðode. Ða comon his ðeignas him togeanes. & cyddon þæt his  
sunu gesund wære. He þa befran on hwilcere tide he gewyrpte. hi  
sædon. Gyrstondæig ofer midnedæg hine forlet se fefor. Ða oncneow 

he lay  at the point of departure. Then the savior said to the under-king, 
―Go home, your son lives.‖ He believed the Savior‘s words and 
went home. Then his thanes come toward him and said that his 
son was healthy. He then asked at what time he recovered. They 
said, ―Yesterday at midday the fever left him. Then the father knew 

125 se fæder þæt hit wæs seo tid. on þære ðe se hælend him to cwæð. far þe  that it was the time when the Savior said to him, ―Go home, 
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ham þin sunu leofað. Se cyning gelyfde þa on god. & eall his hired.  
    Drihten nolde gelaðod lichamlice siþian to þæs cyninges un- 
truman bearne: ac unandwerd mid his worde hine gehælde. & he wæs  
gearo ungelaðod to siþigenne lichamlice mid þam hundredes ealldre. 

your son lives.‖ The king believed in God and all his household. 
    The Lord would not though invited go bodily to the king‘s unhealthy 
son but not present healed him with his word and he was ready  
uninvited to go bodily with the leader of a hundred. 

130 Wel wat gehwa þæt cyning hæfð maran mihte. þonne ænig hun- Well he knew that the king had more might than any leader of a  

 
Pg 246 
131 dredes ealdor: ac se ælmihtiga godes sunu geswutelode mid þære  

dæde þæt we ne sceolon þa rican for heora ricetere wurðian: ac for  
menniscum gecynde. Ne we ne sceolon þa wanspedigan for heora  
hafenleaste forseon: ac we sceolon godes anlicnysse on him wurþian. 

hundred but the son of almighty God manifested with this  
deed that we should not honor the rich for their riches but for 
their human nature nor should we scorn the poor for their poverty 
but we should honor God‘s likeness in them.  

135 Se eadmoda godes sunu wæs gearo to geneosigenne þone þeowan  
mid his andwerdnysse: & he gehælde þone æðeling mid his hæse. Be  
þam cwæð se witega. Se healica drihten sceawað þa eadmodan. & þa 
modigan feorran oncnæwð.  
    Drihten wundrode þæs hundredes ealdres geleafan: na swilce he 

The humble son of God was ready to go to the servant  
with his presence and he healed the prince with his command. Concerning 
this said the prophet: ―The exalted Lord observes the humble and he 
knows the haughty from afar.‖ 
    The Lord wondered at the faith of the leader of a hundred. Such he had 

140 hine ær ne cuþe. se þe ealle þing wat. ac he geswutelode mannum his  
geleafan mid herunge: þam ðe he wunderlic wæs. Hwanon com se  
geleafa þam ðegene. buton of cristes gyfe se þe hine siððan þysum  
wordum herede. Soð ic eow secge: ne gemette ic swa micelne  
geleafan on israhela þeode. Næs þis gecweden be þam heah- 

not known before, he who knows all things, but he manifested to men his 
faith with praise; thus he wondered. Whence came faith  
to the thane except from the grace of Christ when he heard these kinds of 
words. Truly I say to you: I have not met such great faith 
faith among the people of Israel. This was not said concerning the  

145 fæderum oððe witegum: ac be þam andwerdan folce. þe ða gyt næron swa 
miccles geleafan.  
    Maria. & martha. wæron twa geswustru. swiþe on god belyfede: hi  
cwædon to criste: drihten. gif þu her andwerd wære. nære ure broþer  
forþfaren. Ðes þegen cwæð to criste: cweð þin word. & min cniht bið 

patriarchs or prophets but concerning the present people. They did not yet  
have such great belief. 
     Mary and Martha were two sisters exceedingly faithful to God; they 
said to Christ: ―Lord, if you were present here our brother would not 
have departed.‖ This thane said to Christ: ―Say the word and my servant 

150 hal. Ic eom mann. under anwealde geset. hæbbende under me  
cempan. & ic secge þisum far þu & he færð. To oþrum cum þu & he  
cymð. To minum þeowan: do þis & he deð. Hu miccle swiþor miht  
þu ðe ælmihtig god eart þurh þine hæse gefremman swa hwæt swa ðu  
wilt. Drihten cwæð. Ic secge eow to soþon þæt manega cumað fram 

will be healed. I am a man set under authority having soldiers under me 
and I say to this one, ‗Go, you‘ and he goes; to another ‗come you‘ and he 
comes, to my servant ‗Do this‘ and he does it. How much greater power 
do you have who are almighty God through your effective command just 
as you will.‖ The Lord said, ―I say to you truly that many come from 

155 eastdæle & westdæle. & gerestað hi mid abrahame þam heahfædere &  
isaace & iacobe. on heofenan rice. [Ðas word sind lustbære to  
gehyrenne: & hi micclum ure mod gladiað. þæt manega cumað fram  
eastdæle middaneardes: & fram westdæle to heofenan rice: & mid þam 

the east and the west and they rest with the patriarch Abraham and  
Isaac and Jacob in the heavenly kingdom. These words are joyous to 
hear and they are gladsome to our mind that many come from 
eastern regions of earth and from the west into the heavenly kingdom and 
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Pg 247 
159 heahfæderum on ecere myrhðe rixiað. Ðurh ða twegen dælas eastdæl rule with the patriarchs in eternal joy. Through the two regions, the east  
160 & westdæl sind getacnode þa feower hwommas ealles middaneardes:  

of þam beoð gegaderode godes gecorenan of ælcere mægðe to þæra  
heahfædera wununge: & ealra halgena. Ðurh eastdæl magon beon  
getacnode þa ðe on geogoðe to gode bugað. for þan ðe on eastdæle is 
þæs dæges angin. Ðurh westdæl sind getacnode þa ðe on ylde to 

and the west, are signified the four corners of all earth 
from which will be gathered the elect of God from all nations to dwell 
with the patriarchs and all of the saints. Through the east may be 
signified those who converted to God in youth because the day‘s beginning 
is in the east. Through the west are signified those who returned to the 

165 godes þeowdome gecyrrað for þan ðe on westdæle geendað se dæg.  
    Ðes æfterfyligenda cwyde. is swiðe egeful. Ða rican bearn beoð  
aworpene into þam yttrum þeostrum. þær bið wop & toþa gebit. Ða  
rican bearn sind þa iudeiscan: on þam rixode god. þurh þære ealdan  
æ: ac hi awurpon crist & his lare forsawon. & he awyrpð hi on þa yttran 

service of God in old age because the day ends in the west. 
    The saying that follows after is very dreadful. The sons of the kingdom 
are cast into the outer darkness where there is weeping and tooth biting. 
The sons of the kingdom are the Jews. God ruled over them through the 
old law but they rejected Christ and scorned his teaching and he cast them     

170 þeostru. þær ðær bið wop & toþa gebit. Fela ricra manna geþeoð gode:  
swa ðeah gif hi rihtwise beoð & mildheorte. Rice man wæs se heah- 
fæder abraham: & dauid se mæra cyning: & zacheus se þe healfe his  
æhta þearfum dælde. & mid healfum dæle forgeald be feowerfealdum  
swa hwæt swa he ær on unriht be anfealdum reafode. Þas rican & 

into the outer darkness where there is weeping and tooth biting. Many rich 
men do good if they might be righteous and mildhearted. Rich men were 
the patriarch Abraham and David the great king and Zaccheus who gave 
half his possessions to the poor and with half repaid fourfold 
what he robbed before in unrighteousness with simplicity. These rich and   

175 heora gelican becumað þurh goddre gecyrrednysse to þam ecan rice.  
þe him næfre ne ateorað.  
    Ða sind godes bearn gecigede þe hine lufiað swiþor þonne þisne  
middaneard: & þa sind þa rican bearn gecwedene þe heora heortan  
wyrtruman on þisum andwerdan life plantað swiþor ðonne on criste. 

their like came to the eternal kingdom through conversion to God who 
never wearied him. 
    They are called sons of God who love him rather than this earth. 
and they are called the rich sons  who root their hearts 
in this present life rather than planting them in Christ.    

180 Swilce beoð on þeostrum aworpene. Ðæt godspel cwyð on þam  
yttrum þeostrum. Ða yttran þeostru sind þæs lichaman blindnyssa  
wiðutan: þa inran þeostru sind þæs modes blindnyssa wiðinnan. Se  
þe on þisum andweardan life is wiðinnan ablend swa þæt he næfð 

Such will be cast into darkness. The Gospel says concerning the 
Outer darkness that the outer darkness is the blindness of the body 
without, the inner darkness is the blindness of the mind within. He 
who in this present life is blinded within so that he does not have   

 
Pg 248 
184 nan andgit ne hoge ymbe godes beboda: he bið ðonne eft wiðutan any understanding of mind about the commands of God, he will afterward 
185 ablend. & ælces leohtes bedæled. for þan ðe he ær his lif aspende.  

buton godes gemynde. Ða earman forscyldegedan cwylmiað on ecum  
fyre. & swa þeah þæt swearte fyr him nane lyhtinge ne deð. Wyrmas  
toslitað heora lichaman. mid fyrenum toþum: swa swa crist on his  
godspelle cwæð. Ðær næfre heora wyrm ne swylt: ne heora fyr ne bið 

be blinded without and be stripped of all light because of how he spent his 
life before unmindful of God. The condemning power torments in eternal 
fire and so that dark fire gives him no light. Worms 
rend their bodies with fiery teeth just as Christ said in his  
gospel: Where their worm never dies and their fire will not be  
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190 adwæsced. Þær beoð þonne geferlæhte on anre susle: þa ðe on life on  
mandædum geþeodde wæron: swa þæt ða manslagan togædere  
ecelice on tintregum cwylmiað: & forliras mid forlirum: gitseras. mid  
gitserum: sceaþan mid sceaþum: þa forsworenan. mid forsworenum.  
on þam bradum fyre buton ælcere geendunge forwurðað. Ðær bið 

quenched. There they will be associated in each torment who in life were  
associated in evil deeds—thus the murderers will suffer together eternally 
in torture and adulterers with adulterers, misers with 
misers, criminals with criminals, the foresworn with the foresworn, 
perishing in the spacious fire without any end. There will be 

195 wop & toða gebit: for þan ðe þa eagan tyrað on þam micclum bryne: &  
þa teð cwaciað eft on swiþlicum cyle. Gif hwam twynige be þam  
gemænelicum æriste. þonne understande he þisne drihtenlican  
cwyde. þæt ðær bið soð ærist. þær ðær beoð wepende eagan. &  
cearcigende teð. 

weeping and tooth biting because the eyes will tear in the great burning 
and the teeth chatter from the extreme cold. If one doubts concerning the 
universal resurrection then he should understand the this dominical 
saying that they will truly arise so that the eye will weep and the 
teeth chatter. 

200 Drihten cwæð to þam hundredes ealdre. Far þe ham: & getimige þe.  
swa swa ðu gelyfdest: & his cniht wearð gehæled of þære tide. Be  
þisum is to understandenne hu miccllum þam cristenum men his  
agen geleafa fremige þonne oþres mannes swa micclum fremode.  
Witodlice for þæs hundredes ealdres geleafan wearð se bedreda 

    The Lord said to the leader of a hundred: ―Go home and it will happen 
just as you believe‖ and the servant was healed at that time. Concerning 
this is to understand how greatly Christian men benefit from their  
own belief when other men profit so greatly.  
Manifestly the bedridden servant was healed by the leader of a hundred‘s    

205 cniht gehæled. Geleafa is ealra mægna fyrmest. buton þam ne mæig  
nan man gode lician: & se rihtwisa leofað be his geleafan. Uton  
gelyfan on þære halgan þrynnysse & on soþre annysse: þæt se ælmihtiga  
fæder & his sunu þæt is his wisdom: & se halga gast se þe is heora begra  
lufu & willa: þæt hi sind þry on hadum: & on namum. & an god on anre 

belief. Belief is the foremost power of all without which no man may 
please God for the righteous one lives by his faith. Let us come  
believe in the holy trinity and in true unity that is the Almighty 
Father and his Son who is his wisdom and the Holy Ghost who is both 
their love and will; that they are three in person and in name and one   

210 godcundnysse æfre wuniende buton anginne. & ende. AMEN.  God in their divinity ever living without beginning or end. Amen. 

 
On page 247 after l. 165, Ælfric added another paragraph that appears in manuscripts N and Q. It is contained in Appendix B, pg 533. 
 

 Mine gebroðra understandað þis. manega cumað fram eastdæle &  
westdæle & gerestað hi mid abrahame & isaace & iacobe on heofonan  
rice. Ne mæg nan eorðlic cyning cynelic lybban. buton he hæbbe  
ðegenas. & swa gelogodne hired swa his cynescipe gerisan mæge. 

My brothers, understand this. Many will come from east and west 
and they will rest with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the heavenly 
kingdom. No earthly king may live like a king unless he has 
thanes and so places his household so his kingship may be fitting. 

5 Hwæt wenst ðu la. nele se ælmihtiga cyning þe gesceop heofonas &  
eorðan habban ormætne hired þe him mid rixie. Fela he wile habban  
of manncynne to his heofonlican hirede. & gehwa hæfð ðær þone  
weorðscipe be ðam ðe he her on worulde geearnode.  

What do you think? Would not the Almighty King who shaped the heavens  
and the earth have a boundless household who rule with him. He will have 
many of mankind for his heavenly household and whoever has there this 
honor by which he has earned here in the world. 
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CATHOLIC HOMILY II, 39: FOR PLURAL VIRGINS (MATT 25:1-13) 
 

 IN NATALE SANCTARUM UIRGINUM.814 
 
Simile est regnum celorum decem uirginibus. Et reliqua.  
Se hælend sæde gelomlice bigspel be gehwilcum ðingum his  
leorningcnihtum. Nu cwæð he on ðisum bigspelle. þæt heo- 
fenan rice wære gelic tyn mædenum. þa genamon heora leoht- 

For Plural Virgins 
 

The kingdom of heaven is like ten virgins… 
The savior frequently told parables concerning many things  
to his disciples. Now he speaks in this parable that 1 the 
kingdom of heaven is like ten maidens who took their lamps 

5 fatu and eodon togeanes ðam brydguman. and þære bryde;  
Þæra mædena wæron fif stunte. and fif snotore; Witodlice ða fif  
stuntan namon heora leohtfatu. and nænne ele to ðære lihtinge.  
and ða snoteran genamon ele on heora fætelsum. mid heora  
leohtfætum; Ða elcode se brydguma mid his tocyme. and ða 

And went before the bridegroom and the bride.  
2Of these maidens five were foolish and five wise. 3Naturally the five 
foolish took their lamps and no more oil for their lights 
4but the wise took oil in their vessels with their  
lamps. 5Then the bridegroom and his coming were delayed and the 

10 mædenu begunnon to hnappienne. oð þæt hi ealle slepon;  
Ða on middere nihte wearð clypung gehyred. Efne her cymð  
se brydguma. Gað him togeanes; Þa arison ealle ða mædenu  
and gearcodon heora leohtfatu. and þa stuntan cwædon to ðam  
snoterum; Syllað us sumne dæl eoweres eles. for ðan þe ure 

maidens began to doze until they were all asleep. 
6Then, in the middle of the night, a shout was heard: ―Behold, the 
bridegroom has come; go to meet him.‖ 7Then all the maidens arose 
and prepared their lamps and 8the foolish said to the  
wise: ―Give us a portion of your oil because our  

15 leohtfatu sind acwencte; Ða snoteran mædenu andwyrdon þam  
stuntum. and cwædon; Ði læs ðe hit ne genihtsumige us and  
eow. farað to ðam syllendum and bicgað eow ele; Þa mid ðam  
ðe hi ferdon ymbe ðone ceap. þa com se brydguma. and ða fif  
mædenu þe mid ðam leohte gearwe wæron. ferdon mid him 

lamps are quenched.‖ 9The wise maidens answered the  
foolish and said: ―There is not enough of it for us and 
for you; go to the seller and buy yourselves oil.‖ 10Then with that 
they went around the market. Then the bridegroom came and the five 
maidens who were prepared with their lights went with him  

20 into ðam giftum. and þæt geat wearð belocen; Ða æt nextan  
comon ða stuntan mædenu. and clypodon to ðam brydguman;  
Hlaford. hlaford. hat geopenian þæt geat; He andwyrde; Soð  
ic eow secge. ne cann ic eow; Waciað eornostlice. for ðan ðe ge  
nyton þone dæg ne ða tide; Þis godspel is nu anfealdlice 

into the marriage and the door was locked. 11Then at last 
the foolish maidens came and called to the bridegroom: 
―Lord, lord, open the door.‖ 12He answered ―Truly  
I say to you, I do not know you.‖ 13Keep watch earnestly because you 
do not know the day nor the time. This gospel is now simply  

25 gesæd mid digelum andgite. Ac Augustinus se wisa us onwreah said but with obscure meanings. Moreover Augustine the wise man 
explains to us 

 
Pg 328 

                                                 
814 The Old English text and line-numbering is from Malcolm Godden, Ælfric's Catholic Homilies: The Second Series, Text, (EETS s.s. 5; London: Oxford University Press, 
1979), 327-34. 
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26 ða deopnysse. and eac se halga Gregorius ymbe ðis ylce awrat  
þus cweðende; Us is to gewitenne þæt gelomlice on haligre  
spræce is ðeos andwerde gelaðung gehaten heofenan rice.  
swa swa se hælend on sumere stowe cwæð; Mannes bearn asent 

its deepness and also the holy Gregory wrote concerning this same text  
saying thus: It is known to us that frequently in holy 
scripture the present church is called the kingdom of heaven 
just as the savior said in another place: ―The Son of Man sent 

30 
 

his englas. and gegaderað of his rice ealle æswicunga; Witodlice  
on ðam upplican rice is healic sib. and ðær ne bið nan æswicung  
gemet. ðe mage beon ðonon gegaderod; Ðeos andwerde  
gelaðung þe underfehð yfele and gode. is wiðmeten ðam tyn  
mædenum. ðæra wæron fif stunte. and fif snotere; On fif 

his angels and gathered from his kingdom all of the offences.‖ Naturally 
in the celestial kingdom is profound peace and there are not any offences 
which may be gathered out of there. This present 
church which contains evil and good is compared to ten 
maidens of whom five were foolish and five wise. Of the five 

35 andgitum swa swa we eow oft sædon. gehwilc man leofað  
þe his hæle hæfð; Þæt is Gesihð. and Hlyst. Swæcc. and Stenc.  
and hrepung; Ðas fif andgitu gif hi beoð getwyfylde. ðonne  
gefyllað hi tynfeald getel; Nu is for ði seo halige gelaðung  
gelic tyn mædenum. for ðan ðe seo gelaðung is gegaderod of 

senses (just as we have often told you), each man experiences them 
who has his health. They are sight and hearing, taste and smell  
and touch. These five senses, if they are doubled, then they  
are calculated as ten. Now therefore the holy church 
is like ten maidens because the church is gathered from  

40 ægðres hades mannum. þæt is werhades. and wifhades; Ælc  
ðæra manna ðe hine forhæfð fram unalyfedlicere gesihðe. fram  
unalyfedlicere heorcnunge. fram unalyfedlicum swæcce. fram  
unalyfedlicum stence. fram unalyfedlicere hrepunge. se hæfð  
mædenes naman. for ðære anwalhnysse; Gif god is and halwend- 

both kinds of people, that is men and women. Each 
person who restrains themselves from illicit sights, from  
illicit sounds, from illicit tastes,  
from illicit smells, from illicit touches, he has  
the name of maiden on account of his self-possession. If it is good and  

45 lic to forhæbbenne fram unalyfedlicum styrungum and for ði  
hæfð ælc cristen sawul mædenes naman. Hwi sind ðonne þa fif  
underfangene. and þa fif aworpene; Ealle hi hæfdon leohtfatu.  
ac hi næfdon ealle ele; Se ele getacnað þa soðan lufe. seo ðe  
næfre ne ateorað; Eles gecynd is. þæt he wile oferstigan ælcne 

healthy to refrain from illicit stirrings and for  
each Christian soul to have the name of maiden, then why are five 
received and five rejected? All of them had lamps  
but not all had oil. The oil signifies true love which  
never fails. The quality of oil is that it will overcome all 

50 wætan; Ageot ele uppon wæter. oððe on oðrum wætan. se ele  
flyt bufon; Ageot wæter uppon ðone ele. and se ele abrecð up  
and swimð bufon; Geot ðu ðone ele ær. geot ðu siððan. æfre  
he oferswið þone oðerne wætan. and seo soðe lufu næfre ne  
fylð; On ðære forhæfednysse fram unalyfedlicum styrungum is 

fluids. When oil is poured upon water or on other liquids, the oil  
floats above. When water is poured upon oil and the oil raises up 
and swims above it. When you pour oil either before or after  
it always overcomes the other liquids and likewise true love never  
fails. In their restraint from illicit stirrings they have 

 
Pg 329 
55 mædenes nama gehæfd. and on ðam leohtfatum sind ða godan  

weorc getacnode. be ðam weorcum cwæð ure drihten on his  
godspelle; Sic luceat lux uestra coram hominibus. ut uideant  
opera uestra bona. et glorificent patrem uestrum qui in celis est;  
Þæt is on urum gereorde; Scine eower leoht ætforan mannum. 

the name of maiden and the lamps signify 
good works. Our Lord spoke concerning such works in his 
gospel. So let your light shine before men that they may see  
your good works and glorify your father who is in heaven. 
That is in our tongue, ―Let your light shine before men 
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60 swa þæt hi geseon eowere godan weorc. and wuldrian eowerne  
fæder þe on heofenum is; Eft he cwæð; Beon eower lendena ymb- 
gyrde. and eower leohtfatu byrnende; On ðam ymbgyrdum lend- 
enum is se mægðhad. and on ðam byrnendum leohtfatum sind  
ða godan weorc to understandenne; Ða snoteran mædenu namon 

so that they see your good works and glorify your  
father who is in heaven. Then he said, ―Keep your loins 
girded and your lamps burning. By the girding of the loins  
is chastity and by burning lights are  
good works understood. The wise maidens bring 

65 ðone ele on heora leohtfatum. for ðan ðe hi hæfdon þæt gode  
ingehyd on heora heortan. þæt hi woldon gode anum gecweman.  
and na cepan dysegra manna herunge. swa swa se apostol  
Paulus cwæð; Ure wuldor is seo gecyðnys. ures ingehydes;  
Eft cwæð se sealmwyrhta be ðære halgan gelaðunge. þæt eall 

oil for their lamps because they have that good  
intent in their hearts that they would please the good alone 
and not seek after the praise of ignorant men just as the apostle 
Paul said: ―Your glory is the testimony of your intent.‖ 
The Psalmist also said concerning the holy church that all 

70 hire wuldor is wiðinnan on godes gesihðe. na on ydelra manna  
herunge; Sume men sind swa bepæhte ðurh ydelne gylp. þæt  
hi doð for manna herunge swa hwæt swa hi doð. swiðor ðonne  
for godes lufon. ðonne sind hi stunte. þæt hi cepað þæs ydelan  
hlysan. na þæs ecan edleanes; Be swilcum cwæð se hælend 

her glory is within God‘s sight not the praise of frivolous men. 
Some men are so seduced by frivolous boasting that 
they do for the praise of men what they ought to do 
for the love of God; then they are foolish for they seek after the frivolous 
sounds not the eternal rewards. Concerning such the savior said 

75 on sumere stowe; Amen dico uobis. receperunt mercedem  
suam; Soð ic eow secge. hi underfengon heora mede. þæt is se  
ydela hlisa ðe hi lufodon; Habbon hi ðone woruldhlisan þe hi  
sohton. na ða ecan mede þe hi ne rohton; Nis na gewunelic þæt  
 
mægðhad si gecweden on sinscipe. ac swa ðeah ðær is þæs 

in a certain place: Truly I say to you, they have received their reward. 
Truly I say to you, they have received their reward. That is the  
frivolous fame which they love. They have this world‘s fame which they 
sought rather than the eternal reward which did not interest them. It is not 
customary that 
chastity might refer to the married state but nevertheless there is 

80 geleafan mægðhad. þe wurðað ænne soðne god. and nele  
forligerlice to leasum hæðengylde bugan; Eal seo gelaðung ðe  
stent on mædenum. and on cnapum. on ceorlum and on wifum.  
eal heo is genamod to anum mædene. swa swa se apostol  
Paulus cwæð. to geleaffullum folce; Disponsaui uos uni uiro 

chastity of faith which worships only the true God and will not 
stoop impurely to false idolatry. All the church which  
abides with respect to maidens and youths and men and women 
all of them are named as a maiden just as the apostle 
Paul said to faithful people I married you to one  man  

 
Pg 330 
85 uirginem castam. exhibere christo; Þæt is on englisc. Ic bewed- 

dode eow anum were. þæt ge gearcian an clæne mæden criste;  
Nis ðis na to understandenne lichamlice. ac gastlice; Crist is se  
clæna brydguma. and eal seo cristene gelaðung is his bryd.  
þurh ða he gestrynð dæghwomlice mennisce sawla to his 

to present a chaste virgin to  Christ. That is in English, ―I married  
you to a single man that you might be presented a chaste maiden for Christ. 
This is not understood bodily but spiritually. Christ is the   
chaste bridegroom and the whole Christian church is his bride 
through which he daily acquires the souls of men for his 

90 heofenlican rice; Seo gelaðung is ure modor and clæne mæden.  
for ðan þe we beoð on hire geedcynnede to godes handa. þurh  
geleafan and fulluht; Ða mædenu woldon gan togeanes ðam  

heavenly kingdom. The church is our mother and chaste maiden 
because we are regenerated in her to God‘s hands through 
belief and baptism. The maidens would go to meet the  
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brydguman. mid heora leohtfatum; We gað togeanes criste.  
ðonne we andbidiað mid geleafan his tocymes; Ac he elcað his 

bridegroom with their lamps. We go to meet Christ 
when we await his coming with belief. But he delayed his 

95 tocymes. and on ðære anbidunge þa mædenu hnappiað. and  
slapað; Gehwær on halgum bocum is se gemænelica deað  
slæpe wiðmeten. swa swa se ðeoda lareow cwæð; De dormienti- 
bus autem. nolo uos ignorare fratres; Mine gebroðra. Ic nelle  
þæt ge nyton be ðam slapendum. þæt is be ðam deadum; Hwi 

coming and in their waiting the maidens drowsed and 
slept. Constantly in the holy books death is commonly  
compared with sleep just as the teacher of the nations said: Concerning the 
sleeping, however, I do not wish you to be ignorant, brothers. My brothers, I do not 
wish that you be ignorant concerning those who sleep (that is, concerning 
those who are dead.) Why    

100 sind ða deadan slapende gecwedene. buton for ðan þe hi  
sceolon arisan geedcucode. þurh ðone ælmihtigan scyppend;  
Beon ða mædenu snotere beon hi stunte. ealle hi moton slapan  
on ðam gemænelicum deaðe. ær ðan ðe se brydguma crist  
cume to ðam micclum dome; Media autem nocte clamor 

are the dead called the sleeping except that they 
should arise regenerated by the Almighty Creator? 
Be the maidens wise or be they foolish, they all sleep 
together in death before the bridegroom Christ 
comes at the great judgment. In the middle of the night a shout 

105 factus est. ecce sponsus uenit. exite obuiam ei; On middre  
nihte wearð clypung gehyred. efne her cymð se brydguma.  
gað him togeanes; Hwæt getacnað seo midniht. buton seo deope  
nytennys. for ðan ðe seo geendung þyssere worulde cymð  
þonne men læst wenað. swa swa se apostol cwæð; Dies domini 

was made: “Behold, the bridegroom comes; go forth to meet him.” In the middle 
of the night a shout was heard: ―Behold, the bridegroom has come; go to 
meet him.‖ What does midnight signify except deep 
ignorance because the ending of this world comes 
when men least expect just as the apostle said: The day of the Lord 

110 sicut fur in nocte. ita ueniet; Drihtnes dæg cymð. swa swa  
ðeof on niht; Oft cweðað men. efne nu cymð domes dæg. for  
ðan ðe ða witegunga sind agane. þe be ðam gesette wæron; Ac  
gefeoht cymð ofer gefeohte. gedrefednys ofer gedrefednysse.  
eorðstyrung ofer eorðstyrunge. hungor ofer hungre. þeod ofer 

as a thief in the night so it will come. The day of the Lord comes just as  
a thief in the night. Often men say: ―Behold, now comes doomsday  
because the wise men are gone as it was written.‖ But 
strife comes after strife;  tribulation after tribulation 
earthquake after earthquake; famine after famine; nation 

115 ðeode. and þonne gyt ne cymð se brydguma; Eac swilce þa six  
ðusend geara fram adame beoð geendode. and ðonne gyt elcað  
se brydguma; Hu mage we þonne witan hwænne he cymð? 

after nation and yet the bridegroom has not yet come. Thus each of six 
thousand years since Adam has ended and yet the bridegroom delays. 
How may we know when he comes? 

 
Pg 331 
118 Swa swa he sylf cwæð. on middre nihte; Hwæt is on middre  

nihte. buton þonne ðu nast. and þu his ne wenst ðonne cymð 
Just as he himself said—in the middle of the night. What is the middle 
of the night except when you do not know and you do not expect his  

120 he; Nis nan gesceaft þe cunne ðone timan þyssere worulde  
geendunge. buton gode anum; Hwæt is se hream þe on middre  
nihte cymð ætforan ðam brydguman. buton ðæra engla  
blawung. swa swa se apostol awrat; In ictu oculi. in nouissima  
tuba; Canet enim tuba. Et cetera; On anre preowthwile. on 

coming? No one is able to know the time of this world‘s 
ending except God alone. What is the outcry in the middle 
of the night that comes before the bridegroom but the angels 
blowing just as the apostle wrote: In the twinkling of an eye, at the last 
trumpet; indeed the trumpet sounds…In a moment, at   

125 ðære endenextan byman. Seo byme soðlice blæwð. and ða  the last trumpet, the trumpet truly blows and the  
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deadan arisað ungebrosnode. and we beoð awende to ecum  
ðingum on þam lichaman. swa swa we nu sind on ðære sawle;  
Be ðisum cwæð se hælend; Se tima cymð þæt ealle ða ðe on  
byrgenum beoð gehyrað godes suna stemne. and hi forðgað. 

dead arise uncorrupted and we will be turned into eternal 
things in body just as we now are in soul. 
Concerning this the savior said, ―The time comes that all who  
are in the grave will hear the voice of the son of God and they shall come 
forth 

130 þa ðe god worhton to lifes æriste. þa soðlice ðe yfel worhton to  
geniðerunge æriste;  
    Tunc surrexerunt omnes uirgines ille. et ornauerunt lam- 
pades suas; Þa arison ealle ða mædenu. and gegearcodon  
heora leohtfatu; Ða mædenu arison. for ðan ðe ða gecorenan. 

those who worked good rising to life then truly those who worked evil  
rising to condemnation. 
    Then arose all the virgins and trimmed  
their lamps. Then all the maidens arose and they prepared 
their lamps. The maidens arose because both the elect  

135 and ða wiðercorenan beoð ealle awrehte of þæs deaðes  
slæpe; Hi gearcodon heora leohtfatu. þæt is hi gearciað hi  
sylfe. to agyldenne gescead þam cumendum deman. heora  
dæda; Ðæra stuntra mædena leohtfatu beoð acwencte on þæs  
deman tocyme. and hi nan edlean æt gode nabbað. for ðan ðe 

and the rejected will all awake from the sleep 
of death. They prepared their lamps; that is, they prepare  
themselves for the reckoning of offences at the coming judgment of their 
deeds. The foolish maidens‘ lamps will be quenched in the  
coming judgment and they will not receive the reward of the good because  

140 hi underfengon manna herunga. þe him licodon; Þa stuntan  
mædenu cwædon to ðam snoterum; Syllað us sumne dæl  
eoweres eles. for ðan þe ure leohtfatu sind acwencte; Hi ge- 
sawon þæt hi sylfe wiðinnan æmtige wæron. þæs godan ingehy- 
des. and for ði sohton gewitnysse wiðutan; Hi wæron gewunode 

they sought the praise of men which pleased them. The foolish 
maidens said to the wise: ―Give us a portion  
of your oil because our lamps are quenched.‖ They  
saw that they were empty within of good intentions 
and thus they sought testimony from without. They were used  

145 to oðra manna herunge. and þæs gewilnodon swa swa heora  
gewuna wæs. swilce hi cwædon. Nu ge geseoð þæt we æt us 

to the praise of other men and they desired just what they 
were used to, thus they said, ―Now you see that we  

 
Pg 332 
147 sylfum naht nabbað. secgað nu hwæt ge be urum weorcum  

gesawon; Ða snoteran mædenu andwyrdon ðam stuntum. and  
cwædon; Þi læs ðe hit ne genihtsumige us and eow. farað to 

have nothing for ourselves; say now what you saw concerning our works.‖ 
The wise maidens answered the foolish and  
said, ―There is not enough of it for us and for you; go to the  

150 ðam syllendum. and bicgað eow ele; Soðlice on ðam micclum  
dome. ælcum ænlipium men ðincð to lytel his agen ingehyd  
him to gewitnysse. þeah ðe he ne sceole oðrum to gewitnysse  
beon; Ne ðam heofenlican deman nis nan neod æniges mannes  
gewitnysse. se ðe þurhsihð ælces mannes heortan. and gewiss- 

seller and buy yourselves oil.‖ Truly in the great 
judgment each solitary man thinks too little about the testimony of 
his own intentions for he cannot use the testimony of others. 
In the heavenly judgment there is not the pleasure of another man‘s 
testimony; it penetrates each man‘s heart and lays  

155 licor wat þæs mannes mod þonne he sylf; Hi cwædon. farað  
to ðam syllendum. and bicgað eow ele; Nis ðis na ræd. ac is  
edwit. swilce hi cwædon; Ge ðe wæron gewunode to under- 
fonne manna herunga for eowerum godum weorcum. farað to  

plain a man‘s mind about himself. They said, ―Go  
to the seller and buy yourselves oil.‖ This is not counsel but is 
reproach which they spoke. You who used to seek after 
the praise of men for your good works, go to  
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ðam lyffeterum þe eow ær leaslice olæhton. habbað æt him the flatterers who falsely flattered you before; get from them 
160 swa hwæt swa ge magon. ne sylle we eow nan ðing; Ge noldon  

habban eowerne ele wiðinnan. þæt is ge noldon gode lician on  
godum ingehyde. ac for ðæra idelra manna herunge ge worhton 
herigendlice weorc. farað nu and bicgað. ne sylle we eow nænne;  
Þa mid ðam þe hi ferdon ymbe ðone ceap. ða com se bryd- 

what you may but we will not give you anything. You would not 
have your own oil within; that is, you would not please God with 
good intentions but you worked praiseworthy works for the praise of 
frivolous men. Go now and buy; we will not give you anything. 
Then with that they went around the market. Then the bridegroom came 

165 guma. and ða fif mædenu ðe mid þam leohte gearwe wæron.  
ferdon mid him into ðam giftum. and þæt geat wearð belocen;  
Ne bohton hi nænne ele. ne hi ne gemetton nænne ðe him ða  
ele syllan wolde; Nis nan man swa dyrstig on þam micclum  
dome. þæt he durre oðerne betellan. ðonne adumbiað þa ydelan 

and the five maidens who were prepared with their lights  
went with him into the marriage and the door was locked. 
They did not buy any oil nor did they obtain any from them who 
would sell oil. No man should be so bold in the great 
judgment that he presume on another‘s account when frivolous 

170 lyffeteras. þe ær ðone ele sealdon. þæt wæron þa smeðan  
lyffetunga; Witodlice se rihtwisa on ðam dæge forhtað. ðeah ðe  
he ðurh god ingehyd Gode gelicode. þeah hwæðere cwacað þæt  
ingehyd þær afyrht for ðam micclum brogan. þæs gemænan  
domes; Ða æt nextan comon ða stuntan mædenu. and clypodon 

flatterers will be silent who previously sold oil that was smooth 
flattery. Naturally the righteous will be afraid that day though they 
pleased God with good intentions whether they speak their 
intentions from their fear at the great terror of the universal 
judgment. Then at last the foolish maidens came and called  

175 to ðam brydguman; Hlaford. Hlaford. hat geopenian þæt geat;  
Drihten cwæð on oðrum godspelle; Cnuciað. and eow bið  
geopenod; Ac we sceolon nu cnucian. and infær biddan to  
heofenan rice. na ðonne; Nu is mildheortnysse tima. 

to the bridegroom: ―Lord, lord, open the door.‖ 
The Lord said in another gospel: ―Knock and it will be  
opened to you.‖ But we should knock now and seek to enter into 
the heavenly kingdom, not then. Now is the time of mercy 
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179 and ðonne bið domes tima; Se ðe nele nu on mildheortnysse timan and then will be the time of judgment. The one who does not now  
180 hine sylfne gerihtlæcan þurh soðe behreowsunge. þam bið  

heofenes geat belocen on ðæs domes timan; Eala micel modes  
biternys is on ðam worde. þæt geat wæs belocen; Hi behreowso- 
don þæt hi ele næfdon. ac heora behreowsung wæs to lætt;  
Sume gedwolmen cwædon þæt seo halige Maria cristes 

justify himself with true sorrowing in the time of mercy, then the 
gate of heaven will be locked in the time of judgment. Ho! What great  
grief of mind is in that statement that the gate was locked. They sorrowed 
that they did not have oil but their sorrowing was too late. 
Some heretics say that the holy Mary, Christ‘s 

185 modor. and sume oðre halgan sceolon hergian æfter ðam dome  
ða synfullan of ðam deofle. ælc his dæl. Ac þis gedwyld asprang  
of ðam mannum. þe on heora flæsclicum lustum symle licgan  
woldon. and noldon mid earfoðnyssum þæt ece lif geearnian;  
Ne hopige nan man to ðyssere leasunge. Nele seo eadige Maria 

mother and certain other saints will each seize their portion after the 
judgment of the sinful from the devil but this heresy sprang 
from men who wished to remain continually in the lusts of their flesh 
and would not earn eternal life with hardships. 
No man should cling to these lies. Neither the blessed Mary 

190 ne nan oðer halga lædan ða fulan. and þa manfullan. and ða  
arleasan. þe æfre on synnum þurhwunodon. and on synnum  
geendodon. into ðam clænan huse heofenan rices myrhðe. Ac  

nor any other saint will take the impure or the wicked or the  
lawless who constantly dwell in sin and end in sin  
into the dwelling of the joy of the kingdom of heaven. But 
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hi beoð deoflum gelice. and on ecnysse mid deoflum on helle  
fyre cwylmiað; Ne mæg eal middaneard anum ðæra geðingian. 

they will lie with the devils and eternally with the devils be tormented 
in hell fire. Nor may anyone in all the earth intercede thus 

195 þe crist þus to cweð; Discedite a me maledicti in ignem aeter- 
num. qui preparatus est diabolo et angelis eius; Þæt is. gewitað  
fram me ge awyrigedan into ðam ecan fyre. þe ðam deofle is  
gegearcod. and his awyrigedum englum; Ða stuntan mædenu  
clypodon. hlaford. hlaford. hat geopenian us þæt geat. and se 

for Christ said thus: Go away from me, accursed ones, into the eternal fire 
which was prepared for the devil and his angels. That is, ―Go away  
from me you accursed into the eternal fire which is prepared 
for the devil and his accursed angels. The foolish maidens 
said ―Lord, lord, open the door to us.‖ And the 

200 hlaford andwyrde; Soð ic eow secge. ne cann ic eow; Hwæt ne  
cann. se ðe ealle ðing cann? He ne cann nænne leahter. and hi  
wæron mid leahtrum afyllede; Drihten ne oncnæwð hi. for  
ðan ðe hi sind oðre. oþre hi wæron; Hwæt is to cweðenne ne  
cann ic eow. buton þæt ic ne worhte eow ðyllice; Ne cann 

Lord answered: ―Truly I say to you, I do not know you.‖ How does he not 
know who knows all things? He cannot know any vice and they 
were filled with vice. The Lord did not acknowledge them because 
they should be other than they were. What is it to say ―I  
do not know you‖ except that I did not create you thus. The Lord   

205 drihten leahtras. ac he gewitnað leahtras; Ðæt godspel belicð  
þus. waciað eornostlice. for ðan þe ge nyton þone dæg. ne ða  
tid; Nat nan man þyssere worulde geendunge. ne furðon his 

does not acknowledge vices but he punishes vices. That gospel  states 
thus: Keep watch earnestly because you do not know the day  
nor the time. No man knows this world‘s ending nor even 
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208 agene geendunge; Menig man wolde þone maran dæl his lifes  

aspendan on his lustum. and ðone læssan dæl on dædbote. gif 
his own ending. Many men would spend a greater portion of his life 
in his lusts and a smaller portion in penitence if 

210 he wiste hwænne he geendian sceolde; Us is bedigelod ure  
geendung. to ði þæt we sculon symle us ondrædan. ðone  
endenextan dæg. þone ðe we ne magon næfre foresceawian;  
We sceolon for ði wacian on ure heortan. and on geleafan. We  
sceolon wacian on hihte and on soðre lufe. We sceolon wacian 

he knew when his end would be. Our end is a mystery to us 
so that we should constantly fear the  
last day for we can never foresee it. 
We should keep watch for it in our hearts and in faith. We 
should keep watch in hope and in true love. We should keep watch 

215 on godum weorcum. and don buton ydelum gylpe gif we  
hwæt lytles to gode gedoð. þæt we moton faran into heofenan  
rice mid ðam clænan brydguman hælende criste. Se ðe leofað  
and rixað mid his heofenlican fæder. and þam halgum gaste. on  
ealra worulda woruld. Amen;  
 

in good works and do what little good we may without frivolous boasts 
that we might go into the kingdom 
of heaven with the chaste bridegroom, the Savior Christ who lives 
and reigns with his heavenly Father and the Holy Ghost, 
for ever and ever. Amen. 
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